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CARDINAL CASQ1JET 

THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 

Vol. XX Joly, 59t4 

" SUA' EMINENZA" 

ONCE the date of a Consistory is fixed gossip in Rome 
becomes active and widespread, elevating to the Sacred 
Purple enough names to make up two or three complete 

Colleges of Cardinals. Curiously on this last occasion Abbot 
Gasquet's name was not so frequently mentioned as on the 
approach of former Consistories. Those who " knew " said 
his time was past that with his appointment to the headship,
of the Commissionfor the Revision of the Vulgate his" career 
was completed. 

The writer confesses that he was thus taken by surprise at 
San Cilia° on the Sunday in May when Abbot Gasqum 
came to his room saying, ' At Est the Una has fallen." I 
had an instant to ejaculate " How !" and to think of possible 
evils before the Abbot explained that Cardinal Merry del Val 
had just left a letter saying that the Holy Father intended to 
raise him to the Sacred Collage. Only the day before had I seen 
the Cardinal Secretary of State, and we had been speaking of 
the Abbot and his work. At the moment there was a question 
whether the Cardinal was expecting Abbot Gasquet to call 
on Sunday, and so close did his Eminence keep his secret, that 
I even thought he seemed somewhat indifferent about the 
Abbot's movements; "Oh! let him come if he likes but he 
must take his chance of seeing me " ; although at that very 
time he bad the letter of notification ready written in his desk, 
waiLing to be delivered! Some weeks later I ventured to con-
gratulate his Eminence on the perfett secrecy " Rome " 
could maintain when it wished, and he told me that in this 
case the Holy Father had expressed his strong wish that no 
news of the coming appointments should get out until a fixed 
date on which all the new Cardinals would receive their letters 
of notification. The Cardinal wrote all the thirteen notices 
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himself, calculated the days for postal delivery to each prelate, 
and posted the letters at intervals so that all might reach 
their deninatftns on the sae day, and then on the eve of 
that day drove round Romeo deliver personally the letters 
for the city. 

At San Calino where, at the time, were Abbot Gasquet, 
Fr Philip Langdon and myself, we felt that the news should 
not be published until the appearance of the official announce-
ment in the Osservarate Romano. It might come out these 

gevenin. A musenger was sent for a copy. He did nu return. 
Another was sent to brings copy ft once from anywhere 
The society at to p.m. aused the suspicion of the acute 
Italian servants. 0 Why all this acitement to get the Oscar - 
native ?" and this an hour after the Abbot's hour for retiring. 
"Why is Dom Filippo so unusually restless " There must 
be some important news expected." Hurry you out, Antonio, 
and get a copy." And in a short time the household was 
lined up at the Abb.'s door, the first to present their respects 
and congratulations to his " Eminence.. At that very hour 
Abbate Amelli of Florence, a member of the Committee of 
Revision was hurrying up to Rome, and on his arrival declared 
that he hed felt or heard a voice urging him to get back at 
once to Rome. 

The various stages of mating a Cardinal are well known. 
The formal notification, as above ; the secret Consistory, the 
sending of the bigliato; the imposition of the biretta; the 
public Consistory 

cc
 which the Cardinal receives the red hat,—

the cooa um " ' • the Pope's allocutions. Then for two days 
the  Cardinalis " at home" to receive the visits of con-
gratulation from the members of the Sacred College, and 
from all who wish to see and do him reverence. The Cardinal 
Archbishop of Westminster was among the first. The reception 
is known as the " visite di Galore." 

The sending of the " biglietto " has many interesting 
features which do not gee into the Press reporter's accounts. 
The pretence —if we may so describe what is really a survival 
of days when 'there were no telegrams, no trimly post, no rail-
ways—the pretence is that the 'bigliato" is unexpected: its 
arrival is a surprise. The Cardinal-designate and his household 

" Sua Erninenza " 
are (supposed) to be found at work in their doily affairs. 
The cooriers from the Vatican arrive. They have come straight 
from thee ecret Consistory. In this case the leader is Cardinal 
Merry del Veil's private secretary. " Is the Abbot Gasquet 

casa ' t " they demand at the great gate. We immediately 
muster in the large hall. A number of students from the 
English College, from Sant' Anselmo, many friends, the 
Abbot's future gentiluomo, Sir Henry Howard (old Gee-
gorian), several Abbots, and others happen to be present. 
The couriers are brought in. Twenty feet away from the Abbot 
and the group about him, they stop and then at once 
without any preliminary, in a full, clear voice, in rounded, 
well balanced, easy-flowing sentences and graceful words in 
"boae romans," the Cardinal's secretary announces the 
objedt of his visit. The Holy Father in the secret Consistory 
of this morning has conferred the Cardinalate upon the 
Venerable Abbot President of the Benedictines of England. 
It was all well done, and as he concludes he hands a sealed 
packet to the Abbot. But the Abbot must not open it. He 
hands it to the Rector of the English College, Bishop McIntyre. 
Fortunately some one present has not a pen-knife, for we are 
back in ce.remonies of the Middle Aga, but a handsome 
stiletto, with which the bishop opens the packet, and he reads 
to the Abbot the document declaring his elevation to the 
Sacred College. A second packet conmins the authoritative 
document conferring all the privileges and authority of his 
office upon Cardinal Gasquet. , 

The whole scene and the fiction of its surprise carry us back • 
to the days of motion, to days when the horseman was the 
quickest post, to days when others than the reigning Pontiff 
would create Cardinals if they could—days when the rough 
tima gave occasion to Canonises to write legal tracts on 
forgeries and counterfeits. In the ceremony we wrinased there 
was little room for mistaka, or deceit, or false documents. 
All was open and fully witnessed. 

Cardinal Gasquet in a few sentences of Italian thanked the 
Holy Father, through his meftengers, for the grcoueat dignity 
that had been conferred upon him. The riers then 
bowed, "kissed the Sacred Purple," and hastened away with 

3 
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their missives to other non-expecunt dignitaries. Cardinal 
Gammt then delivered his " Words." 

The " vte di Galore" are worth more than a passing 
reference, for like the delivery of the biglietto they hold a 
significance which is worth study. To a stranger m Rome 
they are at leas[ remarkable, but it needs some experience of 
Italian social life as moulded by Catholic ideals to recognize 
that this ceremony of " visite di Galore" is a natural arrange-

ent for facilitating the expression of the democratic instinft 
of the people. Any one of any rank or quality feels that he 
has the right and the privilege to call at the palazzo and see 
the new Cardinal. His Eminence has to remain " in case " 
for the purpose. He is a great prelate, amongst the nations 
of the world he ranks with their princes of blood or their chief 
magistrates. Apart from his Cardinalitial rank he may be 

diTer:nra.z 
bbe a Rom v print makes 

i ndo, 
calore." And—a thin that is so mysterious to the Englishman 
—all know hove toedeal with the Cardinal. Two dam were 
given up to these visits, and on the following Sunday the 
people of the parish, St Maria in Trastevere, with their wives 
and children, came into the palazzo es mom, a dense crowd 

• of the poor i yet I do not thick that the Cardinal will have the 
memory of any sot or word that was intrmive, unseemly or 
false in feeling. 

Abbot Gasuneris arrangements for housing the Vulgate 
Revision Committee at San Callao have fortunately relieved 
him of all trouble in finding a suitable Cardinal's residence. 
The palazzo San Callao was built about three hundred 
years ago for a Cardinal. It contains all the suite of rooms 
needed fora Cardinal's receptions and business. The whole of 
it—rooms, halls, chapel, staircase, passages—is all on the 
grand scale. (When shall we learn how to build a stairs in this 
country 1) In the 'eighties it was occupied by Cardinal Pitta, 
for the building belongs to the monks of St Paul's, and loss 
been rented from them by the Revision Committee. 

The palazzo stands at right angles to the facade of St Maria 
in Trastevere, and forms one side, the north, of the piazza. 
It is two sides of a square, the rooted looking on to a garden 
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and its fountain, and receiving the sun all through the day. 
For many years the monks of St Paul's used it as their summer 
residence, when the heat and miasma made the monastery of 
St Paul's too unhealthy. But of lace years the climate around 
St Paul's has been so Improved that the monks ceased to use 
San Calisto and the interior of the building had fallen into dim 
repair and disorder. During the last year the building has 
been completely renovated, and it is now ready to renew its 
ancient greatness as the residence of the English Cardinal of 
the Trasteverini. 



THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE 
EMPIRE OF THE ARABS 

XIIL THE DECLINE OF THE OMMAYADS 

UNDER Walid the Ommayad housereached the highest 
point of its glory, thenceforward, the dating of the line of 
Moawiya took a rapid downward course, which neither 

success in the field nor acquisition of territory could check. 
Although for some years after the accession of Sulayman the 
decay of the power of the Syrian Khalifs was superficially 
conceale, the student will notice in the course of the following 
the  that in reality it proceeded apace. Walid, indeed, was 
the lam of the princes of his family who could afford to repose 
the slightest confidence in his lieumnants and Emirs ; he was 
the last of the rulers of Damascus who did not learn with 
apprehension of conquests and hoe on his eastern and 
western frontiers; he was the last who did not hear of the 
return of a v rious general with greater fear than a report 
of dnaster meanistant rebellion. 

The mo  Sulayman was proclaimed Khalif it was 
apparent that the successor of Walid was 011C under whose 0010 

ability was looked upon as a dangerous virtue, and tIm 
services of the generals and Emirs were repaid with appro-
priate rewards ! For having conquered Spain, Musa wu 
bastinadoed and disgrued, pis son, Abdel was beheaded, 
his lieutenant, Tarik, driven into private Efe. Mohammed ibrs 
Ktiirn, who had led vktosious Moslems Toro India, was out-
lawed and exiled, while, as we have seen, the acquisition of 
Transozania by Qotaiba was rewarded with death. 

In Ids brother Maslama alone, anving the lieutenants of 
his predecessors, did Sulaymn appear to recognize 
merit or constancy. This chieftain, who had for some years 
been engaged in prosecuting a successful bat desultory warfare 
with the scattered armies and local lain of the Bryantine 
E.mpire,was now given charge of an expedition which promised, 
if succasful, to crams the glorim of the Khalifate with the 
Imperial diadem of the Caesars. Su/ayman, though perhaps 
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wanting in the greater qualities of .price, at least was not 
afilifted with a lock of ambition, and he dreamed that the 
annals of his reign should eclipse in brilliance that of the 
former Khalif by recording the capture of Constantinople, 
and the final destruction of the Empire of the Romans. 

Madams was entrusted with the task of reducing the last 
stronghold of theme risti. civilization to Mohammedan 
subjection. An eo us fleet of Egyptian and Syrian vessels 
was put at hi s disposal, and the hone provinces of Damascus 
were rasacked for men and treasure with which to emble 
him too maintain and supply an ovenvhelming army for 
the double purpose of siege md blockade. Once more the 
fateof the world trembled in the balance. Europe, unorganized 
and incoherent, lay weak as a newborn infant, to ignorance of 
the impending danger. In Constantinople the citizens stood 
trembling around a feebleandincompetemp c,,while against 
them marched the undefeated warriors of Islam, filled with 
zeal and confidence, under the leadership of one of their 
most famous Emirs. 

Constantinople and Europe were imvitably doomed had it 
not been for the Mlion of one man ; from all the disasters 
which had befallen the Byzantines since the accession of the 
detestable Justinian, one Imperial officer had emerged with an 
unsullied reputasion—he was Leo the Isaurian, the commander 
of the Anatolie theme. 

The records of his prowess are dimmed by religious bias, 
end the hatred which he subsequently provoked by his espousal 
of the Iconoclastic cause. The shreds of history, Arabian and 
Greek, e" very little substance from which we can form a 
figure of this truly remarkable man. That he was a con-
su ate general and a wily diplomatist is not only probable, 
buncoertain. We see Armorium being besieged by the advancing 
Most  Leo, the general, persuades them to relinquish the 
attack, Theodosius, the incompetent Emperor, is alarmed, 
Leo proceeds to Constantinople in full revolt, strangely 
enough Maslama and his men do not follow him or harass 
his retreat. Both Greek and Arab miters concur in a vague 
hint that there was some understanding between the [saurian 
and his foes from the East ; Theodosius abdicates and Leo is 
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Emperor—Maslama, who had apparently been awaiting this 
event, was suddenly disappointed in his expectation of a peace-
able surrender of the capital. 

Sulayman the Khalif commanded his brother to take the 
city by force, then it was that the Arabs swarmed into Thrace 
and Bythinia, that the Egyptian Beets blockaded the Bos-
phorus and Propontis and the city of Consantine was hemmed
in on minty side. 01 this siege we know hale, the hiaormal 
pitture is blurred and confused—through the driving mist 
of time we get occasional but vivid glimpses of thorn two years 
of unavailing effort and steadfast defence. Now we see the 
shores of the Bosphorus black with tents and swarming with 
white robed warriors, vast convoys of Mediterranean shipping 
flit to and fro across the Marmon and up to the Black Sea. 
Constantinople itself stands lonely, isolated, but pregnant 
with valiant hosts. Thew seems to be but little fighting, the 
Arabs busy themselves with a wall of circumvallation, Madams 
the Emir parleys with his enemies, Leo the diplomatist and 
soldier, though strongly armed, seems ever ready to temporize, 
to delay the attack, to keep the hot blooded fanatics from 
rushing madly against the city, since against their more 
than human valour even tall walls, Greek fire, and the choicest 
troops are no guarantee of safety. Suddenly Leo takes the 
initiative,—a little fleet steals away from the Golden Horn, 
confined cries ring out across the water, a column of 
smoke rises in the air—the Egyptian fleet is burned.vast Now comes 
a nipping frost, the dome of Santa Sofia and the red roofs 
of the palaces whiten under the warm haze of winter fires 
which hangs over the beleagured town, but without. in the 
Moslem lines, there is misery and suffering indescribable, the 
rigid limbs of men and beasts protrude stiffly through the 
trampled snow, the black tents grow thin and tattered, the 
icy, northem wind howls through the narrow straits breathing 
cold death and frozen pestilence among the shuddering 
masses of the faithful. Waziers, Emirs, Saints, and Martyrs 
wither and perish beneath the blasting strokes of the new 
year, fresh ships and fresh men come from the South to take 
the places of those that are lost, only to pass through the same 
gate—the hosts of Islam fade away Solayman the Khalif dies 
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while marching to their e; Leo grows bolder, crosses 
the Bosphorus, and routs theassistanc watching army on the Asiatic 
shore. The Moslems are now themselves in danger of being 
besieged within their camp, the Christians of Fish Minor are 
ready to tie, swarms of Bulgarians flock to the rescue of the 
beleagured city—threatened on every side, his fleets destroyed, 
his armies but a shadow of their former strength, Maslama 
had no choke but to accept the decree of the Dec re-
luctantly lie struck hit tents and retired to Magnesia,—Creer, on-
stantinople has been saved. 

Although Leo the Isaurian has justly earned the title of the 
Saviour of Europe, we must remember that the strength of 
the enemy whom he had to face could not at that time be 
measured by the numbers of his subjeEts or by the extent of his 
dominions. Historians are a little apt to assume then at the 
time of the second siege of Constantinople, the Khalif Sulay-
man could concentrate such forces as he desired at any given 
point. This indeed was far from being the case, the student 
will have noticed that Moslem success from the very beginning 
depended to a great degree on the disaffettion or conversion 
of sections of the inhabitants of the territories invaded, and 
that each step of conquest provided men and money for the 
nest campaign—the men of Medina subjected the tribes of 
the Arabian coast of the Persian Gulf, they in turn subdued 
those people of Irak, who subsequently swelled the ranks of 
the armitt which over-ran Persia, Persian served in the 
armies which occupied Khorasan, and Turks helped to conquer 
Transozania, just as an influx of Berber converts made the 
annobaSon of Spain a possibility. But there were limits to 
this system of progressive absorption of peoples and kingdoms 
into the Moslem fold. 

No mohammedaniyed Spaniards stein to have assisted in 
the raids beyond the Pyrenees, no large additions to the 
Moslem ranks were gained in any of the Byzantine Provinces 
west of the Taurus. 

From these faEts we may deduce that the army of Moslems 
was fighting under  conditions quite different to those under 
which Transosania and Spain had been conquered by Ciotaiba 
and Musa. The latter had not only conquered but actually 
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absorbed the bulk of the populations in their rear before 
making a forward move, while Maalama was in the position 
of general commanding an army in the heart of a foreign 
country for removed from his base and deriving nothing for 
his support or sustenance from the actual locality where he 
vaas conducting operas s. Besides this point we must also 
take into consideration another feature of the situation, which 
is that the Empire of the Ommayad Khalifate was not one 
which could depend on its province for concentrated support. 
Neither Irak, Persia, Transosania, Barbary, Morocco, nor 
Spain could provide men or arms for the siege of Constanti-
nople, tribute and taxes indeed would be forthcoming from 
those distant regions for the equipment of an army, but as 
far as men and ships were concerned, the exceedingly limited 
areas of Egypt and Syria were the only sources of supply. 

Had Constantinople fallen at the first onset all would have 
been changed, but Leo's first year of successful raistance 
practically made in final deliverance a certainty—the last 
reserves of 

when 
ahead Syrians were probably very inferior 

dinand when ey ere exhausted the Moslem attack 
end   an ignominious fiasco. 

When Sulayman died his dominions were in an extremely 
disordered condition. In North Persia Yarid-ibn-Mohallab, 
who succeeded Qotaiba, after meeting with serious disasters 
in the provinces of Jurjan, Tabaristad and Daylam, had 
finally conquered the South Caspian littoral; owinge  to the 

rtt 'at's7sitat e froofm=sc trati ct dcp:esna'add 6001 
achieved entirely by his ovvn efforts, he had been able to 
increase his penonal authority to a very dangerousdegree of 
independence. While the diffithltin of communication were 
gradually separating North Africa and Spain from the Empire, 
local governors concluded wars, conquests, and raids 
against the Christians with little reference to headquarters. 

Consequently, on succeeding to the Khalifate, Omar found 
the affairs of Islam deeply involved, Spain and North Africa 
ever tending to become' ndependent principalities, Persia 
ready to revolt, and the Imperial army of Constantinople 
shattered and destroyed. 

Rise and Decline of the Empire of the Arabs 
Omar was a stern orthodox Moslem of the old school, and 

his brief reign reminds one for a moment of those rugged 
heroes who had first drawn the sword of God in defence or the 
Koran. Already worldliness, luxury, and pride of place had 
conquered the hearts of Moslem Emirs, the stones which 
Omar I had thrown at the silk clad conquerors of Syria 
had had but little effed. Abu Serr had died alone in the 
desert, the tombs of Abu Bakrand Mohammed, like the Ka'aba, 
had become resorts of formal pilgrimage. Self denial and 
poverty were the stock in trade of the religious devotee, 
prayers and sermons the perquisites of the readers and clerks. 
Religious deal was relegated to the mosque and the theo-
logical college, where the old Trinitarian and ethical con-
tentions of the departed Christian doctors on predestination, 
the origin of evil, were re-echoed in arnumeth concerning the 
nature of the theocratic scheme of the unNerse and the 

sential co-existence of the Koran with God problem s 
which were discusthd with all the refinements of the meta-
physical logicians and philosophers of the past. Wars of the 
faith were degenerating into the conquests or raids of princth 
and Emirs-The desire to die a martyr's death on the battle-
field was giving place to the desire for wealth and success in 
this world. 

Omar the Second's hope was to ratore in this corrupted age 
the any  virtue of the.Moslem commonwealth. He reduced 
the luthry of the Imperial court, he he  oppreasive edids 
against his non-Moslem subjects, and he ruled his Emirs with 
a rod of don. Braid the Governor of Khorasan he imprisoned 
at Damascus, until such time as he should disgorge the gold 
which he had amassed by illicit means, 

Mss
he upbraided 

publicly for his profusion and wealth, and when the Viziers 
announced that the revenues were decreasing owing to the 

the 
of Christians, instead of rething his severities, 

the Khalif for  them and praised God that more souls 
were saved for Paradid. It would have been interesting to 
see what would have been the ultimate result of this return to 
primitive faith on the part of 

rho
 Khalif had he lived belittl

longer. But Omar's experiment was destined never to b put 
into practice, and before Yedd-iba-Mohillab had given up 
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his ill-gotten goods, before Maslama had been weaned from 
luxury, or the Christians and Jews expelled from the Moslem 
world, the Khalif sickened and died. The religious enthusiasm 
of Omar seems to have found no response in the breast of 
his immediate successor, Yedid-ibn-Abdel Malik, nos was 
his attempt refonn the manners of the degenerating Moslem 

O a 
fad, which if it were needed, would prove beyond a doubt 
that Oinar's ideas and hopes were but little in accord with 
the spirit of the age. Strangely enough the failure of Omar 
to rethrtoduce simplicity and severity of religious conduct 
among the Moslems, ran almost concurrently with the succus-
ful efforts of Leo the Isaurian to enshroud the neighbouring 
Christians in Iconoclastic gloom. A very short time after, the 
lax servants of the Commander of the Faithful had begun to 
delineate the rude outlines of a human figure on the coinage 
uttered m the name of the Khalif. The last smouldering 
embers of the Arts were being trodden under foot in Con-
stantinople by order of the Emperors. 

During the brief period which elapsed between the death 
of Omar and the accession of Yerid III, Ibn Mohellab, 
who was still languishing in prison, contrived to escape, fled to 
Basra and raised the whole of Irak in rebellion. After so long 
a period of repose the wild Shia and Kharijite elements broke 
into a new combination, the population rose in the name of 
Hassan and Hussein, the tragedy of Kerbela was once more re-
membered, °moseyed supremacy challenged, Syrian governors 
deposed, and in a very short space of time the whole of the 
work accomplished by the ruthless Hajjaj undone. 

The flame of rebellion spread from Bath to Kurdistan and 
thence eastward to Khorasan, but if Irak was prolific in re-
bellions, they were seldom enough successful. The religious 
and political motives, which separately impelled the various 
elements in these frequent insurrections, invariably ended 
in treachery and divided urinals, and the combination 
which had proved fatal to Ali, Hussein, Hassan, Moffistar, and 
Ibn Zobainnow rendered the operation of the son of Mohallab 
equally futile. 

When the leaden of the rebellion proposed a night attack 

Rise and Decline of the Empire of the Arabs 

on the Syrians, who were advancing uncles Maslama, the 
Kharijites objortion that no attack must be made until the 
opposing enemy had openly stated their disbelief in certain 
religious doctrines. When Ibn Moballab's brother endeavoured 
to rouse the martial ardour of the population by inflammatory 
addresses, learned and holy men negatived his speeches by 
proclaiming passive resistance and peaceful admonition as the 
only weapons which true believers could use against a tyrant. 
Meanwhile Mariann advanced with rapid and skilful marches, 
Ibn Mohallab was forced to accept battle while his army was 
yet disorganized, Isis supporters doubtful, and his plans 
unmade—as might be expected, the first engagement ended the 
rebellion, and Ibn Mohallab, preferring death to dishonour, 
voluntarily sought his doom at the hands of Maslama's troops. 

Scarcely had the religious tumult in Irak been quelled by 
Madams than news came from the North that the hordes of 
Khadars and Alert were in full revolt, and were now snaking 
common cau. with their old enemirt, the nobles of Armenia, 
in an attempt to shake themselves free of the yoke of the 
Khania.. 

A general named El Jarrah was seleand to re-conquer 
Armenia and the Caucasus; the task before him was serious 
and difficult, for centuries the warlike tribes of the Khmers 
had been the terror of their neighbours—sometimes we hear 
of them raiding Armenia and even breaking into the countries 
as far west as Sivas, at others threatening Aderbayjan and the 
lands south of Uremia, so mobile as to be difficult to pursue, 
so daring and elusive as to be impounds to meek; they had 
always been the plague of Rome and Persia, and now after a 
few years of tranquility they were returning with redoubled 
vigour to harass and plague the Moslems. 

El Jarrah made a bold bid for success by advancing over the 
Caucasus mountains, pushing his way into the heart of the 
country of his enemies, and there endeavouring to to the 
tables on the tribesmen by occupying the cities, by plundering 
and devastating their homes, even as they had raided in 
Arerbayjan and Armenia. 
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At first El Jarrah was apparently successful, the Khazars 

fled before him and the whole of the lands as far north as 
Bab-al-Abwab seemed subdued. Indeed, so satisfathory did 
the issue of El Jonah's campaign appear to the ministers at 
Damascus, that when the Khalif Yezid died his successor, 
Hisham, had no thought of replacing the general by any one 
the however, the new Khalif had not been long on the 
throne before news of crushing disaster roused him from 
his sense of security. Jarrah had been slain, the whole of his 
army destroyed, the captured towns of the Caucasus lost, and 
countless hordes of Kb ors were pouring into Armenia and 
AzerbaAan, besieging the cities, massacring the 

pea  pagans and 
Christians to rebellion. 

The Khalif was at first overwhelmed with grief at the 
magnitude of the disaster, but at last, with aid of his ministers, 
managed to raise and equip an army, which, under the leader-
ship of Said-al-Hareshi, was dispatched with orders to retrieve 
the lost fortunes of the Moslems. 

El Hareshi was an able and courageous warrior, and his 
first care was to avoid the error into which the unfortuate 
Jarrah had fallen. El Jarrah had made the Napoleonic error 
of pursuing his enemies too far into that unconquerable 
region which is now known as Russia, while leaving his rear 
open to attack, Hareshi decided to secure his base before 
proceeding further. Consequently the first serious action of 
the campaign was the reduction of the fortress of Aklat on 
the shores of Lake Van, from whence by slow and carefully 
considered stages the Arabs picked their way to Bardha'ah, 
where to their great joy they found that the Moslem garrison 
of the city was still holding out in hopes of relief. 

Having succoured the starving town Hareshi turned south-
ward and endeavoured to cut off the %hams from the regions 
of Babial-Abwab, by falling upon them from the North. 
True to their ancient retie the Khazars broke up their army 
into smaller detachments and endeavoured to escape round 
El Hareshi's flanks. 

bus no gkrricg'ffilT erlZi Itres111: 2Me:1Pirder, taLlh'svoe rapid the 
got away, 

to 
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movements of his troops, that before very long Azerbayjan 
was cleared of marauding parties, the blockaded towns re-
lieved, and the whole of lost provinces once more settled wider 
a stable government. 

Having cleared Azerbayjan El Harwhi turned his attention 
to the Caucasus itself, and me long had ithithed a severe 
lesson on' the marauding tribesmen; he was on the point of 
pursuing the enemy beyond the chain of the Caucasus, when 
orders reached him from Hisham the Khalif commanding him 
towait the coming of Maslama, to whom the completon of 
thea campaign had b entrusted. Hareshi, though perhaps 
deeply disappointed, obeyed the Khalif's missive and awaited 
the arrival of Iva newly appointed superior. 

When Maslama reached the Caucasus, he found that the 
campaign was practically at an end, and that all men praised 
the valour of Hareshi, and attributed to him the deliverance 
of Arerbayjth. 

Madan., who had probably spent much gold in intriguing 
for the appointment which he held, was enraged when he dis-
covered that another should have reaped the honours which 
he had coveted. 

Furious with jealousy the newly arrived general caused the 
virtuous Harwhi to be brought before him—" Vain-glorious 
dog I" he cried, "why hest thou continued the war, and 
risked on the hazard the hopes of the Moslems t " It was in 

in that El Hareshi protested that he had halted the troops 
the moment the Khilif's order arrived, but Madams would 
have north of it, and El Harethi was publicly flogged and 
imprisoned for his suede... 

Such violent and shameless injustice on the part of a Court 
officer suffices to give use fairly clear insight into the state of 
corruption and weakness into which the Ommayad Khaillate 
had fallen, and, although at the moment of which we write 
the conquering Moslems were devastating the south of Frame 
under Abdur Rahman,the treatment of El Hareshi by Maslama 
is sufficient to thew that the dynasty was tottering on its basis, 
that insolence and insubordination were rife among its sup-
porten, and that every imthtive for disaffection must have 
been offered to the common people. 

XS 
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It is true that Hisham endeavoured to adjust mattess, 

that he reprimanded Maslama and reinstated El Hareshi, but 
that he had either not the power or the will to do more proves 
clearly enough that his dominion was either perilously weak 
or utterly nust. 

Maslama continued the campaign against the Khazars with 
varying fortune now he gained a fortress by some signal 
a& of treachery, as when he offered quttter, saying, " Truly 
I will not slay one of you," and on the surrender slew every 
man save one now 

ion
winnig a battle, now losing several, 

but gradually succeeding  his main object in pushing the 
Khazars back to their old camping grounds in the North. At 
last M.lama recaptured the town of Bab-al-Abwab, and 
hav , perhaps, as he imagi.d, seized the last point where 
themewould be any considerable booty, handed over the 
government to Merwan, a cousin of the Khalif, and retired 
to Syria. I conceive that there was little beside honour to be 
gained in the Caucasus, for a single winter's campaign sufficed 
Merwan himself, and that Emir decided to give the command 
of the army once more to El Hareshi, the faithful soldier, who 
ever since his release had been affing in a subordinate position. 

The old Emir carried on the final stages of the campaign 
he had initiated with so much succea until his eyesight failed 
him, and he was forced to retire from active serttce it is the 
eternal fitnessof things that Hareshi went blind ffist before 
the Khakan of the Khazars, utterly disheartened by the 
pertinacity of the Moslem troops, abjured his religion, accepted 
the Koran, and became a vassal of the Khalifate. 

Doting the years of the %ham, wars the population of the 
Modem Empire had been slowly laying the foundations of 
modem Oriental history. In Spain the followers of the prophet 
had swept beyond the Pyrenees, but as the Arabian leaven 
in their hosts wore thin and weak, they lost that strange power 
of .similating the peoples whose lands they over-ran, der ner-
ated from colonists of Morocco to the conquerors of Spain, 
from conquerors to the marauders of France, and. marauders, 
breaking before the horns of Charles Mattel, retiring into the 
Iberian Peninsula never to emerge again uve as enemies or 
freebooters. 
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In North Africa the coastwise population, which was so 

rapidly absorbed into the fold of Islam, now still more rapidly 
engulfed the Arabian armies of the Khalif in the ocean of the 
indigenous savagery, losing all touch or sympathy with east 
and west. 

In Egypt and Syria the subordinate spirit remained, for 
there indeed the provincial tradition of obedience to force 
still held good. On the frontiers of the Greek Empire a chronic 
war had taken the place of a doubtful pea., and after the 
fi rst fury had passed the war degenerated into a series of raids 
and counter-raids without any purpose beyond plunder or 
pett reveg. 

Out on n the eastern frontiers of Khorasan the remaining 
onquered tribes of pagan Turks attacked and harassed 

with  achieving any definite result, retiring before superior 
numbers only to return when vigilance was relaxed. It may 
be seen that Islam as a single and united force had reached 
its natural limits and was completely exha.ted henceforth, 
though still any new nations were to be drawn 

' 
into its 

embrace the work would not be accomplished either by 
desert Arabs or even by Emirs of the Khalif. 

From death of Yttlll the Second (tft the original motive 
power of the Mohammedan religion lost its energy, the idea 
of forming a single great world state, directed by a solitary 
head in whom religious and civil power was centred, ceased to 
occupy the minds of men, henceforth Mohammedanism was 
to take a place . a religion among the religions of mankind, 
and its increase or decrease would depend rather on isolated
political circumstano. than on anything else. With the 
gradual fading away of the cosmopolitan ideal, the internal 
forces of disruption, which were ever straining the inner 
fabric of the Empire, gathered ttrength and volume. Once 
the hope of a Moslem world had been dissipated, the house of • 

n the names of God,ethe Koran, 
 as Arabs conquered 

and thel°r
as 

 Kharo, and o long 
a succession of new peoples were in the process of being 

oonverted in those names, so long was the nalifate strong 
and flourishing, and neither rebellion nor disaffection could 
bring about its collapse, but when eongu.t was replaced by 
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mere defensive wars on the frontiers, or plundering expeditions 
beyond, the magic of the name of the house of Ommaya rapidly 
lost its hold on the potential enthusiasm of the people, and 
other forces began to absorb their devotion and fidelity. 

As might be expethd the first mutterings of the coming 
storm were heard in Irak, where the restless ghosts of Hussein 
and Haman still stirred men's minds to mutinous thoughts 
and bloody intrigues. 

In Kufa the people might be cowed into submission, might 
pray for the success of Hisham, might crouch before the 
Ethr of the Khalif on the day of audience, swear windy 
oaths of allegiance, cheer at the news of the conquest of the 
Khazars, but beneath the surface there boiled and seethed 
the most ferocious political hatred, religions, and passion. 
Every Kufan hung his head with shame when he thought of 
Kerbela, every Kufan Arab alike detested authority, every 
Kufan loathed Syrian government, not because it was Syrian, 
but because it was government, every Sufan dearly loved 
riot, dearly loved brawling, dearly loved revolution, strife 
and excitement. In Kula the Shia spirit or slumbered, 
and it only required a word, a man and a favourable oppor-

hanity to blaze out with redoubled 'fury and vigour. Scarcely 
d the Khaaar wars come to an end than the explosion took 

place with remarkable suddenness. In Kula still hngered one 
direct descendant of the hapless Hussem—his name was 
Zaid, the son of Ali, the son of Hassan, the son of Ali, the son 
of Abu Talib—in him centred the hope and aspirations of 
the revolutionary, and in Zaid was once more incarnate that 
mild natmc, that indecision of character. and that mystical 
and visionary disposition that had been Me curse of all his 
house. 

The whispering shaykhs and babbling poets flocked round 
the house of Zaid, prayed him to lead them and their rabble 
against the Syrian tyrants, promised faithful is and 
boasted of their prowess. Fatally undecided Zaid listened, but 
neither encouraged them, MI chided them in their froward-
ness. The shaylhe continued to whisper and the pore to 
babble. Rumours buzzed through the bazaars and markets 
that Zaid should head a rebellion—hummed so loud, indeed, 
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that presently they passed the curtained doorways of the 

Pine'ce l:t t c: E:t ri l'ard'ehi:ZZZEZ,h7rjorn-
under pain of punishment—Zaid hesitated--said he ore ill—
that presently he would go—delayed long enough to enrage 
the Syrians and give hope to the Widens—then departed. 

Scarcely had Zaid left the town than the mob came out 
after him. "Whither goat thou, son of the Apostle I" they 
cried, and dragged him back by. force. After some fashion 
Zaid contrived to appease the Syrian Enir, then weakly giving 
way to the pd  of his adherents began to intrigue. 
The °moseyed governor's suspicions were now thoroughly 
aroused, either Zaid mon go or a revolution break out. Yet 
it was difficult to conviN the descendant of Ali of any serious 
intentions. His ovements were adher ts spied upon and searched, his 
servants watched, hum m noted, yet no evidence was 
forthcoming, until at last a certain poor men, coming from 
the North, was seized and arrested. Something in the fellow's 
demeanour excited the suspicion of the government spin. 
Hew as ragged and only bore a staff in his hand. Hr almost 
escaped observation, and would have made away in freedom 
had not a soldier noticed a blot of was on the wood of his 
stick. 

The to was scraped away, the crick was hollow, and 
within a finely rolled and closely written parchment manu-
sript. 

Imagine the feelings of the govnnor of %Ida when the 
screed was deciphered. In this short letter a fearful and far-
reaching conspiracy was unveiled, for h was an appeal in the 
name of Zaid to the Shiites of the Jatirah and of Mosul, not 
only to the Shlitn and mites, 

hoe 
to the Christians and 

Jews, 
to

on them to 
rite 

and exterminate their oppreuors, 
and proofing redress of wrongs, the punishment of tyrants, 
and the slaughter of rthe Syrians. 

The governor of Irak decided to bring matters to a crisis 
et on  promptly dispatched a force of troops under s com-
petent officer to Kith; the same night Zaid was apprised by 
his friends of the betrayal of his cause, on this the son of Ali 
decided to make the plunge into rebellion ere it was light. 
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and while the Ommayad troops were riding into the town;
seventeen of Zaid' followers paraded the dark streets, giving the 
signal for rebellio, orying,"Zaid and Victory!" By dawn Zaid 
himself joined them and saw with consternation rho only 
two hundred men had gathered together. The Kof ans had again 
played the house of Ali false, they lurked in their homer, or 
assembled in the mosqueslike panic-stricken sheep. 

The Ommayad governor had taken his measures in accord-
ance with the situation—the gates of the mosques were 
guarded, the streets cleared and patrolled—vainly did he 
shout "Men of Kufa! Men of Kufa!—you have sworn an 
oath—make your honour white by helping me! " The nee of 
Kula stopped still a desperation Zaid led his men to the 

osq where above a thousand of his supporters were 
ritargm, andolhere the troops of the Khalif guarded the gate. 
In fury he flung off his helmet and led his men to the charge 
bareheaded, crying, " I am Zaid, the son of Ali, help me, 0 
men of Kufa Do away with the shame of Kerbela when you 
aat silent and hearkened not to Hussein. Help me to uphold 
the right.Woe to ye men of Kula, if you desert me." But the 
men within the mosque stayed like frightened cattle in a 
pen, lowing and murmuring, but doing nothing. Twice Zaid 
charged the gate, twice he was driven back, once he gained the 
door and thundered against it with his sword, sixty of his men 
were killed, the rest wounded, he himself was bleeding in a 
score of places, but still if those craven chatterers within made 
an effort he might suceed. 

The Syrians had been driven away by the sheer fury of his 
"Help me, 0 men of Kura, the right chef triumph, and the 
wicked shall be dispeased," but it was tco late. The ICufaus 
remained silent within. Per a moment the air was obscured 
by a cloud of Syrian arrows, and Zaid lay dead upon the 
ground amidst a heap of his few faithful companions. Tabari 
tells us nothing, but I wonder what the Synth soldiers said 
when they opened the mosque gatea and drove into the streets 
the cackling, craven cowards for whom Zaid had died so fine 
gdeath, and by whom Hassan and Hussein were still unavenged. 

The rebelhon of Zaid had utterly failed, and though for a 
time hie son Yahyth was passed ou in disguise, from town to 
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town, and village to village, he could do nothing to calm 
waive enthusiasm for the house of Ali, and when Yalryah was 
eventually slain the Shiite cause W29 eclipsed for many a long 
dry. But with the temporary disappearance of the Kharijite 
and Shiite confederation from the theatre of internal politics 
there came no spite for the Ommayad dynasty. At the time 
of the death of Hisham, in (ray) 743, the popularity of the 
reigning family was vanishing more and more quickly. Hisham, 
though a wise financier, a nand ruler, and in all respeas a 
moderate and thoughtful prince, had been unable during a 
reign of twenty years to do more than keep his Empire together 
by sheer force, there was no enthusiasm for the Khalifate, 
and there were no bonds of sentiment by which the imagina-
tion of ire sublet% could be held in thrall Hisham contrived 
to keep the ship of State afloat by compromise, and care, 
and determination; a like successor might have maintained 
it in a similar position for an indefinite period, but Weed 
the Second, who now became Khalif, was the very man who, by 
his character and personality, was doomed to precipitate a 
catastrophe. 

Walid, although a man of retiring disposition, had studied 
deeply and widely of the various and conflicting schemes of 
philosophy, which racked the minds and intellects of such 
Moslems 29 were not completely satisfied with the Koran, nor 
yet entirely engrossed in mundane affairs. Asa result Wallet had 
to all intents and purposes abandoned the creed of the prophet, 
and became either a pantheist or a materialist. Had Wald 
kept this fa& a secret and distinguished himself by the correct-

iss of his ablutions, tit< frequency of his prayers, anal the 
rigidity of his moral discourse, it might not have mattered 

great deal, but instead, with an ingenummitess worthy of 
Julian the Apostate, he openly mocked at the ceremonies of 
the faith, jeered at the ludicrous jumble of the Koran, and 
abandoned himself and his court to pleasure and amusement. 
Now if the Ommayad line had had one merit hitherto, it was 
that its representatives had paid due deference to orthodox 
views, had maintained the public worship, and had been 
what a modem might call " highly respectable." In feet, 
Hisham and his immediate predecessors had been to ordinary 
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Moslems what the Archbishop of Canterbury was a moderate 
Churchman in the time of James II, er what George II 
was to one of his loyal English subjects after the retreat 
of the Pretender from Derby—not quite orthodox, not 
exactly unassailable from a legitimate point of view, but gill 
acceptable at a pinch. 

However, when the Khalif Walid became known as a scoffer 
and a wine-bibber, who said no jff ayers and ate swine's flesh, 
even this slender thread of propnety wg snapped. Walid 
was slain in a street fight soon after his accession is a matter 
of small moment, what is important from an historical point 
of view is the utter disrepute into which his actions brought 
the house of Ommaya. 

In the East a rapid sequence of short-lived rulers is an 
almost infallible presage of the impending fall of a dynasty. 

The reckless Walid was succgded by his first cousin, Yenicl, 
who vanished from the scene shortly after his accession, giving 
place to Ibrahim, who in his turn was dethroned within a few 
months by Merwan. Merwan was the only living member of 
the Ommayacl house who had shorn any capacity either in 
peace or wandi  generalship was equal to that of any 

in of his day,  he had gained a certain amount of credit in 
Armenia and on the Roman frontier, but neither valour nor 
military capacity could recover the lost prestige of the 
Khalifate. When Merwan reached the goal of Ms ambition 
he found himself but the leader of a failing cause, the repre-
sentative of a discredited party, and the mler of a dissolving 

E''ker'Shes had been crushed by the deaths of Zaid and 
Yahyah, 

has 
another and even more dangerous faftion had 

been steadily gaining ground at the .seate f both Ommayads 
ant eMids. The new party which now thre ened the 

in

peac of Al Islam was that of the house of Abbas. While the 
intrigues and rebellions of the Kharijigs, Legitimists, and 
Shias had engrossed thewhole of the atgon of the Ommayad 
Khalifs, the descendants of Abbas had been quietly preparing 
to seine the reins of power. 

The family of Abbas had long been regarded as of a sacred 
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and holy character. A carefully manipulated tradition pointed 
to Abbas as the one chosen to prepare the Prophet's body for 
burial. As the beloved of Ali and the counsellor and com-
panion of Abu Eekr, Omar and Othmag rumours were 
craftily spread abroad that the children of Abbas had been 
privately invested with the rights of the house of Ali. 
Propheans were distorted or manufactured foretelling the 
rise of the Abbasids to the throne of the Khalifs. 

Since the death of Omar this subterranean intrigue had 
been slowly and craftily set on foot. The Abbasid agents 
wormed themselves into very pm  of the Eastern Empwe 
in the palaces of the governors, in the mosques, the houses 
of the Emirs, the eamps of the armies, wary and politic men 
hinted, cajoled, and bribed the Modems into abandoning 
allegiance to the ruling family. 

Wherever there was discontent more converts were silemly 
secured, wherever a Syrian governor oppressed the people the 
fart was magnified to the discredit of the Ommayads, whenever 

e of a disaster capital was made out of the event in 
favour of the Abbasid line, wherever there were Shias the 
fondness of Ali for Abbas was grave* insisted upon, wherever 
there were Kharijita the sanctity and orthodoxy of the 
Abbasids were trumpeted abroad—so by degrees, without 
exciting any remarkable suspicion, the Abbasid familygealthily 
wriggled themglves into popularity. The first signs and 
aspirations of the Abbasids were visible in the reign of Omar, 
and it speaks highly for their political talent and guile that no 
hasry rebellion, no abortive struggle, was undertaken for more 
.an thirty gars after the death of that prince. 

However, when Menvan became Khalif the ground had 
been completely prepared for the event which was to follow, 
since each unsuccessful Shia and Kharijite rebellion had 
added to the numbers of those on whom the Abbasid could 
rely, by demonstrating to the discontented and fanatical that 
the hated Syrians could only be overthrown by one single 
and combined effort, and making it clear that the descendants 
of Abbas were the only men who could bind together their 
discordant forcm. Hitherto the Abbasid cause had lacked one 
essential far victory, and that was a skilful general; the three 
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survivil Abbas, 
ng great 

gran
 of the foundreer of the family

m 
,lbralzim, 

Abu e d Abu la' afar, we none of the soldiers 
of note or men esperiegred in the field, and though their 
organization was widespread, their adherents numerous, 
their rivals discredited, and the moment ripe for striking a 
blow, unless some person could be found who might 
pin fur jhem a briffiant initial success they were doonaed to 
langmsh ui obscurity. 

The Abbasids sought high and low for one who might adi 
as champion and hero of their cause, and at last found him 
in the person of a or  soldier named Abu Muslim. Abu 
Muslim was one of the curious products of the spread of Al 
Islam. Supposedro be of mean ea/traction, ie had been carried 
off in youth as a slave from Persia by a tribe of Syrian Arabs, 
with these he worked fora time as a saddler's apprentice, then 
was sold or handed over to the Abbasid family. Them crafty 
intriguers soon noticed that Abu Muslim was a youth of no 
orBinary MB., and decided to make use of him as one of 
the greater pieces in the desperate gams they were playing. 
Not only was Abu Muslim one endowed with the most brithant 
gifts, but further it was rumoured that in his veins ran the 
blood of the kings of Persia, and to such masters of secret and 
subtle policy as the leaders of the house of Abbas, this in itself 
was no small recommendation. By appointing as their deputy 
a native bons Persian of royal lineage, the sons of Abu Talib 
hoped sweep into their net another great seenon of the 
population. Thom Persian lords who had accepted liana, and 
so retained the lands and power, still remembered the days 
of Khos still cherishedcherished the memorim of the heroes of the 
pan, and irau, n Abu Muslim might see one who, though a Moslem 
like themselves, was also a Persian of the Persians and a scion 
of their Royal House. Abu Mecca was sent out from Meccan 
to Khorasan, there to prepare all things for the final revolution 
which was to level the house of Ommaya with the dust. 

While the Abbasids worked in silence toward their appointed 
end the Ommayads seem to have remained utterly oblivious 
of their efforts; government grew more difficult, the Arab 
colonists more quarrelsome, the Emirs more doubtful, the 
soldiers more inclisciplined, but neither the Khalif nor his 
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ministers appear to have divined the origin and root of the 

Things progressed from bad to worse, riots and rebellions 
in Africa, rumours of revolution in Ira k, defeats and disasters 
in distant Spain and lastly the towns of Syria grew so com-
pletely disaffected as to oblige Menvan to retire to the secluded 
city of 

Haman
and govern the Empire from thence. It was 

while the Khalif was thus engaged in that place, that Abu 
Muslim judged the moment favourable to precipitate matters 
in Khorasan. 

The province of Khorasan had hitherto been one of the few 
M which neither imposters nor fanatics had been able to 
disturb the peace, the inhabitants of that district, under the 
leadership of their feudal lords, hod quietly submitted to 
the Moslems, the Mob colonists who had settled in the cities 
and the surrounding country were chiefly engrossed in 
developing their of and newly-acquired rkhe, while the 
ever-present menace of the Turkish frontier served re gion all 
men's minds diverted from subtleties of either religion or 
polities. 

Hence it might have been supposed that Merwan's governor 
of Khorasan, Nas'r, had the easiest post of all the Khalif's 
lieutenants, and that Abu Muslim, the secret envoy of the 
Abbasid, was entrusted wit's the most difficult task in achiev-
ing his overthrow, 

boo 
Abu Muslim awaited his opportunity, 

and it came as opportunities often come in the Rot, in a 
ridiculous and unespeEted mmner. 

Now Nas'r had bem governor of Khorasan since the 
early days of Hisham, and among the Arab colonists he had 
ever favoured the men of his own tribe. the wibe Modhar, 
and shad bean  promote the men of Asti and other colonists 
who had beun settled there since the time of Mohallab's 
governorship. Gradually thme Arabs began to grow jealous, 
nod complained to their leaders of the unfairness of the 
governor promotions. 

The chief representative of the Arabs, who did not belong 
to the governor's tribe, was a certain shayld, named jodair 
al Kirmani, of the tribe of Azd, a fat, well meeting man, 
greatly respeffed by his followers, held in high public esteem, 
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and perhaps not a little conscious of the dignity of his position. 
Now when he had heard the complaints of his fellow tribmmen, 
he answered them, saying, "Retire and hold your peace, for I 
will reason with Nas'r." 

On the following day the stout representative mounted 
his horse, and proceeded to the governor's palace, with all the 
pomp and ceremony of a leading Emir. Presently he obtained 
audience with the governor and hid the complaints before 
him, adding with some solemnity, "I speak thus, fearing 
rivalry among the Modems." 

Nes, was overwhelmed  with rage and cut the audience, 
crying, " Who art thou to speak thus I " and ordered Al 
Kirmani to be cast into prison. When the news was bruited 
abroad that Kirmani ems in gaol the Arabs of the tribes of 
Rabi'a and A.' were filled with rage, and decided to rescue 
their patron. 

Accordingly a party of them proceeded in the night to 
assist Nin to emape from the prison by a secret passage ; 
unluckily, the passage was exceedingly narrow and the vener-
able Kermani more than usually stout, and it was only at the 
risk of suffocation and death that the unfortunate man was 
draggggeed out by his friends and slaves, but at length after much 
puwmg and thrusting he was eventually released, set on a 
mule, and carried to his bosun 

In the morning Neer learned of the rescue, and, perhaps 
regretting his former violence, sent the captain of the guard 
with a conciliatory message to the outraged Kirmani ; but 
the shlykh had been provoked beyond endurance and would 
hear of no apologies. 

" If thou west not a numskull," he roared, "I would give 
thee a lesson in conduth." — "Do you threaten me f " 
answered the captain of the guard angrily.—" If thou west 
not my guest," answered Kirmani, swelling with rage, "I 
would put thee in the place. Go to that son of a thief, thy 
master, 0 enemy of God, and tell him what thou wilt, for 
truly I care not for either of ye I" The captain withdrew 
abashed and reported to Nas'r who, beginning to grow uneasy 
at the turn of events, decided to dispatch the most famous 
general in Khorasan, named Ism, to assuage the injured 
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dignity of Kirmani. Isms having presented himself to the 
angry shaykh, began to speak with honeyed words, protesting, 
apologizing, flattering, and soothing by turns, but Kirmare 
would have none of m, and Interrupted the ambassador with 
furious words "Son of a harlot with choice of a hundred 
fathers, verily thou spealerst thus to boast to Nas'r; assuredly if 
thou were't not my guest I would strike off thy head." And lama 
retired to Neer, saying," Never have I seen so furious a fellow, 
and he has gathered about him sevenhundredhorsemen armed 
cap-a-pie." In vain did Nas'r endeavour to calmthe rage of Kir-
mani,each amb.sador was received with grosser words andmore 
contumely than the last. Finally Kinnani scat a 

the 
to 

Nas'r telling him to leave his post and hand over the govern-
ment. Nas'r was now filled with apprehension and called his 
counsellors together, asking them what he had better do. 
The advice tendered him on that occasion will serve to give 
some idea of the condition of affairs. " 0 Emir," said e coun 
sellor, " if thou art e.t.a of slaying Kirmani, attack him, if 
thou hest any doubt let us map.,  the treasury and flee." But 
Nas'r was not a man to submit thus tamely to the furious 

wpbraidings of a tribal shaykh. Losing all patience he sum-
oned his troops and called the captain of the guard, saying, 

"Go, fetch that raft-punter here, for he insults us." The 

zr<arl=etTePeoltdtLt,b=gter:Ve 
halted and shouted, "Tell that son of a bap pole to come 
ore for the governor wants him." Whereupon the men of 
Azd were enraged, raving back in defiance, 'I Son of a pimp, 
is it thus thou ,calrezt of a. Shay. of the Shaykhs " Swords 
were drawn and then attle engaged, the captain of the guard 
was slain, and the town set in an uproar, while Nas'r withdrew 
his tioops from the citv to prepare for battle. Abu Muslim, 
who had waited patiently in it  all this time, sent a mes-
senger to Kitimat, telling him to fear nothing, and that the 
whole country was on his side. 

Nas'r realized when too late where the true danger lay, 
his troops deserted in hundreds, his counsellors vanished from 
his side, and in a [eve days Abu Muslim unfurled the bluk 
banner of rebellion—black for the mourning for Hmsan and 
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Hussein—black for the Royal House of ancient Persia—
black as a contrast to the Ommayad white—black for the 
colour of the Abbasid family. Naa't vainly endeavoured to 
stem the tide, and having tried and failed, sent word to the 
Khalif at Harrah that Khorasan was lost to the Empire. 

On receipt of the news, Merwan endeavoured to strike a 
blow by ordering the seizure and imprisonment of the three 
Abbasid brothers; only one, Ibrahim, was secured, and his 

ecution did nothing to allay the turmoil, his two 
brothers,Abdallah and Ja'afar, had escaped to Irak. 

The rebellion now spread over the Eastern provinces like 
a desert fire in summer, in every town Ornmayad governors 
deserted to the rising party or were massacred in their Palaces, 
and thousands of Persians, Shias, Kharijito, and l,emtimists 
thronged to the black standards of Abu Muslim who was the 
proiding genius of the insurrection. Merwan, learning of the 
defeat of Nas'r, called upon Ibn Hobaira, the governor of 
Irak, to march north and meet the rebels; Ibn Hobaira 
replied that he must first secure Kota, but before the Syrian 
forces could occupy even this town it had been seized by an 
army of Persians, to,000 strong. Events now marched with 

ggrar:Ii=if thiedFattiutlj,Irth: ffif;it;i,t71'  Khalif since 
the death of the Prophet, the towns of Irak were decked with 
the black lags of Abu Muslim, and in a short time between 
Mery to Mecca, there WAS hardly a city or camp where the 
son of Abbas was not recognized as a rightful prince. 

Merwan learned in dismay of this fatal and  disastrous turn 

cf events, hesitated toe a moment as to whether he should not 
all ou the Christian Empemr of Constandnople for assistance, 

then abandoning the idea as disgraceful to a Moslem prince, 
marshalled such troops as he could find and set out from Harran 
to Mosul 

At Mosul the Ommayad Khalif obtained some slight rein 
forcements and pushed on southward towards Basra. On the 
banks of the Zab the Abbasid and Ommayad forces met, and 
there the final battle was set out- Merwan led his men in 
person and at first achieved some considerable..., but losing 
his horse in the melee, it was rumoured that he had been 
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slain, and his men were filled with a panic which nothing 
could stay, whole divisions went over to the enemy, others 
fled and were drowned in the river, while Merwan himself 
was dragged away by a few faithful followers, leaving the 
Abbasids in full possession of the field. 

The unfortunate Merwan was able to make good his escape 

from the leisurely pursuit of his enemies. He retired to Harrah 
in hopes of making one last effortso retrieve his fallen fortunes. 
Finding neither friends nor supporters there he fell back on 
Dakascas,but the gates of his capital were closed against him, 
and he was perforce obliged tonnarch on to Egypt; the brown 
skinned people of the Nile valley showed no desire to rally 
round the deposed Prince. Further in his retreat his few 
followers deserted him, his wive and children were carried 
off, his baggage train dispersed, and at last the all powerful 
Khalif became a solitary refugee. Some Abbasid troops, 
wandering in the Faro, saw a slave shoeing a worn out horse. 
"Whose steed is that " " Merwan's," replied the slave, 
indicating the church where the unhappy man was hidden. 
The soldiers rushed to the door, which opened and disclosed 
Merwan armed and ready to fight—before this noble pifture 
of unconquered courage, " Slay him," shouted an officer, and 
after a short struggle the last of the Ommayad Khalifs was 
no more, his head was struck off, and sent as quick as men and 
hors. could carry it to Abu-al-Abbas the Khalif. 

The last scene of the tragedy of the Ommayads was horrible 
indeed,—the bones of the dead Khalifs were burned and 
scattered to the winds, while every living male of the family 
was collected and gathered together in the presence of Abu 
Abbas,.d there by his order massacred without mercy,their 

palpitating bodies were thrown together in a heap and covered 
th a leather pp .On this hideous table a feast was served 

for the new Khalif and his ministers—at last Has  and 
Hussein were avenged and the Ommayad house was extinct. 

[To be austicsotd] 
MARK SYKES 
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LOCUS BENEDICTUS DE WHALLEY 

HE who would see Whalley Abbey might will be well 
advised to select a clear sunshiny day. A moonlight 
visit would be of the stuff night-mares are made of. 

Against the sky, instead of traceried windows, he would 
have the monstrous sight of a long-legged centipede of a 
viaduct stretched across the entrance of the valley. Instead 
of the midnight fragrance of garden and lea his nostrils would 
be irritated by sulphurous whiffs from factory chimneys and 
noisome exhalation fromthe black oore of a half-emptied 
river. And let not his going be in the winter, nor on the 
Sabbath; in winter the place has the dejected look of a 
suburban park in a manufacturing town, and on the Sabbath—
whether Jewish or Christian—he is likely to have the compan 
of a Blackburn holiday-crowd, orderly enough and good-

nmed, but disturbing the echo. of the past with cheerful 
up-to-date profanity. The "Locus Benedktus " has yet 

Its 
considerable remains of its ancient gra.ce and beauty. 

Its framework or setting is imperishable. Factories and mines 
and quarries have done their worst to disfigure the Pennine 
hills, but the injuries they have sustained are otly skin-deep, 
M behind the thin, blue veil of an English summer's day 

ftelydetto tuogli' r 'dns 
as'ITItas 

 
sweetly

:a: fa:A we:al es 
is diverted to do some dirty work in a factory, winds through 
a well-wooded, precipitous gorge, as picturesque as a bit of 
Dovedale—whilst the too shin.. Without the glow and 
y iris 

deol of ocUgIttlf icai;:lce'd ryklookolrdas if it would be 
the better for a week-end at the seaside. 

I may as well quote here Dr. Whitaker's words descriptive 
of the situation of Whalley Abbey (" words, tinted with
Claude-like warmth," v. Introduction to the Couch. Book, 
p. till), not for the reader's approval, but as a tert leading 
up to some remarks about its early history They run as 
follows " A copious stream to the south, a moderate expanse 
of rich meadow and pasture around, and an amphitheatre of 
sheltering hill, clad in the verdant covering of their native 
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woods, were features in the face of nature which the earlier 
Cistercians courted with instinctive fondnem." The " copious 
srteam to the south " is now ao I have described it, nather 
" copious " (except in the winter floods) no to be " courted 
with instinctive fondness" ,• the " moderate expanse of rich 
meadow and pasture around " is mostly built upon, but there 
is plenty left, for the valley is only in a very loose sense an 
amphitheatre and stretches out in front to the west, north-

and south-west for many miles—all rich meadow and 
pasture; the woods are still there—Trespassers will be 
Prosecuted but the monks who founded the Abbey were 
not, strictly apeating, " early " Cistercians, nor did they 
court the site with mstinctive fondness. The laborious his-
torian of Whalley has even thus early beg. to colour his 
story according to pre-conceived Protestant tradition. We 
shall see this more clearly to we gather the facts together 
and place them it their proper order. 

In A.D. rty8 a Cistercian abbey was founded by John, 
sixth Baron of Halton, and hereditary Constable of Cheshire 
(we now call the like office Lord-Lieutenant of Cheshire), 
at Stanlawe in Cheshire, where the Garry and the Mersey 
meet. The monastery was built on a low rock, in a barren 
marsh, chiefly productive of flags and bffirushes. "Even at 
the present day," Mr. Ormerod says, " it is difficult to select 

Cheshim a scene of more comfortless desolation than this 
cheerless marsh; barely fenced from the waters by embank-
ments on the north; shut out by naked knolls from the 
fairer country which spreads along the feet of the forest hills 
on the aoushmast and approached by one miserable trackway 
of mud whilst every road that leads to the haunts of men 
seems to diverge to it approach. the Locus Benedirtus of 
Stanlawe." Locus Benedict.] If the " earlier " Cistercians 
who settled down there had shown any pronounced predilec-
tion for "an amphitheatre of sheltering hills, clad in the 
verdant in of their native woods, a moderate expanse 
of rich meadow and pasture around " and the other features 
in the face of nature which Dr Whitaker =erte they " courted 
with instinctive fondness," this gift of a Cheshire marsh as a 
site for a monastery, "ad construendam Abbathiam . . 
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quem mutato nomine Bandits nt Loam vocari volumus," 
must have teemed to them something in the nature of a 
ponderous and unffindly-conceived practical joke. But we 
give John the Constable credit for a right understanding of 
the spirit of the earlier Cistercians and the knowledge that a 
gift is blessed of God, not foe its value, but for the simplicity 
and whole-heartedness of the giver. As for the monks they 
behaved in this instance as they always did and do. They 
accepted the gift in the spirit of the gayer, thanked God for 
it, and made the best they could of it. 

They did excellently well; patient, intelligent, daily 
labour will make something even out of a barren marsh. 
An unkind critic, in a generous mood, admits that, half a 
century after the foundation of the monanery, "the fruits 
of their patient poverty then began to appzar, and it was 
discovered that the place was not without is pwuliar ad-
vantages." Why not be more eizerous still and give the 
monks their due t They were not mendicants and asked for 
nothing but the blessing of God on their labour,. Poverty in 
religion is a very fruitful virtue and in the world may, as we 
say, bee blessing in disguise, but, however patient, it can no 
more drain a marsh or build a steeple than honour can " set 
to e lee' The "peculiar advantages " which the monks are 
said to have " discovered " were'n reality created by them—
fashioned out of disadvantages by their industry and skill. 
They reaped no fruits but such as they had earned by the 
sweat of their brow. It should be said that John the Constable, 
in addition to Stanlawe, gave the abbey, as an endowment, 
two granes, pith save

d
 two or dame hundred manhy acres 

of land, et Staneye an Eaton (Acton). It as not possible to 
auppom them to have been valuable properties. At the 
Dissolution of the monasteries, the S'taneye estate was 
valued at £e9 a 3s. od. per annum, and the Acton at ‘18 2S. zd. 
per annum. This would mean an income in these days of about 
445o year. But we must make a liberal deduction from this 

Am(divide it by z) because of the fat"! that the Staneye and 
cton estates had been very greatly augmented (about doubled 

in area) by later donations before the rein of Henry VIII. 
Moreover, we must take into considerationg the improvement 
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of the properties by the labour and care of the mocks during 
some three hundred and sixty years. A good deal of it was 
sour marsh land, like Stanlawe, and tome other portions 
virgin forut. Staffiawe was worth less than nothing when 
the monks entered into pourysion. It was a mere tract of 
mud and bulrushes, fit only for a colony of coots.Yet, in King 
Harry's time, after the monastery and church had disappeared 
and it had finally degenerated into a grange, the annual 
income was estimated (in its modern equivalud) at 4zoo. 

Poor and uninviting as the prospeffi was, the monks settled 
contentedly in this marsh and made for themselves a very 
sufficient and, in some reapects, an attractive home there. 
The Locus Benedictus won for itself, far and wide, a repu-
tation in accordance with its name. Young men of the cdmity 
families of Lancashire and elsewhere applied for admission 
within its gates. No one knows what the abbey buildings 
and the church and tower were like, but they could hardly 
have helped but be handsome, built as they were at a period 
when architecture in England was so youthfully enterprising 
and ao rich and ambitious in its conceptions. Moreover, the 
early Cistercians were as good builders as our country has 
ever produced, and did their best work just precisely at this 
date. However, little or big, rude or costly, any one with a 
knowledge of monks and their ways will be sure that, once 
the Stanlawe community had made a consecrated home for 
themselves, and had begun monastic observance, an aesthetic 
discontent with unattractive surroundings will not have 
disturbed their peace of mind. In general, the poorer the 
accommodation, the better a monastery is loved. Monks are 
aa variable in their capacity for affection and in the strength 
of their feelings as other men, but no one without personal 
experience of a monk's life can realim to the full has heart-
felt devotion to his religious home. The surroundings have 
little to say to this feeling. He may find, perhaps, that daily 
asso.ciation with the beautiu of nature stimulates his nobler 
aspirations. Or he may discover that a featureless outlook 
does but Imrmonize with the sweet monotony of the " Opus 

" and the quiet of the daily observance. Neither feet 
matters greatly to him. But what does matter, and becomes 
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very helpful to him in his religious life, is the truth that, if all 
goes well with him, he comes to give to his monastery a tellex 
share of the love that he gives to God. The glue is verily to 
him the House of God and the Gate of Heaven. He becomes 
as jealous of its good repute as he is of the welfare of the Order 
or the honour of its Foundry. In the days of its poverty, he 
can be relied upon to labour for it in a beautiful spirit of 
sacrifice and forgetfulness of self; in the days of prosperity 
all superfluous wealth will be freely spent upon its enrichment 
and m the beautifying of its holy preancts. Even in his 
personal ambitions outside his state of /ife—should the monk 
be possessed with them—the increase of from to his monastery 
will figure largely in his dreams. In the olden times of almost 
abthlury monasticseclusionthesefeelings willhavebeenfarmore 
intense than they can possibly be in our days of full com-
munication and greater familiarity with the world outside. 
Then, a monk, banished for awhile from his cloister, must have 
seemed to himself an alien, a complete stranger even in his 
native land. And, like the exile of Sion, not even the gardens 
of Babylon, or the wonders of Egypt, would have been able 
to tempt him to think less of the place which to him was 
birthplace and home. " If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, let my 
right hand be forgotten. Let toy tongue cleave to my jaws, 
if I do not remember thee—if I make not Jerusalem the 
beginning of my joy." 

This expression of feeling will explain itself when the reader 
has pondered over the following eassage in Mr Hulton's 
narrative." Increase of wealth led to its natural consequences; 

M of poverty, uttered when worldly ponessions were 
ing,w  were forgotten, and towards the close of the thir-

teenth century the monks longed fora translation to a more 
congenial site. The inconveniences of the locality began to 
be perceived, and if the Chronicle of St Werburgh be correct, 
the monks met with some well-timed raisfortuna. In 0473, 
the sea broke in upon Stanlawe, did the greatest damage, 
interrupted the highway and washed down the bridge towards 
Chester. In 0007 the great tower of the church was blown 
down; and two years after, not only did the greatest part of 
the abbey perish in a conflagration, but the see a second 
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time inundated the abbey and stood in the outhouses to the 
depth of three or four feet." I must confess I felt irritated 
when I met with this bit of historical slander. We may put 
aside consideration of the effete increase of wealth may have 
had upon vows of poverty, and vvhether it matters if vows 
uttered by certain Individuals in the twelfth century were 
forgotten by other individuals making other vows a century 
later. But what eight has an historian to ariume, without a 
particle of evidence, that the monks of Smnlavre, after an 
Intimate and endearing association with the place for a full 
century, had become discontented, and "longed for a more 
congenial site "t Wlaat right has he to throw suthicion upon 
statements of fact made by the St Werburgh Chronicle 
fax whose truth or untruth will have been ascertainable 
and, doubtless, were of thmmon knowledge when the 
Chronicle was written, and which have never been challenged t 
What does be mean by "well-timed misfortunes "t In con-
jurylion with the veiled sneer—" if the Chronicle of St 
Werburgh be correct"—the historian's words suggest that 
somehow the untoward happenings at Stanlawe had been 
juggled with by the discontented monks ha collusion with 
he St Werburgh chronicler. This is the more unforgryeable 

that in the volume he is editing there are transcripts of 
documents which give a full, clear, unvarnished story of the 
translation of Stanlawe Abbey to Whalley. There is, first of 
all, a licence given by Edward I, King of England, Lord of 
Ireland and Duke of Aquitaine, permuting Hemy de Lacy, 
Earl of Lincoln and Constable of Chester, to give the advowson 
of Whalley and its thapels to the Abbot sad Community of 
the Locus Benedictus of Stanlawe as a personal favour to 
" our beloved and faithful" Earl Henry. Secondly, there is 
Earl Henry's gift of the advowson and the reasons why he 
has made it; because, as he says, (oculata fide), he has the 
at mony of his eyesiglri that the abbot and monks 

are in grave danger from the vicinity of the sea, that " on one 
side the land has been devastated and the monastery destroyed 
and on the other there is immediate danger of the like des-
truction, so much so that on ucaunt of these so great and 
unusual (lianas et sago tae) inundations they cannot stay 
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there any longer "He," therefore, " urges, . strongly as he 
can, (volumes quantum in nobis est) the aforesaid religious 

en, fleeing from the dangers of the sea, to remove the 
monastery which his anc.tors had ere.ed and build a new 
one somewhere—in any place they may think expedient—
upon the lands of the aforesaid Church of Whalley." Thirdly, 

1%;:°1'sini:Ulrg7rstZlelgilii,: 
nry 

fa°;rnoilv'sronl,:7.17.:t 
of Ptanlawe to Whalley, stating the move particulars and add-
ing that " the salt waters had stood in the cloisters and church 
to the height of three or four feet, greatly endangering not 
only the property boo the live of the monks and their de-
peadants—non solum rerum trey corpoeuen quern grave 
periplum—and that worse may 

he
to them if they 

remain there." Asa further inducement, he tells the Holy 
Father of the daily and unceasing hospitality of the monks 
and their bountiful alms to the needy inhabitants of the 
sterile and impoverished district and assures him that, through 
the translation, they will be the better able to continuo this 
work of charity. Then we have the lengthy and detailed 
approval of Pop. Nicholas IV and 

door
 VIII, a second 

and final royal chart., and several uments attesting the 
legality and authenticity of the transaction and the charters 
and documents connected with it. 

This Henry de Lascy, " vir illustris in concilio, steams 
in omni proelio, et in omni 

gnu
ornatissimus" was the 

lineal descendant of John the Constable, the founder of 
Stanlawe. The de Chesters, barons of Halton, succeeded to 
the property of the de ou the death a their kinsman, 
Robert de Lascy, in lip, without issue. They adopted the 
surname de Lamy, and, some years late, through another 
marriage with an heiress, obtained the grant of the Earldom 
of Lincoln, by royal letters-patent, dated Nov. 03rd, 1236. 
Earl Henry's inherited devotion to the Locus Benedictus 
de Stanlawe, is, therefor, accounted for satisfactorily„ The 
documents d.cribe him as himself taking the initiative in 
the translation of Statlawe 10 Whalley. The 0011k5, of course, 
knew all about their patron's good fortune and had already 
been beneficed by it, they doubtless looked forward to 
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further benefactions ; but it is not reasonable to suppose an 
encl.ed Community in Cheshire well enough acquainted 
with Whalley in North Lancashire to cast sheep's eyes on it 
and long for it . an ideal earlier Cistercian pasturage. Earl 
Hem, clearly thought it euitable ; yet the words of his 
charter, " in terra diem eccl.ie de Whalley, abittrogra fibi 
sit e would  show that he was not quite sure whether the 
site would find favour with. the monks. The Whalley lands were 
extensive and rather widely distributed, and he left them at 
pr efer to choose where to settle down. They might possibly 
prefer a site Blagborne, or But he,  or Bentley or Der-
went—all on the %alley .tate. But he, undoubtedly, wanted 
the Locus Benedimus to be re-.tablished at Whalley. The 
monks, very properly decided, without hesitation, to hey were 
to their partonrs desire and remove to Whalley. They were 
in no great hurry to do so. The grant of the property is dated 
2283, shortly after the first of the Stanlawe calamities. The 
rapidly succeeding catastrophes, in rx87 and rung, do less, 
made the Earl and the monks hurry through the legalpe-
limin . But it was not April, u66, to Abbot Gregory 
de 

Nardi
led forth Ms community to take possession of 

Whalley, leaving behind them the ex-Abbot, Robert de 
Haworth, tie a few of the monks who preferred, or were 
ordered, 

en 
remain at Stanlawe. 

Dr Whitaker informs m that, on seeing more of each other, 
the courtship between these later Cistercians and the new 
Locus Bendictus cooled down and the relations became 
somewhat strained, so that the monks, for their part, were moue

to break off the engagement—without a We  of 
the letters and presents. He says that, at Whalley, "G e find 
the monks still unsettled, dissatisfied with their situa n and 
calling upon their patron for a near translation. That place 
which heretofore seemed the great 

objeff 
of their wish. 

became not convenient enough, principally fox want of timber 
to build the new monastery and the other houses. So different 
is the language of hope and possession." I donot deny that 
this paragrapIL though a bit over-coloured, is a possible inter-
pretation of the facts, though I doubt if it be thentrue one, 
in the year 1316, Thomas Plantagenet, Earl of Lancaster, 
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Lekester, Derby, Lincoln and Salisbury, executed a deed, 
confirmed the year after by King Edward II, in which he 
conveyed to the Whalley monks and their succesSOrt, in the 
usual form, the forests of Tonto* (Torteth) and Smethedon 
(Smithdown)—the former ertending (so says another deed) 
from where the Oskelesbrok falls into the Mersey inland and 
northwards to Waterfall, at the head of Oterpol (Otterspool) 
descending by the latter to the Mersey—in order that they 
may remove the monastery founded at Whalley by the late 
Earl Henry and construct and build another, which shall 
retain the name and be called " Locus Benedictus de 
Toestath." He permits them to keep all their present lands 
and possenion, and confirms 

Hun,
 gifts and rights 

obtained horn his predecessor,  M., en. This Thomas 
of Lancaster, son-istikw of Henry of Lincoln, who had died 
without male issue, succeeded to bis father-in-law's estates, 
title and privileges, and, among the latter, to the office or 
dignity of Patron of the Whalley Community. In the con-

1,7 t'7,rlopt"21,11e'ttg 
difficulties at VVhaticy, made a strong appeal to their 

the for tiaccour. The particulars that no roof-timbers for the new 
beildings were procurable, that M the present makeshift 
accommodation they were inconvenienced for want of room, 
that they were short of fi rewood, and, because of the re-
moteness of the place and the bad roads, had trouble in pro-
curing the very necessaries of life, could only have been 
furnished by themselves. They may, perhaps, have gone so 
tar in then petition as to suggest a translation elsewhere. Bus 
I do not think they did. It will have, or ought to have,seemed 
to them an injustice to the memory of their generous founder 
to think of disestablishing his Locus Benedictus, and it was, 
in plain fart, a legal injustice to alienate his bounteous gifts 
to it—I doubt if Rome could have been persuaded to sanction 
such a misappropriation of ecclesiastical property—and my 
reading between the lines of the Ertl of Lancaster's docu-
mat tells merely of a pressing appeal from the monks fot 
gift offorest-rights and other needed assistance. It is in 
accord with the Earl's temperament, as revealed in history, 
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that this pious and assertive rival of King Edward, instead 
of giving help to carry out and 

and
another person's 

foundation, should have conceived, and attempted to bring 
into being, a new foundation, all his own,—a Locus Bene-
dictus, not of Whalley but of Toxteth thus supplanting 
his predecessor, securing to himself the chief affection and 

paers of tin monks and adding lustre to his already glorious 
e. no after-history of Toxteth throws no light on the 

transaction. Earl Thomas was beheaded after his defeat at 
Boroughbridge in TSae. His estates became forfeit and, 
though they were afterwards restored to his descendants, 
Toxteth and Smithdown never passed into the hands of the 
monks.  
reign of EdTheyward 

do
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I have left myself small space to deal with Dr Whitaker's 
calumny against the Abbot and monks of Whalley to which 
I referred m my last article. I noticed it fins in the popular 
Guide to Wballey, and merely Laughed at it as a piece of non-

. But it is repeated in Bain.' excellent Hostory of Lan-
cathirs and may not be passed over without notice, Dr Whit-
aker's anertion is that " merely for the abbot's table were 
slaughtered each year 75 oxen, So sheep, 40 calves, 20 lambs 
and 4 porkers. For the refectory and inferior tables 57 oxen, 
40 sheep, to calves and so lambs. The total number of mouths 
was 120, exclusive of visitors and poor persons who were daily 
partaken of the monk's hospitality. Cenainly those mouths 
must have ban well employed." 0 monstrous A meagre 
diet including such an incol.able deal of meat ! But Dr 
Whitaker's comcation is bused upon the monk's own 
accounts and are authorimtive. By these accounts 
then let us judge r Whitaker and his methods. Would the 
reader believe it, that, search as you may, not a single pound 
of butcher's meat is entered in them as supplied to the monks 
There was meat at the Abbot's table but none throughout 
the year in the refertory. The monks kept their constitutional 
abstinence from flesh-meat most rigorously. But how then 
did the historian get his very positive figures t To use a slang 
mpression, he cooked them. He found in the items of general 
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expenditure two entries labelled Provisor's expenses and 
served these up in the monk's refectory as" shambles-meat." 
He tells us so himself in a modest footnote." This computation 
(of 57 oxen and cows, 4o sheep, 20 calves and ro Limbs con-
sumed by the monks annually) supposes that the first article 
(item) Provisori onvelow was a charge for shambles-meat 
on the general account of the house, which is nowhere else 
provided for; and the two sums charged under this head 
are nearly one-half of that which is placed to the account of 
the Abbot's table." A little deft manipulation with the rule 
of three and there you are. Now the Provisos was not the 
Cellerarius or Procurator but a steward who managed the 
outside Runless of the Abbey, supervited the estate, had 
charge of the granaries and store-rooms and sent ha what 
the Cellerarius ordered for the we of the kitchen. He was 
generally a layman, but not always , in any case his expenses 
were administrative and had nothing to do with the purchase 
of shambles-meat. Dr Whitaker found no meat provided for 
in elm general account, because no meat was eaten by the 
monks. They kept their rule. If a monk was weedy and for 
some infirmity needed flesh-meat, he would sit at the Abbot's 
table and not in the refectory. The meat provided for de-
pendents, doled out to the poor, and seer as presents to the 
gentry was also debited Co the Abhot's account—indeed 
monastic largesse generally was credited ho the Abbot. The old 
abbey, had every year a quantity of salted-meat to dispose 
of. Whalley Abbey, according to another status, possessed a 
herd of four hundred horned cattle ; nearly hall of these 
would be slauglttered and made into salt junk before the end 
of the year. They had no winter fattening foods like turnips, 
marigolds or oil-cake in those days. I wonder if Dr Whitaker 
noticed in the accounts that the monks made beasts of them-
selves by consuming annually nventy-six cartloads of salt! 

Would that " this blessed plot " were not " now leased out 
like to a tenement or pelting farm," " bound in with shame 
with inky blots, and rotten parchment bonds," and at lust 
protected by hoe against the pestilent corruption of smoking 
factories and the masightlinus of modem improvements I 

J.C.A. 
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THE NORTH HILL AT CALGARY 

OUR district 'at Calgary was the whole Ndrth side of 
the Bow River except one small strip of land. For 
practical purposes it stretched about three miles to 

the north, and four or five miles east and west. It is called the 
NorthHill by contrastwith the hollow in which Calgary began; 
but really it is the prairie at its natural level, if one may so 

e, press r . The Bow River bads south here, ri d n the outer 
de of the curvrthe north into tho base of the 

cliffs constantly deeper and outwards while on the south 
this process has left a long, gentle slope, stretching from the 
present bed of the river back to the original level of the 
prairie in the far south. In this sheltered hollow is the main 
part of Calgary, with probably sixty or seventy thousand of 
its people ; the other ten or twenty thousand are scattered 
over the North Hill. 

To walk along the forehead of the cliff, on the North side, 
is the only refreshing walk in Calgary. Standing back a hundred 
yards from the edge and looking south, you would not guess 
that there is a town in the hollow; you look straight on to 
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the further prairie—waves of low grass-covered hills, backed 
by the Rocky Mountains along one-third of the horizon, 
from due south to north-west. Going forward to the cliff 
top you look down a steep slope, something over a hundred 
feet high, coveted in places with brushwood. At the foot is 
Calgary's one tree, a variety of poplar or aspen, guarded by 
the City with a Fence and Notice. In two places the river 
is at the very foot of the cliff. Between these, in the River-
side district, and again to the west, in Hilffiutst and Sunnyside, 
the river has receded, leaving a fiat margin, flute-quarters 
of a mile wide, between the cliff-foot and the present river-
bed. These flats are naturally the most populous parts of 
the North half of the town. The eastern fiat—Rivereide—
iB the foreign quarterpre-eminently. There are endless German 
Protestant churches m it, and a large Russian population. 
But to us it is the Italian quarter. There must be over a 
thousand Catholics in this part alone. I said to a politician, 
"That there rim. be hundreds of Italian there." He 
answered, "There are more than six hundred men alone. I've 
naturalized more than four hundred of them in this 
election." 

"All into good Conservatives t " I asked and the answer 
was, " Sure ; all into good Conservatives." • 

The school which we got opened in this distrid was practi-
cally an Italian schooL Of about forty children in it, probably 
over thirty are Italian. They had been almost lost to the 
faith. Them distance from St Mary's is about a mile and a 
half, and from the Ruthenian church (to which we had to 
persuade them to come) nearer two mils. Women, who in 
Italy went to Mass—a few yards away—nearly every day, 
here tried to hear Mass on Easter and Chri . Practically 
all the children were at Protestant schools.stmas When I looked 
into their Sacraments, there were children up to thirteen 
years who had not made their first Confession; others who 
had been to Holy Communion in Italy, and never since. 

The school in the other flat district—Hillhurst—was even 
more needed he this respell. It was opened not two months 
before I left, end soon had forty children. From these I had 
more than twenty first Confessions. This school was about 
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two miles from our house and church, and within one mile 
of the Sacred Heart church in Weos:c  ,,,algalst. Yet these 
chilren ere m
afternoons. Whea rIV: I.STecr°emaivl sixtychill: 

Sundays

Catechism. In January there was a blizzard on one Sunday 
afternoon, and only seven children came; but three of them 
were little Italians who had never come before, and chose 
that day to make aReginning ! 

Up on the hill men, a mile north of the river, was the 
school that was opened firer of the three. Prettously there 
had been no Catholic school at all north of the river. When 
the Ruthenian priest came, I took him into this school to see 
Ms share of the little flock. There was a doubt about roe girl, 
whether the was Polish or Ruthenian. We asked her; but the 
answer was " I am Canadian." 

For each of these schools, the Catholic School Board pays 
fifty dollars a month rent. One or them is a dancing-hall 
above some shops; one a disused Presbyterian church; and 
one, built on purpose, is the shell of a future shop, leased as a 
school for two yeah.Each has one teacher, paid about seventy 
or eighty dollars a month—but a teacher is paid only ten 
months in the year. With three schools, nearly two miles 
disttht from eachother, it was, of course, impossible for me 
to give instruction during the fixed Catechum time, and 
therefore the teachers let me Mani& at whatever time I 
could, with the full approval of the School Board. 

The full rifle of the Board is Calgary Catholic Separate 
School Booed, by way of distinction from the Protestant 
Public School Board. In a Catholic torol the nomes would be 
the other way—Catholic Public School Board, and Protestant 
Separate School Board. Every ratepayer chooses (in theory) 
which board he will support. On the paper informing him of 
the amount he is assessed or, the her two columns are headed 
respectively, "Assessed to Public Schools" and " Assessed 
to Separate Schools," and his assenment is entered in one 
or other column cording to the office records. If he is not 
satisfied, it is for him to garit changed. 

Banks and suchlike companies form a " neutral panel," 
and most either pay a proportion of their taxes to the Separate 
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Schools, or else prove that their shareholders include no 
Separate School supporters. 

The only one-sidedness in the law is that all assessments 
go automatically to the Public schools, ..on the ratepayer 
takes the trouble to separate himself. 

In practice, this has r.ultrs1 in untold loss of funds to the 
Catholic schools and corresponding gain to the Public schools. 
When it came out that the Bishop himself and (delightful 
irony) the Catholic School Board were being assessed to the 
Protestant schools, the matter was taken m hand seriously, 
by mating a register of Catholic ratepayers, and getting from 
each a power of B

and
B.rd 

to see that their taxes go to the Separate schools. 
The Catholic ratepayers meet nually, at the City Hall, 

to deft then anown School Board if necessary, a poll can be 
demanded. The Board fixes the education rate for its own 
supporters only as a fact, it always takes care to fix the same 
rate as the Public Sthool Board. The City Treasurer's 
department, of course, collects the money with the other 
taxes, and hands it over in bulk to the two School 
Boards. 

The Catholic Board is as unfettered in its work as the Public 
Board. It opens new schools, builds and enlarges, just as it 
sea fit, asking no on con.m. It is the local education 
authority for Catholics. The only common ground between 
the two Boards is that they have the same Government course, 
Government inspector, and Government grants. I was 
told by a high authorio 

 
that the Manitoba Catholics could 

have had this same system if they would have accepted it. 
In Montreal city it is carried still further each parish 
elects its own school board and levies its own rate. 

The schools feel different from ours. For one thing, 
children look more comfortable and better dressed. My first 
impression was that in England I should take this for a high-
class Grammar school, rather than an elementary school. 
To a Canadian the disfinction would only mean a drstinction 
of "form " or " standard "—the Canadian term is "grade." 
There are twelve grades in the Governs ent .urse, and a 
school that does not take the higher grades is, naturally, an 
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elementary school. When you have finished that, you go to 

High school, which does take the higher grade, and when 
you are through Grade XII, you are ready for the University. 
But there is no school in Calgary that any Calgarian would 
be ashamed of attending. The only instance I met to the 
contrary was in an Italian labourer's cottage, where the 
lodger could not bear to think of her seen-year old boy 
attending the .mmon school; so he went to one of the 
Protestant colleges. 

Then, inside the schools, there are no children under 
seven ; and boys and girls are mixed up in all the grades, 
up to eighteen and twenty years old , and the teachers all 
say " Plea." ' • and I doubt if the children do. I heard a 
father tell his little boy to get down from a chair, and the 
three years' wisdom answered" Say • Please.' " Yet in inten-
tion the children are delightful; A is only the manner that 
jars. Often, when I was standing in my habit waiting for a 
car in Eighth Avenue ins who should say Piccadilly, or Bold 
Street), a cheery voice would sing out "Good afternoon, 
Father,"—one of the Italian schoolboys selling papers after 
school. The fi rst time I went to one house there was a four-
year old child on the verandah; as soon as she saw me at 
the gate she called out, "Come right in, Father," and then 
'sent to tell her mother. Another time a child brought me 
a bag of chocolate, saying " Have a candy, Father 1" For-
tunately, I declided. She began fumbling inside the bag 
with her fingers. I told her not to trouble. But she had to; 
she said, "My gum is in there,"—chewing-gum, off duty, 
and resting among the chocolates till it should be wanted 
again. 

The school numbers do not, of course, bear a natural 
proportion to the whole population in a new town. Few 
families have grown up there; few immigrate with all into 
children ; so there is a quite abnormal proportion of unmarried 
people, and of young married people whose children are not 
yet of school age. The baptisms are a better guide, but still 
Inadequate. When I was leaving, the Bishop told me that 
many of our Italian baptisms were still going to St Mary's, 
and I know of many other than Italian. 
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The Baptism register gives some idea of the problem of 

mixed nationalities that s the Church in the West. 
Our register for fifteen months showed about sixty baptisms, 
including—

rish Names .. Ruthenian Names 
o Hungarian „ 

Of these, five oily were from old Canadian families, and 
ten from the States '  all the rest were from migrant 
families. To get into effective touch with theses
alnies, so m to fit than into the growing Church, is the task 
before the overworked clergy out there. They are divided, 
not merely by language, but by their past traditions which 

tdiplst7 tahZ1:, i'tliseZtete alpTotjl EZ 7:::121Euuset 
a five-o'clock Mass, and people who have bees used to twelve-
o'clock Mass; people who think that only " Sisters' school " 
deserves to be called a Catholic school; people who think 
that Sunday-school is only for the children who attend Pro-
testant day-schools ; people who ask "Did you really tell the 
children, Father, that it ,s better to miss Catechism than to 
miss Mats t I should have thought they would learn much 
more at Catechism." And in all nationalities there are families 
who have heed on the prairie in the Western States, or in 
Canada, scores or hundreds of miles from a priest. Sometimes 
the grandparents arz good Catholics, she is negligent, 
the children caught in some Protestant Sunday-school Some-
times they have kept j. the tradition that they are Catholics, 
and I have had to instruth children in their teens from the 

'' q'hebettili iansng'gresent as great a variety of training. One old 
man, newly landed, served Mass 

sat h is
daughter's wedding 

as smoothly as if he had been a Lay brother or a sacristan all 
his life. There are Venetians, proud of their Pope, and wanting 
to 

dog 
the " Missa de Angelis." On the ether hand was the 

youth in the hospital whom I asked, in bewilderment, "Ace 
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not you a Catholic t " and he, also in bewilderment, answered, 
in some mountain dialed, "No, I'm a labourer." There 
were Piedmontese who showed me anti-clerical novels, and 
assured me that " I preti non no pia creduti." And people 
from Calabria and Abruzzi with simple faith but little know-
ledge and little practice of religion. And most discouraging 
of all, those who had worked their way through American 
cities, and learned to talk in a superior, off-hand manner 
about religion and real estate, and any other subjeth that 
could be mentioned. 

With all this variety of things to be set right among 
Catholics, there is a still greater variety among those non-
Catholics whom we look on as just outside the Church—
children of lapsed Catholics, mixed marriage partners, in-
quirers, and the rest. The general tone of toleration and 
rape. to Catholics is a great contrast to England, and, in 
spite of all worship of pleasure and of money, there is a very 
wide religious spirit; so that one felt that there is a large 
population that could be brought into the Church easily by 
an organized effort. 

The mixture of nations is not all a difficulty ; in some 

was 
it is 

the 
 reat encouragemt. It gives a new and actual 

se  of catholicity of the Church. I do not mean merely 
is the numbering of the nations, though that is something. 
In Holy Week there was a Japanese kneeling beside me and 
praying moat devoutly. At a Ruthenian funeral, in the snow, 
where no one could understand me, an old Indian woman 
came to the graveside, and when she saw the child's coffin, 
knelt down snob a great sign of the Cross, and pointed up-
wards, and began evidently some hymn of praise; and then 
the Ruthenian, followed her example in their own tongue; 
while I said the Latin prayers. 

But what most moved me was meeting the fully-educated 
of the different nations, and finding that in all of them the 
Church has taken these utterly diverse characters, and de-
veloped them into the perfect type of Catholic. One sometimes 
meets a nun, or an at layman, who is not only devour
but has, from nature and education, a mind large enough to 
enter into all the interests of the Church. One feels that 
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nothing is too wide for their sympathy, nothing too deep for 
their spiritual insight. I met such eople, from the continent 
of Pump, from the States, from 

thee,
maritime provinces, 

from Middle Canada, from the young Wet ; people trained 
in cammunitiu jealous of or hostile to each other, with con-
Sifting ideas of education and no common traditions: and 
yet fitted by sympathy and insight to understand and work 
for all that the Church works for. Of thee, naturally, it was 
the Canadians who took the lead in active work. 

It is difficult to give a clear idea of the spirit of the American 
Catholics, whether from Gouda or the States. Perhaps an 
inseue will help. While we were at St Mary's an undertaker 
constantly eked me to ring him up on the telephone if ever 
there should be a sick call at night to the General Hospital; 
he would bring his automobile at once and drive me there—
about two miles. When deuribing the courtesy of the old 
Catholic Latin rues, writers often say that such an offer is 
made with the air rather of asking a favour than of offering 
ne. But neither of thou at all describes the American. He is 

not thinking of himself at all, but of you- He does not seem 
to come into his own consciousnee at all, either as asking or 
as offering ; he sees a thing that ought to be done, and he'll 
get it done. His offer is made in the same direth unconconscious 
way that with us is common in the family circle. This spon-
taneous generosity seems to be one of the American natural 
virtues. It is supematuralied in the attitude of Catholics 
to theiz Church. And it is the characteristic spirit of the 
Knights of Columbus, both u e body and individually. If it 
he asked what makes the Knights of Columbus different from 
(e.g.) our Young Merds Suietiu, I should say it is this what 
draws them together and occupiu thee thoughts and talk 
at their meetings is, soot the need of recreation, but the idea 
that there is work to be done for the Church, and that they 
are going to get together and do that work. It was our 
fortune that there never was any programme of work which 
we could put before the people of the parish with proper 
sanaion and authority, and to their generosity wee toted 
in the much harder way of enduring discomforts and putting 
up with makeshifts, and working for they knew not what. 

The North Hill at Calgary 
Nevertheless it was evident that the  was an unlimited fund 
of generosity, ready to give, or to do, or to suffer all that 
might be necessary for the sake of the Church. 

J. B. McLAUGHLIN, O.S.B. 
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HORACE, THE POET-ESSAYIST 

OST of us, I suppose, remember quite vividly the 
impression Horace made on us when read for the 
first time at school. Oar conception of the breadth 

and outlook of the Latin world had hitherto been limited by 
the rather " dreary " histories of Caesar and Livy, and by 
the speeches of Cicero and though Virgil's greatness was 
not entirely unfelt by us, the Arand and Gamper were too 
much a mattes of mere drudgery (I voice the feelings of the 
average boy) to admit of any but a vague and distant ad-
miration of their author and his genius. Then the day 
comes when for the firth time we open the Odes of Horace, 
and for many of us it is the fi rst time that our gloomy con-
ception of Latin and its possibilities begins to brighten, and 
we realize that even the study of the Classics may have its 
interesting and enjoyable side. Here at last is a man who, 
though he lived so many hundreds of years ago, could write 
of men and women, and of things of everyday occurrence in 
a way that appeals to the mind of a twemieth-centary boy 
who is just beginning to feel and realize the joy and sweetness 
of life. And yet it was not primarily as poetry that the Oder 
made their appeal it is true that the metre, and especially 
the swing of his favourite Sapphic, was a diminth source of 
pleasure to us but we have only to compare the emotions 

used by the work of some of our English poet, ro ue that 
Horace's influence and hold on us rose from far different 
sources. Perhaps the distinction was not clear to us at the 
time ; but in retrothect we can see quite oBarly that it was 
rather the lyrics of Browning or the songs from Tennyson's 
Prime, than the "Quid for Asterie Gygen " of the ancient 
Roman, that fostered our love of poetry. And how strongly 
are these impressions confirmed, when after the lapse of a few 
years we tum again to the Oda of Horace. We go to Horace 
io find poetry, and it must be confessed we return disappointed. 
It is true that here and there we are rewarded for our search, 
but—though the reward in Horace is not so great--somewhat 
as in the case of our English Wordsworth, we have to travel over 
many arid trams of desert before the longed-for oasis is reached. 
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But before we go too far in our denunciation of Horace, 
he poet, let us see how far his claim to Apollo's bap may be 

tusufled, so that we may afterwards proceed upon our main 
thesis with a safe conscience. It is a mere platitude to say 
that beauty of form is an essential of true poetry and of 
this form few are greater masters than Horace. Like Pope 
his metre is perfeth, and his choice of language dainty and 
delicate, grand and exalted in accordance with the theme. 
Could anything be more daintily expressed than these lines 2 

O Fons Bandusiae, splendidior vitro, 
Duld digne mem non sine floribus, 
Cr. donaberis haedo, 
Cui from turgida cornibus 
Primis et Venerem et proelia destinat. 

Or, who could have adapted with greater felicity the Sapphic 
metre to such varied themes t a metre used. equally to convey 
the most trifling emotions, as—where it is perhaps. chiefly 
successful—to give expressiontoanoblertheme mthe tnumphal 
fourmenth Ode of the Third Book: 

Herculis rim modo dittos, o plebs, 
Morse venalem pelisse laurum 
Caesar Hispana repetit penates 

Victor ab ore I 

Horace also displays at times that wonderful gift of 
creating an atmosphere which Shakespeare rammed in in 
extraordinary a degree. It might be explained as an art whereby 
the poet, merely by the reiteration of the same word, or of 
words belonging to the same class, produces quite a &ninth 
and sensible atmosphere. Theoretically it would seem that 
the process could only be wearying in its effeth but we have 
only to see it in a play or poem to understand that it is far 
otherwise. After reading A Midsummer Night's Dream the 
impression left is one of light and flowers; and it is only 
when we examine the delicate machine, of the play, and see 
how frequently ideas of light and flowers recur, that we 
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realize the wonderful genius of the author. The same might 

zi,allyAbned said tofo clizf beth,.  ii:horn, dhmoTkeyocornurer,  of enc.11;1,.sf 

this trait is rarer and the drat less striting, yet we do not 
think it is merely forcing criticism to say that it forms a 
distinct feature of his style. Consider, for example, the Fourth 
Ode of  the First Book—" Soluitvr orris hiemps "—which is 
full of the fragrance of Spring ; or the thirteenth Ode, which 
leaves such an impression of colour on the mind, that it might 
fittingly be termed " a study in red and white": 

"Cum tu, Lydia, Telephi 
Cervicern roseam, lactea Telephi 
Landes bracchia, vae, return 
Fervens dilhdh bile comer iecur 
Tuns nn mess nihi nec color 
Certs sede argueor et in genus 
Furtim labitur, a ens 
Qum; lentis penitus macerer ignibus." 

Surely this is no mere idle fancy; whether Horace worked 
consciously for this end or not, we have only to read the 
ode carefdly to feel the effed. 

And now to do full justice to Horace let us my, once and 
for all, that at tMies his poetry does attain to real beauty and 
pathos, at times even to power and grandeur. 

Tennyson
 as to 

when 
we 

modern essayist, we have not finished with  when 
we read 

"Oh darling room, my heart's delight! 
Dear room, the apple of my sight, 
With thy two couches soft and whit, 
There is no room so exquisite 
No little room so warm and bright 
Wherein to read, wherein to write." 

—so we cannot dismiss Horace's claim to poetry by remarking 
that he did not think' it incongruous to introduce into lyric 
poem a picture of Roman maidens attacking their lovers 
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with their nails, or to refer to himself as a pig from the sty 
of Epicurus. 
wtr:le . isdLerafllenodf: far greater things than these. He can 

"Ergo Quintilium perpetaus sopor 
Urquet t Cui Eudor et 1113fitli et soror 
Incorrupta Fide, nudaque Veritas 
Quando ullum inveniet parem " 

And in some of his Odes—notably the famous first six Odes 
of the Third Book—his patriotism and genuine zeal for his 
country's good carry him out of himself, and we feel for once 
that the poet is inspired by his theme. 

It is this word "inspired" that gives us the touchstone 
by which the Oder of Horace as a whole are to be tried. 
Whatever their merits as exercism in metre and choice of 
language, we cannot but feel that they lack that inspiration 
wfirth makes the poet. Horace has been ordered to write 
lyrics, and he does his best. But all the way through it keeps 
coming home to us more and more that hoo poetry is " made 
to order." There is not one of Horace's lve poems which 
giv us the impression that it is the outpouring of a heart on 
fire I They lack reality we fed he is only trifling with his 
theme, and our thoughts turn involuntarily to his predecessor 
in the realm of lyric poetry, the passionate Camila, and we 
know that in spite of all Quintilian or any other Roman 
critic may say, Rome has one, and only one lyric poet. Indeed 
from what Horace himself tells us in the lathier of his daily 
routine, we are probably not far wrong in surmising that 
his poems were thought over and composed between eight and 
ten in the morning as he dozed in his bed before rising, or on 
his afternoon stroll along the Via Sacra. The thought of 
Camillus composing his lyrics under similar conditions is too 
ludicrous to be entertained for a single instant. 

This levity and shallownms in Horace's poetry is made all 
the more prominent from the fad that he is ever as
in our minds with his great contemporary, Virgil. From the 
men of letters that gather round the throw of Augustus, these 
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two stand out pre-eminent. But the trifling poetry bf Horace 
seems b. foil to set off the beauty and grandeur of the 
Amine. Towards Virgil we feel something of the reverence 
due to sanctity, but there is little in his genial and comfortable 

TE:' ,I;ILth". °u770 :̀.?,:thdZ iotverl tre odbin number, 
and though a poet may endear himself on us by an occasional 
poem on some trifling love affair, by a song here and there in 
praise of the Caecuban or potent Falernian, yet if such sub-
jects are to form not merely the background but the ado 
theme of ohs bulk of his verse, then he must pay the penalty 
and forego the reverence due to true poetry. If Aristotle is 
correct in saying that it is of the essence of pottry to be more 
phil.ophic and universal in character than prose, then ore 
wonder how in the days of Horace the Muse of Lyric poetry 
regarded the intrusion and permanent settlement on her 
domain of the very matter of fart and material God of Wine. 

Horace has won farne not merely as a poet, but as a critic 
of poetry. It as at least doubtful 

was
one and the same 

man can ever be a great poet and a great literary critic. Cer-
tainly on this hypothesis Horace has just enough of the 
poet in him to make a good critic, and there may be some 
who consider that his claim to greatness does lie chiefly. in 
his literary criticism. B. without going moo the Ovation, 
perhaps even at the risk of being just a little unfair to the 
author of the Ars Pereira, we may hold that one who though 
theoretically a rebel against conservatism in literature, never-
theless passes over almost without mention his bedecessor 
Catullus, so far his superior, cannot at any rate termed 
a great critic of poetic genius, and signally fails to appreciate 
just that broader and freer t—the pers. in poetry—
after which he himself was actually striving. 

It remains then to consider in what the true genius of 
Horace really consists. The answer sounds paradoxical, but 
nevertheless we do not hesitate to say that, though to our 
knowledge he never wrote a line of prose, Horace is essentially 
and primarily an essayist. Had he been living in England in 
the age of Queen Anne, there would probably have been a 
third and even greater contributor to the Spectator than either 
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Addison or Steele. The verse and metre of his composition 
are purely accidental; prose was in those days confined to the 
law courts and to the writing of history, and it would have 
been considered qpite as absurd then for any one to attempt 
in prose such subjects as Horace deals with in his Satires, as 
it would now for a journalist to give . a leader in The Times 
in hexameters. Both the Epistles and Satires come under the 
heading of "essays," for though some of the epistles do 
approach near to our conceprion of a letter, and some of the 
satires are satiric in the more bitter sense in which vve some-
times use the word nowadays, yet in the main both. classes are 
far more akin to the Essays of Addison and Goldsmith than 
they are to the satiric poetry of Pope, or the novels of Dickens, 
to the letters of Cicero or of Horace Walpole. 

The chief point which strikes a reader of the Epistles and 
Satires is the feet that they are so extraordinarily modern in 
one. With the possible exception of Cicero's Letters, there 

is hing in ancient literature that brings home to. so vividly 
themameness of human nature at all thnes and wider all 
conditions. We see obey that bargees spoke in much then ame 
way then as any Jacobs character does now ; that Fannius, 
the hypuritt, with a bust of himself to exhibit, was the 
Roman prototype of Mr. Pecksniff '; that the fop even in 
those days vres a familiar character and equally amusing,—
" Rufillus reeks of scent," Horace says of him; that the 
eternal snob was prepared to employ any. means he could 
devise to win the friendship of Horace's aristocratic friends; 
and that there was not wanting is the melting.of he,t  .use 
at Egnatia an aquttalant to the moule of Sas. Januarms's 
Flood at tenpins, on which Horace, like a modern Rationalist, 
could vent his sceptical derision. " Credat Judaeus Apella, 
non ego." How many little touches are therein his phraseology 
and conversation, the sentiment and style of which we might 
meet on any page of Dickens or Thackera . We remember 
how he speaks off the songster Tigellius a y mourned, on his 
death by .ree gushing crowd of actresses and flute-players, 
for —"qmppe benignus soar ! he was such a generous 
man ; or how he represents the fond father as overlooking the 
physical defects of his child A boy squints, his father talks 
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of the cast in his eye; or if he is an ugly little dwarf he calls 
him his " chick"; or if he can scarcely balance himself on his 
crazy pins, then his father lisps out, "My little Scaurus I" 

Just as in Goldsmith and Addison, we find in Horace 
jumbled up together literary criticism, personal reminiscence, 
him at the foibles and eccentricities of others, and, especially 
in the Epistles, prolonged moralizings on Man and his Destiny. 
We ate mite enthralled by the vigour and freshness of his 
style; we feel that our delightful friend is thoroughly en-
joying himself, that he is a helpless victim at the mercy 
of his own superabundant spirits; and as we accompany him 
on his journey to Brundisium, or watch with him the witches 
on the Esquiline, or listen to the story of his encounter with 
the bore on the Via Sacra, and see how frank and simple he 
is with it all, we feel that he is one of or and that we have 
knower him for years. It is true Wm not infrequently his 
remarks savour too much of the Imperial " smoke-room "; 
but we have to take the man as a whole, and he is so frankly 
keen on being friendly with us that it is only to be expected 
that he should let us see himself as he is, with all his faults 
and peccadilloes. He can indeed be bitter and even malignant 
at times ; he was warned by Tiebatius to beware of giving 
others the opportunity of bringing a libel aflion against him 
and there is a story that in one of his epistles every one 
in the vain poet, who thinks himself a Mnermus, a picture 
of Properties,—which reminds one of the distress and indig-
nation of poor Leigh Hunt, when he appeared in the pages of 
Bleak Hours as 'Harold Skimpole.' But it is only rarely that 
klorace's satire is as serious as this; for his frame of mind is 
more akin to the kind humanity of Addison and Lamb than 
to the bitter rynicism of Swift, or the vindictiveness of Pope. 

Our main work in these few pages has been that of the 
iconoclast. We have considered Ho race's claim to greatness as 
an e l,, but have been mote concerned with the shattering 
of an idol, that has no right to be enshrined among the gods 
of Poetry. Let a last note of warning be sounded I 

Mr. Birrell in an essay on Browning gives the following 
injunction, 49 a practical guide to true poetry : " Let us be 
Catholics in this great matter and burn our candles at many 
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shrines. In the pleasant reahns of poesy, no liveries are worn, 
no paths prescribed; you may wonder where you will, stop 
where you like, and worship whom you love. Nothing is 
demanded of you save this, that in all your wanderings and 
worships you keep two objects steadily in view,—two, and 
two only, truth and beauty." If with these two objects in 
view we approach the Odes of Horace, we cannot stop, we 
cannot worship if we feel drawn to do so, then let us beware 
and see whether we are not deceiving ourselves, whether we 
are not mistaking prettiness for beauty and make-believe for 
truth. But if we put aside the lighted candle, throw away the 
incense, approach him not with bowed head, kneel nor to 
worship him, but run to him with open arms and speak to him 
as friend to friend, then, though we have not a divinity to 

fellow-m 
worsDp, 

an to love  
be content with the next best thing—a

R. S. MARWOOD 

17 
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SCHOOL NOTES 
THE school officials for the term have been as follows: 

Head Monitor . . . . . L. T. Williams 
Captain of the 
Mon,mro

Games
J: Power, R. B.

J. O. Kelly, . R. Simpson, C. B.1. Collison, 
Ainscough 

Secretary C. R. SHnpson 
librarhuu of the Upher Library V. Knowles, G. A. Imola 
Librarians,. the Upper Middle Library 

C. Knowles, C. F. Macpherson 
Librarian of the Lower Middle Library . Hon. Scott 

an of the Lower Library. . C. H. Robinson 
Joiretel Committee . G. IL Simpson, V. Knowles 
Cricket Committee C. B. J. Collison, L. T. Williams, J. O. Kelly 
Secretary of the Tennis Club . . . C. R. Simpson 
Gaptaine of the Cricket Sets—

ist Set--C. B.1. Collison, /AT. .1,ms. 
and Set—D. T. Long T. Kelly. 
grd Set—Hon. C. Pamewall, J. P. Douglas. 
nth Set—D. AL Rochlord. G. Cuddon. 
5th Set—A. F. W. Bisgood, L. Knowles. 
fith Set—G. Ainscough, A. Fors. 

JP dr 
L. IL Roc RPM., who was one of the monitors last term and 
a member of the " Rugger " XV, and J. W. W. Bisgood, who 
has passed into Osborne, left the school at the end of last 
term. Om best wishes accompany them. 

a s. it. 
THE following boys joined the school at the beginning of this 
teem : 

gher-.L.'277c1-1'670=tiTiottMar.11,V. 
Pagshawe, P. a Crams, I. Ainscough, A. Ainscougli. E. Kelly, K. R. 
Greenwood, G. W. S. Bagshawe. 

Ar 54 
THE number of boys in the school—r35—establishes a record. 
This increase has necessitated some shuffling of quarters and 
a further encroachment by the boys upon what b still known 
as the Old Monastery. A Emit has now been reached, and the 
Preparatory House has become a " crying " med. 
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CONGRATULATIONS to C. R. Simpson and L. T. Williams who 
have passed the entrance "exam." for New College, Oxford. 

if. JP 
Tells Head Monitor reports that joy los. has been collected 

the school for Mr Norman Cotter. 

Toe Upper Library, so exquisitely renovated last year, has 
been further improved by the addition of many Chairs of 
Jacobean pattern, and a very fine oak-panelled door. The 
atter is the gift of Mr Limner, to whom we tender our best 

thanks. 
• •P 

Tm Cricket Eleven this year vnll perhaps be remembered 
as one of great promise ; the batting was uniformly good deem 
to the tenth wicket. Thee of the Eleven, Williams, Collison 
and Ainecough, stand out as possasing csonso idyyffily 90:atm: 

V51::',„?„'nof'orleoside':o°getht'OUtAlle'Vtillwang 
the

weak—before the discovery of Williams, who began the season 
as wicket-keeper, it was may 

we
Rryhford iii succeeded 

Williams behind the wickets and has the maldngs of a very good 
wicket-keeper. As it is, his catching is very good, but though 
he stands well up he is not quick enough at seizing a chance 
of stumping. The fielding was alert and smart, if not very 
safe. Finally, Collison proved an excellent captain both on 
and off the field, and it would be easy to minimize what the 
Eleven owe to his counsel and maniple. 

• afi 
Too Gymnasium, though just completed, is already one of 
the principal scenes of the school's activity. As each boy 
has three periods a week for gymnastics it is rarely out of we 
during the working hours of the day, and at other times 
enthusiastic volunteers vie with one another in the perform-
ance of exceptional feats of strength or agility. We had not 
thought that the Swedish system could be so interesting. 
But then we had had no opportunity of witnessing Sergeant 
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Andrews' skill in combining system with variety. With gyll, 
nastks a kindred art is enjoying a revival, and at times the 

an of dull thuds of a peculiar End penetrate the walls 
and inform the passer-by that the sergeant's instructions 
in the art of self-defence are being practised. Altogether the 
Gymnasium has quickly made a place for itself in the life 
of the school, and the news t " subject " in the horarium 
has won for itself a popularity which is most venerable elders 
have been unable to gain. 

To the majority of Ampleforth boys the words "Goremire 
Day" will recall memories of a hot June day, a long, dusty 
road, a ramble along the cliffs mid a welome lunch on the 

will nec it mndi-A7.7,,ttr•fiteth'Yt:!,,tY. In fa 
has behaved as though it were really bent on breaking clown 
aE foolish optimism, and on tuning faro a school of cynics. 
Exaztly a hundred per cent. of the days chosen as holidays 
this term have turned out wet. It rained on the Exhibition-
day but no sooner vvere the visitors well on their weby back 
to their homes than the sun came out,and for a week  asked 
in its rays. Then came June x3rd, and when the school had 
gone far on the road to Gtr emire as to make any thought of 
postponement impossible, rho weather once more reverted 
to its " wet blanket " policy, with the result that both lunch 
and tea were partaken of in Hambleton Hotel and its purlieus. 
And yet so many it will be memorable as the " omnium 
optimum " Goremire Day—certainly rn tile members of the 
Sixth Form, who accepted with even more than their wonted 
readiness and courtesy an invitation from Dom Ambrose to 
breakfast at Helmsley. Thither they walked ill the oily 
hours of the morning, visited Rievaulx Abbey and the Terrace, 
sheltered from the inclemency of the weather 'neath the 
humble rooftree of Madame la Concierge, and later 

we

their way to the Hambleton Hotel, where they took possession 
of a room, issuing from this stronghold their monitonal edicts 
for the maintenance of order and discipline to the " profanum 
volgu,t; " 

School Notes 

WE regret very much that we are nimble to publish as we 
promised the list of subscribers to the new Pavilion fund, 
which some of the "Old Boys," notably Mr. Raby, have 
initiated. Mr Roby, who is acting as treasurer, is 
abroad, and is unable to send us a complete list of subscribers. 
Rather than publish an incomplete list we have thought it 
well to poetpone its publication until our next number, when 
Mr Roby will be spin in England. The appeal has been 
generously enswered, but the enthusiastic treasurer has not 
yet all he hoped for, and will be glad to receive further con-
tributions, which should be forwarded to his home address, 
057 Woodstock Road, Oxford. We, at Aimpleforth, offer our 
grateful thanks to all—and more especially to Mr Raby—
for the kindly spirit which has prompted this splendid gift 
to their old school. 

4. 4, 4 

10 the meantime let us record the fa& that the new Pavilion 
is finished. The spaciousness of the central room is its most 
striking feature, but its general excellence in design and 
viatiritl is quite admirable, and rhea rchitect is to be con-
gratulated on the elevation both back and front. It was 

VO'rnnluZhIrtlie::th wiM7lith V:lleT7I'envesno.d 
Sixth

The terraces leading to the new ground from the Pavilion 
are still upon the knees of the gods, and much remains to be 
done to the ground, which will involve a further financial 
outlay. Let no hope that the expense-a—in accordance with 
the sound maxim of Chancellor Baum, who knew wouothiug 
of monetary matters—have been so " ordered byes the best 
ab road."hat the bills may be less than the timation 
ab

ELSEWHERE in the Join.. will be found a notice of the 
Exhibition play—" 1phigenia in Tauris "—from the pen of 
Mr Leslie Hunter, of New College. We ourselves shoold never 
have dared to have spoken so flatteringly of any of our own 
achievements, but coming spontaneously as this notice does, 
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from Mr Hunter, a distinguished Greek scholar, and one who 
has himself pl,ed successfully in more than one rale in Greek 
plays, we are delighted to be able to print it. We are rightly 
proud of the impression this representation hoe made upon 
him, and congratulate most heartily all who were concerned 
in so 

and
a See. Gee apart from its excellence this 

contribution has a special value as coming from the outside 
world, and yet Mr Hunter has been so good a friend that we 
should like to think of it as almost a domestic product. On the 
morning and afternoon before she play Mr Hunter took the 
chief characters through their parts, and offered many valuable 
auggetions. For this also we thank him. 

as t sb 

Tux Natural History Society, the oldest of all our existing 
societies, has not flourished this term. There have been so 
many rivals in the field that it has dwindled almost to insig-
nificance. This is much to be regretted, but let us hope that 
existing enthusiasts—for enthusiasm there certainly re—
will reorganize 

o
fda  at tir e  it once again. Apart from the 

scientific study ture an extraordinary epidemic of snake 
charming, which he been the cause of the school gaining name 
notoriety, has shown itself. The number of parcels labelled 
"Live Stock," which were daily delivered here in the early 

Post Ilffi7OffiTil,hrutt 17111:',V7:„°4 caundlig?ioseti:: 
those of Mahon, who are mid to have bolted in a body from 
the two large snakes which wriggled out of a pekage in their 
office. A hasty telephone 'smote. announced to us the no-
pension of Post Office business owing to their presence. After 
some time a member of the staff of mom than ordinary 
courage was induced to don leathern gloves, and convey the 
intruders to some safe asylum. Then followed solemn com-
munications from the Postmaster-General to two small boys 
ordering them to send and rescue their " pets." The number 
of newspaper cuttings, sent to us from any parts of the 
country, in which this story was told, shows the distance 
such trivial incidents travel, and how easy is the gaining of 
notoriety in these days of the ubiquitous journaliet. 

fla 

School Notes 
Tux oak panel which has recently been placed in the school 
passage is a handsome and leered, addition to our public 
monuments. He who remarked that the only good quality 
of the present generation i

M 
n England is its inmreat in the 

records of the past would odeles view it with peculiar 
satisfaction. But one may refuse complem agreement with 
that caustic and probably aged critic, and yet hold the the 
name  of the rulers of the school should be inscribed on some-
thing more durable than the memories of fleeting generations. 
That has now been done. The name of all the Captains of the 
school niece the institution of that office, and of the Head 
Monitore who have recently taken their place, have been 
rescued from all danger of oblivion and enshrined in e resting 
place at once prominent and secure whose antiquarian 
interest is eked out by es fine proportions and rich carving, 
and whose vacant spaces cannot fail to be provocative of a 
laudable ambition. 

at 00 00

Toe school staff is at present constituted as follows.
Dom Edmund Matthews. M.A. (Head Master) 

Dom AlamosPowell. Dom Sebastian Lambert, B.A. 
Dom Joeeoh Demean. Dom Anthony Barnett. 
Dom Placed Dolan, M.A. Dom Hugh de Hormone., B.A. 
Dom Dominic Willson. B. Dom Ildegkons. Barton. 

pm Benedict Hayes. Dom Memo Chamberlain. B.A. 
m Paul Nev., M. . Dom Igtyd 

Dom Menton P.A. Pm. Dorn Raymond Ly(hgoe. 
Dom Justm Mega. M.A. Dom d Andna. 
Imin Adrian alairson. Dorn Cy. Maddox 
Dom Ambrose Byrne, M.A. Dom Gregory Swann, B.A. 
Dom Herbert Byrne, B.A. 

("74,16).
. F. Porter, e2R.G.S. (Afe.iical Officer). 

Company Sergeant.ajor Andrews gale of Aldershot Gymnastic 

45 

St.). 

(relen:In't re=Vior '.
Mrs Doherty tadegroal. 
Miss Till (Assisofol Alaboo). 
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" IPHIGENIA IN TAURIS " 
Luardornas on THE Puy 

ligtigenid (Daughter Agamemnon) . J. Menem 
. I. B. Munson 

Pylades (Friend of Orestes) . . 
noes (Xing ol ran.)  
A Herdsman  
A Mess er 

. . 
C. P. Prone 
H. GREENWOOD 

The Goddess Pallas Athena . J. R. CRAWFORD 
Leader al Gloms . . . T. Werso 

Handmaids, Soldiers and Barbarians. 

"IT'S wonderful—for boys." That !was the verdict one 
heard passed on all sides as one came out of the thmtre 
on June iith. But it was a criticism which did not mem 

quite t ett he facts. Wonderful, in a way, the performance 
of " 1phigenia in Tainis " certainly was ; but it was preciseN 
because the play was acted by boys, that it had a certain qnality 
which older performers could not have imparted to it. It 
made me think that boys, in apiteof their supposed abhorrence 
of sentiment and distaste for "poetry," are really without 
Wowing it very an and even " poetical " people. Of 
course, this needs qualification ; but the romance and poetry 
of thia exquisite play certainly came home to me as rt had 
neThe ver done before. 

reason is I think that " 1phigenia in Tauris " is a 
story which appeals particularly to boys. There is nothing 

n which goes beyond the sort of emotions that they are 
hilly capable of expressing. The general atmosphere of re-
moteness and fairy-tale the love of a sister fora brother; 
the willing self-sacrifice of friend to friend above all, the 
spirit of adventure which dominates the play from beginning 
to end all these are things which boys can thoroughly 
understand and appreciate and it was for this reason that 
the play was such a notable niece.. 

The keynote to the whole performance was its great natural 
dignity. No one ever struck one as making effects; they just 
came. Perhaps the acting of Ores. might be taken to typify 

" Iphigenia in Tauris " 
the whole perform... He was the King's son from beginning 
to end, a youth of noble courage and extraordinary manliness. 
Of muse the part might have been played in quite a different 
way, but I doubt whether it would have been played to 
greater effeti. It was on M the spirit of Henley's famous 
words 

" Out of the night that covers me, 
Black as the pit from pole to pole, 

I thank whatever gods may be 
For my unconquerable soul." 

He was nowhere so good as in the great speech to Pyladm, 
"Peace from such thoughts! my burden can be borne"; and 
his farewell to Pyladm .d defiance of Apollo was simply 
superb. Perhaps under the circumstancm it was not to be 
expected that he should give the softer note quite as well,
but he kept up the sense of tense excitement during the 
tremendously difficult recognition cene with skill which 
showed real dramatic instinct. Ands his poses were splendid. 

As for his sister, I don't with to seem extravagant, but I 
have seldom witnessed a finer piece of acting or one which 
stirred me more profoundly. Its perfed finish in every detail 
was remarkable but even more . was the complete com-
prehemion of the woman's part from beginning to end. 
The very first lines at once gave that sense of mysterious 
aloofness from the world, as of one consecrate and inviolate, 
which is the leading note of 1phigenia at the beginning of 
the play ; and I knew not afterwards whether more to admire 
her wader.. to her 1.w-found brother or adorable 
femininity with which she wheedled that moat amiable of 
barbarians, King Thom. But perhaps best of all was her 

r gwiore. lonja .fowr home, thoewfgeeltiim ifiwwthe, o d :iroggnar_

wards, the return of the crowding memo rim. It was simply 
tragic acting of the very finest quality. The voice throughout 
was perfect ; soft and flexible, and never betraying any note 
which was not essentially feminine. 

The other parts on the whole played up well to the high 
standard set 1phigenia and Orestes. Pylades successfully 

6fl 
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overcame the difficultim of playing perpetual second fiddle, 
and without having the same natural advantages as Orestes, 
gave an individual and sincere rendering of his part. The 
Herdsman and the Messenger were both quiz excellent 
if one must draw dMinctions I thought there was more of art 
in the Herdsman, and of nature in the Messenger, whose 
dramatic entry and " lewd battering of the gate " was perhaps 
the moment in the whole play which most teak the fancy of 
the audience. The way in which both their. long speeches 
were carried through, sustaining variety of voice and gesture 
from beginning to the end, was a great feat of elocution and 
spoke volumes for their keenness and careful training. Thom 
looked the noble savage to the life, but would have been 
nobler still had he not continually used his spear as a crutch. 
The appearance of Pallas 0 the mid was wonderfullyeffective: 
here at least was a des ex nese/fins who needed no defence 
from the critics. Last but not least, there w. the chorus, 
whose singing was certainly one of the best points in the 
performance. Their to was full and pure, iheir enfeeble 
rarely at fault, and their simple movements full of dignity. 
Their leader exactly fitted into the picture, his gestures were 
naturalmd graceful,and his voice bath in speaking and singing 
had a particularly appealing quality. It was a great pity that 
few of the audience realized that the music was in all essentials 

native Ampleforth produffi. Its ecclesiastical reminiscences 
and free rhythms exactly suited a Greek chorus, and 
conveyed a religious feeling wiffiout being in any way aus.rei 
in particula, the chorus beginning " Behold two score and 
ten there be rowers that row for awe," was set to a delicious 
lilting melody. Both comp r and arranger are to be most 
heartily congratulated on theose results of Mew collaboration. 

In comlusion, it would be impossible to overtimimat 
what the Ampleforth Theatre owes to its preskli u. 
I say genius advisedly, for the whole setting and p o

se

n 
of the play bore the mark of real distinction. On to 
forget that even the most promising yoong actors need 
teaching, especially in the manner of correct emphasis and 
just declamation. The elocution throughout was admirable 
and movement and gesture seemed m natural that one forgot 
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they were the result of long and laborious training. I cannot 
conclude this account without laying special emphasis on the 
devotion and skill which went to the making of such a remark-
able performance, and assuring both the stage manager and 
his indefatigable assistant that the result of their labours did 
them infinite honour. It ww my only regret that both 
author and translator were unable to be present at
performance which seemed exactly to discern and fully to 
express the true meaning of the play. 

L. W. HUNTER 

New College, Oxford 



THE EXHIBITION 

THE Exhibition was held on Tuesday, bum 9th, a, was 
attended by a very large assemblage of visitors. On 
the preceditig day the cricket match Prof v. Preyxs 

was begun, and in the evening " Iphigenia in Tauris " was 
performed in the school theatre. Comment on that pm-
formance sun airy here, as the views of a detached 
critic 

mill
 be found on another page. On Tuesday morning 

pontifical High Mass of Sr Lawrence was sung by Father 
Abbot. Afterwards the Exhibition and the distribution of 
prizes rook place in the theatre. The following was the pro-
gramme : 

°""' • • " &Vs ': ""'" 
Seaman SPEECH ;agree. Hot. 

LATIN SEEN. 
Powee 

Valerius.' 610111,0011.BERNARD ii 
Uuswouss i 

Tullius' Prissy i 

oacxsaraA 
Fuss. Sees. . . " Le lidarisge f orci "

hlarplusius,' Sivissos i 
Sganerelle,' MARTIN 

PART SOME " She long clay closes" Sullivan 
Ant 

."'" je?citr;(1
"d4) Crirg 

Siortios 

Mdkre 

ENGLISI.PEE. Marie Antoinette . Botha 

Ova 
" 

Aeon Howe 
 rIS rota d It7tiVert"It 1.; 

UNDIES 
Anonymous 

Itsovaas 

HEAD MASTER'S REPORT 
In his animal report, the Head Master said that the health 

of the school during the past year had been good. There had 
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been one or two exceptions, and even lately it had seemed 
that they were not to bc immune from epidemic, but he was 
glad to say that they had escaped the danger. In the sphere of 

fa ' MortrIttlry l'iadlatreinb:riTitrd 
 be 

2 71171 Z; 
for a partiality for what was called the " slow-footed egoism " 
of golf, but such critic= could not be brought against boys 
amongst whom the Rugby g to flourished. In hockey, too, 
the school had more than heldame its own. 

The Officers Training Corps, he said, had had a particularly 
succeasful year. Nine cadets had gained Certificate A. At camp 
the contin,nt had received some very flattering commenda-
tion, and the report that followed the War Office inspection 
was as eulogistic as the restraint of language habitually prac-
tised by that Department permitted. After recording the 
successes in the Certificate examinations, he said that these 
results, though good, were not as good en they should have 
been. He feared that over-confidence had impaired the work 
of some of the candidate, He mentioned entries to Sandhurst 
and Osborne among other results of the year's studies, and 
thanked the donors of special prizes for the Stimulus which 
they had added to the work of the school. Of developments 
in doe work done at Ampleforth he had two to record, one 
just accomplished, the other imminent. The Gymnasium, jet

,mpleted, made possible an increased attention 
eystematic physical training. Gymnastics had now a regular 

place in the school curriculum. The other was a much greater 
matter. It had been resolved to build a Preparatory School 
so that plunger boys might be deals wish in greater numbers, 
and with more suitable treatment than was .possible when 
their department vras an adjunct of the mom school. He 
hoped that the new school would be in working order in a 
year and a hall or two years. 

In conclusion, he s,ke of the atmosphere of criticism which 
now surrounded schoohnesters and all things scholastic. 
There were many Irresponsible critics about, and mast of 
them began, as was often the core, with a complete rejetlion 
of all that was consecrated by use and tradition. Every aspect 
of scholastic enterprise was being subjected to this criticism, 
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and the poor schoolmaster had many hard things said about 
him. But even the most abject worm will turn, and in a recent 
book, The Corser-Hero of Education, the Head Master of Eton 
had made a spirited reply to much of this criticism. The 
main argument of the book, if they would allow him to 
summarise it, was that boys when they came to s reschool are 
and remain very much what the example of their parents 
has made them. He hoped that this book would be widely 
read, and do something to replace the primary 

i 
raponsibiOY 

refor so grave a matter as the training of the young whe t 
should rightly lie. 

SPEECH BY THE ABBOT 
At the conclusion- of the Exhibition Father Abbot ex-

pressed his great regret for the absence of Bishop Hedley. 
He thanked the guests for their presence, and assured them 
that they were and always would be welcome. He also wished 
to take this opportunity of thanking the school staff for their 
devoted work, on which the success of the school depended. 
Referring to. the play performed on the preceding craning, 
he said that a had emphasized for them all the value of Greek 
literature and Greek art in education. It had ever been the 
tradition of Ampleforth to foster a love of literature, and 
he hoped that hoer tradition would always he maintained. 
Whatever the value of science, and he ungrudgingly admitted 
that it was great, literature must retain rts place ; our boys 
should be made to know  value the great literature of 
the world, and to nusture in themselves the taste that would 
enable them to enjoy and the power that would enable them 
to lead others to that enjoyment. 

After the distribution of prizes the guests assembled in 
the Gymnasium for lunch. This was to have been followed 
by a review of the Officers Training Corps, but the unfavour-
able weather made this impossible. Later in the afternoon 
there was the formal opening of the new Gymnasium with a 
gymnastic display by a picked team of boys. 

Iv the evening there was solemn Benediction of the Blessed 
Sacrament, and the " Te Deism" was sung. 

yu 

The Exhibition 
The following are the names of the prize winners 

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION 
Set I C. R. Simpson. 
Set II GA. dinner. 
Set III P La Fame. 
Set IV   C. F. Macpherson. 
Set V H Rend,. 
Set VI   L. Knowles. 
Set VII R S. Douglas. 

ENGLISH 
Set I   C. R. Simpson. 
Set II G A. Urines. 
Set III R I. Lynch. 
Set IV   S. V. Welsh. 
Set V   J. P. Douglas. 
SW VI   I. R. T. Crawford. 
Set VII    . D. Chamber.. 
Letter Writing G W. Aiwa,. 
Handwriting 0  T. Penney. 

Seth 
Set Il 

Set III . 
Set IV  
Extra Prize 
Set V 

Set VI 
Set VII  

HISTORY 
V Knowles. 

  R.R. J. Lynch . 
Rod,. 

. E. Le Fame. 

. R. P. St. L. Liston. 
• I. 0. Simpson. 

1 
L Knowles. 
L. D. Chamberlain. 

GEOGRAPHY 
Set IV   C. Knowles. 
Extra Prise . J. B. Manson. 
Set V   T. B. Fish*, 
SW VI . J. R. T. Crawford. 
Set VII 0  T. Penney. 
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Set IV   F. A. Morrogh, Bernami. 

LATIN Set V   T. V. Welsh. 
Set I 
Set II 

, , R. I. POWEr. 
inscough. Set VI  1 ,'17.10%MI...,.. 

Set In  J. Barton. Set VII D  M. Rochford. 

Set IV  
t C. Resisted

• C. F. Macpherson 
Set VIII E P. Connolly. 
Set IX  

Set V 
Set VI . 

D W Rockford. Set X R ].Cheney. 

Set VII  

' r  

J. G. D. A. Forbes. 
SCIENCE 

re I.r C. Robinson. Set I (Af schaniss) V. Knowles. 

GREEK Set II (110sia) 
D. T. Long. 
E. Le ESvre. 

Sett 
Set II 

L. T. Williams. Set III (Physim) 
M Ainscough. Set IV (Gitsssialm,) 

F. A. Morrogh-Bernard. 
C. J. Ffield. 

Set III 
Set V (Lisemisbyl 

{ : 'f''Vacp' llerson 1  Set VI (Radius, NaMentolics) J. W. Hawkswell, 
Set IV  

Set V 

Set VI  

J. G. Morrogh, Bemard, Set VII (Nalurs Soody) 
V. Craven }..q.. 
D M. Rallied. 

MUSIC 

GERMAN 
Piano Rockford
Violin V W Knowles 

Set I 
Set II 

J. B. Allanson. 
A. 

Improvement   T. V. Welsh. 

FRENCH DRAWING 

Set I  

'a 
3. Emery. Freehand . . . . S. Lancaster. 

G A lintner Improvement . . . . LV. Milburn. TT 
Set III 
Set IV  

T. V. Welsh. Geometrical   F. A. MorroghHernard. 
tIon. R. Barnewall. 

SPECIAL PRIZES 
Set 
Set VI  

on. J. B. Alla;stIt
For the Higher Certificate Candidatm . . Jr. B. Caldwell. 

Set VII  
Se VIII  

A. Colliann 
P. S. Blackledge. 

(Presented by John McElligott, Esq.) 
For the Lower Certificate Candidates . . M. Aiwcough. 

Set IX E. H. G. George. (Presented by Jolm McElligott, Esq.) 

MATHEMATICS For Non-Certificate Boys, Forms IV and 
Higher . . 

I.
. McDonald. 

Set I V. Knowles. by John H. Nevill, Esq.) 
Set 

Set III  
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1/.1. rngwe"
R J. LYnelt. 

For the Lower School in Latin Grammar . L. Knowles. 
(Presented by John Fienrick, Esq.) 
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English Literature—
Pot the Higher Certificate Classes . • J. O. Kell, 
Per the Lower Certificate Classes . . T. V. Welsh. 

(Presented by The Right Revd. Abbot Hunter-Nair) 
English Essay 

For the Higher Certificate Classes • . . V. Rnowles. 
For the Lower Certificate Wasses . . . T. V. Welsh. 

(Presented by John P. Raby, Esq.) 

(Presented by Frederick Fetes, Esq.) 

• • • (0)1. 0. Keay. 
•• Nahum •'rrir; (s) E. Le Rare. 

(Presented by Edward new., Fag.) 
Drawing—For the best Model Drawings of the 

. . . . . . .  
(Presented by Allied Greenwood. Esq.) 

R. Marray. 
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THE POETRY SOCIETY 

THE first meeting of the x94 Summer term was held 
on Sunday, May uth. Fr Wilfrid and Br Louis were 

esent. In accordance with a request of the Chairman 
that to the minute a due recognition should be made of the 
absent Mr Hayes, we may say here that Mr Hayes was one 
of the founders of the Poetry Society. Something of a poet 
himself, he was keen in his appreciation of the work of others. 
Perhaps his greaten virtue lay in the untiring energy with 
which he furthered the prestige of the society, and made 
its success an established NO. 

In public business, Mr Knowles read a paper on Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow. He described at length the life of 
the poet, his Puritan upbringing, his shordived study of Law, 
and his subsequent career at Bowdoin and at Harvard. It was 
when Longfellow was about thirty-five that there appeared 
"Voices of the Night," Me " Hymn of Night," the home
aued City " and the " Village Blacksmith." The t

of " Evangeline " was suggested to him by Hawthorne, who 
Fad collected material for a prose treatment of the story. 
handed however that prose was inadequate, Hawthorne 
handed over his notes to Longfellow, with the result that 
the world was richer by a beautiful poem. Three years later 
came the " Golden Legend," and at the end of the neat 
year "Hiawatha;' a poem whose liquid, yet reverberating, 
measures are well suited to a story of wigwam, forest and 
river. Later, following on the violent death of his second 
wife, came " Tales of a Wayside Inn," a poem after the style 
of the " Canterbury Tales; followed by a sills to England, 
an honorary degree 

to 
Cambridge, and the honour of an 

interview with 
dot 

Queen. When he .died, in 188a, the world 
said of bin, as he himself Imd written 

"He is dead, the sweet musician, 
He the sweetest of all singers. 
He has gone from us for ever, 
He has moved a little nearer 
To the Master of all music, 
To the Master of all singing." 
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Mr Murray wished to measure a poet's greatness in terms 

of 
his 
 TdPardnYrittkerrlaf1171:LI:e'tohl 

 poor 
51°: terf ul and 

spicy breeze of Longfellow. He was fa of the joy of life and 
nature. 

Mr Power made a distinction between the various kinds 
of pspularity:rdeheixpr,s,zddisome,iouuncoerntatttyIatoboorut 

point
followed, 

of
some acuities were cleared up with rho old 

of Fr Wilfrid. Br Louis quoted the" Grammarian's Funeral " 
as a parallel, and called attention to the mixed m,aphor 
in the "Psalm of Life." 

Mr Knowles read several poems at the request of various 
members. 

The Chairman, in conclusion, made some remarks about 
the power of simple poets. 

A vote of than concluded flu meeting. 
The second meeting of the term took place on Sunday, 

June lath; 
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and carried. 

Br Louis was present. 
Mr Murray read a paper on Francis Thompson. He opened 

with a description of the poet, piteous yet proud, written by 
Thompson himself, and recognized in it an apt description 
of the author. In Thompson we have a poet of high thinking, 
of celestial vision and imaginings, that found literary images 
of answering iplendour. Mr Murray then dwelt on the poet's 
Lancashire origin, his training at Ushaw, and his able life 
in London. It was at Storrington, after his rescue by friends, 
that the " Ode to the Scarring Sun," "posed;' and shortly 
afterwards " Sister Son,," were composed. Mr Murray 
regarded the foundHun of 

He
" as the poet's masterpiecK 

with its profo  mysticism and its wealth of Catholic 

Nhilorephy. From this poem he illustrated also Thompson's 
efiance of the conventions which restrict the use of 

simile. 
Mr Knowles complained that Thompson's view of poetry 

was too confined ; he wrote of nature and of little else. His 
style also was too abtruse. 
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This last assertion was challenged by Mr Murray who read 
"The Poppy." 

Mr Limner seized vigorously on the phrase from " The 
Poppy," "My food is dreams as theirs is bread," and applied 
it to Thompson's life and poetry which, he said, were very 
romantic. The honourable gentleman then after some pre-
liminary remarks gave an emotional rendering of "The 
Making of Viola." 

Mnsrs Kelly and Power also addressed the society. 
Br Louis said there was something unsatisfactory about 

Thompson's perry; it did not ring true; its image, was 
far-fetched. 

The Chairman was not inclined to the opinion that Thomp-
son was in the first rank of English poets, though he was the 
poet of Catholic theology, of the spirit and of the soul. He 
then thanked Mr Murray for his excellent paper. 

A vote of thanks concluded the meeting. 
The third meeting of the term was held on Sunday, June 

rfith. Fr Wilfrid and Br Louis were present. 
Fr Wilfrid read a paper on Charles Witham Herbert, 

known at Ampleforth as Br Thomas Herbert. After describing 
his parentage and his early life in Germany, and later at 
Cambridge, and emphasizing also his love of music and 
mathematics, Fr Wilfrid gave instances of Herbert's interest 
in speculative thought and his vast knowledge of natural 
history. Like Francis Thompson, Herbert wished to 

bat 

a print, and tried his vocation at various places, among them 
Ampkforth, to which he had a great attachment. His poetry 
belongs so the periods of his life spent at Cambridge and 
Ampleforth. He had a rare knowledge of Wordsworth whose 
influence is to be seen in his own work. His sole published 
book appeared in sqos, and was well reviewed in such papers 
as The Times and the Scotsman. From Ampleforth Herbert 
went to the Ampleforth Hall, at Oxford, where he became 
acquainted with Professor A. C. Bradley, then Profeuor of 
Poetry, who was greatly imprnsed by Herbert's work. 

Fr Wilfrid then read selections from Herbert's poems 
including role"aulurn Cotidianum," "To a Poet," "Feb-
ruary Miracle" and others from the first part of Poems of 
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the Seen and the Uhreen, and from the sreond part Fr 
Wilfrid read "The Golden Dream," "Ex Ore Intends," 
and "Concentration." 

Mr Power then spoke, after which Mr Murray. gave rent 
[too rgiwaorgaga trithh:rwrt/si vhere;rerlgef,71dy, aid, HbeyrbArtr

Limner and Br Louis. 
Fr Wilfrid then supplemented and elucidated some points. 

The tha t  said that the remark which Mr Knowles had 
mad,, that Herbert's observation was merely superficial, 
was not justified and in illustration he quoted from the 
poems embodying descriptions of natural scenery. 

The usual vote of thanks brought the meeting to a dose. 

J. 0. KELLY, 
Hon. Secretary. 

SOCIETE. FRANCAISE 
Dimanche at. Mai, mptieme reunion de la Societe. Etaient 

Zile.n.ts le president, le Vbirce-yrixident, le R. P. Ilhyd 

M.D.s 1..tin7dIet-L"I:r7cit de son voyage on France pendant 
les vacances de Piques. 

Meanie., C'est ,on le plus grand plaisir quo je yak vans 
laconter mon prtit sejour en France durant cadernieres 

Cbm von, dimi-je hien de la Belle France / II y • tent 
dire, no malheureusement le temps me fait dela.. 

Nous Omm done traverser, en imagination, la France d'un 
bout 1 Pautre, de Biarritz, situf ter le Golfe de Gartogne, I 
Boulogne, situe, Comme vous le savrt, sur leas de Calais. 

A Biarritz nous voici dam le Pays Basq tout pHs de 
l'Espagne. Les Basqurt form ent tine race magnifique, tout-
I-fan distincte do Francais ils ont tine langue qui Bur rtt 
propre et une litterature qui semble d'origme afrmaine 
des us et coutumes caractenstiques. Leur !ea national est 
tine sone de Wu de paume appele "la pelote." 

Societe Francaise 

Ce furent leu ncetres qui attaquerent le preux Roland, 
qui trouv 

rtom 
a la moil en repoussant la gent paten= dans le 

defile de Roncevaux, comme le r e la Chanson. 
Nous sommes tout port des Pyrenees qui surgissent de 

l'immenm Arlantique ses vagues ecumantes se ruent en 
hurlant contre to murailles de granit qui plongent dans ses 
eaux, et se 

,node 
brisees et veinal., sous un beau ciel de 

printemps inonde de soled. 
alle de choseje pourrais nous dire de ce pays qui 6voque 

crt li ne du poete 

0 montagnes d'azur ! 0 pays adore! 
Bert de la Trazona, cirque du Marobe ! 
Cascadrt qui tombez do neiges entrainert, 
Sources, gaves, ruirtea., torrent, des Pyrenees 

Nous nous mettons en route en jet ant dernier regard 
d' adieu sur les montagnes. 

Line longue avenue de chdtaigniers no us conduit aux port
d'une charmante petite till, du Moyen-Age, avec ses vieux 
murs, non antique chateau qui a comp.' parmi ses hates bien 
des personnages illustres, entre aut... le Prince Noir d'Argle-
terre, Don Pedro et Isabelle d'Espagne, le Vert Galant Henri 
IV et enfin Napoleon ler. Bayonne possede aussi une vieille 
cathedrale enfouie dam tin rhea de petite, rues Etroites, 
ave. comme au Moyen-Age J et deux rivieres side, 

PAdour et la Nivelle, la traverse. no se rejoignent sous. 
murs. 

Franchissons PAdour, en route yen Drt ; nous lions i 
craters les men district convert I pare de vue 
de sombre. borers ode se, me. Dee est renomme par see ea. 
thermales, decouvertrt par les Romains. 

Bordeaux at notre pochaine Crape. Les fork, de sepias 
s'eclaircissent et dissent na'sent pour ro

uge
f  st. vignobles 

fameux qui fournis  le bon 
in

de Bordeaux. Le 
su milieu 

do goo ,sinedtr 'rli,'P o'  0f rori.tt edi: viEs 
fitment Pair aonxa chantd. 

Enfin, noon voilk Bordeaux, vine immense et magnifique, 
qui date des Romaine. II fait dejl ,silt. L'Opera 1,000 forme, 
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j'ai assists a la representation de "la Dame aux CameRas," 
chef d'ceuvre d'Alexandre Dumas fib, door j'ai ate rani. 

Le lendemain matin nos quittons la vilk par le pont 
majestueux qui franchit la Garonne, Pun doe qua re grands 
fleuves de France, couverte de navires ne pampas pas 
cependant sans dorms un souvenir a roe celebrite bordelaue, 
Partiste Rosa Bonheur, doer nous avow da reproductions 
done le corridor. 

Maintenant, en route pour Paris! Nous traversons 
Angoulemd avec sa curimse cathedrale in domierne afficle, 
la pmrie de Marie de Valois et du celebre ingenkur militaire, 
le Marquis de Montalembert apres avoir passe la Charente, 
Poitiers, villa universitaire, theatre historique de la &fait° 
des Sarratins par Charles Martel, en 73, de Jean le Bon 
pa le Prince Noir, en r ant

N Toe
Nom

gracieuse 
beau.' a valu le sumom de ;Tara] de la France • elle est 

roses par la Loire, le plus beau et le plus long 'fleuve de 
France; sur sa bords s'elevent de magnffiques chateaux. 
Tours, la vine du grand effique Saint Martin fist mud to 
patrie de Bahac. 

La derniere villa avant d'arriver a Paris en Chartres, 
renommee pour sa merveilleum Cethedrale. 

Le long de la seout on pent encore vole les ruines lai.e. 
par la desastreu guerre Franco-Allemande. Quels tristes 
souvenirs que ces pauvres maisons criblees de.boulets, autrefois 
l'abri de families heureuses, amt rte vide desolees ! 
()ilea tristo lea.] 

Jr iouviens encore d'une Pen sins biers cbarmante, 
Saumur ; ce qu'elle est gentille avec ses vied]. maim, son 
chatea, le petit porn qui traverse la riviere ; d'un cite, un 
moulin en pleine activite, de Fautre une viellie porte formee 
de deux tours taut reels emergeant de la fraiche verdure 
printanniere. 

La unit etait tombee lorsque nor s entrames dans Paris, 
en pakant par Versailles ; ses sombres fontsme faisaient 
p eer a Marie Antoinette ; combim de foil a-t-elle des 
se prom ener sous c. menses a=byss; le viem palais avec sa 
grande cour, tout eelssemble rte et abandonne ; le luxe 

So 
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que la France asservie donnait un mauvais roi n'est plus . . . 
et tim mieux

Voila Park la Seine reflete dam ses eam tranquil]. 
les mine lumieres de la capitale ; Pombre de la Tour Eiffel 
semble s'enfoncer dans I. nuages. Nous prisons lee jardins 
du Luxembourg et enfin nom descendons a Pliffiel du Palais 
d'Qrsay.D est ooze Mures du soir, et grand temps Faller 
diver: m'amusai a regarder passer le monde • de. 
heures du main, je suis rentre, ahuri. Paris donne une 
impression de folk gaiete ; comme dit Moliere, eat id le 
fin defin. 

Apr. une <our. visite Notre-Darne, nous partons pour 
Boulogne ; en attendant Panto, m'amusai beaucoup are 
des afficho electorales, dam lesquella les candidats remere-
iaient feu rs concitoyem et mposaient kids programmes ; 
d'art  contenaient des defis plus on minas injurieux 
l'adrede d. candidats 

Nous nous arretames a Beauvais pour dejeuner, et apres 
rapide coup d'oeil sir k vale, nous reprenons la route 

vers Abbeville, puis Etaples, petit port de peche sur la Manche. 
Nous jouissons Fun magnifiqm couched de soleil, reflete 

sur une mer calms, derriere image sombre herisse de mad 
eesubitement eclaire par M fens towants d'm phare. 
bin frab vent de mar nous souffiait au visage: l'auto filaio 
a toute allure le long des routes boisb.   Hurrah ! 
voila les hunieres etincelant. de Boulogne

A la conclusion de cette charm ante conference, plusieurs 
membres poserent des qu.tions. M. C. Simpson damn des 
ce que valaient les rum. en Franco M. Li tier repondit 
qu'elles et aient tres bonnes et pour la plupart meilleures 
qua les routes d'Angleterre. M. H. Emery disira savoir 
quel endroit M. Limner mait entendu parler le meilleur 
francais it Ieee t; sans voulo rop affirmatif sm. ce point, it 
eerie quo c'est en Touraine. M C. Liston demanda 
y ave des "grass snakes" (sic) en 'France I Pendant qua M. 
Limner feuillette son dictionnaire, le R. P. Illtyd repond que 
I. " couleuvres " se trouvent partout. D. qu.tions furent 
encore posi par MM. D. Long, C. Held, D. George, 
E. Robinson es et F. Morice. 
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A la fin de la Seance, rassemblee exprima par me vote tom 
an remerciements it M. Limner. 

Dimanche 5 Juane, huitieme reunion de in Societe. Etaient 
presents le President et le Vice-President, M. Corballis a titre 
de vieiteur, n cinquantacinq membres de la Societe. 

Le sujet du dam trait: "La Ville of preferable i la Cam-

D. Simpson ouvrit In disc

qq
 

ussion. 
Messieurs: Je soutiens In motion wee /a Vile said mieux 

La ii,ilIneTtlag:lanrct ite: T era7:/ehle 't 'elPIPI 
no us trouvons beaucoup d'hommes vivant ensemble, nous nous 
attendons I y trouver aussi les produits les plus important, de 
leurs facilites: et tat ce qui disungue la vile. Voyee Athena 
et Rome, In grandee villas dassiques! to beaux-arts y etaient 
cultives d nut rtes haus degre, et cela non pas seulement par one 
minosite mail par tout le monde. Athena a eu ses 
pates dont les oeuvres sons sans rinks au monde; sec 
philosophic, son art °rewire, son drams ont emerveille les 
hommes. 

A not  Epoque, on ne saurait wagerer le role important des 
nit. Chet lh qu'on trouve to grands magasins, les manufac-
tures qui fabriquent tout ce qui touche au vetement et 
ralimentation, Parchitature et rameublement, en un mot 
tow 00 qui necesaire I la vie et au comfort doh ommes. 
La villes avec lours theatres, leurs rataurants et lean distac-
tions verifies sont awed des centres de plaisir, tandisque les 
a. rice Win y nouven{das bibliothequee et don mune.. 

Pow souses ces raison., je suis convaincu et je soutiens 
que la Ville at superieure A le Campagno 

M. E. Martin soutient la that contreire, 
Mesieurs/ Je too trouve on soir dam une position embarrass-

ante; car eat la premiere fois que j'ai rhonneid de m'adresser 
cede iminente Societe.
Pour a vair au fait, je n'as pas rimention de decrier In 

ViIIS mais je tiens simplement A dire que je lui prefers la 
Carnpagne. Vous me area, par exemple, qu' A la campagne 
it n'y a pm moyen d'aller n theitre, quit n'y a pas de theism, 

Ss 
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la campagne, Quells erreurl In Weiss. de la vine sont 
artificiels, tandisque In campagne at un immense theatre et 
la scene at In nature meme. Les theatres des vines sons sans 
do ute des beaux, mail tout a qui not beau est de courte dune; 
et de plus, le theatre de la campagne est encore plus interessant 
et plus ratline, car mien ce qui pent mieux rasembler I la 
nature que la nature elle-meme. 

Dans les vines on souses ses aises/ on entre day s un cafe, 
s fait servir les aliments ou les boissons que ron desire; 

ma H uedans la ferme rustiqun la nourriture ofsimple et 
wino .Au cafe In tablea sons peut-etre tomes scups.; Ale Ea rme on 

a toujoure ses coudeos franches. 
La vue Pune ville, la mit, resplendissante de mine lumina 

multicolor. est an spectacle dont le paysan of malheureusa 
,mew prive mais, comme dit le view proverbe, "Tow ce qt

brine n'nn pas or." La nature inondee de soled, to wits etoilees, 
prfsentent no decor autrement brillant et interessent que 
1'illuminariov artificielle do vines; et tour caw qui Awns a la 
campagne apprecient le decor toujours changeant de la nature. 

Laissez-moi ajouter, et cola va nns dire, que campagne 
est plus salubre sue la vine; qu'on p joud d'une meilleure 

" 
Pa

nè  Ztes rp: `dr too Te h;71,7.;000 pr a - 
t i ue en route liberte I P,campagne. Imagineavous w. le 
Secretaire joust an golf dans les rues de Liverpool! 

M. G. Simpson malgre reloquence de son fare, park contre 
In motion, et demons. qua tous les avantages cites par <cla-
d faveur de la Ville dependent en grande parde de la 
Camper.. 

Apres quelques reflexions du F. Cyrille, de MM. Limner, 
H. Emery, D. Long, T. Reny, M. G. Cuddon resume en 
quelques mots tree nets le sentiment de /a majorite, "Je pense 
que la Campagne est superieure I la Ville, celle-la 

tees,
naturelle, 

cello-ci est artificielle" 
La motion nem raise aux vv, 45 ruembres vac= pour In 

Campagne, to pour la VUle. 
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OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

T'orthetrwmi 
joined the contingent at the beginning 

The total strength of the contingent is eighty-five. 
It must in the Mat place be r orded that our two officers 

have both received promotion s ecince the last issue of the 
Jomalin our 

the 
to both. 

The work of the Summ erinhas consisted, as usual, mainly 
of field work. The moo other terms being devoted to the 
routine drill we are at liberty to make use of the fine weather 
for field exercise. 

On June end, Major Barrington paid us a visit and, in 
preparation for the Exhibition-day, put us through some 
ceremonial and platoon drill. When the Exhibition dawned 
most of us believed that we should not be called upon to 

P
owing to the incessant downpour. However, in the 

later afternoon in a break of half an hour, we were paraded 
on the Square, an area already too confined for executing any 
movements and rendered more so by the presence of motors 
and other obstacles. The march-past was out of the question 
but some platoon drill WM attempted. The loss to the mn 
tinge= as a whole proved the opportunity of the band, 
which won golden optnions by its smart " turn out " and its 
gonoml efficiency. 

The band deserves special commendation for their great 
energy and public spirit in practice. Without these qualities 
it is impossible for a school of our size to maintain it. Its mem-
bers may be sure that the whole contingent is fully appreciative 
of their efforts. 

We have to thank very sincerely Viscountess Encombe for 
the gift of a tenor drum, upon which Corporal Caldwell 
has already learnt to perform with all the customary fantastic 
flourishes, by which the bass and tenor drummers insist upon 
and gain public attention. 

Officers Training Corps 

Signalling has been regularly practised under the tuition 
of the 0.C., and the signallers have shown a good spirit and 
much self sacrifice. 

CERTIFICATE " A " 
We offer our congratulations to the following, who obtained 

Certificate " A" as a result of the examination held by the 
War Office in March 

Sergeant Martin 
Sergeant Leese 
Sergeant Kell 
Co,. Knowles 
Lance.Corporal Emery 

• 
"Too much magnifying of man or matter doth it

contradiction and procure envie and scorne," but we cannot 
help feeling that we have done well to obtain nine certificates 
in one year. Major Barrington, when he visited us this term, 
congratulated us mpecially on this point, and in his few en-
couraging words reminded us that Napoleon used so say, 
that "Every private soldier carried M his knapsack afield-
marshal's brim." The same was true of the O.T.C. cadets. 

A FIELD DAY 
A field day was held on Whit-Monday. After a distribution 

of rations and ammunition we started at a quarter past ten 
from the Square, and marched through Ampleforth towards 
the Priest's Horn and the moors. 

Manceridos took the form of an advance guard action. 
Sections 2, and q acted as an advanced guard to an imaginary 
force marching towards Helmsley, and were opposed by a force 
represented by No. s section. The vanguard pushed forward, 
but after a time found their progress effectively barred, but 

both the arrival of the reserves a steady advance was begun. 
A neat coup was brought off by a squad which advanced 
unobserved to within twenty paces of the opposing force, and 
poured a deadly fi re (need we my with blank cartridges 0) 
on their flanks. The enemy were forced to retire and moth 
ground was gained for the advancing force. The process of 
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" roire " and "'advance" was carried on till the action 
terminated in a 'charge with fixed bayonets nor the Game-
eper's Cottage. 

k For the rest, we lonclesd well on the spot, and later enjoyed 
excffient teas at Coxwold and W. riving home about 
seven o'clock we later lid jusfice both to dinner and bed. 

SHOOTING 
All the term the range has been in constant use, and good 

progress has been made. The shooting competitions will take 
place at the end of term, when the following prices will be 
compered for

1.--The "Anderson" Cap, presented by Colonel Anderson. 
0.—A Rifle, presented by Mr C. Rochford. 
3.—A War Office Miniature Rifle, presented by Mr G. H. 

Simpson. 
+.—The Head Master's prim. 
5.—The Officers' prize. 

THE WAR OFFICE INSPECTION AND REPORT 

du?,.:PS; 
 z6th, Captain Paley, oof.,,,:.17,"'1.stAal;t0cZ 

cmtomary salutation, inspection of the ranks and march-past, 
the contingent W99, at rho desire of the' nspecting officer, put 
through the rifle exercise and platoon drill Then followed 
short attack from the large swimming bath with the centre 
of the College as objective. 

In conclusion, a yew-wow was held under the kindly shade-
of the trees below" the bounds"wall. Captainlffileyexpressed 
himself thoroughly satisfied with the work he had seen. He 
had a few criticisms to make, but they were not of such a 
nature as to discourage—they were failings, which he found 
in every contingent in the country, and it was the objeffi of 
these inspections to remedy, them. 

Our general " ffirmout ' was excellent, the clothing and 
the burtom almost faultless. The exception was the belts, 
where attention had been concentrated on the buckles only. 
Some of the boots were hoed in " criss-cross " manner-

16 

Officers Training Corps 
that was unsoldierly, as alio was a case, here and there, of 
"long hair." The smartest thing he had seen that day was the 
band, with which he expressed himself much gratified. 

We handled riflo well, though more vigour might be shown 
in some of the exercises, and care must be taken not to 
damage their delicate mechanism by banging them on the 
ground. The " port-arms" was poorly done. 

Captain Paley then congratulated the section commanders 
on the intelligent way they had handled the platoon. No one 
had failed to accomplish the task assigned to hire. The attack, 
too, vvas really well done and the N.C.O.'s showed knowledge 
of the correct relations between" fire" and " advance." 

Since the above was written we have mceived the following 
report sent to the Officemcommanding from the War Office 

" DffilL—Satisfactory. The section commanders are above 
the average ha ability to apply their knowledge of company 
drill. Ertended order was well carried out. The march-past 
was fair. The position of the riff  at the slope and the position 
of attention requires more care being devoted to it. 

"Manattelre.—This as well carried out. Section cons-
menders generally seised the right opportunity for opening 
fire. 

" Dfficipffiw.—Quite satisfactory. The cadets stood steady 
on parade, and there was no unnecessary talking. 

"Tom Ota.—Good. All the brass was well cleaned. The 
clothing was clean and fitted welt 

"Arms and Equipmens.—The rifles were in good order, 
but the equipment requires to be polished. 

"General liewarke.—This contingent is steadily improving. 
The cadets are of the right stamp, and are a smart, keen and 
alert-looking lot. Mr Barnett is to be congratulated on the 
present state of the contingent, which is a comparatively new 
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CRICKET 

WITH the game on July 8th, against St Peter's School, 
York, came the ed of the cricket uason as far m 
matches were concerned. Only two inter-school matches 

were played this year owing to the epidemics that prevailed 
at the other two schools with which fixtures had been 
arranged. Both matches played were won. Of other fixtures 
the match with Mr Swarbreck's Eleven resulted in
defeat. In the game against Harrogate the school were 
called upon to play Yorkshire Second Eleven bowling in a 
wretched light, on a wicket that strengthened the attack 
it was not surprising that they lost. The other heavy defeat 
suffered by the school was that inflicted by the " Old 
BOy.8 May last. " Old Boys " of course general win 
then crick. match., but of late the Ampleforth side has 
shown pmti tl arly badly. when playing "Old Boys," 
whether  at hockey or at cricket. The reason it perhaps 
psychological. Can it be that the subliminal selves of the 
Eleven are subconsciously influenced by some sort of vague 
idea that would be a breach of social tact to "go hard" 
when playing " Old Boys" I 

AMPLEPOSTE V• POCELINCTON SCHOOL 

This match WA, played at Ample-forth on May 30th, and 
resulted in a rather easy victory for the home side. Williams 
played beautiful cricket for his 39, and Collison hit hard at a 
time when it was important to get runs quickly. 

vocummmu scnnor AMPLEPORTH 

'9-. Tii0:1.799",
0„o

kr, effram.nrn out
ood. 1, On. s =la Pout.* 

iuo 
Itenia 

LrEs21 " 

star a 

Total lnsr 6 .0, *14, 33 
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Cricket 
AMPLEEORTII  OLD vors

Played on May 31st, and resulted in an easy Will for the 
"Old Boys." Gerrard was unable to find a length, and R. C. 
Smith hit the rather badly-pitched bowling all over the field. 
Williams and Kelly gave the school a good start by putting 
on yo for the first wicket, but after Kelly left there was rather 
an unaccountable collapse. 

ANPL FO 

PAST V. PRESENT 
This match was begun on June 8th, the eve of Exhibition-

day. The Past batted first in a cold wind and uncomfortable 
dmle. The bowlers were handicapped by the wet ball, and 
to-field must have been almost as depressing as to watch. G. H. 
Chamberlain hit several e's in his Innings of 79 and never 
seemed in difficulties with the bowling. After the fall of the 
ninth wicket it rained heavily,and the match was not proceeded 
with. 

THE PAST 

9 ' 
p. wIL2r.R.o.chfor.i, 

t.' 711 taf.n rd,Vil rr,steV..

1.".t. et r,i 'dot oattia naO Total,. or 9 wickets, 6 

AMPLEPORTH S1VARBREc lea ELEVEN 
On June uth, at Ampleforth. The visiting side batted 

first. Thanks mainly to some vigorous hitting by C. Clayton 
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they amassed the respectable total of 212. Ampleforth had 
rather less than two hours in which to get the runs, but they 
surely did the right thing in going for them. However the 
bowling was too good to be hit freely, and despite a fine effort 
by Fr 11Iryd the whole side were dismissed for 15x five minutes 
before the time arranged fm the drawing of stump, 

mR sWARI3RECXX XI 333ILRFORTH 
WA, C W1141:114, tXrtgrg 33 L. 

/Mg 3m1'n  RIM 
A. Rgolea, AC•Alwall, e Berton 3g Rev: c 

Win:any 
C.M• 

0. FA " ; 

u: 

„„emi: 
Hewn 

„,„„,

AMPLAIMAvil  BRAGes CLIMAX 

Our last year's cant., who h. this term gained his colours 
for Merton, brought down a team from Oxford to play the 
school on June zest. We were glad to see him in such good 
form. His 4f was made by dashing cricket. He had all the 
snakes we admired so much last year, some new ones and 
considerably greater hitting powers. Williams bowled very 
well throughout the innings, and sent down very few bad 
balls and some very good ones. He followed this up with a 
delightful innings of 4. His timing and placing on the leg 
were excellent, and his off-driving was made with than effort-
less ease dot distinguishes the bor. Aimanugh was the next 
highest scorer with 47. He was inclined to put the ball up. a 
little, but he has a variety of punishing strokes and is a promis-
ing bat. 

MR BURGS'S Xl 
A. F. ovora . 00 .  RigeoniNVIIIMEM 

gIiIltaT. 4131.4'111373V 0. Rocalo., .=niaras 
w.Pairlaz-OlahOryy, volOn 3. EA.& . 
O. A. amm Rockford A 

Gan. iota . 

9° 

Cricket 
OR 

ootrzt^.17L. 
AMIMAPORTX V. Mt C• Xemmeg [LEVAN 

Played of Ampleforth on June nob. We have to thank 
Mr Fl. G. Herne for the most sporting game we have had 
tIsis season. Colson won the toss, and Williams and Kelly 

get.B   
 P.

PI:kW :rodly1,1. 1ci 

d
ie he was bowling the 

pr the 617
of catches in the slips 

and at point was never remote. On Williams' dismissal in this 
way, Gollison came in and at owe commenced to annish the 
by no means weak bowling. He first of aLl brought on the 
substitution of H. G. Nevile for Goodwin, and then sig-
nalized his approval of the change by hitting H. G. Nevile for 
five consecutive 4 00. His log was made in about an hour. After 
lunch there was quite a collapse, but Rockford and Martin 
made a great stand for the last vvicket, taking the score from 
176 to 030. Mr Nevile's side began badly, and but for A. F. M. 
Wright, whose 53 contained some great on-drive, would 
apparently have collapsed completely. Seven wickets were 
down for go, and then C.J. Knowles, who was substituting 
for one of the other side, joined H. G. Neville. The latter hit 
brilliantly to all parts of the field. Knowles was irremoveable, 
and the school lost a good match by rz runs. 

It is only fair to the school ro state than, owing to a dis-
crepancy between the telegraph and the actual score, Conon 
was completely misled in the management of his bowling. 
This possibly cost us the match. 

AMPLE.PORSR 
L g Cholmeley,13 MR A. 1, Chglmeley, 

&node, a' e S. FUI F FM; 
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MR H. G. REVILE, XI 

!333133.33'. 3.3 a 33= 3.P3"w  L'3872 3; 333": 
CeMPOL CHM.= sc 

Williarm: a: 

Total . • m4,1 

AMPLEPORTH V. HARROGATE 
At Ampleforth, on July art. Harrogate won the toss and 

batted first. Owing to Appleyard being missed twice broom 
he had made go their more reached rho. When the school 
went into bat they -had to face very good bowling in a very 
bad light. Ainscough seemed to have settled down comfortably 
when he was unfortunately run out. Of the others, only 
Caldwell offered much opposition to the bowling of Apple-
yard and Redfearn, and we were rather badly beaten. 

HARROGATE AMPLRFORTH 

/13:= M.o  V71:tard : 
V

T. A  c Ph000k 

"33 /gr rn  oPth, V 3

=,ttict '
roRe 

Rcon.; 

"333'3'  3 3Vt 
'3'3'o

1 

Exam

THY .;To 

AMPLEPORTH V. ST PETER'S SCHOOL TORE 
At York, on July Sch. Ampleforth batted first on a wicket 

that was drying after a recent soaking. It was soon clear that 
run getting was going to be a difficult task. Kelly deserves 
much credit for his 45 not out. He batted throughout the 
whole inninge. Sr Peter's started well, and Richards rightly 
forced the game. Three wickets were down for o, and the 
game seemed all but lost when Martin brought of{ a splendid 
catch in the long field which dismissed Richards. A few 

Cricket 
minutes later another brilliant catch in the slips by Williams 
sent back Armstrong. The remaining batsmen cut up badly 
before Williams and Gerrard. Chelman was run out by a 
fine piece of fielding by Coition at cover-point, and we 
were left the winners by r5 runs. 

ORTH ST PETE HOOL 

''''"""•°" Itter'%° ' 

..FORTS (. RH V. ST Farms SCHOOL @ND xar 
The Second Elevens played 00 Ampleforth. St Petees 

School batted first and made the moderate total of 53. Farrell 
and Emery bowled unchanged throughout an innings that 
does not suggest description. The school Second Eleven fared 
badly. Five wickets were down for PO when Encombe joined 
Barnewall. The pair showed good form. Bamewall's driving 
both on the off and leg was pleasant to watch, and Eneombe 
has some good strokes on the leg, Ultimately, Encombe was 
caught in the slip. Power then joined Barnewall, and from 
the first batted confidently and well. He has not a pretty 
style, but he hits the ball well in the middle of the bat and keeps 
it down. Rockford afterwards by means of some big hits made 
the more respectable and the victory decisive. 

ST PETER'S SCHOOL 

Agnew 13 moll o not . 
ROno Poo 

13; 2P=1,VIrmen1 "33'.3"
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LAWN TENNIS 

THE Tennis Club got together rapidly at the beginning 
of term and has attained a membership of mventeen. 
The play has certainly been an improvement on recent 

years, and the court has been more carefully norsed than 
formerly, but the pious aspiration expressed in the Joni... 
last year that the court should be lengthened bas not material-
ized. The Club are much indebted to J. D. Telfener, a former 
secretary, for some generous benef Whom. 

A committee of three was close n to assist the secretary, 
C. R. Simpson, in arranging the tournament for the tennis 
rackets kindly presented annually by Mr J. Stanton. The lots 
fell upon E. J. B. Martin, J. B. Caldwell and C. E. Leese. 

Appended are the results of the tournament 

r R. ;Irv:, 
J. B. Caldwell 

H. 1'7E714 

blew Room, 
Score 

3 Hon. IL Pennwalt . 

v C. E. Leese  
H. Martin

rli t tnerG. .

6 C. R. Simpson 
H. M. J. Gerrard 

7 W. St. L. P. Liston 
W. Srmth 

8 F.A. MonnginBernard  . 
A. Gibbons . 
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8-6 6-1 

3-6, 6-3, 6-a 
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Sean.Finows 
Players. Score 

R. J. Power , 8-4 
Game. . 1 

c. 
v. 

enw 
H. Martin 

C. R. Simpson   b1, 8, 
H. M. J. Gerrard  I 

F. A. Morrogh-Pernard 
A. Gibbons . . 

P.ns 
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SWIMMING 

THE number of boys who have qualified for membership 
of the Swimming Club is very high this year. As a ride 
not mom than ten or twelve succeed in accomplishing 

the twelve lengths in ten minutes, but this year mneteen 
have gained admittance. No doubt the opportunities of a 
swim in the winter, which the indoor bath affords, are re-
sponsible for this increase. Every week Sergmnt Andrews has 
given instruction in life-saving and diving. None have had the 
opportunity of illustrating their proficiency upon a real victim 
of the water, but many ha, as a msolt of these diving lessons, 
improved asst of all recognition their former mode of entry 
into the bath. In the diving competition this year the prize 
will be awarded for three dives off the high board—a straight 
dive, a running di, and a swallow dive. 

The competitions will take place at the end of term, and 
wit consist of:

0. Lite Saving Competition. 
a. Diving Competition. 
3. Otsew Race for the Swimming Cup 
w. Lower School Swimming Rana 



OLD BOYS 

Moir.. has been given his cricket " blue " for 

Treasures G.Itini Newman  c,iev 
(Trinty,i Oxf niOxford) has bon elected Juor 

Mr G. W. FARRELL, who is over from Montreal, paid us a 
visit this term. 

Mr B. J. Bunco, our last year's captain, has gained his cricket 
colours for Merton College, Oxford, and is the College 
Secretary for next year. 

Mr Cuous MACKAY has posed the Irish Intermediate Law, 
and was placed third in order of merit. 

Mr N. J. CHAMBERLAIN won the tennis finals (doubles) in 
the tournament at University College, Oxford. 

Mr Ratan BtaexLEDGE was one of the winners in the Northern 
Counties Amateur Running Championships. 

01. 

We offer Mr Peter Ward our sianerest condolenco upon the 
death of bis father. May he rot in peace. 

A DIN AAR of Old Hoye in the North was held in York on 
April apth. The Hod Moto was in the chair, and there was 

very successful gathering. The toast of "Alma Mater" was 
given by Mr F. Corballis. Mr E. Forster was the organizer 
of the gathering. 

NOTES 

WHEN all the world is sending congratulations to 
Cardinal Gasquet, it would ill become us to be silent. 
And we strongly suspeth that it is these congratulations 

from his own brethren which he yak. most. Though now 
to some extent taken from os, and destined to move in quite 
another sphere, we cannce forgo than he has been one of us, 
—and our President The honour than has come to him 
reflects some lustre on the body to which he belongs. But, 
more than this, it comes to one whose worth we have known, 
and whose merit we to finely rewarded. It is not necessary 
for us to speak of the career of the Cardinal, or of his lifes 
work. Our readers will already know thee, and the voice of 
Catholic opinion everywhere has acclaimed the Holy Father's 
choice. But we would venture to wish Cardinal Goquet, 
what we know he mast desires, strength and the years in which 
to accomplish the gigantic to  on which he is now engaged. 

3. 3. .1,

THE Holy Father could hardly have chosen a happier time 
in which to pay the highest hononrs to this great son of St 
Gregory's, Downside, than the present. For as all the world 
knows our brethren of St Gregory's have been much en Jan of 
late, not only honouring the new Cardinal, but celebrating 
the completion of a century of splendid achievement. A note 

c
not the place in which we can hope to do justice to these 

elebrations,. to the huirdred yea.' work aceompligand by 
St Gregory's, but we cannot let the occasion dip by without 
joining with our brethren in their rejoicing, and praying 
God to bless their monastery still further, that they may 
continue their good work for His cause and the cause of His 
Church in England. In our next number we hope to speak 
more fully of these Centenary celebrations of our sister 
1,110111Mery. 
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NOTICES OF BOOKS 
Life of Saimt ;rat.. 0 Assisi. By FR Dimmers, 0.S.F.C. New 

and Cheaper Issue. Longman. xmd. 

Ir seems almost unnecessary at this date M rertew Fr Cuffibertk 
Li I e o/ St Franck—its reputation is now . well established. Yet the 
new issue of the book calls for some notice in our pages as the loom. 
was unable to give any reviesv of Me work when it first appeared. 

It would be difficult to find any better example than tthis of what 
the biography of a saint should be in form and method, while the 
author, literary power greatly increases the value of his 

To present succe.1 ally the character and story of St Franck would 
seem M be a task of peculiar difficulty, so that Fr Cuthberes Li f e is 
all the more notable. The saint. his spirit and his work are portrayed 
without the least touch of extravagance, but yet with the greatest 
reverenrt and grace. The gifted and winning nature of Me saint, so 
singularly human, is .arly drawn his noble strength and courage 
are revealed to us, while at the same time there is no attempt to 
dieguisc that in him there war w.ling that kind of power and Multiuse 
whi. w. needed for themntrol and org..tion of the forces he 
had called into play. Especially does this e bring forward most 
strikingly°. workings of divine grace in that ardent devotion m Christ 
our LORI a. His poverty which imMred every act and thought of 
St Fronds after . conversion. 

Fr Cuthbert's shills seen not only in the drawing of Me central 
figure, but in the beautiful picture here Oven of St Clare, and M the 
sketch. of some of the early companions of St Francis. The great 
Innortnt III is descnbed with keen sympathy, so too is Cardin. 
Ugolino, afterwards Pope Gregory IX. the special protector of the 
saint and . order. 

—it is a history, and the work of one who h. evidently devoted 
long and careful Mat? Mk his subject. In an appendix (No. IV), which 
will be of particular interest to Franciscan specialists, he giv. as urvey 
of" The Sours. of our tallow/edge of St Franck" This and the other 
appendices, .d the many fooffiohs filled with referent., are proof 
how competent Fr Cuthbert w. to undertake the Life, and how 
conscientious a biographer he h. been. 

Mention has already been made of the Mstinction of style with which 
writes;Fr Cuthbert  there are m.3' Pa.ages in which he ably sets 

forth Fr.cffian Meals, or describes in w. chosen language the 
beautiful places of Italy associated .th St Francis name. One, 

Notices of Books 
perhaps, may venture however to point out a slight blemish in the 
. frequent use of such words as " wonderment " .d happerungs" 
It is unnecessary to say that the books well produced, though the 
Est of " Corrigenda " in the new edition is rather a long one: it is 
confined, however, chiefly to Me notes. The only .sprint which we 
noticed in the first .ikon has disappeared from the third. It might 
be remarked that the words "but further" in line a of p. ages (or q 
of p. sffi) are somewhat misleading. They imply a mistaken idea, 
surely,of what St Benedict lays down in his Rule. There is a full index, 
but the addition of a chronological Wile would have been vmkome. 
The illustrations are interesting .d on the whole satisfactory. 

. Loors Nursery. By C. C. MARTINDALE, S.J. Longm.s. ks. fid. 
net 

In these eight stories Fr Martinaale revives for us the youth of the 
world, when, to draw out one of the implimtions of the title, .rna 
while in fuller enjoyment of i.natund life than it has ever been since, 

un.nsciously preparing by speculation and self questioning, for 
the revelation of Christianity. Many writers of fiction have left the 
fief. of modem literature .d set hopeful sail for this infancy of the 
European world, and cruised in the cl.sw seas, but nearly . have 
returned N.hunprofitabk cargoes. The magic fruit of the FI.perid. 
Mi. and withers on the homeward voyage, the taste vanish., the 
col.rs fade, and the utmost tare of learning and sympathy seem 
unable to preserve them. 

Leaving the metaphor, we may say that practically all ficon 
dealing with the glory that was Greece .d the grandeur that ti was 
Rome has ban a failure. Apart from the inherent difficulty of repro. 
clueing long vanished maes of thought and v.vs of Me M su. guise 
as to make the strange appear natural and the unaccustomed semn 
natural, the writers we speak of have Men either not  without 
scholarship or scholars have  with the artificm of the novelist's 
craft. The signs, however, have Men more hope. of late, .d owing 
perhaps to the more human touch in the newer classical learning they 
have come from the side of scholars. Among these we must reckon 
the present volume. Fr artindle's pagans are no mere joyous 
h.oiss—they brood over the eternal problems of change and e. 
and the unsatisfied longings of the heart of man. Valerius on the 
sun.ar.d slopes of rovenc, MenanMion by the temple lake of 
Isis, the desolate wile in the Mycenean pillar-hall, Caffiunda in the 
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sultry shadow of the Capitol the shade 0 Virgil amok the yews 
and cypresses of Me Sussex garden, alike ponder wearily over the 
rum.. of existence and ask blindly for Me solution. 

M this matter only can we complain of the author. That an irre. 
mediable sadness underlay the sunlit Mirth of Rome and Hellas 
evident enough from Me songs of Homer to the latest epitaphs in the 
Anthology, but why doss he confine himself the past in its intro-
spective moods only a Why has he woven sorrow and tragedy round 
even the emblems of childish happiness which brighten our museums 
of .tmluties—the coloured toys of preachaean babes, the Roman 
dofis, and the boyishly impudent Otter 0 Th.n to his lather. Poor 
Luc the many.sided, laughteMoving humourist, is shown only as 
a bitteian, r and vindictive cynic. The two modern stories are in the same 
vein, and G., Nursery, whether of physical a 9piritual infancy, 
seems a sad abode. 

...Scented Leauos and 000 Stories of Conduct and Charades. By 
Plum BumatoWessxxx (Mrs. Armed O'Connor). Mary's 
Meadow. Ludlow, England. Post free. 5s. 

TM; title and ...tide of this dainty volume of short stories beating 
the .grant piety of the true Catholic spidt adequately describe the 
work. 

ht e 
who has been charme.d by the Afary lifeadom Papers appear-

ing in the ilf0th win not be surpris. to le. that Mrs. O'Connor has 
no need to clothe her ideas in the form of astory. In fact the authoress 
h happier in her sketches than in her stories. And for this reason the 
last Moue chapters pleased . most ;pamharly pleasing uJr° .fic 

titled "The King Who w. Crowned... The printing and general 
gel up of the hook are in keeping with ib contents. 

The Wes.inster Persian o/ 04 Sacred Scripa. The New Testament, 
Vol. III, Part : The First Efrisli 0010 Corinthians. Longman. 
Paper Is. net; boa. m. 6d. net. 

Wax gr.t pleasure we notice the secob haa.ent of Me new 
P.00niaster Versin el the Scriptures. The translator is again Fr 
Cuthbert Lat.y, S.J.. and.. we naturally expect from him, this 
present tra.ation is quite in aceort with the requirements of modem 
New Testament scholarship. To those readers who have hither. Imovm 
St Paul but darkly though the medium of the Douai Version, this 
new rendering will shed an amazing clearness over the Apostle, 

Notices of Books 
great letter to the Church of Corinth. This tact alone should ensure 
for the book a cordial welcome from Mo. Engfishopealdng Catholics 
who take the trouble to read Me inspired Word of God. Fr lattry 
has taken the utmost pains to dime.. extreme nicety the meaning 
of the Apostle, and in a few instances (as in the legal metaphor of I, 8) 

succeeded in this respect better Man Me great Eng. versions. 
The text is aluminated by numerous footnotes which are both conc. 
.d scholarly. There is an excellent LArodu.on, giving Me historical 
background 0 the Epistle and the ciron.tances in which it was 

Mten. At Me end of Me book . au able and inter.ng excursus by 
Fr A. Keogh, S.J., on the "Ministry in the Apostolic Church," in 
which the writer discusses bri.y .d fahly Me vexed qu.tion of Me 
origin of the " monarchical " ep.opate ) while another shorter ap. 
and. deals with Me difficulti. of Me Vulgate resting of XV, 5x 
loan nes guiders resurgent= and rum ontnes immutsbasc). All these 
things are merits which render the work valuable not oay to the genesral 
reader,. also to Me professed student of Me New Testament. When 
howaer the work . considered as a specimen of English prose, it seems 
to us that the same ground for disappointment exists ... West-
minster tv.slation of the Epistles to the Thessalonians For though 
0 tin,. in the great "Hymn to Charity" (chap. XIII), the translator 
sue... a great extent in reproducing the inspired beauty of the 
Apos., own language, yet for the most part the version is con. 
spieunsly lacking in .me of those high qualities which we expect 
in a rantia.n of Me Sacred Scriptures. The style is deficient in ease 
and Mosity of movement it is sometimes hating and even straMed 
and we get Me impression that the translator's energies are so much 
spent in the elfart of prohing the inmost thought a the APe. that 
no power remains in him of reproducing that thought in natural and 
easyKowing English. There is a marked tendency to ovealucida. 
the Sascle's me.ing by the insertion within brakes of explanatory 
word, and phrases not for. in the original text-. practice whi. 
alike is d.tructive of simplicity and natura.ess of style, and not 
infrequently displays a lack of confidence in the ordinary intelligence 
of Me reader. Aga., . in Thessalonians, we notice violations of 

e of the canons of translation proclaimed by the Editors in theta
Mae. Preface, where they .ndemn the Authorized Version for 
"varying tb rendering of the same Greek word even where the sence 
is the same" (0. the .erent renderings of ...Lin  I,tO, aadin iT 
5.0 Pati in XIV, ID. We do not make these complaints. .y carping 
spirit we are indeed MorougHy w sympathy with the great work 
Md. Me Jesuit .i.rs have undertaken: but we think it is no 

tot 
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disparagement of Fr batley to suggest that a 01911 may be m extant< 
scholar and critic, and at the same time no greater master of English 
prose. We have still to wait for the combination of them two qualities 
of scholarship and noble English in a Catholic version of the Holy 
Scriptures. 
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THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE 
EMPIRE OF THE ARABS 

XIV. THE HOUSE OF ABBAS. 

THE first portion of the great " Mystery " has come 
to an end. The Black standard of the Abbasids has 
descended like a pall on the dead of the house of 

Ommaya, the first Moslem Empire had dissolved, and the 
second arisen from its ashes. The ever-buming firm of the 
oW world, which had been eclipsed by the phantasm of 
Arabian dominion, have at last dissipated the mirage of the 
desert, and the naive forcer of Eastena history, superficially 
changed but fundamentally the same, begin once more to 
make themselves felt with irresistible strength. The Arabs 
had swept out of the desert, they had imposed their language, 
their ac d, and some of their manners on millions of men, 
some distantly related, some utterly strange, some their 
ancient foes; they had given them rulers of their own End 
for a generation: they had brought about a partial fusion of 
peoples; they had displaced a number of pnests and lords; 
they had moved great cities by half a score of leagues they 
had devastated certain trash of land, and they had apparently 
conquered. The struggle between the house of Ommaya 
and the house of Abbas was nominally a futile party or tribal 
war between two Arabian clam; in reality it was the struggle 
between the declining forces of the Arabs and the cosmo-
politan forces of AI Islam. True, the nature of the contest 
as obscured by a multitude of details which duns& and 
confuse, since in the party cries of the Abbasids we find the 
watchwords of the legitimist, the purist and the fanatic, 
while in the last desperate rally of Merwan we hear of 

n f .5 
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intrigues with Christian emperors, concessions to non-Moslem 
subjects, marries. with Persian and Grecian women, yet 111 
effedt the unspoken and, perhaps at that time, unspeakable 
ideas which impelled the combat.ts to a final and merciless 
war of extinction, were on one hand a determination to 
maintain a government centred in an Arabian oligarchy at 

' Damascus, and on the other the undefined wish to replace it 
by a cosmopolitan Khalifate, representative of the Turkish, 
Persian, Kurdish, Caucesia, Aremean and Armenian people 
who had been swept into the folds of the mantle of the 
Prophet. . 

The exter.nation of the Ommayad did not, as may well 
be imagined, put a period  xo the wars and revolutions whkh 
had distract the Empire,—it required all the ability of the 
Persian Abu Muslim, and all the severity of the Khalif Abu-
al-Abbas, to keep the new dynasty in power and prevent 
the commonwealth from subsiding into hopeless and complete 
anarchy. True, the ancient rulers had been swept from the 
face of the earth, and the Abbasids were 'without opponents 
or rivals, but purposeless turbulence remained,- ove of the 
evil gifts which the early Arabs had bequeathed to their 
voiced posterity Asia. 

It would be profitless and uninteresting co delay the reader 
with a ritimde record of the multitude of useless rebellions 
and bloody reprisals which distinguished the fi rst years of the 
new Empire, let it suffice to say that when Abu-al-Abbas 
died in 136 the greater part of his dominion bad been sub-
dued and owed allegiance to the new dynasty. One by one 
the generals of Merwan had been dieposed of, the outlying 
provinces in India and Turkestan had been re-attached to 
the main portion of the Empire, the ever-recurring rebellions 
grew less and 1.s frequent, the loyalty of the great mass of 
the people more assured, and the acceptance of the Abbasids 
as part of the immutable scheme of things a more and more 
popular opinion. 

In destroying and effacing all trace of Ommayad rule, 
the first of the Abbasid Khalifs committed two errors, the 
nature of which at the time it was perhaps impossible for 
him to have perceived, but which, nevertheless, were soon 
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destined to declare themselves; the first lay in the promotion 
of popular leaders of non-Arabian origin, the second in the 
neglect of sea-power and control of the Mediterranean. 
Hardly had Abu-al-Abbas departed this life than his successor 
Mansur found himself confronting two serious dangers, b.h 
directly arising from those mistakes in policy on the part of 
his predecessor to which we have just drawn attention,—
North Africa was iv full rebellion and utterly beyond his 
COPttOi, CfWi, to his having no navy, in Spain a solitary 
surviving Ommayad prince was declared independent Khalif 
without the Abbasids being able to protest either in word or 
deed, while in Persia the native General, Abu Muslim, began 
to assume an attitude rather more akin to that of the master 
than the servant of the Commander of the Faithful. 

The chances of recovering the lost provinces in Spain were 
too remote to encourage the Abbasids to make any attempt 
to pursue their hatred against the fortunate refugee, who 
had obtained not only sanauary, but office in that distant 

entry; a vain attempt to recover North Africa, by land-
wwd expeditions, ended in a nominal conquest and the 
actual foundation of a new kingdom by the General entrusted 
with the expeditions, since it was impossible to administer 
that littoral, or maintain an army along it, without the aid 
of a powerful navy. However, the more ing question of 
the power and independence of Abu Mipre.plim was one with 
which the new dynasty was able to cope with in a time-
honoured and ancient fashion. Abu Muslim had been the 
soul and strength of the revolution, one half of the Eastern 
provinces he had conquered with his own hand, while the 
strategic combinations and political intrigues, which had 
brought to fruition the !chemes for ultimate victory, had 
been initiated by his educe, or with his approval. As this 
General became more and more popular, his power increased 
to such dangerous degrees that at last Mansur began to per-
ceive in Abu Muslim, not the saviour of his house, the main 
support of his throne and chief defence against rebellion 
and conquest, but a dangerous and crafty enemy who might 
at any moment usurp the throne upon which he had placed 
his patron. 

0.7 
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Mansur, although only the second of his race to hold the 

office of Khalif, had quickly learned those arts and mantas, 
the observance of winch is the only guarantee of a prince's 
security. Abu Muslin; was in the zenith of his power when 
Mansur succeeded to the throne of Abu-al-Abbas, and indeed 
appeared quite oblivious of the cold and jealous regard with 
which his new master viewed him. Mansur marked down 
Abu Muslim for destruction with a calm and reasoned 
mercilettness which is peculiar Co certain types of men whom 
fortune occasionally chances to make absolute princtt. How-
ever the Abbasid Khalif had still some work for the instrument 
he had decided to dispense with. 

Abdallah, the uncle of Abu-al-Abbas, enraged at being 
once more debarred from the throne by a second nephew, 
endeavoured to seize the office of Khalif by force, rallying 
his patty under the banner of revolution he declared himself 
Commander of the Faithful, and established his court in 
North Mesopotamia, whither flocked the chattered remnants 
of the disbanded Ommayad force and innumerable multi-
tudes of direffeded persons from all parts of the Empire. 

Mansur, confronted with this serious rising at the outset 
of his reign, called upon Abu Muslim to stretch out his hand 
once more to save the Empire he had made. Abu Muslim, 
faithful Co the last, obeyed the commands and fell upon the 
rebels at Nisibis, his brilliant genius soon outwitted the 
feeble manoeuvres of his matter's uncle. Abdallah surrendered, 
his army dispersed, and Mansur's succession was assured. 
The moment the Khalif felt himself safely established on 
the throne be turned once more to the projeft of ridding 
himself of Abu Muslim. 

The solution of the problem that presented Itself to Mansur 
lay in the discovery of the exalt method by which he could 
rid himself of Abu Muslim, without presenting too abjeft 
an example of treachery and ingratitude Co the world at 
large.• The tyrant's fi rst business was to provoke his faithful 
servant to a just exclamation of indignation, which might 
be construed into a mutinous attitude. A suitable method 
for irritating the powerful General was soon discovered,—
the Command, of the Faithful expressed a wish that Abu 

soil 
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Muslim should take command and charge of Egypt and 
Syria, Mansur's ostensible reason for issuing the order being 
that Abu Muslim was indispensable to the Imperial council, 
and that it was desirable Mat he should occupy a post in 
close proximity to reality, the objeft of the mandate 
was Co divorce Abu Muslim from those regions and peoples 
by whom and where he was loved and feared. 

Abu Muslim, long unaccustomed to peremptory and 
distasteful commands, tefused to receive the office to which 
he had been appointed, and bluntly told the messengers of 
Mansur that the enemies of the Abbands had been dispersed, 
and that, when the immediate services of a Vizier were no 

• longer necessary for the safety of a dynasty, it were safer 
for that minister to dwell far beyond the precinEts of the 
court. Without waiting for the Klailifis reply, the General 
set out for the North-east, where, hitherto, men obeyed the 
Abbasids becautt Abu Muslim was their friend. 

In deliberately provoking the anger of Abu Muslim, Mansur 
had not sifted rashly; before venturing to irritate his trusted 
servant, the Prince had prepared the ground with pains and 
care; all those Emirs who regarded Abu Muslim as a rival 
were promised promotion and wealth if they did but stand 
by the Prince, the governorship of Khorasan had been dis-
posed of, and a governor installed therein long before Abu 
Muslim was appointed to Egsrpt, while the fidelity of the 
very troops, who under his leadership had just corejuered 
North Mesopotamia, had been undermined. Abu Muslim 
realized the nature of the trap into which he had fallen, 
not suddenly, but by degrees,—first he teamed that he might 
be pursued,—no matter, he could Hy to Khorasan; then 
came the news from Khorasan that its people were overawed 
by troops from Ink,—no matter, the army of Mesopotamia 
would relieve them. Alas! the army of Mesopotamia was 
ready to desert at any moment. Abu Muslim turned from 
one side to the other like a caged animal, desperate and des-
pairing; his counsellors, secretly in the employ of the Khalif, 
pointed out each difficulty, laying arras on the hopelessness 
of his position and the power of the Commander of the 
Faithful. 

toll 
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To the craft and guile of Mansur there was no limit, he 

had schooled himself not only in the diplomacy and oratory 
of the desert, but in the subtle treachery of Persia, he perhaps 
was incapable of leading an army, but the destruction of his 
g++ .t supporter was a matter of no difficulty to him. 
Mansur having shaken Abu M1.1.4116'6 sell confidence, and 
enfeebled his power of rapid decision, now attacked him in 
different fashion. Letters came bidding Abu Muslim be of 
geed cheer, tell'mg him that 

 if he would but obey, .P.7,71;httomur to'd 
out that disobedience would be followed by swift and re-
lentless punishment, yet the Khalif bound himself by the 
most sacred oaths to r.pere Abu Muslim's person and office 
if be did but yield. Abu Muslim, so long accustomed to rely 
on his own judgement, and so long trusted and beloved by 
his mast, was at a loss as to how he should act. Hesitatingly 
he o f  his eemy to turn towards Roumiya, where the 
Khalif was encamped, slowly the General rypsoached the 
revue, silently Manmr awaited him; at two days' distance 
Abe Muslim halted in an agony of uncertainty. The corrupt 
lieutenants and false counsellors who surrounded him urged 
bin to proceed. Mansur still awaited in patieme,—Abu 
Muslim turned to one comrade who alone had not been 
made a party to the Khalifs intrigues. " What counsel, 0 
Malik " be cried. " 0 Abu Muslim, good counsel beet 
thou left behind the ley Mansur when thou meetest 
him; better br.kfast on the Khalif than the Khalif sup on 

" It A difficult," muttered the General, and be gave 
the order to proceed to Roumiya. At Roumiya, Mansur 
waited silent. dignified, impenetrable; by his orders the 
Imperial troops welcomed Abu Muslim's army with honours 
and rejoicing, busy messengers thronged around the newly-
arrived chieftain's tent bearing letters of congratulation, 
highly-placed courtiers fawned upon him rejoicing 

inita,
the 

favour they said he had found with the Commander of the 
Faithful, Abu Muslim's officers were distrared with feasts 
and shows, hit army belauded and green largesse, and Rounilya 
resounded with merry-makings and greetings. 

Amid all this blurred pageantry we see two figures standing 
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out with startling distinetne., the one Mansur awful, lonely, 
still and thoughtful, the other Abu Muslim uncertain, doubtful 
and wredeting. What shall Abu Muslim do? What is written 
in the heart of the King t To slay the Prince would be the 
striking down of that which be had set up; to flee, to court 
an ignominious end to may,—what if he stayed 1—Could 
Mansur be false Co his .th, could the Imam, the regent of 
God, spill the blood of his boldest wa rtios, his wisest minister ? 
It was while buried in such thoughts as these that Abu Muslim 
was suddenly called upon revisit the Khalif in his palace. At the 
audience Mansur made merry and laughed, but Are Muslim 
was morose and anxious. At length he wn given permission 

withdraw, and Abu Muslim scarcely crediting his fortune 
returned to hie tents. The next day Mansur once more 
called Abu Muslim to audience, again the Khalif was gentle 
and Lind. The two men were alone. "O Abu Muslim, is that 
sword of thine the famous blade thou capturedst amidst the 
booty of Abdallah 1" " Y., 0 Commander of the Faithful." 
"Let me feel it and hold it." 

Abu Muslim handed over his weapon, the Khalif slipped it 
beneath the cushion. "O Abu Muslim, why, didst thou 
disobry me, and why haat thou rebelled ? " ' Never ffid 
I rebel, 0 Commander of the Faithful, truly I feared thee, 
hoping that time would appease dine anger.' 

The pent-up fury and jealousy broke the bonds that had 
imprisoned them in the Khalif's breast." 0 Abu Muslim, 0 
father of shame, woe is thee—thou hest an answer for all 
riddles." So saying, he clapped his hands, the tap.tries were 
suddenly pulled aside, and four warriors, sword in hand, rushed 
into the room. Abu Muslim aunt to his feet. "Commander 
of the Faithful, slay not thy servant, be may yet serve them" 

Woe is thee, I Lave not in the world a fee I fear as I fear thee, 
lay on, strike !" The swords flashed in the air, and Abu 
Muslim fell, a leg severed by a savage mt. "Maim him hand 
and foot," rged the Khalif, and his bloody orders were 
obeyed. "Hew off his head," stied the Khalif, glutting his 
hatred against the builder of his throne. When the hideous 
deed was accomplished the mutilated corpse of the founder 
of the fortune of the House of Abbas was wrapped in a reg. 
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"How many," cried Mansur, looking on the ghastly bundle, 
"How many did this Other of shame slay in our service ?" 
"Sir hundred thousand it is said," came the answer. Then 
the Khalif, laughing, extemporised Ohms lines 

"Thy long owed debt is paid to me and mine, 
Now bast thou drained the cup of gall and brine 
That thou didist brew for oth®, son of crime." 

Once the Khalif had rid himself of Abu Muslim, the 
destruction of his uncle Abdallals, whose surrender and 
parole Abs Muslim had accepted, was an saw, matter, 1 
few glibly told lies, and a little minor treachery, sufficed to 
secure Abdallah's assassination. What was permissible towards 
devoted friends most have appeared more than laudable 

M surrendered enemies ;bodied so  treatment of 
Abu Muslim is so vile, so abominable so trttcherous, so 
despicably cruel that it is impossible to of him 

for,
his 

subsequent crimes, for by the earliest action of hh reign he 
etisatto our whole fund of indignation, and his later 
lainies pale into insignificance before his first and greatest 
misdeed. Otter monsters, like Nero, lieliogabalus and 
Justinian, descend gradually from infamy to infamy, Mansur 
by one deed attained the darkest depths of human baseness. 

The dominant note of Mansurk tharacter was selfishness 
of an almost superhuman kind, —he at  Abu Muslim in 
cold blood; yeati after he remarked that he regretted having 
done m, since Abu Muslim might have proved useful to him 
in taxer times. This commentary of the Khalif Mansur on 
his ovm misdeed gives us a picture of callous egotism which 
is alm.ost sublime. Tkh oho Commander of the Faithful 
bitterly regretted his unfortunate minister's death is easy to 
believe; the years of Mansur's reign were continually troubled 
by the storms of war, anarchy, rebellion and schism. 

[Ts be eentinusel] 

MARK SYKES 
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NEWBURGH PRIORY AND THE 

FAUCONBERGS 

PART I 

brio:hem & .Lawretie's. community had settled 
on 

Ltin! '  was Tomi.at
es

byM:: " ;oZal *rfaLieesa," Te 
Fauconbergs and the Fairfax., the one at Newburgh, the 
other at Gilling. Together with the less wealthy but equally 
honourable Cholmeleys of Brandsbyd whose estates marched 
with theirs, these houses usually tetained the ancient Faith, 
and by sheltering its priests and shielding its professors kept 
Catholicism alive during dreary days. To these three families, 
under God, the Chords in this distil& owes its unbroken 
succettion and comparative importance. The Mission at 
Brandsby continues under zealous pastors to the present 
days and though Giffing Castle and Newburgh Priory have 
ceasd to be Catholic houses, yet some of their good works 
remain, and their chapels are will represented, the an d by 
the humble Mittion at Easingwold, which was founded by 
Fauconberg endowments, the former by the stately abbey, 
into which the prier's house at Ampleforth has grown. 

The story of thew old Catholic families should interest 
their neighbours, or the descendante that still profit by their 
benefattions. Let some other tell the fortunes of the Fairfax. 
of Gilling ; be it mine briefly to chronicle the rise and vicissi-
tudes of the ancient race that found a ready-made home on 
the fair site first cultivated by the Canons of Newburgh. 

When Hyland Abbey and Newburgh Priory were shootflourishng 
in their 

dent
glory, the watery tract of out vale ed 

a busy scene of rural and conventual attivity very different 
from its dull loneliness in later ages. Over lush meadows and 
wooded slopes and well-tilled fields rose the towers and 
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gable of many a tall building, whose bells clanged out Q 
one another day and night from opposite hills. Hinds and 
labourers clustered in their cottages round the Abbey walls, 
travellers crowded to the hospitable goat-hoses, while in 
choirs and cloisters ebbed and flowed an intense life, at once 
religious and social. Over the moor, a few miles away in the 
secluded glens of Rimauft, similar scene were repeated. 
After the Reformation had swept away this prosperous, 
busy life, with all its contented dependants, the agricultural 
wealth that had supported them accumulated in the coffers 
of a couple of pnvate families. Byland fell to' ruin, and 
Newburgh to a certain Dr Antony Belasyse, one of the Royal 
Commissioners who feathered their nests from the spoils of 
monks, whom their slanders had helped to destroy, 

Belem or Bellassis, was the name of a hitherto respetlable 
family long smiled at Henknowle in Co. Durham, not far 
from Auckland. The name is spelt in various ways—Belesis, 
Bellails, even Bellows and Bellows.. ; the phonetic spelling 
oE the sixteenth century be a way. of levelling aristocratic 
preteusiom and lowering names in very vulgar fashion. 
Traditional or legendary story traces the family back to the 
usual Norman, one Belmius, who "came over with the 
Conqueror " ,• history two hundred year later tells of an 
ancient knightly race, Belasyse of Belasis, already settled in the 
Bishopric, and bearing a shield, " Argent, a chevron, gales," 
benveen three fleur lis azure, with the canting motto, 

Bonne et belle amen(' Good enough and fah enough "), 
in spite of barer malediftions of sacrilege. About 138o the 
family acquires from the Prior and convent of Durham the 
estate of Henknowle, in exchange for their old lands in Wok 
veston—not a good bargain to judge by a local saying 

" Belasise, Belassis, daft was thy sowell 
When thou gave Bellassis up for Henknowle." 

.port Pauconberge as Oven In GI. rais aor 
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If on this particular occasion monks got the better of laymen, 
the latter were to be amply avenged later on. 

Amon, second son of Thomas Belasyse, of Henknowle, was 
born towards the close of the fifteenth century, studied at 
Cambridge, and at some foreign University where he ac-
quired ha degree as Dotkor of Lows, and took up the career 
of a lawyer in Chancery. After being ordained by Tunstall, 
Bishop of Durham, in whose diocese he obtained preferment 
as Vicar of Brancepeth, he became chaplain to Henry VIII, 
developing into one of those smart courtier-clerics, who proved 
to be such clever and pliable instrumesats of the King's policy. 
Together with Layton, London, Penn and Gage, he was 
chosen as Commissioner under Thom. Cromwell to visit the 
doomed religious houses, and must share with the rest of 
that crew responsibility for the violence and injustice of the 
Visitation. Employed mostly in the north of England, on one 
of these jmrne, be may have seen and coveted the fat lands 
of Newburgh. As the Commissioners went, Dr Belasyse was 
quite a respeftable personage. Though conforming to the 
religious alterations of the age he never went so far as to 
attempt marriage; and as he died before the revival under 
Queen Mary he missed an opportunity for another change of 
creed, or for reconciliation from schism. Newburgh was his 
chief, but by no mean his only church spoil. He got some 
ma non of Hyland in Westmorland and benefice innumerable
of various Ends. He was a Canon of Westminster in the 
short-lived cathedral which the " pious Eng " founded in the 
suppresed abbey; he was Archdeacon of Cokketer, master 
of a hospital at Durham and of mother at Gateshead, 
Prebendary of Auckland, Chester-le-Street, !Upon and 
Rnaresboro'. Altogether the successful Chancery lawyer was 
amply rewarded for his dirty work. He held no doubt, like 
many another, that if the monasteries were to go, he might 
as well share in the spoils, and rightly judged himself more 
deserving than most of the upstart counters. If he never 
attained a bishopric he got something that he perhaps prized 
more highly—something less prominent but more permanent, 
for when he came to die in aggz be had the satufaMon of 
having founded a family, by bequeathing his ill-gotten lands 

coo 
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to a young nephew, William Belaspe, son of his elder brother. 
This Richard Bellycys, as he spelt his name, had also taken 
a hand in the profitable business of suppreriing monasteries. 
Ruined Jervaulz and devastated Bridlington witness to his 
reforming zeal, as well as a letter to Cromwell (November 

.4th, .538), in which he a.ounts for the bells he had sold, 
and the lead stripped from the roof, and points out how 
economical he had been in " rasing and taking dower the 
house." It is unlikely that Dr Belasyse lived much at New-
burgh. As the multiform pluralist could not well reside in his 
many livings, he probably lived in none. Most likely he died 
in London,where, through family off eftion or pride,he arranged 
to be buried near his brother; and he left t will chiefly re-
markable for the complete absence of even co.entioval 
phrases of piety. The lawyer's shrewdness peep out even 
here, and takes no risks, even in a will, from the religious 
uncertnties of the time. 

Themnew proprietor (.523.6o3) is found living at New-
burgh by 1554, already married to Marg.., daughter of 

his neighbour, Sir Nicholas Fairfax of tilling, for their elder 
on, Henry, W. christened at Coswold in 1455. The father 

received knighthood from Queen Mary three years later. It 
was Sir William who pilled down and altered the conventual 
buildings to fit them for a family residence, the rank of 
his improvements being that very little of the monastery 
now survives. Ruins in those dap were too new and too 
numerous to be romantic; a dismantled church would be an 
unple.ant reminder of more religious times, so the Priory 
church which stood somewhat to the north, near the present 
&bros., was completely removed. Much however of the 
basement of the house is ancient, and iri the south walls 
some round arches have recently been uncovered, showing 

Sirtiftan onal work of the late twelfth century. 
William Belasyse must have been a more resolute 

Catholic than his uncle the priest, or he had better oppor-
tunitiee of gauging the trend of the innovations, for he kept 
the old Faith, not only during Mary's reign, but even under 
Elizabeth. Hisnome occursin a list of "Catholicks of Inglonde" 
drawn up by an adherent of Mary, Queen of Scots, about 
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.574, the very year in which he was Sheriff of Yorkshire. 
After Cardinal Pole's virtual renunciation of monastic rights 
he would have little scruple about holding Chinch property; 
this once secured, he was ready to proteft his Catholic tenants 
and shelter their penecuted priests. That he managed to 
nick to his estates as well as to his faith speaks nthre for his 
prudence than his zeal. Cautious and unheroic, no harsh 
legislation provoked him, no prospeft of toleration tempted 
him into poi.% that would endanger his life or his lands. 
The holdess Riling of the Earls, that in r569 set the North 
Riding and the Bishopric aflame, found no support in Belaspe 
and his like. Gorged ;rids monastic spoils, the new men lay 
low in troubled times' even conforming when needful to the 
Established worship. Sir William left a daughter and four 
sons, from the second of whom, Bryan, the Believes of Murton, 
Co. Durham, are descended; and he lived to see both his 
son and grandson lmighted by James I. 

Sir Hoary Belasyse, succeeding when he tom nearft fifty, 
only enjoyed the estates a few years. He was among the 
Yorkshire gentlemen who met King James on his way to 
London, and accompanied him into York. An annalist sap 
that "he lived in great hospitality"; his loyalty and popul.ity 
being rewarded by a baronetcy in PHI, and a monument to 
his memory in York Minster. His wife, Ursula, daughter of 
Sir Thomas Fairfu of Denton, bore him two sons, who were 
both knighted, and two daughters. 

The neat heir, Sir Thomas, makes a notable figure in the 
genealogy, both for his early prosperity and his subsequent 
misfortunes. In the third year of King Charles (t627) he was 
raised to the peerage as Baron Fauconberg of Yarns, and 
afterwards advanced a step in top as Viscount Fauconberg 
of Henknowle. The reason for the title seleEled is unknown, 
the family having no apparent conneelion with the elder 
Barons Fauconberg of the Wan of the Roses. But the honours 
were rewards for liberality and lop.), which the Civil W. 
gave him and his sons ample opportunity of proving. The 
fortunes of a family at once so 'wealthy and prudent were 
likely to thrive ; they steadily advanced in fart with each 
generation. After the clerical founder of the house the fi rst 
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lay Belasyse is made a knight, the second a baronet, the third 
becomes a peer, first as baron and afterwards as viscount, 
whilst the next successor rises to an earldom. To this rapid 
advance en adherence to the old religion is no obstacle, 
though itemust be admitted that their Catholicism has at 
times to be inferred, not so much from dire& evidence as 
from their frequent intermarriages with Catholic stocks, or 
from the Catholic upbringing of their children. On the 
part of the head of the family there was probably, at time, 
at least outward conformity. They were the kind of men 
«casionally " to take wine with the puma on Sundays." 
They were never prominent as Recusants, neither priests no 
confessors are numbered amongst their sons, though their 
daughters are sometimes nuns. Their loyalty, howeve, was 
unquestioned and their political influence in Yorkshire. Two 
sons of the first viscount sat in the Long Parliament. The 
elder, Henry, M.P. for York, was a man of moderate views, 
who strove hard, but vainly, in conjuntiion With his cousin 
Lord Fairfax, to stave off open warfare, or at least to keep 
Yorkshire neutral. The younger, Johns threw himself more 
devotedly into the Royal cause, for he joined the Ring at 
Oxford, and raised at his own charge several regiments of 
horse and foot. Defeated at Selby, and captured by his cousin 
Fairfax, he fought gallantly at Edgehill, Newbury and Naseby, 
and distinguished himself in the sieges of Reading, Bristol 
and Newark. For his eminent services he was raised to the 
peerage as Baron Belasyse of Worlaby in Lincolnshire ; and 
he lived to be both honoured, and persecuted as a Catholic, 
after the Restoration. 

Thomas, first Lord Fauconberg, the father, was a friend 
and colleague of the Marquess of Newcastle, whom he assured 
in the defence of York. At Marston Moor (646) they fought 
side by side, and after that disaster fled together to Hamburg. 
Parliament confiscated bit estates , which only a heavy fine 
could redeem; and after a dreary exile of eight years he died 
in 1654, leaving a grandson to succeed him. He lies buried 
among his 'kinsfolk at Conwold. By marriage with Barbara, 
daughter of Sir Henry Cholmeley of Roxby, he had, besides 
his two sons, five daughters, all Catholics; of whom Mary 
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married Sir Edward Osborn, becoming ancestress of the 
Dukes of Leeds; Margaret married Lord Darcy of Aston, 
Ursula SirWilliam Vavesour of Hatiewood,Francn Sir Thomas 
Ingram of Temple Newsham. Barbara was wife of Sit Henry 
Slingsby of Semen, a gallant Cavalier bold enough to plot a 
premature Restoration, and unfortunate enough to be caught 
and executed by Cromwell. He "died for being an honest 
man," as he remarked on his way to the scaffold, and he lies 
buried under a nameless stone in Knaresboro' parish church. 
The Fauconbergs, who were fortunate in their alliances, 
and usually married heiresses, were ever prolific in daughters; 
besides the five ladies just mentioned, their two brothers 
left eight and five daughters respedliveN, whose intermarriages 
with well-known Catholic families of Stonor, Talbot, Paulet, 
Frankland, Strickland, Dalton and Gage, shows how the 
faithful remnant clung together. 

Lord Fauconberg's two sons, as well as his daughters, were 
certainly Catholics, which abundantly proves the religion of 
Newburgh up to this date. Henry, the elder, about the year 
Max, married Grace, heiress of a Protestant family of Bar.. 
at Smethelis Hall, Co. Lances., which, as a Bellasne resi-
de«, had its Catholic chaplain for a hundred years, when 
the property was sold, and an endowment left to continue 
the chapel. The fourteen children of the family, including the 
heir, would be baptized Catholics; whether the mother be-

e is not clear;. and it may have been the premature 
death of the father, by removing a strong Catholic influence, 
which led to the apostasy of the youthful heir. The exile of 
the Cavalier of Marston Moor and his son's early death were 
unfortunate for the Catholic cause ; for the grandson, Thomas 
(1628-1700), Who succeetltd, though the most brilliant and 
distinguished of his name, so far as worldly fottunes went, 
was a typical time-server and trimmer. Of fine presence and 
address, combining winning manners with solid under-
standing and much political skill, he had travelled during his 

youth, and before he was twenty-four had married and lost 
wife, Mildred, daughter of Viscount Casdeton. Succeeding 

to the family honours, he returned to England, and finding 
the Commonwealth securely established, not only gave in bit 
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adhesion to the new Government, but as a proof of sincerity 
promptly wooed and won Lady Mary, the Lord Protertor's 
daughter (1650). The marriage was celebrated at Whitehall, 
" with all imaginable yorap and lustre by the rites then in 
use, but afterwards privately by an Episcopalian clergyman." 
For some years Famonberg stood high in his grim father-in-
law's favour. A seat was given him in the new, but short-lived, 
House of Peers; he wt sent on a special embasry to France, 
where his huge train of attendants, the splendour of his 
state, and the fascination of his manners greatly imprmed the 
French Court, and, together with the solid power behind 
that he represented, facilitated the objert of- his embassy. 
An exchange of princely presents with Cardinal Mazarin and 
the King sealed the success of the mission, and led to more 
friendly relations with the Commonwealth. Fauconberg 
found it more difficult to keep on good terms with Cromwell, 
or even with Cromwell's daughter. He had not the spirit to 
resent the cruel execution of his uncle, Sir Henry Slingsby, 
and the marriage de comma:et did not sum out happily. 
Cromwell probably saw through his ambitions, and ousperted 
his fidelity Clarendon writes that towards the end of his 
life the Protertor's " domestic delights were lessened day by 
day   and he grew to hate his son-in-law perfertly." 
No open breach occurred during Cromwell's lifetime, but as 
soon as ever the helm passed to the feeble hands of his son 
Richard, Fauconberg deserted the sinking ship. Lady Mary 
may have supported him in this." A wiae and worthy woman," 
Bermes calls her, "more likely to have maintained the 
post of Protertor than either of her brothers," but she 
was shrewd enough to know that the nation was ripe for 
the Restoration. 

The fidelity and rapidity with which Fauconbergs could 
turn to the rising sun were never better illustrated. Though 
the scion of a Royalist and Catholic house, the Viscount 

rzted}iMenC:sm,moumn:deattlii,n,atnd. mas brrir=t io. Z we,regicide'rl 

Cromwell, quarrelled opety with his wife, and welcomed 
Charles IS, who made him a Ptioy Councillor, and sent him 
. Ambassador to the Italian Courts. Under Jam. II his 
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loyalist fervour cooled off. The Catholic king doubted his 
fidelity, disliked his apostasy, dropped him from his Council. 
With his cousin Osborne, afterwards Duke of Leeds, Eamon-
berg then heads the Yorkshire Whigs and joins the invi-
tenon to William of Orange, to whom he promptly offers 
allegiance, and is as promptly rewarded with an earldom 
(z688). Altogether the first Lord Fauconberg, with all his 
brilliant talents, was a poor chararter, whose only excuse is 
that he was no worse than most of his contemporaries. Of 
course he had long conformed to the Established Church, 
and never returned to the old Faith. Poll of honours and 
of years, the prosperous but lonely old turncoat expimd with 
the century, December gr., ryio, and lies with his fathers at 
Coxwold under an elaborate monument, and an epitaph more 
than usually mendacious, for it tells of her vain longing for a 
hidden life and of the indissoluble love of a sorrowing wife 
Their portraits at Newburgh show them to have been a hand-
some and dignified couple; their quarrel, however, was so 
deep that they never met again, and when she died in ryta 
she left her property away from his family. As he had no 
children by either wife bats his earldom and his ap.tacy 
lapsed at his death, whilst the estates and other titles passed 
to a Catholic kinsman., The later Fauconbergs and the 
Wombwells are thus obviously not in any way demanded 
from Oliver Cromwell. 

From this sperlacle of successful time-serving it is pleasant 
to return to the story of Lord Belasyse of Worlaby, perhaps 
the noblest figure In the line, the loyal Cavalier who stood 
by King and Faith in diaaster and persecution, whose loyalty 
and military services were not forgotten at the Restoration. 
He was made Captain-General of the forces in Africa, and 
Governor of Tangrer when Cheri.' marriage with Catherine 
of Braganza brought that unappreciated prize to the English 
erorm. Asa staunch Catholic he resigned all his prefermen. 
rather than take the blasphemous Oath of Conformity, be-
coming in .nsequence a mark for persecution and slander. 
Titus Oates designated Mu as appointed leader of the 
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flesitious Catholic army that was to upset the religious liberties 
of England—a compliment at least to his military reputation; 
on the strength of these perjuries, together with other 
Catholic peers, he was impeached, committed to the Tower 
and left to languish there without trial for several years. 
Rising high in favour of James II he unfortunately con-
tributed to the royal counsels some of that injudicious real 
which led straight to the Revolution. He was a member of 
the " Cabal " (his initial supplying the B to that new nick-
name), the inner council of Five who were supposed to be 
egging on the king to ill-timed attempts at religious toleration. 
The Revolution put an end to his political affivities, and 
dying shortly afterwards he left a son with whom his title 
disappeared, and a reputation for military skill and religious 
real that are equally unique in Beluue annals. He lies buried 
in St George's-in-the-Fields, under a fine monument ereffed 
by the piety of his four daughter, all of whom, by the way, 
were married to Catholic gentry. 

If the notion that the Wombwells are descended from 
Cromwell is a popular error, there is much to be said for the 
tradition that the mangled remains of the Lord Protector 
still rut at Newburgh Priory. The supposed tomb, an arched 
brick struffure, shaped like a sarcophagus, stands on thick 
walls in the large loft which forms the topmost storey of the 
whole house. The structure, whatever it be, looks like a tomb, 
and is accounted for as follows On his death, September 
3rd, 0639, Cromwell's body, duly embalmed, was buried in 
Wutminster Abbey with all the pomp bueeming the funeral 
of so mighty a prince; but shortly after the Restoration, 
when the regicides had been tried and condemned, the corpse 
was taken up from its honourable resting-place, dragged on 
a hurdle to Tyburn, and there hanged and decapitated. 
The head set up on London Bridge remained there for many 
years, the body presumably, though of this no certain record 
exists, being buried, as was usual, by the gallows' side at 
Tyburn. Shortly afterwards, moved by filial piety, Lady 
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Fauconberg is said to have arranged for her father's body to 
be carried to a place of safety, and hidden in her husband's 
home in far-off Yorkshire. To one in her position this would 
not have been difault. The embalmed mutilated body 
could easily be duetted; and Royalist vengeance, sated by 
the public indignity, was indifferent to its further fate. The 
inherent probability of the story is thus very high. The only 
apparent objeffion—not by any means fatal—is that Lord 
and Lady Fauconberg had already finally parted; and that 
a cautious time-urver Eke his lordship would never have 
riskad the king's displeasure by generosity to his father-in-
law's corpse. Neither he nor the easy-going monarch were 
however quite so ;nun as to fall out over such a trifled 

A further point may be raised Whose is this strange tomb 
at Newburgh, if it be not Oliver Cromwell's I Can it possibly 
be that of some martyred priest t During the sad days when 
missionary priests were being put to death in Yorkshire., and 
when the Belasyses of Newburgh were among its most wealthy 
and influential Catholics none would have better oppor-
tunities to secure such relics. The large upper chamber, near 
which the tomb stands, is a likely place to have been used as
chapel for forbidden worship in thou times, being out of the 
way, free from observation, high up in the roof? The necessary 
ucrecy of these days of danger, the exile of the family during 
the usurpation, the long succession of a Protestant heir, would 
sill lend themselves to the growth of a mistaken or distorted 
story, and the fading memory of a martyr might revive in a 
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story about the great Protector. Still, there is no positive 
ground for the supposition. Were the tomb once opened all 
doubt would be at an end. The chance of possessing Crom-
well' s remains is not so high a distinction that my one 
might dread in low ; the possibility of the relics being those 
of a martyred priest would surely compensate for their not 
being those of a regicide usurper. 

JI.C. 

[To be continunil 

totting tradition arol he wore I should Ix sorry to have taken the lid od. It' 



THE DOWNSIDE CENTENARY 

THE last issue of the ANPLAPORTII JOURNAL went to 
press a few days before the Centenary Celebrations 
took place at Doonnide Abbey. Since that time the 

grim shape of War has stalked into our midst, and turned 
our eyes away from the hearthstone to the battlefield. But 
even so, some account of the proceedings at Downside will 
be of interest to all who have at heart the cause of English 
Bersediaine work in this country. 

It's a very happy eircumdance that this year, which marks 
the close of the first century at Downside, witnesses also the 
raBing of Downside's chief son to the dignity of the Sacred 
Purple ; and it is a happy circumstance not only for Downside, 
but for us all—.  Mt gratularaur et rei publicus" Sons 
of Sr Gregory's may well feel that this honour sets a seal 
upon the work of the century; rounds up the inurchanging 
melodies of this First Movement in the finality of a Full 
Close. 

And what of the Second Movement ? 

liv'effrP'41:trin=e ld traVitseothZ„lotts' 
Boo

in 
the Introduftion to the photogravure illustrations of 
&maid< Abbey and School," The groups of presem Downside 
boys we salute with the gravity befit., thou who have 
the moulding of the opening years of the new century in 
their hands." We add to this our hope that the SecondMove-
ment (and let no musical pedant deride our tempo) will be 

PI
 
W! 

Allegro
io"n' orCToTarda' sguet at Downside took 

place on July. ooh. Awaiting the Cardinal were the Abbot 
and Commx.ty of Downside, the Archbishop of Birmingham, 
the Bishops of Clifton, Menevia, Nottingham, Salford, 
Southwark, Ilexharn and Newcastle, Leeds, Northampton, 
Shrewsbury, Plymouth, Teos, Ranaus and Cambysopolis ; the 
Abb. of Ampleforth, Douai, Fort Augustus, Glastonbury, 
Reading, Buckfast, Erdington, Farnborough and Waltham ; 
the Cathedral Prior of Newport, Mgr Russell, Mgr Ward, 
Fr Bodkin, S.J., the General of the Rosminians, and the 
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Provincials of the Franriuun  , Dominicans, Carmelites, 
Servites and Jesuits ; and many

A concert was held the same evening, m the Gymnasium, 
during nwhich two compositions by Old Gregoam were 
sung, a Centenary Ode by Fr Wulstan Richards, and a nor 
school-song by Mr S. H. Hewett, the text of which vs 
appended 

Patriae domes decorem 
wrest, 

nToli'l a= IV 
Charm: Patrice domes decorum 

0itigamvs, file: 

riLzvarbr' 
9Z„:=0 
Prate alumnus juvengi 

More Mridanria 
Charm :Patrice domes decorum. ric. 

Floreat semen labore 
Conritum et sanguinibus, 

alartynue virilitatem 
Nova vines Mdriet. 

Chem Patrice domes deemero. 

''g't ri'177 

`"211:0,10:41`.. 
Chores: Patrice domes decor.. Sr. 

Magna mentia discipline 
Cumgue MMus pudor 

Patrice ware fWei 
Coroprobabit Madams. 

C Patrice domes decorum, dm 
026 

The Downside Centenary 

FiM patrem sonar.. 
Ore Benectichm. 

Chores: Patriae damns dmomm. 

Before the concert began, Cardinal Gantlet received an 
address from the School, and in tho Pope's name invested 
with the Grand Cross of the Order of Sr Gregory the Great 

!Prpo}i!,72 by rho  h
 who 

e' ln'Vin;!EX7r: 
oroinary Minister-Plenipotentiary to His Holiness Pope 
Benediel XV. 

The Cardinitial High Mass on the following day pass hailed 
by the spaial correspondent of The Times as "a pageant of 
Faith." " To have seen the splendid rites at Downside Abbey 
to-day," he says," was Sr have steeped oneself in the religious 
atmosphere of the Middle Aga and understood some of its 
spell and enchantment." And, indeed, the beautiful Abbey 
church formed a fine setting to the imposing rm. of prelatm 
and dignitaries. The sermon was preached by the Bishop of 
Clifton. 

After Mass, luncheon was served in a large marquee to 
nearly seven hundred. After the meal the Cardinal planted a 
Glastonbury thorn in the cloister garlic and later in the day 
left for Cardiff to attend the Catholic Congress. 

We should like to call the attention of our readers to two 
Dmvnside Centenary publications. The first A the volume 
of photogravure illustrations of the Abbey and school, with 

hAtoncal introdudion by Fr Leo Almond. The great 
beauty of many of the views, coupled with the thorough 
" finish" of the predudion, make this a very attradive 
volume. Of die Introdudion we can only say that since guide-
books have to be written, we wish Fr Leo would write them 

The second is the Centenary Number of the Derenridt 
Review. The volume runs to eta page, including over a 
more of photogravure portraits and other illustrations. It 
presents a concise history of different aspeEts of DownsHe 
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adiviry, and is edited, and in great part written, by the 
Abbot of Downside. Its contents are Alma Mater's Cen-
tenary Song," by Fr Wulstan Richards; "The Dotty 
Inheritance," "The Record of the Century," and "The 
Controversy with Bishop Bathes," by the Abbot of Down-
side ; "Ilse Australian Mission," by Fr Norbert Bin; "Build-
ings," by Fr Roger Huddlestone ; "The Library," by Fr 
Raymund Webster; "The Literary Output of the Century," 
by the Abbot of Dovnnide ; and a careful compilation of 
the Martyas, &vendors, Members of the Hierarchy, 
Distinguished Alumni conneded with Downside, and recent 
Academic and Athletic clink:diens won by her sons. 

One need only glance at the photographs of Downside in 
188r and 906, and from 0906 to the present day, to have 
tidbit evidence of the achievements of the Downside com-
munity, and Abbot Butler's frank " Record of the Century" 
will show that considerable courage and determination inun 
have been necessary at critical tim.. On those achievements 
we tender our congratulations. 

But we know that the felicitations of friends do not touch 
the deeper emotions which are evoked on such an occasion 

this. The ancient poet, though he was not wanking of 
Centenary celebrations, knew that the fi:ser domestic joys are 

incommunicable as sorrow, and that they issue mainly in 
the strengthening of the personal ties formed by a common 
aim 

8,2guithu• 

RELIGIOUS PARSIMONY AT BRINDLE 

AN old chap-book, entitled The Farm: Hararry of the 
Lancashire Witches, leads off with the following 
sentence: " Lancashire n a famous and noted place, 

abounding with rivers, woods, pastur.. and pleasant towns, 
many of which are of great antiquity." If it had abounded 
with anything else than rivers, woods, pastures and pleasant 
towns it would probably have been an even more noted and 
famous place. But I do not quote this sentence to quarrel 
with it. That our delectable Duchy should, in the main, have 
the characteristic features of every English county is dis-
tinctly to its credit. We Lancashire men may be proud of the 
fad that the home-title of our Emperor-King is "King of 
England and. Duke of Lancaster." But we are better pleased 
to think of our county as a bit of Old England, not easily 
distinguishable from any other part of it, a single facet of the 
" precious stone set in a silver sea," divided from other counties 
by nothing more than an imaginary line set down on a scrap 
of paper which some of us call a map. Brindle, in die same 
way is a bit of Old Lancashire and, fin the purpose of this 
athcle, may be described as abounding., in due proportion, 
with the above-mentioned Lancastnan and all-England 
fear a. It's "famo. and noted " by reason that the county 
is famous and noted. It abounds in riven, mostly immature; 
has woods in its many dingles or coombes ; pastures enough 
for its private convenience ; and one pleasant townlet of 
respedable antiquity. 

Older than Brindle village is the name. We know nothing 
of its first beginning, but in pedigree from the Norman period 
Is sufficiently recorded. It makes a youthful appearance in 
some Norman charters Blithe] or Burnhull and passes 
through Buthehill, Brinhill, Brandlthll and some other variants 

Brandle and, finally, Brindle. The word, I think, means 
the Brown Hill. The soil of the neighbourhood is of a 
muddy chocolate colour, the gritty rock of a dull light-red, 
the houses of the same red-sandstone done brown by smoke 
and exposure. Mr Baines, however, is in favour of a derivation 
"from the Saxon bantam, to bur, or from the ancient 
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British brya, a spring, with the suffix bull or bill." If any one 
fancies either of these suggestions let hire adopt it, or, if he 
so please, let him set up a fourth theory of his own. My own 
notion s, perhaps, a little too obvious to be true. When
the derivation of a place-name seems to stare one in the face 
and to be indisputable, experts succeed, somehow, in Proving 
that it is an enurely wrong one. Should an authentic source, 
like the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle supply us with the original 
claignation of a villa, or nistriet, we may, with a bit of luck, 
come at its modern form by repeating the word a dozen times 
in succession as fast ea aye can; the inevitable stumbling over 
uncouth syllables, eliding over rough consonants, compressing, 
eliminating, subjecting the poor thing to the process we 
usually describe as " knocking it into a cocked hat," will 
put it, in a few seeonds, through the sort of rough usage it 
would have met moth in as many centuries. But there is no 
reversing We praess. Some miles away, on the other side of 
Freston, not far from the brown mud-dunes of the Blackpool 
shore, there is another " brown " village named Brynmg, 
and, in older day; Bustard Bryning. Court any one have 
guessed that the original form of Bustard Bryning was 
Brichscrath Briton 

The manor of Brindle was and is a portion of the hundred 
of Leyland, and its inhabitants originally belonged at Leyland 
parish. They had to wait some centimes before they were 
numerous enough to have a church of their own. The house-
holders were mostly tenants or owners of scattered farms in 
a thickly-wooded country We read in the Coacher-book of 
Whalley of the Forest of 'Walton-le-Dale, where the monks 
bad a right to cot osof-tirribur ; Walton, Hoghton and 
Brindle axe physiographically and geographically a single 
&stride In Suases, when we come across places called " folds " 
—Cowfold, Hold, Slinfold, Barldold, &c.—the suffix infomu 
as that they were once clearings or enclosures in a great virgin 
forest. Here, openings of this had were called "greens," 
and we have rack Green, Riley Green, Coup Green, and 
Thorpe Green in Brindle parish, and Clayton Green, Cuerclon 
Green, Turpm Green and others just outside the boundary. 
Similarly we note the forest suffix in Clayton-le-Woods and 
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Whittle-le-Woods, corresponding with the Sussex Wadhurst, 
Buckhurst, Crowhurst, Holmehurry and the like. No better 
country for the hunter and sportsman could have been found 
in England. "Round about Hoghton Tower," says Dr 
Kuerden, "the most spacious park was so full of tymber that 
a man passing through it could 

was
have seen the sun shine 

at middle of day," and " it was much replenished with wild 
beasts, as with boars and balls of a white and spangled coulor 
red red deer in great plenty." The Darwen which runs through 
Hoghton Bottoms was of old an euellent salmon river. Trout 
sryeams were very plentiful. But let King James' Bill of Fare, 
when he made his memorable visit to Hoghton Tower (1617), 
tell of the resources of the distrift. Besides a surprising variety 
of dishes prepared from fed beasts and farmyard produce—
turkeys and swans among the number—and the above-
mentioned wild cattle, we find entries of red-deer pre, wild-
boar pie, pasty of venison hot, and several joints of the same, 
hot pheasant and pheasant tart, quails (six to the King's own 
cheek), rabbits, herons, curlews, plovers, pigeons, partridges, 
snipe and sprod (salmon two years old). As the visit was in the 
month of August, when blackbirds do not sing, even if baked 
in a pie, they svere not commandeered on the occasion. But 
the pastry-men found r  for an "amble pie" betwixt 
" sliced-beef" and " ducks boiled." Was not this a dainty 
dish to set before the King 

The Lords of the Manor at Brindle, supposed to have been 
put in possession of it after the Norman Conquest, had no 
surname and adopted that of de Bumhul. They apparently 
lived in the neighbourhood. But in the fourteenth century 
we find them settled down at Bryn Hall, about four miles 
south of Wigan, and bearing the augmented surname de 
Bryn de Brynhill or Brynhill de Bryn. In aggx, William 
Gerard, through bin marriage with Joan, daughter and heiress 
of Sir Peter de Bryn de Bryishill, succeeded to the lordship. 
He and his descendants have resided ever since at Bryn or on 
the estate ; first at Old Bryn Hall, then at New Bryn (erected 
in the reign of Edward VI), then at Garawood (pulled down 
about a century ago), and now at the New Hall. It is pale 
that members of the Gerard family resided, at different 
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periods, on the Brindle manor, but the family generally 
took small thereat in the place except as landlords—
absentee landlords. Though it does not seem to be on 
record, we may not doubt that the Gerardo built the old 
Parish church (0. 05°9)0 the advowson was in their gift 
until the Reformation. They made their last appointment 
(William Gerrarde) io 0567. The preuntation has been 
in the hands of the Dukes of Devonshire and their ancestors 
from 0636 to the present day. Then, towards the middle 
of the eighteenth century, all conneftion between the 
Gerard, and Brindle ceased, and the manor was finally annexed 
to the Cavendish thates. Fr Norbert Birt may have some 
authority for giving to the Gerard family the honour of 
rwtarring Catholic parish-work at Brindle. But it could not 
have been in the year 0786, nor did they found the preens 
Mission. He tells the story of Catholic Brindle correctly in 
the main body of his Obit Book, where he gives in brief the 
life-story of the moth. But the statement in the Appendix 
is wrong, even according to his own showing. On page 69, 
we find D. Francis Leander Green stationed at Brindle, 
Lancashire, where he died November 8th, 0704. When he 
first went there INC do not know, but Abbot Snow, in his 
appendix to the Conetitutions (0879), Piste the date of the 
beginning of the Brindle Mission in the seven.enth century 
(16..). Fr Wilfrid Hutchinson (p. 77) succeeded Fr Leander, 
and remained at Brindle until 0707, when he also died at his 
post. Then, seemingly, there was a break of five years, until 
07e0, when Fr William Placid Naylor re-founded the Mission 
(p. th7).From that date to the pp ens day the Brindle 
Registers are continuous and complete, and priestly service 
at Brindle has never failed. 

There is no denying that the Gerardo may have done some-
thing to promote poet-Reformation Catholicient in the parish, 
but I have found no record of it. No Gourd figures in the long 
list of benefactors for whom Maas is said annually at Brindle, 
nor even among those who are simply commended by name 
ro the prayers of the faithful. A branch of the family was 
certainly living at Holt in Brindle during Fr Naylor', time—
the same branch which had a residence at Haighton, near 
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Preston. We have evidence of this in the Catalogue DeBute-
toram. This branch may have built what was and still is, I 
believe, a portion of the Brindle workhouse. Baines' History 
records a tradition that the building was originally intended 
fora Roman Catholic chapeL But, if they did to, their pious 
act WA9 unprofitable—from the Roman Catholic point of 
view. Nothmg apparently came of it. As a "poor-house," 
the intended chapel was a going concern as far back as Fr 
Nayloris day; his registers take note of the burial of inmates 
there. Practically, the interest this old Catholic family—
which did such admirable work at Ashton-in-Makerfield and 
elsewhere—took in Catholic worship at Brindle ceased with 
the ruin of the old chapel attached to the manor-ho.e. These, 
both manor and chapel, belonged to the pre-Reformation 
period. Dr Kuerden says of them: "Over against Swaney 
Holm, a lltde towards the hill, standeth an ancient fabric, 
once the manor-house of Brindle, where hath been a chappel 
belonging to the fame." Now, the doctor WAS born e. stixo, 
and yet even then the" channel" was no more than a " bath-
been " m ry. Also, the 1:1180.-i1O12. was " alICICUI 

fabric," ouemot of employment when Hoghton Tower was in 
the heyday of its early manhood. 

L. us give the credit of founding the Brindle Mission 
to the people who have a clear right to it—our :um Bene-
dictine fathers and the good Lancashire folk, mostly weavers 
and small tenant or yeoman farmers, who gave the priest bed 
and board and helped him on his journeys with open purse. 
Before Fr Naylor came to Brindle the Incumbent (as Fr 
Allmson calls him) had no fixed residence. He was not,. like 
so many, a retainer of a noble Catholic family, their private 
domestic chaplain, enabled through their influential pro-
teetion and permitted in their charity to minister to the 
spiritual wan w of the country-eide. He came and went as a 
pawing guest from one house to another, visiting each station 
m an irregular routine, according to its needs and importance. 
He lived literally as the Apostles did, "breaking bread from 
house to house," with no place to lay his head that he could 
call his own. It must have been a hard life, but one with en-
couraging compensations. There was a warm welcome awaiting 
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him wherever he should go; coming to each house he had the 
sweet feeling that he brought with him an atmosphere of the 
peace and grace of God; and always he must have had a 
bracing sense of freedom from common cares and worries,—
a freedom which left him little to take thought of, save the 
dutiful fulfilment of his holy commission, to carry God's 
sacred gifts to some needy and grateful children. Three of 
the old " mass-houses," as they were named, are still to be 
seen in the Brindle distrith: one cave 'zed in Forgotten 
Shrines as the house where the Veo. Fr Arrowsmith, 
said his last Mau, and another which, until recent days, had 
preserved in the old hiding-place the vestments used by Fr 
Naylor's predecesson. No doubt other such places are identi-
fiable in the villages round about. Three, indeed, we know of 
because they were halls of some importance—Shosney, 
Osbaldeston and Samlubury, where the Walmesleys and 
Southwordu lived. We gather from his registen that Fr 
Naylor served each of them at one time or another. Among 
his " Reconciliati " there area dozen names of residence at 
Osbaldeston, and full thirty-five who belonged to Samlesbury. 
This last fact introduces us to the storyof Fr Naylor's "religious 
parsimony." 

Abbot Allanson's history of the Brindle Mission from se 
to 1735 is compressed into the following SteteMeht. "The 

Benedictines served Brindle from an early period, but the first 
person who is known to have been stationed at this Mission 
is Fr Leander Grew, who died there in voq. Some years 
later Fr Placid Naylor, the Incumbent, was enabled by his 
own religious parsimony and the kindness of benefactors to 
purchase five acres of land and to build a house and chapel 
which he made over to the Mission in 1735." Religious par-
simony I The words have a mean and ugly look. I confess 
that a penny-careful piety suggested to me at first a personage 
of the type of Uriah Heep wearing a monk's cowl, and for a 
moment—only for a moment, I wondered if our excellent 
historian, whIlst admitting the value of Fr Naylor's work, 
was condemning the manner of ire accomplishment and 
damning its author with the faintut of praise. But I had too 
clear a memory of other things our historian had written 
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about Fr Naylor not to understand that, rightly interpreted, 
the words " religious parsimony " were meant to convey to 
the reader the historian's fullest and warmut approval of a 
good monk's noble achievement. The truth is that whatever 
of hero-worship Fr Album had in his composition he gave 
freely and fully to Fr Placid Naylor. He writes of him in his 
History and in the Biographies of the English Benedictines 
with exceptional warmth of praise. Himself a Provincial of 
the North, he styles Fr Naylor (Provincial from ;yet to 1766, 
and from that date till his death in r77. President General) 
"his great Provincial." Moreover it is by his excellent man-

:ffe'r edis‘tftsg'hiesh:r  himself. firlis7 
that Provincial

tPhreor-I 
Naylor

greed, at the same time that he" permanently established two 
Benedictine Foundations," and otherwise enlarged the field of 
missionary labour. What Fr Allston meant by " religious pan 
simony is clear. It was that wise care and unselfish use of the 
moneys that ca nu into his hands which befits in a special way 
the man who has bound himself by vow to lead a religious life. 

The phrase, "house and chapel which he made oven to the 
Mission in 1755," needs a short explanation. Fr Naylor, after 
he had Purchased the lend and tented the buildings on it, 
thought it advisable to execute a will bequeathing the property 
to the North Province. He had good reason for this formality. 
Having begun and completed the work with moneys belonging 
legally to himself—his patrimony, in wed by some gifts 
from personal friends—it was, in English Ito, his own property, 
end there was the possibaity of its being claimed, after his 
death by some needy relative It was his duty also to protect 
his personal property from the interference of the parishioners 
should the Benedictine Superiors deem it advisable to translate 
the Mite'  to some other more gable locality in or outside 
the district. I am not sure the document had any true value 
either in English or Canon law. But it reveals tom one side 
of Fr Naylor's religious parsimony—the blessed habit of 
giving to others rather than receiving from them. In 
1766, when he became President, he handed over Brindle and 
all its adjuncts to Fr Hadley, his successor, and resided at one 
or other of our monuteries for the remainder of his life. 
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Here a word may be said concerning the help received by 

him at Brindle from benefactors. In yz6, four years after 
he became inrvmbery of the Mission, be purchased Stanfield 
House and the grounds in which it stood. It was bought for 
him by Jam. Woodcock and others, and was held by them for 
a brief while. Then, by a formal deed of gift, James Woodcock 
and others tianderred it to him in op. In this transaction 
they did Fr Naylor a friendly service, but were not in any 
real sense benefactors of either priest or Mission. They are 
not included in the list that has been handed down to us. 
When Fr Naylor inscribes the name of Alice Woodcock of 
Walton in his Cataloger Deflate...um, he adds " usor Magni 
Jacobi Woodcock "—a testimony, as I think, to the greatness 
of  esteem for an old friend. He writes differently of George 
Clifton of Preston. Him he describes as " Benefactor inugni," 
and three Masses annually are ordered for the repose of his 
soul as long as Brindle Mission is in existence. Three perpetual 
Masses are also ordered for Robert Hilton, his wife and a 
relative. But the chief benefactor of the Mission is s certain 
Catherine Ormerod, a widow, who died at Osbaldeston, and 
for her, her husband(Lawrence),Thomavand Agnes Hothersall, 
twetie Masses are said annually for ever. These benefactors, 
without doubt, made up the endowment of the Mission, the 
capital of which was mob by Fr Lawrence Hadley in the 
building of the present church and the re-construction of the 
prier's house. 

How to write of Fr Naylor's apostolate at Brindle I do not 
know. My awn belief is that it was exceptional mod invaluable, 
a chief factor in the preservation of the Catholic Faith round 
about Preston. But other people, looking through the same 
records, might not draw the male conclusions. We can only 
interpret bare records of fa& with confidence when we bow 
something of the ways and methods, and qualities of mind and 
heart of the personages connected with them. We know 
next to nothing of the personality of Fr Naylor. He most 
have had talents, otherwtie he would never have reached so 
exalted a position among his brethren; he must have had 
engaging qualities, otherwise he could not have won their 
affection. Beyond such commonplace deductions we cannot 
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go with safety. Yet I think we may add that Co Naylor must 
have manifested in his apostolate the qualities which, in the 
management of North Province affairs, earned for him the 
title of a great Provincial—those qualities which Fr Allanson 
sums up in the phrase, " religious parsimony." He will have 
made the most of every least opportunity for good that pre-
sented itself , he will have rounded up the stray sheep of his 
flock, and watched over them with the same lose care that 
nursed and husbanded the Province resources; be will, som
how, have made his scantymeans go a long way, and saved 
others by being unsparing of himself. Any way, we know that 
in his vocation as a missioner he will have done all that befits a 
man bound by the vows of the religious life. 

And now let me give a very brief summary of the records to 
which I have referred. The first series of Baptisms covers ten 

EZ7:les:rilTeadlia's' Lkd.;107.' 1•7!kal ifintgt ';ol7d' I ' dtgtr, 
the spelling ingenious, and the writer ho parsimoniously 
covered every Inch of the page. The number of Baptisms, 
just over six hundred and forty in twenty-tout and a half years, 
tells us only one thing, the thinness of the Catholic population 
of the district. But there is good reason to think the distrift 
itself was only thinly-populated, peopled as it will have been 
by s few farmers and their servants, the blacksmith, butcher, 
baker, shoemaker and other 0410 or three village requisites, 
with, in addition, some hand-loom weavers. The comparative 
rarity of Catholic houses is made meatiest by the wide area 
over which the six hundred and forty baptized are spread. 
Besides those from Brindle, Hoghton, Wahon and Sandesbury, 
vvhich me may consider Fr Naylor's parish (though there were 
resident priests at Samlesbury and Walton a good part of the 
ime), entries of Baptisms are registered from twenty other 

of hemurrounding villages and townships.• The Cataloger 
Defrotatorunt, a most interesting document because of the 
has of personal remarks and particulars, is of no value to 
us in ascertaining the facts of Fr Naylor's ministry. In it he 
has entered obituary nodees of his Benedictine brethren (eq. 
"R. D. Laurentius Champney, Prior Dei Custodiensti tune 
Miss 0. N. Wooton ") and of relatives (erg. "Mates Mea 
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Charissima Martha Naylor suds sox 8z, Boacough," with 
the word Scarbk. above as a tt rrection) and also, doubtless, 
of friends and local notables. Next comes the important 
section, over eight pages containing the record of his Resort-
aliati. These reach the number of two hundred and thirty, 
and, as in the Baptisms, are noted as being inhabitants of 
villages and townsRps scattered over a very wide area. Here is 
a list of the places Burnley, Mellor, Cuerdale, Ottaldeston, 
Farrington, Clayton, Alston, Kendal, Coke, Ribbleton, 
Fishwick, Rushton, 011erton, Withnell, Charnock, Chorley, 
Narrow Moss, Preston, Findley Peorith, Lower Darwen and 
Whittle. The late rettor, Fr Wilfrid Brown, when he showed 
me Fr Naylor's book, pointing to these names, claimed: 
"These is only one explanation of the facts ;—Fr Naylor 
has a right to be called the Apostle of this part of the county, 
—nowadays, with more than a trebled population, we hardly 
make two converts a year;—he planted the seeds of Catholi-
cism in every village round about ur preoent Catholic 
congregations have sprung from thee,." A too generous 
tttimate of Fr Naylor's apostolate to my mind. There are 
other possible explanations of the fa. or of a portion of 
them. There were labourers in the field before Be Naylor, 
and to some teens he was harvesting the fruits of their work. 
There were other labourers working side by side with him, and 
their industry also will have affected the results. Then it may 
be that he began work in the district at the exact moment 
when the wave of apostasy sweeping over the kingdom could 
be checked with least effort. Probably all of these influence; 
and some others unthought of by us, were helping the goad 
father in his ministry. But we must not think of these converts 
as brought in by a sweep of the net. They were garnered 
painfully one by one. The idea of a big Catholic revival is 
unavarranted. We find no evidence even of a response to 
some fervid appeals, such as are made during the preaching of 
a mission. The style of the entries may be judged from these 
examples " William Egleby, apprentice of John Gregson 
the weaver, Walton " ; " Elizabeth Ribchenor (a wife) after 
many years of apostacy, Samlesbury "m, " Sir William Pugh, 
knight, of Low, Hmdley " ; " Ja es Crook, servant of 
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George Garstang, Brindle " ; "Mary Wilcock, wife of John 
Wilcock, a dying woman, Cuerdale " ; " Obediah Piccup, 
son of Arthur and Elizabeth Piccup, Walton." The entries 
are in Latin. Most of than remarilicti are clearly of the 
working classex and two of them only suggest that the one 
convert will lead to many more ; " James Fellow, boot-
maker, married and the father of five children," and "Eliza-
beth Howeth (Howarth) wife of Henry Howarth, mother of 
many children " ; in the latter inatance a pen has been run 
N rough the mention of progeny. No one, I think, has any 
right to assert that these converts would have, or have had, 
any exceptional influence on Catholicism in the district. 
We know of them simply as individuals rttonciled to the 
Faith, and brought into the Catholic fold by the religious 
parsimony of Fr Naylor. We cannot "look into the seeds of 

Fm and say which grain will grow and which will not." 
Naylor may have planted, and be and others may have 

watered, but it is God Who giveth the increase. 
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ROBERT HUGH BENSON, NOVELIST 

RIEF at the death of a pope or a king is mingled 
Li with curiosity as to their successor. The loyalty of the 

subject centres round the office rather than its holder, 
It is the Pope or the King, rather than Pius X or Edward 
VII, xo whom allegiance is due. The continuity of tradition 
is unbroken. The king is dead. Long live the Eng." When a 
man of letters dies we feel that it is the breaking off of a 
mission unfulfilled. Men of letters as a class have a vague 
appeal, but the names of Thackeray, Dickens and Meredith 
raise a flood of memories. 

The death of H. H. Benson has removed from the ranks of 
the present-day novelists a figure whom the public in general, 
and Catholics in particular, could ill afford to lose. Prodigal 
as was his output, arresting as was the appeal of his virile 
personality, we feel that his work was incomplete, that a few 
years longer would have seen the consolidation of a brilliant 
reputation so rapidly built up. His work is characterized by 
that didactic purpose which threads the whole of English 
literature and weaves its component parts into a design .i-
form in its conception. We find it in Shakespeare, Bacon and 
Milton. It is lacking in Chaucer, for the want of which Matthew 
Arnold denied to him the title of a great master. The former 
have a message to deliver to the world, the latter has only a 
good story to tell. 

We, as Catholics, are apt to form an exaggerated estimate 
of R. H. Benson's work. He was a Catholic writing on Catholic 
subjects. And in a partizan spirit we may rate his novels 
above those of others with whose aims we are not in sym-
pathy. On the other hand, the themes of which he treats, the 
religious vocation, the threefold way of the spiritual life, the 
acceptance of suffering, are to us the commonplaces of our 
religion Yet to the non-Catholic reader they must come 
with a startling revelation. 

If we are to survey the work of an author from a true per-
spethive, we must endeavour to realize bis point of view. 
Thackeray looked with an envy which he could ill conceal 
upon the pleasure-loving sociery of London, with its thirst 
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for scandal, its extravagance, its menials aping the manners 
of their masters. He determined to depiEl this godless people 
with a pitiless realism. So, a second Hogarth, he gave us a 
second Rake's Progress, in which the' Crawleys,' the Sedleys,' 
' Captain Costigan," Barnes Newcome,' and others march 
gaily along. Dickens, in the plenitude of his prosperity, freed 
from the nightmare of an existence submerged in a hopeless 
struggle against misfortune, embodied in his pages the scenes 
which had made an indelible impression upon his childhood; 
upon these scenes, unlike Gissing, he did not forget to let 
the sunlight play ; for he knew that contentment and a careless 
abandon are charafferistic of poverty. lane Austen, in satirical 
vein, to down as a diversion against hours of enforced 
idleness het impressions of the people and of the life, simple, 
innocent, aunle., which surrounded her. These novelists had 
no serious purpose in their work. They described life as they 
saw it, and did not concern themselv. with the meaning of 
life itself. Scathing as is the indiffment of Society in Vanity 
Fair, The...ay has no better ideal to offer us. This criticism 
is purely egtive. 

What of the point of view of R. H. Benson / In PS, Con-
ventionalist" we have the following pregnant passage 

"Chris leaned back once more; so far back that the shaded 
mndles threw no light on his face; all that I could .e w. He 
glitter of his black eyes and white teeth. He spoke at tint 
guietly, but afterwards with m extraordinary intensity; and he 
delivered such a. speech . I had never heard from him before. 

• Briefly its poiint was this—that Almighty God had a 
scheme to work out, of whiM it w. absurd and prof me for us 
to budge. Even Nature showed that ; there were ten thonsand 
mysteries of pain and sin which no religion worthy of the 
name even attempted solve. He gave away with one hand 
all that senthnental scientists asked he granted that the world 
was, aPParentiE ME of irremediable wrong he dung it down 
before himself and us and said that he had no answer. From 
that he deduced that we, obviously, were not responsible for 
anything except our owes affairs: and that for the. we were 
responsible. Iberefore /et Algy Banister hold his tongue about 
his people) alley might have functions of which he had no 
Po nception—at my rate it was their own affair, not his. 
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"What did matter then was Vocation. It was the only thihg 
that did matter. Vocation did not mean that one lite was. 
necessarily, better than another; it did not mean the other 
lives wone. necessarily, insane. The ody insanity lay in 
neglecting to discover Vocation, or, secondly, in neglecting it 
when discovered," 

Such is the gospel which R. H. Benson preached. In The 
Conventionalists there is ' Algy Banister,' the second son of a 
wealthy landowner, for whom "good form is the whole duty 
of man." Algy has a vocation to the contemplative life. He 
is not en a Catholic. Yet eventually a contemplative he 
becomes.ev In Now Other Gods the hero, I forget his name—
and indeed the names of R. H. Benson's chanters do not 
remain in the memory, they are so obviously merely labels—
the hero, who is an undergraduate, sets out to tramp the 
country, and earn his living as bear he may. In the course of 
his pilgrimage he passes through the threefold path of the 
Spintual Infe—the purgative, the illuminative and the 
unitive ways—and in course of time dins a saint. We might 
take each of the novels, and we would find that this idea of 
vocation runs through them all and gives to them a collective
unity of design. The historical novels are not exceptions 
though here the conception is epic rather than dramatic.,
Thus we have these " weird ptychological studies" which the 
reader, surfeited with the pagan philosophy of Messrs. Bennett, 
Hewlett and Wells, gate, upon with an amazed wonder. 

A word on the general setting of the novels. We must 
remember that R. H. Benson, the son of an Archbishop, and 
educated at Eton and Trinity, if not the produti, was at 
lean brought up in the environment of the Public School 
type of men. The Public Schoolman leads a life, the main 
features of which are " dressing suitably, understanding about 
horses and guns, behaving respetiabty and assenting passively 
to the beliefs and motives of his own people. He knows the 
proper moment to offer whisky, the best tailors and boot-
makers, the names of distinguished atixesses, and the pedi-
grees of sporting dogs. He never speculates on what does not 
concern him; he thinks poetry to be unnatural, though he 
manages not to say so very often; he is bored by the mper-
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natural, yet considers the Establishment a necessary depart-
ment of human life. Good form ia for him the whole duty 
of man." These are the men whom R. H. Benson mirrors in 
his pages. Their atidons are framed in a suitable background 
of country houses, with their richly-wooded grounds without 
and their smoothly-ordered life within with their shooting 
parties in the morning and their solemn ceremonial dinners 
at night. Softly treading, deftly handling footmen and butlers 
move in the background. It is such a life as Jane Austen, a 
hundred years ago, lived and loved. Read Mansfield Park and 
The Conventionalists, and the setting will be found to be 
similar after due allowance has been made for a centints 
change in the habits of the people. It is the class to which 
the greengrocer's wife, whose husband is an alderman alludes 
with bated breath as " county families." A nameless demagogue 
has charatierized them as " the idle rich." 

In common with Jane Austen, R. H. Benson has little in-
terest in people outside this class. His footmen, hisbutlers, 
his gamekeepers, are little more than automatons. He is 
indifferent m to how they Mb or as to what they think. Con-

him with Mr. De Morgan, to who a cabman or a 
bricklayer are subjetis of " infinite jest." Only once, in /n 
Average Maw do we get a glimpse of the humanity of this 
inscrutable, enigmatic race of men. 

In time It H. Benson became a Catholic, and found himself 
breathing in a strange atmosphere. There were the old 
Catholic families, whose tastes and mental outlook were 
similar to bis own. But cut off from the national life they 
led a retired existence, and were regarded by their neighbours 
with a cold curiosity. A Winnowing and Initiation ate 
studies of this type. 

R. H. Bemon observes life from a detached point of view. 
He stands aloof. He's a demonstrator of pyschologkal phen-
omena—cold, scientific, activate. The various dramas are 
enacted before him. He takes non and follows out the reason 
of this failure, the cause of that success. The solution of the 
problem lies always in the definite acceptance or the definite 
rejeCtion of Vocation. His charatiers stand before him as so 
many pawns in the game. All is in proportion, and from 
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this impersonal standpoint he discerns the relative values of 
his charafters. From this he derryes his sense of humour, his 
power, as The Times expressed it, of seeing " the otherness" 
of people. He never makes the mistake of attributing insin-
cerity to those with whose aims he is not in sympathy. His 
charafters are sincere and therefore lifelike. They are lifelike, 
but not with the supreme vitality charafteristic of the 
charafters of the great mastery. We are always .nscious of 
the personality of It H. Benson as intrepeter. His charafters 
do not seem to speak to us dire& We miss that intimate 
subjective analysis which Jane Austen give us of Fanny 
Prim,' which Charlotte &mate gives or of 'Caroline 
Helstoned which John Ayscough gives U9 of Marowl 

If we were advancing his claims to be considered as
classical novelist, we would lime our contention on the creative 
genius displayed in The Coriveritionalists. There we have a set 
of charaam.s, strongly individualized, each with his own 
outlook on life, whom ideals clash, and, in the resultant will 
.aiet, produce a plot and problem, the solution of which 
grips the attention of the reader, holds it to the end, and 
leaves him with a dawning perception of a life where happi-
ness is dependent neither on man nor on material success. 
Yet we feel there is something lacking. It seems just to fall 
short of greatness. We read it again carefully and analyse 
the plot. We observe that this demands that the most im-
portant claarafter after Algy Lennox' should be ' Mary 
Maple." Algy ' was at first ha love with her. But he was 
only the second son. And this carefully calculating daughter 
of Eve had no mind to pose a half-baked existence in a semi-
detached villa among a suburban society of snobs with their 
"First Thursday At Homes," their Dorcas smieties, and 
their mothers' meetings. Algy's brother dies, and he becomes 
the heir. In the eyes of ' Mary Maple' he has now an en-
hanced value. Unfortunately he has outlived his infatuation, 
is novv a Catholic, and his soul is beginning to yearn for the 
allurements offered by the ausmritiry of Contemplative Life. 
Unconscious of his new trend of thought, ' Mary Maple,' as 
though to facilitate matters, decides to become a Catholic, 
and puts herself under instruflion. When she learns of Algy's 
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intention, she recoils from the religion which would have 
meant so much to her, and seeks relief from the joyless 
monotony of marriexis in age with a Manchester 
merchant. We can well imagine how Meredith, given such a 
situation, would have built up a charafter, pitiful, tragic but 
completely feminine, which, comparable to Diana' or 

Amelia,' would have made The Conventionalirm a great 
classic and, perhaps, the greatest novel in English literature. 
But R. H. Bensons presentment of ' Mary Maple' is quite 
inadequate. We get no sure insight into the workings of her 
mind. That soul conflict, which muse have occurred when she 
learnt of 'Algy's' decision to enter Parftwinster, is not dealt 
with. Wisely so, for he knew his limitations. He is completely 
ignorant of a woman's thought world, of a woman's point of 
view. So he contents himself with describing their external 
appearance—" grave Gainsborough high-browed eyes "—
" a dainty cat "—" a French marquise "—and so ond Ag.ain 
in Initiation,' laid Bmtington ' is a character of some Im-
portance. Briefly, the plot is this. Sir Devil Fanning' is a 
young Catholic landowner, whose family have retained the 
Faith throughout the ages of persecution. He is indifferent 
to his religion and, while seeing no reason to deny. it, regards 
it as something apart from himself, as of no more Importance 
than the political couviflions, suitable to his station of life, 
which he has inherited from his ancestors. In the course of 
the novel we see how he is brought to regard it as the only 
thing that matt by a succession of misfortunes which 
break his pride and ersleave his,, detached from everything which 
the world regards as necessary to success and happiness. He 
is jilted. He loses his sight. He regains it, only to learn that 
he is the V9[29111 of an hereditary disease which will entail 
much suffering and an early death. Enid Bessington' is the 
instrument of his first disillusion. We see her as a very charm-
ing girl with an appreciative humour and gifted with tall. 
We are then asked to believe that she is a selfish egotist, in-
different to the suffering which she may cause, provided that 
her own comfort be assured. This transition—necessary to 
the plot—requires the most skilful craftmauship. R. H. 
Benson's handling of the situation is crude in the extreme. 
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As always, when dealing with feminine physchology, he finds 
himself in an alien atmosphere. It is a serious weakness. One 
of the notes of the classical novelist is his power to delineate 

woman. Apply this test and his work does not respond to it. 
Still on occatton he succeeds, as in .4 Winnowing. And. generally 
he .tches very happily their external mannerisms and those 
littler raits which are a source of amusement to their neighbour. 

. • • 

When, after a fruitless search for a solid foundation of 
belief, R. H. Benson became convinced of the truths of the 
Catholic religion, it was only natural that his mind should 
hark back to the time when those truths were still unques-
tioned, and that, as a convert, he should dwell upon [hone 
yyeeannn when the nation, drunk with the new wine of the 
Renaissance, threw off the yoke of Rome. As he pondered 
over the dissolution of the monasteries and the establishment 
of the new State department of religion, he determined, no 
doubt, to roll back the mists of tradition, and give to the 
descendants of the new Protestantism an account of the life 
led by the Faithful as they were hounded from their homes 
by the new sons of Liberty, seduced by the blancilshments of 
the Defender of the Faith. And as he pored over these dry 
books of history, the dim shadows of the past began to take 
definite shape. Campion, eloquent, dauntless, exulting in 
danger, threads the streets of London, indiffermt to the risk 
of <arum which he runs. Babington, of an administrative 
capauty, dabbles in plots and intrigues to his destruction, 
she martyred Queen of Scots, of magnetic personality, chafes 
at an enforced captivity, robbed of the consolations of religion ; 
the sinister figure of Elizabeth, whom the Protntant-loving 
Fronde learnt to hate, crosses the stage. It was an atmosphere 
redolent of priests' killing-places and of the secret celebration 
of Mass behind closed doors; an atmosphere reminiscent of 
the catacombs and recalling the pages of Fithisla. With such 
material, it would have been surprising had he failed to give 
us romances of thrilling interest. 

The historical novel is the lineal de.endant of the epic 
poem. The non-historical or domestic novel has its source in 
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the drama, or tragic as the case may be. If we contrast 
The Convenrionacomic iiits with Come Rack, Come Rope, we at once 
see the superiorly of the d tic novel of character over 
the historical noo-el of incident.omes In the latter the interest 
cents. round the episodes ; in the former we are more con-
cerned with the will-conflict resulting from actions of minor 
importance. In the latter the plot is loonD constructed ; in 
the former it isclosely knit together, and each incident is the 
consecutive link of a chain of events which lead to a logical 
conclusion. In the latter stress is hid upon the descriptive 
note, and the customs and dress of the people of the time are 
described with a more or less minuteness ; in the former the 
author 2931.1112C9 that the reader is acquainted with modern 
customs and is enabled to concentrate upon the creative 
notes—dialogue and character. With partkular reference 
to the work of R. H. Benson, we may make two further 
observations on the subjeth of the. two subdivisions of the 
novel. In his historical novels, the descriptive passages are 
carefully written and bring vividly before the mind the 
leisurely life and sport-loving habits of the Elizabethans. 
This vivid tone arises from the fact that he is describing an 
imaginary scene and not the obvious surroundings of his 
daily life. In so doing, he is careful to note those details which 
in everyday life from their very obviousness escape obser-
vation. Secondly, his characters in shat novels do not stand 
out with that distinctness which we find in New Other Code 
or A Winnowing. They are slightly blurred. They resemble 
each other in their outward department and manner of 
speech. This lattt is couched in a stilted and unnatural 

ITIT Barry is of the opinion that these historkal novels 
will outlive the others. Viewed dispassionately the domestic 
novel of character 01.19L always be superior to  

t
historical 

novel of incident. But no doubt these latter vvill have a vvider 
appealore to Carimlics,in the same way as Wiseman's Fabiola is 
m widely known than his books on Eastern literature, 
which gave him a European reputation. 

Not thntent with breathing new life into the dry bones of 
history, not content with clothing the drab existence of the 
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ay.rage man with an ideal of malted purpose R. H. Benson, 
typical of his age, must needs peer into the 'future. In Lord 
of the World and The Daum of All, he predicts the outcome 
of the present-day. trend of thought. He pr.,. that 
ultimately Catholics, or Agnosticism must prevail. Granted 
that the latter triumphs, what will be the conditions of life t 
He endeavours to answer this question in Lord of the World. 
Alternatively, TheDaronof All is a prophetic visionaf a universal 
Catholicism. These two books are of no literary value. The 
Plots are chaotic and the characterization is of the slightest. 
Th< Arabian Nights atmosphere of cities which are destroyed 
in a second by a single bomb, and of Ireland as being a vast 
enclosed monastery, is the predominant note. Such phantasies 
depend for a permanent place in Literature slimy bdauty .of 

Ircfrfaer7,isvot7thOt;''itUiZtil'aCke'.alar:E'e'r' 
Thompson's gorgeous imagery and of Mat. Meynen' 'sa mat-
quisite refinement of expr.sion. 

Judged by the standards of the classical novelist, R. H. 
Bens, has no claim to a permanent place among them. 
Throughout his 

no
there is no chardaer of out

prominence. He deals. with the average man, and that from 
purely objeetive point of view. His dialogue has not that 

btilliance which recalls the spar ng rapier-like play of Jane 
Aunt en's conversations. His style 

kli
 calls for no particular men-

tion. Yet to dismiss him as a minor novelist, inferior to Anthony 
Trollops or the equal of W. J. Lathe, is to overlook the one 

.oi:i ct, 111„,whichte.,,,isthm?,e,liridaLt,co ,Jaunre, A,usLetsDiwcokreknd4nd 

it is 
ate 

apparent to the most superficial observer that hit ate is 
always subsidiary to the purpose toe which he used it. This 
purpose, to which he recurs with an almmt monotonom 
'thermic., is the dcouine of Vocation. As compared with 
abbe everything else it of no importance. It is Mb which leads 

ote of austerity. to his work. This is why he is only interested 
in bitcharaaers limo far as they memplify the point which 
he wish. to make. There are no minor chandlers in his
books. He it never led away by the theta pleasure of building 
up a charaeter which gradually as  a place in the scheme 
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out of proportion to the exigenry of the situation. Had he 
connted himself with writing novels with no greater objea 
thanteto add a few more p to the gallery of immortal. 
—the ' Becky Sharps,' theortraits Micawbers,' the Bennets ' of 
Literature—would he have achieved a greater success t In 
putting this question me approach the changeless controversy 
which rages and the battle cry of " Art for Art's sake." 
There may be throe who would have preferred him to have 
touched up his work and to have made it a more finished 
masterpiece. Yet to the majority it will be a matter of con-
gratulation that he chose the higher and less easily attained 
ideal. He followed in the footsteps of Shakespeare and Milton. 
Literature was for him the alembic through which was 
distilled the ez,rience of a life's conflia. His novels are the 
quintessence of bin reading of Life. They form his Apologia 
pro vita 

He gave to the novel a dignity which it had not possessed 
before. We read Vanity Fair, Pickwick Papers or Rhoda 
Firming. We recognize their mordaunt wit and satirical 
humour. Do we feel anything more than an intellectual 
enjoyment 1 Is it too great an exaggeration to say that they 
are only a means of whiling aetay the tedium of a railway 
journey I We mise that " cleansing of the emotions " which 
has been defined as the objea of tragedy. We read .el Win-
nowing or Now Other Gods, and under the fiame of their 
inspiration our petty discontents shrivel up, and we endeavour 
for a brief space to respond to the m,netism of their point 
of view. Fielding, Jane Austen, Thackeray, Dickens, Meredith 
may have left more imperishable names behind them, but not 
one of them had such high ideals. 

J. L. HOPE 
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SCHOOL NOTES 

Toe school officials for the term have been as follows: 
Head Monitor . . . . C. B. J. Gabon 
Captain of the Games and Swint, . M. L. Aiwcough 
Monitors . R. J. Power, M. L. Ainscough. C. law, 

W. Roca... H. M. J. Gerrard, P. A. D. 

Librarians 
Libmdans TPUU'rlIr'ilikra rr'a'ary bhr.P'11. 

G. 
 

y.A.

1-2"`t 1.•=1Tgrt!, -̀'" • T. D.
Knowln 

journal comm.. . . R. J. M. J. 'Garr:2 
Football Committee . C. B. J. Gabon. M. L. Ainscough 

and R. J. Power 
Gapteisu of the Football Sets—

sse Seems. B. J. Golllmn,. BL Aiusrough. 

gni Set—P. w. Greenwood. Rotitiord. 
ath Set—P. dT. Ffield, G. Ainscough. 
5th bee--B. font!, G. E. G. Bery.Elvies. 

C"'7
 Sete—

Ser--ne. 7ss . B. . Collmon, M. L. Ainscough. 
end Set—L. A. Unsworth, BF. Macpherson 
gra Set—Hon. C. Barnwell, C. Power. 
qN se—H..,Greeswood, T. B. Fishwick. 
5th Set—. 

yth Set—A. Ainwongh, J. Ainscougb 
•B 

Tee following boys leix the school at the end of the Summer 
p tim 

r.PC4a; 37. 
H. 7. Eery, . J.13. 'Lncaster, E. N. and R. Fishwick, E. J. Deese 
A. F. Bisgood, F. Glancy. 

Many of these are now in the Army. To one and all we 
wish God-speed. 

LEONA. Wimuies, who wasd.to havl'egone up to New College 
in October, decided to accept the offer of a nomination to 
Sandhurst in August and passed not, being guetted to the 

'So 
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South Wales Borderers on November 7th. Cyril Simpson has 
also for the time abandoned New Collqi,e, and holds a com-
mission in the nth Hussars. E. B. J. Martin passed into 
Sandhurst in September. E. J. Deese hopes to go up to Wool-

ich in February or June, and is at present with a crammer. 
J. 0. Kelly has gone up to Edinburgh University, and is 

ed 
J. til.=`ftr. end W. 

Murray went to Belmont to pin the 
on hove all 

novitiate in OBtober. 
* 

Txe following oe the names of the new boys 

G. Haste Banes L. Bevels., R. h Browne, G. GeseDelli. G. B. G. 
Gary-El., D. E. R.1- Cheney. F. A. Gower, G. Graes. H. M. Dillon. 

W. no,  Hague, W. v. D. Halve. J. J. s. Haidy. L.1. S. 
Jungmanti  Milburn, 

Porn'
elowitiolyneva.

Moran, Han. G. w. D. Plunkett. C. J. Porn, G. E. Down Reichardt, 
W. J. Roach. R. T. Sykes. P. Vuyhteke. 

4: 4: 4: 
Tuna number must be almost a record. Their advent has 
placed our numbers at 44. Only lot terra we proclaimed 
1135 our record, and indulged accordingly in some self-
congratulation. This term (pare the Censor) we have captured 
the whole of the Old Monastery. The monks have all been 
driven into their own territory, and the Head Motes done 
remains entrenched in his former position. The monastic 
refeelory o in posession of a legion of small boys, and 
St Bede'sGallery, so long the centre of manifold aflivities, 
has been temporarily transformed into a small bop' dormitory. 

We are happy to say that, although so many Old Boys are 
serving in the Army, our list of fatal casualties is as yet small. 
(It will be found elsewhere in the Jonanab.) But the war is 
responsible for the loss of many friends of Ampleforth. 
Captain Bern of the Irish Guards, was known to many 
Ampleforth boysers,  by the visits he paid us, the leetures he gave 
us and the great interest he showed in our contingent of the 
0., T.C. He was killed in the early drys of the fighting on the 
Al..., being at the time second in command of the Irish 
Guards. In him we have lost a good friend, the Army a most 
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capable officer and the Church an enthusiastic convert. and 
Lieut. David Kerr, an old Oratory boy, killed on Othober 
ryth, neat Ypres, is another friend lost to vs. In the long 
stay he made with . last year we had all learnt to ranee! 
him to a an of exceptional worth, and it did not surprise 
us to hear that, when the war broke out, he, despite his 
natural t.tes, immediately offered his services to Ins country. 
We learnt, from one who OM him at the front, that in the 
short time he was there he had earned a reputation for fearless 
courage. Mrs Miller, mother of Dom Ignatill8 Miller' and for 
long an invalid, died of wounds received in the bombardment 
of Whitby, and the brothers Ffield have lost their brother, 
Flight-Lieutenant Bernard Ffield, who fell with his machine 
from a great height. We will not prolong the list. Need we 
say our lost friends have our prayers, and their relatives our 
deepest sympathy. 

Tot bombardment of the coast was plainly audible to all 
around us, and was even heard at Kilburn, seven miles further 
inland. But, strange to say, no one in the school or monastery 
heard it. It occurred while tee were at breakfast when the 
College, which forms the Eastern wing, was empty. All of to 
laughed at the terror of the local men, but the laugh was the 
other way when the mid-day train brought refugees and 
pieces of shell from Scarborough. 

T is a difficult task for an Editorial staff to chronicle the 
very " small bear of a school in the midst of such an ove
whelming cr s a the present one. School life (we suppose 
it is bound to thntinue) must be dth and uninteresting to 
our readers under such circmnstances. However, the war has 
not even r.pethed the santhiry of mu' 

hoottitot,

 for the 
0.T.C. has invaded d en study hours. This term four hours 
a week have been devoted to drill, and every boy in the 
Upper and Middle school in addition has received an hour's 
instruthion Musketry, and this despite the fath that Sergeant 
Grogan has rejoined the Irish Guards, and that the Head 
Master xreceived a telegram a few days after the war broke 
out asking for the valuable services of Company Sergeant-

School Notes 
Major Andrews at the Aldershot Gymnastic Headquarters. 
We are therefore perforce without sergeant instruthors, either 
for drill or "gym." Abnormal interest on the part of the 
school and the enthusiasm of the officers have done a great 
deal to compensate for our late drill instruthorth direth and 
vigoro. insistence upon the punthilios of drill, but no one 
on the staff combines that knowledge of human anatomy 
with the feline agility, which we have learnt to admire in 
Sergeant Andrews. 

▪ ti 
ANOTHER innovation, which we understand was decided upon 
even before the war, he been the formation of an Army 
Class'  into which boys leaving the Higher Third are able to 
pass for direth preparation for Sandhurst and Woolwich. 

asawiimix in the JOURNAL will be found an account of the 
the Foundation Stone of the Preparatory School.

TThh kproceeds with greater rapidity than any bunching 
we have seen at Ampleforth. The number of sms11 boys who 
entered the school this term more than justifies it. They are 

fgt a standing witne. to its absolute necessity. Some 
feared that in the selethdon of the site too much consideration 
had been given to position, and anticipate serious 
difficulty hi obtaining amere satisfathory foundation. It  is true 
that at the extreme south-east corner a geological flaw has 
necessitated a great deal of excavation, but the experts seem all 
agreed that the building rats on an " unimpeachable " basis. 
It is hoped to open the new .hool at East., 0906. Marra. 

Too School ...rib.] generously to the Daily Telegraph 
Belgian Relief Fund, and in a surprisingly short time were 
able to send through Tbe Tablet the handsome tuna of 425. 

▪ . 
Toe awards for Cricket, Lawn Tennis and Swimming were 
made at the end of last term after the July issue of the 
had gone to press. The bat for the best batting average in 
the Eleven was won by the Captain, C. B. Callon. L. Williams 
headed the bowling averages, and also won the " Wyse " 
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bat awarded to the best all-round cricketer. During the term 
J. O. Kelly and M. Ainscough were givers their "colours."

• 4. a 
Tee Lawn Tennis Tournament was on by R. J. Power and 
J. B. Caldwell. 

▪ a a 
Tu., retreat this year was given by Dom Justin McCann, to 
whom we tender our sincerest appreciation and thanks. 

a a a 
TAN term a number of works dealing with verse-making have 
found their way into the Libraries--a doubtful blessing, if 
they are responsible for the posent epidemic of vemification, 
which has unhappily overtaken Os. One member of the Junior 
Debating Society, we are told, is suffering so acutely from 
its effeets that he has been inspired to deliver all his speeches 
in rhyming couplets. This has been borne out by. the acci-
dental discovery, by one of the JOURNAL Committee, of a 
speech in verse on the nationalization of railways, in which 
the youthful poetaster, after advocating their nationalization 
in general, turns—apparentE with some trepidation—to the 
light railway from Gelling, which does such sterling service 
to the cause of building at Ampleforth. 

Now I wonder it I dare 
So say this railway needs repair, 
Or to suggest ire M decay) 
For what would then the ovmera ! 
But it the Government would only 
Nationalise this railway lonely. 
Oh! far better would these trucks be 
Which convey both you and me. 

Without stopping to criticize the verse, or the rhapsodic 
vision of the any blessings flowing from Governmental 

hterference which the poet vouchsafes us in latex verses, we 
asten to add that the general sentiment is one which would 

be enthusiastically re-echoed and .dorsed by the members 
of the nth Reserve Cavalry Regi.ent, who on their return 
journey by "this railway lonely" found themselves precipi-
tated in the dark into the hinterland of the " Rugger " field. 
We offer them our apologies and sympathy. 
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T. Choir have done some excellent work this term. The 
fuss treble (Lanc.ter) and the first alto (Neu/sham) are 
capable leaders, and the Choir gives us the impression of 
being more together than they formerly were. However the 
trebles on the front bench. are sometimes a little timoroud 
of coming in before their l.der—the consequence being 
that the start brnomes at dm. a little uneven. There has 
been a really marked improvement in expreuion. They have 
now a reliable pp, mf, And f. They should be able now to 
increase their vocabulary to a steady ppp and ff. A fine per-
formance of Ebner', Mitre Natisitatis Domini Neal, was 
given on the Feast of All Monks. The music was sung with 
pint and power Towards 

strVgar:t=rabilir—anwd 
curing the term the Mieerere on Sunday evenings has been 
s.g to a Falta-Bordent sesdsg of the sumenth century. 

4. a a 
As the beginning of term the " Rugger " fields were so hard 
that we playemd Hockey until within a fortnight of our first 
" Rugger " atch. Much improvement on last year was 

a a a 
IN November a holiday was given in honour of Bishop Hedley'e 
Jubilee, and the day was spent by the School at different 
glues of interest in the dia.& Such days have the enthu-
untie support of the School, and we are grateful to all who 
organized the expeditions. To Bishop Hadley the School offer 
once again their sincer. congratulations. 

4. 
Os St Cecilia's day the Choir had their usual holiday, and 
were " feasted " in customary fashion both at Goremire 
and on their return. At the festive board in the evening 
they had opportunities of vocalizing music, which to those 
of us, who list. to them for the most part in church, seemed 
distinelly ungregorian and more than dubiously classical. 
The success of the evening was undoubtedly Dom Benedird's 
topical song, which found a re-echo on the " Punch " night 
at the end of term. Both evenings were thoroughly enjoyed. 
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Or the day before the " break-up " some scenes from Shake-
speare's Nix, Caesar were .enacted in the theatre. As we 
understand the whole play w to be presented later in the 
year, we will now only thank those whose difficult task it 
was to teach the play, and congratulate the whoa on their 
snecew in holding their audience throughout the scenes. We 
had prepared a great reception for some wounded soldiers who 
were expeeted from the hospital at Hovingham on this night, 
but unhappily they were unable to come. 

A A di 
Toe boys in the O.T.C. sent to our old Rugger enemies, the 
Seots Greys, and to the East and West Yorks, many thousand 

smokes " in place of the usual Christmas Card. A fitting 
DOstitute all will agree. 

Trill following boys are ▪ head of their forms 
Up, Sixth—R. J. Power Higher Thhd—L. Bdivevot 
Six.—.. I. L. ainscough Lower Third—R. J. Brown 
Fifth. Res .  Second—X. G. R Bagshavre 
Fourth—T. V. Welsh First—E. B. lifilhum 

Two School staff is at pr▪ esent constituted as follows 

Dom Edmund IHithews. M.A. Ho. Idmrerl. 
Dom Maurits Pow.. Dom Herbert Byrne. B.A. 
Dom ...hid Willson Dom Sebastian Lambert, B.A. 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dom Malt de Norm.ville,..g. 
Dom Dominic Willson, B.A. Dom Alexios C.reirserlain, B.A. 
Dom Benedict Ha, Dom IMO 

BernardDom Paul M.A. Dom McMgott, 
Dom Dunstan Pox. D.D. Dom Ethelred Taunton, B.A. 
Dom Justin McCann, M.A. Dom Raymond Lythgoe 
Dom Adrian Rawson Dom Cyh Maddox 
Dom Ambrose Byrne, M.A. Dom Gregory Swann, B.A. 

T. Eddy. Es. (dfooD)
J. Hnowles. Esq. (Drantmg) 

LntiaarS'argtpnallj:l ' Andt'.11271 ) the Aldershot 
Gym St.). 

W. S. Haocnastichastle (late Bandmaster West Works) 
Mrs. Doherty (Matron) 
Miss T. (Assist. Mario. 
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THE EXAMINATIONS 

Too tllow%rovin lmscItzed„ th4e, Oxford and Cambridge Higher 
and 

Hismix CERTIEICATE 

EtAS: 
O. 

 817=;2 
Power, R. J. 

LOIVER CERTIFICATE 
Name. Sabjects in which First classes were obi 

Ainscongh, 1st J. L. Greek, Arithmetic, Addition. Ma. 
English History 

.mew., The Hon, Additional Mathematics 

Additional Mathematics, English 

P.M, C. J. .. Expe.uental Science 
Fishwick, E. N. .. Arithmetic, Adhtional Mathematics 
Gibbons, A. B. .. Arithmetic, Additional Mathematics, Physics 

and Chemistry 
Lyn
Lynch, R. Additional Mathematics, English 

Murray, R. .. Arithmetic, tia Additional Mathematics, Englhh 
ry

Rockford,C. .. Greek, English History 
Rockford, W. .. Arithmetic, Addition. Mathematics, Physics 

Chemisty 

Welsh, T.' t Arithtft,t(ition tdrldathematics 
rt

WE offer our congratulations to The Lower Certificate 
results show an exceptional number of First classes, more 
Apecially in Mathematics. M. J. L. Ainacough headed the 
lip with four distinHions. 
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AMPLEFORTH AND THE WAR 

1011 of 1)011011r 

KILLED 

Teem, AMBROSE, M. A. T. of L., Lieutenant Norfolk 
Regiment. 

Ambrose Teeling, who entered the School in 0907, 
was the youngest son of Captain Bartle Teeling, Private 
Chamberlain to His Holiness. Two years ago he was 
gmetted to the Norfolk Regiment, and was killed in 
aflion at the Boole of the Aisne. His brother, Theo-
dore F. Teehog, of the King's Own Scottish Borderers, 
was taken prisoner at the Battle of Moos. Captain 
Teeliog has sent us an corgi from a letter written 
by his son Ambrose in the early days of August before 
the Expeditionary Force had crossed to France. The 
simple faith it shows was charafteristic of Ambrose 
Teeling, and it is surely worth printing m showing 
the true Christian spint in which so many of our 
soldiers have given their fives for their country 

"1 wonder if ever return should I go out( I wonder still 
more if It ever go out I daily pray mat I may, but God 
knows what is good for us, so I always add, ' Thy will, not 
mine, be done.' If He sec fit for me to go and return safely, 
Hell graut my prayer. Whereas if He sen it would . for my 
greater good that I never return, I'll he shot. And again, if 
it is best for me not to go out at all H. keep me here. Never 
tireless. I cat. help praying that I maybe allowed to go." 

Such words are of themselves an eloqumn testimony 
of the sterling worth of Ambrose Teeling. 

Rumour, Reouthon, at (Royal) Dragoons. 
Novas, Joni+ HENRI GATTuoans, cod Lieutenant, Grenadier 
Guards. 

oi2s7==i:iTiat=itatitr "'°°"`" '"*". 
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W000000
°ROGOW,. W. N. and L.urenerne, Royal Warwick.. Regiment.
STOMITOX, E. P.1.. Cayaix The Honbls, R.O.T.L.I. 
CREAN, G. 0., Lieutenant, Royal Inoiskilling Furthers. 

GREAVES, T. E., Hussars. 

MISSING AND REPORTED PRISONER 

TERLING, T. F. P. B.1., and Lieutenant. Kings Own ScotlishBor.rers. 

Wo are proud to mint the following list of Old Boys 
who are serving with the Colours in this great crisis of our 
country's history. That it is incomplete we are well aware. 
Almost doily we hear of other nom., and in some cases Old 
Boys or then relatives have written to say they are" serving," 
without specifying their unit. Our next number will doubtlms 
contain many additions and tome correthions, and we shall 
esteem it a favour if our readers will send us any additional 
information which they may possess. 

RDA1000. R., and Lieurenane, Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 
Amscouou, C., Lieutenset, Manchester Regime. 
Mums, Rev. H. A., Chaplain to the Forces. 
Rumen, R. (B.O. not Dragoon. 
BARTON. 0. S.. Duke of Lancaster, Imperial 'Yeomanry. 
BERG. J.. SubLieutenant. Royal NM Reserve. 
BsecsrAnss, R. H., and Lieutenant, 0000 Liven ml Regiment.
1300000, B., Canadian Ex.ditionary Forte. 
Boocona, W. N., (wounded) and Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire 

Regiment. 
BRAME, B., .d Lieutenant. IC.R.R.C. 
BucAmrt, J., Artists' Bur Corps. 
BURGE, B. J., and Lieutenant, Royal Fusiliers 
BWRJR, A J.. unre Lieutenant, Lova. Scouts. 
Gom, B. F., Lieutenant, Royal Garrison Artillery. 

G. H., and ieutenant, lags Liverpool Regiment. 
CHAD0101,114 W G., Royal Fus rs 
Cartier, H. J., Captain, The Buffs (East Kent Regime.). 
CL0PRA, A., anti Li.derrant, East Tor.hire Regime.. 
Courson, B., and Lieutenant, !Brigs Liverpool Regiment 
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ornuov. O., King's Liverpool Regime.. 
Grimm, E., and Liatilm., Sou. Lancashire Regime.. 

Wounded), Lieutenant, Royal I.iskilling Fusnien, 
CROs„..µ, A. C., zed Liestlenant, Bedfordshire Regiment, 
CPA.. E„ L.enani. 
Dn., Rev. W. S.. Chaplain to . amen. 
Onmer, P., R.A.M.C, 
Dons., J. I„ and Lieunnatil, Sherwood Foresters. 
DUNBAR, T. O'C., and Lientenane, Army Service Corps. 
lemmen, H. C. M., and LieuleneN, K.R.R0 
FAA., G. E., and LietiOnant, Trimmer Regiment. 
KEENLY, E., Sub.Lieuknant, Royal Naval Air Service. 
Gdns., A. J„ znd Lieutenant, Cogs Liverpool Regiment. 
Gam.. G., and Lingle-1w. 
GOODALL, W. C.. Kings Liven. Regiment. 
Go., F. H., LBW... R.A.M.C. 
Gunnies. T. E. (wounded). Hussars. 
Erin, G. F. IL, mid Lindena. Royal Berkshire Regiment. 
Manna., B., 9th Cavalry (Reserve) Regiment. 
Rrinuson, R.. and Lindemann East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry. 
Jaynes, R., and Lieutenant. R.F.A. 
MERBERNAN, W.. aW Lienterant, Royal 10. Fusiliers. 
limns, C. W., Captain, Durham Light Infant, 
Honm, 111, B., Lieutenant, South Lancashire Regiment. 
Hunrumrop R. M. C.. R.F.A. 
lel.rinorott, R.. and LieWenan Somersetshire Light Infantry. 
Hoer..., T.. sod Liao. Royal Fusiliers. 

COMM. Weal Kern Regiment (Adintant of rih Bat.. 
Royal Warwi.h. Regiment). 

KELLY, A. P., and Linden., Army Service Corps, 
L B., zed Lieuknant, R.F.A. 

Krum, P. J.. anar.ire Yeomanry. 
Landes., C. J. B., mod Lialifenatd, Highland Light .fmatry. 
LEA j. E., Highland Light Inf... 
L.., G. W., Kings Liverpool Regime.. 
LISTON.  W. P. Sr L., and Lieneenala, Cringer Regiment. 
Loam F. W. and R.F.A. 

Loin, S. C. A., Ceylon Mounted 
bicCme, H. R., Li**, Black WOO, 
M.D..= G., and Highiand Light Infantry. 
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Mo.., D P. and Lieutenant, Camoronions (attached to Transvaal 

Scottish). 
McEvoy, P., King Edward's Horse. 
Idacuor, C.. Lie240.15, Leinster Regime.. 
aLsc.r, P. E. 
McKim. P, Royal Fusiliers (Public Schools Battalion). 
MACPHERSON, J., R.F.A. 
Mriam, H. A., and Linden., Highland Light Infantry. 

and FM 
MARTIN, W. A., Royal Fusiliers (Public Schools Battalion). 
MARW000, B., and Lieu... Kings Liverpool Regiment. 

Moans,  C., rvd L.ena R.F.A. 
Moans,  F., Royal Engineers. 
MORROG.BRARD, F. A. D.. and Lieutenant, Munster Fusiliers. 
MURPHY, P. 

In
of Court O.T.C. 

KARIM P., Prime of wake Oxen (W. Idork.ire Regiment). 
N.  A, King's Liverpool Regiment. 
N.., G. W. If., and Lieunant, South African Forces. 

J. 11. (killed). and Lieutenant, Grenadier Guards. 
NEVILLE, . IL, Lieu.., Worcestershire Ncginlent. 
0.00,0, Pleat Paymaster. J Devonahire.-
Pm., J., Kings Liverpool Regiment, 
Area, J., Gloucestershire Regiment. 
P.. S., rat Assam Light Hone. 
PRESTON, E. 

PaDiAyEsc, C. 
Remo°, J., and Lieutenant, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
BRA,. J., King's Liverpool Regiment. 
Romans., J. 
ROBERTSON, R. 
ROCHPORD, C., Hertfordshire Yeomanry, 

C Croak Royal F.diera 
Ronny., H., H.AC, SACS, 

W. B. DGpakk Rider. 
SmpsoN, C. R.. and Cant, meth Hussars. 
Sinnorr, R., Yorkshire Regiment, 
Sum. J. R., Linilen. 
Sams, R. C., and Lieutenant, Royal Fusillera. 
Sr..., E. P. J. (wounded). Captain The Honble., K.O.Y.L.I, 
Tem.. A M. A. T. DE L, landenant (MAWR Norfolk Regiment 
TEELINO, T. F. P. B. L (Prisoner a/ War), awl Linden., If.O.S.B. 
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1.6141,E, J. A. G. Sharpshooters (City of London Yeomanry). 
TRAVERS, D. G. L. M. G., Lianaat, Royal Engineers. 
'TRAYNOR, D., King's Liverpool Regiment 
Weiss, AL P. (wooded!.Cafirain, A.V.C. 
kirmsmit, E. H.. end lieutenant, Alexandra PORCGS of Wales' 

Yorkshire Regiment. 
Wilms., Lc end Lieutenant, South Wales Borderers. 
Wammus, O. M., Coped, Monmouth.. Regiment 
WOOD, B., British South Africans. 
Woussay-Wouswicx. R., Dispaoh Ride. 
WRIGHT, A. F. M., and Lindeman, Sherwood Foresters. 
WRIGHT, H. D. M., end lindenani, Sherwood Foresters 
Wsmirr, M. X, tad Lieu fan,. man,. Sherwood Forraters. 
YOUNG, A. D., Somerectshirc Light Infantry. 
YOU, W. D., Australian Windage. 

Sagyiloost. 

Oskrore. 
13156000, J. W. 

11.14.—P.Yys VORDSSEHE is serving in the Belgian Army. 

The following addiginol names reached tse alter zee had gate to frau: 
MUDDY., R. N. Fe mid Lieutenant the Honble..Leinster Regime.. 
Ilswussysu, W., Prince of WVes• Own (West Yorkshire Regime.). 
Maim., J., Highland Light ...Y. 
Minns, C., and Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Muir. 0., and Lieu.. 1, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Mnimx, W., Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 

See P., Son. African Forces. 
Swissair, B. South African Forces. 
Wassmax, L. B., Canadian Form. 

THE LAYING OF THE FOUNDATION-

STONE OF THE PREPARATORY 

SCHOOL 

HE foundation-stone of the Preparatory School was
 on the feast of All Monks, by Fr Abbot, in the 

presence of His Lordship Bishop Hedley, the com-
munity and boys. The architeets, Messrs Powell es Worthy, 
vvere represented by Mr Michael Worthy. A sellion of the 
Ampleforth contingent of the O.T.C. formed a guard of 
honour far Bishop Hadley. When the ceremonies and prayers 
oE the 'sal were accomplished, and the STOW duly laid, 
His Lordship, who was that day celebrating the sixtieth 
anniversary of his reception of the monastic habit, delivered 
an address. He said that it gave him great pleasure to assist 
et that ceremony, and he offered his congratulation and 
good wishes to the Abbot and community of St Lawrences on 
that commencement of another extension of their venerable 
housg Since the day, sixty-eight years ago, when he came 
as a boy to Ampleforth, he had seen one enlargement after 
another. The old central block, which era all there was in those 
days, used to look very charming and homely on the hillside 
as one approached from the valley. The church, on the 
foundations of which he had been happy to work as a novice, 
made a great difference both to the monks and boys. He 
was in the community when the foundation-stone of the 
East Block of the School was laid, and he had had the privilege 
of laying the foundation-stone of the new monastery. Then 
there had come the Theatre and the Gymnasi and there 
bad been much work besides of a useful land. Heum, trusted he 
might say that this meady expansion was a mark of the 
blessing of God upon that Community and School. It wn
privilege and a duty of each generation to add stone to stone, 
and roof to roof, not for private profit or vanity, not men 
for the benefit of the Order, but in the end and chiefly for 
the promotion of God's kingdom upon earth; and therefore 
of each generation of builders it might be said, as it was said 
of Jerusalem of old, "Blessedare they that shall build thee up." 
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The building now beg= was to be a Preparatory School 

for Arr.pleforth College. Every one who had any experience 
of secondary education knew how necessary were schools for 
boys too young to be admitted to the routine of a Public 
School, where boys should be old enough to look after them-
selves. There were preparatory schools of many kinds, but 

of welcomed particuLwly a preparatory school in conneflion 
with a large school for older boys. Schools for young be  m 
some instances were too soft, indulgent and maternal. But in 
their case, with their experience and ideal, they might hope 
fora waning which would be impersonal, consistent, and 
free from sentimentality. He therefore wished every success to 
that building and to the school of St Lawrence's. The older 
one grew, and the more one realized how sadly lives were 
spoilt by lack of guidance, by want of effort, and by absence 
of opportunity, the more one longed for the spread of judwious 
education—education be  ear ly carried on perseveringly, 
and not finished till a man had his hands on the definite 
work of his life. He hoped that that building would soon be 
finished, and filled by a sturdy race of youngsters who would 
in time take their rank in the school swell which had such 
honourable traditions a young race, who, while they took in 
the Ampleforth spirit and the Ampleforth 

summed 
felt 

the West wind on their brows, and watched the  and 
vrimer sumets on that horizon that they loved at well, would 
learn to uphold and to enhance in the days to come the name 
and fame of theft Alma Mater • 
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THE NEW PAVILION 

THE new Pavilion is now quite completed, and in this 
number of tot Jounires. we publish a dreamy of it 
by Dom Maums. The building is in every way worthy 

of the School, and we are justly proud of it. Next season we 
shall be better able to speak of its utility; at present we are 
only able to admire. It is spacious, well fitted, and far from 
inelegant. As it stands twelve feet above the aftual cricket 
ground it commands an excellent view of the whole field. 
May ft offer kindly hospitality to many generations of 
Ampleforth cricketers! 

Before the war some of the Old Boys had started a fund 
to help towards its ereflion. We publish the list of subscribers. 
Needless to say the fund was closed with the advent of war. 
All good Englishmen have now more pressing and urgent 
appeals to meet in the relief of distress and in the promotion 
of patriotic °blurts. 

The following list was sent to us by the organizer and 
treasurer of the fund, Mr J. P. Baby; and to all subscribers, 
more especially to the treasurer himself, we extend our grateful 
thanks. 

1. P. Raby, Esq., gcs; J. W. Unsworth, Esq., go to.; J. P. Smith, 
Esq., goo; J. Basil Smith, Esq., Lx: J. L. Hope, Esq., go; m. B. 
Heenan, Esq., fo us.; R. Brown, Esq., ix Is. ; A. J. McCann, Esq., 
Lx; J. A. Ruffin, Esq., fy Se. ; E. Massey. Esq., Lx Is.: P. McEvoy, 
Esq., ix to.; H. Greenwood, Esq., a Is.; E. Rockford, Esq., L...
H. Rochford. Esq., go to.; G. McDermott Esq.. ; Mrs. Daby, 
it E. Barton, Esq.. £5 so. ; Captain lion.. E. Stourton, £x 
S. Craws, Esq.. gho hos. ; J. E. Bung, Fsq., £I Ist G. O. Gaynor, 
Esq., gx o. Williams, Esq.. go of ; H. It. Hodgkins., Esq.. gg ys. 

EIII0E, Esq., ; Anonymous, gm.; no Amplalorth Society, 
Lao; John Forshaw, Esq., 1. Stanton, Esq.. gx m.; C. Emilio., 
Esq.. go ; Captain lohnsione, cos. 6a. ; J. Ainscougb, Esq., Lz to; 
F. Gibbons. Esq., a to; T. Ainscough, Esq., a ts. P. Williams, 
Esq., ix J. H. Kevin, Esq., xos. Ad.; 1. Aacougb. Esq.. . 
A. H. Robinson. Esq., ix to.; W. Hawke:swell, Esq., tot ; E. 
Hawkeswell, Esq., los. 6d. 
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LECTURES 

Ma L. W. HUNTER 
R L. W. HUNTER, Fellow and Tutor of New College, 
Oxford, who spent a few days with us in September, 
gave us another of his stimulating lethures on classical 

subjeths. This time his subjeth was Veril. The appeal of 
Vergil is peculiarly elusive and personal. The ram magic of a 
phrase can be communicated to other, but not perhaps the 
stir and flight of emotion which it arouses. We must in person 
enter the enchanted circle if we would know its witchery. 
Yet Mr Homer did achieve the impossible. He cast around 
the personality of the poet the true " Vergilian" atmosphere 
which we feel when we read the poems, but cannot articulate. 
Perhaps our minds were attuned to this atmosphere; for 
when Mr Hunter spoke of the Grocery, we seemed to see 
the fair fields of France and Belgium bowing under the rd 
sicIde, so that we thought with a new allethon of the poet 
who loved the cattle and the harvest toil, and the gentle gods 
of field and homestead. 

Palos Cusonsa, them. 
On November ,0th Prior Cummins read use moo interest-

ing pap.er on Newburgh Priory and the Fauconbergs, who 
are so intimately connethed with our local history. Part of 
the paper is printed in this number of the JOURNAL, so we 
can leave our readers to judge of it quality for themselves. 
We will only say that it was much enjoyed by us, and that 
we are very grateful to Prior Cummins. The second pact will 
appear in some future number of the Joicassa. 

Ms Hraasaz Brycoc 
Mr Hilaire Bellrot letture to the School on the Strategy 

of the War was of more than ordinary interest. During the 
past four months many of us in England have learned to 
regard Mr Bailor as the sole interpreter of the awful, mys-
tenons drama that is being played out in West and East. 

Very little of the daily news is hatelligible to the non-technical
der, and Mr Belloc's strategical insight and his unrivalled 

knowledge of the country have been an invaluable help to-
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wards some. understanding of the situation. In this lettuce, 
after a luminous exposition of the fundamental priimiples of 
all strategy—" the art of bringing up two men against
—Mr Echo dealt with the question of the numbers havolved 
nthe present struggle. Of Me three periods of the war the 

first, that in which the Germanic Powers were in greatly 
superior numbers, had passed the second, in which that 
superiority is being equalized, is now nearing its conclusion ; 
rod the third pond, in which the Allies will probably es-
tablish a superionty of numbers, will begiq said the lecturer, 

i' llinrasc' C'heFnebrrocereiled to the main subjeth of his 'saute. 
He fined the various movements of the armies up to 
date, guiding us in each case to the idery of the General Staff 
which dithated those movements. The military feats which 
Mr Belloc specially praised were the retreats of General Von 
Kluck and General Smith-Dorrien and although he bade us 
beware of national self-ateem, Belloc's descnption of the 
Retreat from Mons will be a living memory to those who 
heard it. 

But perhaps the most interating point in the leanre wry. 
Mr sBelloc's exposition of the key-principle of French strategy. 
Thi principle was discovered dy ing in Gilbert, a member 
of the French General Staff, dur  his study of Napoleon's 
campaigns., and ia known as the principled die estailbn rani. 
The idea n to have four forces, ea.ch occupying one corner of 
a square, and in such strength that the corner attacked can 
retreat, manoeuvre, and hold the enemy, until the other 
forces come up and deal their blow wherever they please. 
In pursuance of this principle the French met the German 
advance with one corner of their square on the Mons-Namur 
line, another in the neighbourhrodof Verdun, and the other 
two aomewhere in the West and South. The result amply 
vindicated the principle, for, u Mr Belloc pointed out, it 
was the presence of these two strong raerve forces on the 
Wary and South that compelled the German retreat from 
Paris, and caused the pinning of the enemy on the line which 
he now holds. Mr Belloc'e clarity of thought and expression 
was never more happily demonstrated than in this kHurej 
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when he handles an abstratt idea, it becomes a vivid reality. 
Our best thanks are due to him for an inspiring letture. 

Ma WILFRID WARD 

Mr Wilfrid Ward favoured us with two lettures on English 
Journalism, more particularl ent usy on the golden age of the 
Monthly Reviews in the nineteenth c ury. The ual 
distinflion between Literature and Journalism he attributed 
rather to temperamental requirements than to innnsic 
differences of subjett matter. He illustrated his thesist with 
many examples of the waywardness of the artistic spirit and 
its restiveness under journalistic conditions. The most notice-
able, besides t.10 cases of Samuel Johnson and Charles Lamb, 
were S. T. Coleridge's unreliability and Dickens' selfishness. 
Perhaps the most striking proof that a great man of letters 
is not necessarily a good journalist was the failure of the 
Bonder, which had on its staff all the most eminent uviten 
of Mid-Vittorian Literature. 

The causes of success he attributed to chars ter, as in the 
cases of Delano and Hutton, or to Ant as with Knowles. 
He gave many instances of their methods. Knowles especially 
had an instintt for knowing cattily what the public wanted, 
and a remarkable facility in acquiring full knowledge of a 
subjett in the briefest time. Among many interesting anecdotes 
there was a curious parallel between Coleridge's invention of 
a speech for the younger Pitt and Samuel Johnson's similar 
unscrupulous oerince for the elder. The letture closed with a 
lament over the decay of the higher journalism and the 
modern lack of ideals and comeguent loss of influence. 

Mr Hutton of the Spectator was the subjett of the second 
letture, in which Mr Ward gave us an insight into the 
chttatter of this most high-minded and successful of editors. 
He narrated from personal experience many stories of Hutton's 
activities and idiosyncrasies in comettion with the Meta-

phglIriSormify H,pome movement. 
Fr

exclusion of the Quarterlies from nbjett matter, and 
reminded the School of the influential position the Dublin 
Las reached under Mr Ward's guidance 
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SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 
SOCIETY 

THE meetings of the Society were resumed on Sunday, 
September ztth. The usual eleflion took place, the 
result of which was as follows Secretary, Mr Le 

Fevre; Committee, Mr Collis°, Mr Power and Mr Limner. 
The new members were then admitted, and in public business 
Mr Le Fevre moved "That this House approves of Con-
scription." He was opposed by Mr Lynch. The motion was 
lost by a large majority. 

On Sunday, Ottober gth, there was a debate on the motion 
"That this House agrees with Sir Percy Scott's views on 
our naval requirements," moved by Mr Rochford and opposed 
by Mr Gerrard. After a good debate the motion was lost by 
4q "6" 6",  x° 04. 

At the third meeting of the term, Mr Limner read a paper 
on "Robert Browning." 

The fourth meeting was held on Sunday, Ottober x8th. 
In public business there was a debate on the motion " That 
in the present European crisis the Colonies are a source of 
danger to England," proposed by Mr Barnewall, opposed by 
Me Morrogh-Bernard. The debate was adjourned until 
Ottober zsth, when it was continued by Mr Power and 
Mr Collison. The motion was lost by n votes to z+. 

The sixth meeting was held on Sunday, November 1st, 
when MI Ainscough read a paper on " Nelson." 

At the seventh meeting, which took place on November 
8th, Mr Liston was the first speaker on the motion, "That 
International Law should be abolished." He was opposed by 
Mr Rochford. The motion was lost by 3 votes to 33. 

The eighth meeting was held on Sunday, November agth, 
when, in private business, Mr Lintner was eletted secretary 
in place of MT Le Fevre, who had resigned his office. In 
public business Mr Le Fives read a very interesting and 
amusing paper on "The Pickwick Papers.' 
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The ninth meeting was held on Sunday, December 6th, 

when Mr Agnew moved "That Party government has proved 
a failure." He was opposed by Mr Allanson. The motion was 
rejeffed by 21 votes to 20. 

At the last mating of the term, held on Sunday, December 
13th, Mr Barton moved "That the Censorship of the Press 
was a menace to the Nation." Mr Gibbons was the first 
speaker against the motion, which was lost by y votes to 3o-

JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY 

THE zffind meeting of the Society, and the font of 
the ffssion, was held on September oyth, and was 
occupied with private business. The Hon. G. Plunkett 

and Mr Beyenot, and the members of the Lower Third, 
were voted into the Society, which then proceeded to eled 
officials. Mr McArdle was eleffed Stiretary, and the Hon. 
M. Scott, Mr J. Paton Douglas and Mr L. Knowles to serve 
on the Committee. 

At the zffird meeting, on Offober 4th, the motion before 
the Home was "That the methods of warfare before the 
introduffiffon of explosives are preferable to those of modern 
timti." Mr V. Crams was the mover. He said that modern 
methods of warfare were a matter of money and mechanism, 
any one with a proper spirit would prefer that the man, and 
not the machinery, should win the battle. When he had 
pittured Marathon fought under modern war methods, he 
called attention to the dire destrudtion wrought in Belgium 
at the present monoent by the use of explosives. 

Mr D. Rockford opposed. He argued that modern warfare 
bore witness to the " march of mond." Intelligence and in-
genuity played a far more important part in the battles of 
to-day than ever before, and who would dare to say that this 
confliff of monde Wes not nobler than mere material strife t 

Mr. Bradley justified the use of explosives on the ground 
that " Alf s fear on love and war." Mr Spi/ler contended that 
in old. times the men had to keep more" fit," this occupied 
them and prevented the lumen consequent on slacker 
methods. Mr Moran argued thee explosives are a means of 

Junior Debating Society 
saving much time. They can do in a day that which would 
take weeks if they were not used. 

Messrs Douglas, Robinson, Fitzgerald, J. Gerrard, S. Cravos, 
Hawkswell, C. Power, P. Blackledge, A. Pollack, Greenwood, 
P. Ffield, D. Collis., Davey and Cuddon also spoke. 

An adjournment was proposed, but rejeffied by vote. 
When the House divided, zo supported the motion, ay op-
posed. 

On Ottober loth, at the e44th meeting, Mr Forbes moved 
"That the Censorship during the present war has been too 

ft" Admitting the need of some censorship, he said a great 
deal of unnecessary anxiety load been caused by not'supplying 
reliable information in good time about what was going on 
at the front. Many false rumours got about which ought to 
have been denied at once in an official way, and a proper 
statem.t of the case put before the public. He went on to 
show the hardship it was to the men who are fighting to be 
$o cut off from their relations. at home. 

Mr Baines, in opposing, pointed out that the first con-
sideration is the gaining of viffory, and all else must be put 
second. Anxiety, he said, is inevitable CO such a time, COd is 
part of the cost of viffiory. We are daily finding out how 
perfeff is the German system of spies in this country, aoffl we 
cmnot afford to take the slightest risks. The lawn learnt 
from the Boer waz must be put in praffiice, and we ought to 
rejoice that our statesmen are so card. 

When seventeen members had taken part in the debate, 
r8 voted in favour of the motion, 22 against. 

At the 243th meeting, on Oftober r8th, Br Bernard. W22 
present as a visitor. The motion before the House was "That 
mankind was happier before the time of modern inventions." 

Mr H. Greenw.d moved. He said that the coming of 
inventions meant great sacrifice of human life, for they intro-
duced Co age of accidents. Their aim seemed ro be to reduce 
the work that an himselfo would perform; this means that 
opportunities for idleness would be increased. No reasonable 
man would welcome such an innovation. The savagery of 
modem warfare was another of the curses brought into the 
world by the craze for inventions. 
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Mr J. Pat. Douglas, in opposition, showed how the 

modern inventions had improved the lives of the poor, for 
they made it possible to produce things that were necessary 
for comfort at a small cos. He called attention to the may 
methods of communicarion that are the blessings of the 
present day. 

Mr Hawkswell said that before the modern inventions the 
absence of hStories made town life much more healthy. 
Mr Robinson remarked that since the coming of machinery 
the numbers of the poor have incremed to an enormous 
extent. Mr B0venot said that before so much machinery was 
used people learnt the salutary lesson of doing without. 
Eighteen mher members also spoke. 

There voted, for the motion ro, against 3o. 
The 546th meeting was held on OEtobe.r sfth. Mr Davey 

moved "That the advertisements of the prment day are a 
curs! to the nation." He said that the nation was being ruined 
by its neglelf of natural food. It was persuaded by quack 
advertisements to eat the silly patent foods, and to take the 
useless and often injurious concoGlions called medicines,—
this all tended to weaken the health of the people. Again, 
the poor were influenced to spend their hard-earned savings 
on useless things, and the spirit of thrift was destroyed and 
distr. caused. He added that the wisdom of the people wee 
lowered still further by the untrue and foolish things they 
were taught to accept as trustworthy. 

Mr Spills, in opposing, said that unfortowately the value 
of god. things is not recognized readily at rise present day, 
and it is therefore necessary that the owners of these good 
thhiqs should let the pooh& know what blessings are at their 
disposal, and how was this good work to be done without 
advertisements 1 Advertisements increase trade, and that 
means that the things can be sold at a cheaper rate. Hence, 
the people are benefited in this way also. He also showed the 
need of the advertising column for the unemployed. 

Mr Power justified the motor  advertisements on the 
centry roads by the assistance they gave to the motorist in 
the difficulties of a breakdown. 
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When Messrs Lee, Forb., Massey, R. Dillon, D. Rochford, 

F. Ains.ugh, H. Barton, Marsden, Moran, Blackledge, 
Dolby, Hodge, Cuddon, Jungmann, M. Smith, L. Knowles, 
J. Douglas, P. MacDonell, McAnile and Hawkswell had 
spoken, Mr E. Robinson moved an adjournment, which was 
seconded by the Hon. M. Scott, and carried by vote. 

At the 547th meeting, on November 7th, the Hon. M. 
Sco. re-introduced the motion of the last mating, and hid 
stress on the disfigurement of the beautiful scenery of thh 
country by hideous advertimments. He. went on to show 
how unfortunate people were trapped into emigrating to 
Canada and elsewhere by the piEtures which promised a 
paradise of delights in the new country, the reality proving 
this to be an idle dream. 

Mr E. Robinson, speaking foe the opposition, showed the 
vast amount of trouble that was saved by people receiving 
useful and necessary information through the medium of 
advertisements, and traced the adventures of a would-be 
purchase of a country villa. 

After some fordoer discussion the motion wasputto the vote, 
and found ordy 12 supporters, against 3a for the opposition. 

At the 548th meeting, on November 8th, Mr C. Power 
moved"That .mpulsory military service was namsaryforthis 
countsy." He 

odd 
that if this method of raising an army had 

been in use in this country there would never have been any 
war at the present moment, for Germany would not have dared 
to face os. He called attention to the het that certain sectiom 
of the people are not doing their share in the defence of the 
country, and that the motion he was introducing was the 
only sure way of making them bear their part of the burden. 

Mr Renmck, in ooposing, argued. that quality is more 
important than quantity, and that the spirit of our voluntary 
fighters coidd never be equalled by that of an army com-
posed of unwilling units. He saw in Me Power's motion a 
clear threat of the curse of Militarism, against which we are 
supposed to be fighting, s spirit that leads to a d.truflion 
of the moral sense and which brutal.s the people. He urged 
that the extension of the O.T.C. system would do much to 
prepare us for any emergency. 
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Twenty-eix members took part in the debate, and the 

voPting showed 17 supporters of the motion, whereas so 

oE.ed• 
The znth meeting of the Society, on November s6th, 

considered the motion "That professionalism ruins sport." 
Mr Bradlee was the mover, and Mr F. MacDomse0xhe
opposer.  Messrs D. Rochford, }lodge, Hawkswell, Douglas, 
A. Pollack G. Ainscough, C. Power, Fitzgerald, Bitten., 
V. Craws, Marsden, Cusick, L. Pollack, Sniffer, jungmann 
and Blackledge took part. 

For the motion, tz votes were given, against 16. 
On November 22nd the fifth jubilee meeting of the Society 

was honoured in a special way by the presence of Father 
Abbot Fathers Wilfred and Ithyd, and Brothers Bernard and 
Alexius, were also present. 

Mr McArdle moved " That the construelion of a channel 
tunnel would be a great benefit to this country." He said we 
had had recent evidence for the need of a tunnel. A much 
quicker transport of troops to the Continent would have 
been pottible with such a co ratlines at our disposal. Again, 
the Commerce between this country and the Continent would 
be much improved if the difficulty of having to handle the 
goods so frequently could be done away with. There would 
be no danger to us, he was sure, for we could easily destroy 
the tunnel if it were necessary to do so for the safety of 
England. 

Mr A. Dsllon oppthed. He denied the statement that the 
tunnel would be n.th`t this country, for he called attention to 
the fall that the thinning trade would naturally be injured 
by such a change in the mode of reaching this land, and 
certainly it would greatly facilitate an import that was very 
uthvekome,—the undesirable alien. He laid stress on the 
difficulty of the different gauges used on the English and 
the French railways, and further, ranembering the cleverness 
of the German spy, he said we hod to security against an 
enemy getting possession of the tunnel for that length of 
time which was necessary for the ruin of this land. 

Many members spoke in the debate, but very few new 
points were brought forward. Father Abbot addressed the 
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meeting, and called attention to some points worthy of 
notice against the scheme which had not been mentioned. He 
also urged the members to make full use of the debates by prac-
tising speaking without notes, or at least with very brief ones. 

The Chairman, in thanking Father Abbot for attending 
the meeting, said that the Society had been founded just 
about twelve years ago, and it was an interesting f a& that 
they had present, in the person of Fr Ithyd and Br Alessius, 
the mover and opposer at the fi rst meeting. 

At the 25 tat meeting of the Society, on November 29th, 
Mr A. Pollack moved "Thar the results of this war will be 
beneficial to this country... He argued that the awakening of 
this country from a condition of sloth and luxury to a sense 
of reaponsibility and self-sacrifice, and the wonderful exhibi- • 
tion of unity vrithin the British Empire, were benefits that 
could not be estimated. He also dwelt on the material benefits 
which would result in the increase of trade when once the 
condi& was over. 

Mr Marsden, it opposing, spoke of the terrible taxation 
that would inevitably tenth—this would mean an impover-
ished nation. Then there was the appalling toll of human 
life and suffering to be taken into account. He disagreed with 
the mover as to the effe61 on Commerce. To him the war 
spelt ruin for our trade. 

Mr Sniffer called attention to the revival of religion in the 
nation. Mr Blackledge found a solution of the problem of the 
unemployed  in the war,—let them join the ranks. 

An adjournment, proposed by Mr Power, and seconded by 
Mr Bradley, was resetted. 

Fifteen other members poke. 
The motion was carried by 25 votes to 21. 
On December 6th, at the 252nd meeting, Mr Cuddon 

moved "That the laws concerning the immigration of aliens 
should be much stritter." Mr T. B. Fishwick opposed. Messrs 
Power, Massey, L. Knowles, Douglas, S. Craws, Greenwood, 
Smith, Browne, Hodge, G. Ainsmugh, F. Ainscough, Davey, 
Bradley, jungmann J. Loughran, McArdle and the Hon. M. 
Scott took part 

to 
the debate. 

Foe the motion, 25 members voted, 22 against. 
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At the off rd meeting, on December egth, Br Alaim 
occupiedthechair,andBrothersLouisandIgnatinoverepresent 
as ositore. The motion before the House was  That the 
nationalization of the rellways would be a good thing for 
tbia coun ." 

Mr M. S try mith was the mover. He laid stress on the various 
ways in which apemenwould be reduced if the raihvays 
were nationalized, and showed how this would re-aft ro the 
benefit of the traveller. He saw no reason ro tape& a lowering 
of the standard of efficiency in a railway that was under the 
control of the State rather than .der private companies. 

Mr Massey argued ably for the opposition. He showed the 
advantage of alternate routes, end how effrelive competition 
was in securing speed with safety, as well as the comfort of 
the passenger. He drew a sad ffireure of the poor, oppressed 
traveller in the land of officoldom—Caennany—wrannired 
over by uniforms and cocked hats. 

Mr Forbes dwelt on the imprareicability of the suggestion 
from the financial point of vow. Mr Greenwood was sure 
that nationalization meant degeneration. There also spoke 
Messrs Robinson, Marsden, Spiller, Davey, Moran, D. 
Crelison, Cuddon, Bevenot, R. Dillon, S. Cravos. 

The motion received er votes, and was opposed by 33. 
The .stomary vote of thanks brought the meeting and 

session to a close. 

SOCIETE FRANCAISE 
Mercredi 03 Septembre, neuvieme reunion de la Societe,

eons la presidents du R. P. Illtyd, succeeseur du R. P. Joseph. 
Etaicat presents le R. P. Adrian, F. Cyril, et Tax membres. 
M. Lynch for elu Sesretaire, et MM. Kelly, Power et W. 
Rochford membres du Com.. 

Croon reunion puremeo preliminaire ne somport  
de conference, et le temps fur a prior suffisant poor rooter 
lo affair. necesoires. 

Apses une discussion animee et rtes inrereseante, PAssemblee 
to lets resolutions o r  r. le Secretaire se chargers de 

preparer la sane pour 
for 

reunions; a. le Comite veillera 
ce miss, chaque mercerdi, y nit debar ou conference et un 
nobre suffisant d'orateurs  3. l'avenir lo nouveao 
membres seront admis apres senriin de la Societe et devront 
reunir au mows la majorite do void. Dans on Ire elan de 
zele la Societe se declare. prite I donner, cheque trimotre, 
une reprerentation dam le theatre en presence du College. 

La Societe passe ensuite un vote de remerciements 
rex-Preside., que le Comire s'engagea a lui faire parvenir par 
lease. 

Le President termina la reunion or quelquo mots sur le 
but de la Societe, " joindre fissile a l'agreable," et it souhaita 
I h Societe une longue et heureuse carriers, door sa jesuotese 
robuste donne de si belles promesses. 

Mercredi 3o Septembre, diarieme reunion de la Societe. 
Etaient presents le President, le Vice-President, le R. P. 
Adrian et treize membres de /a Soeif re. Deus nowestua 
membres MM. Bevenot et Unsworth furent admi x et l'on 
proreda termite a. affair. publiquo. M. Welsh for .e 
conference sal "La Corropond.se diplomatique qui 
precedes Ia guerre Europeenne." 

M. Welsh panes dlabord de Pt/Limannm envore par 
PAutriche a h Serbie, or expliqua brievement lea communi-
cations echangees re la differ  ambassadeurs, jusqu'au 
moment oh PAngleterre se nit dams Pobligoion de declarer 
L guerre I PAllemagne pour repondre k la violation de la 
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neutralite de la Belgique. Geste correspondance demontre 
la parfaits sincerite de l'Augleterre et des Allies, et demasque 
la duplicite et Phypocrisie de l'Allemagne. L'Autriche ere 
lux qu'un instrument entre les mains drum diplomatie ruses 
et sans scrupules. Les Allemande crurent le moment propice 
de declarer la guerre qu'ils preparaient depuis plus de .0 
ans less orgmisation milisaire emit 1 Papogie de sa per-
fection la France, croyaimt-ils, netait pas prise et etait 
ploy& dans l'anarchie la Aussie n'Etait pas encore remise 
de la guerre du Japan; l'Angleterre, menaces drove guerre 
civile, ffait immussante ensemble de cimonstances 
comtituais une occasion unique de frappes le grand coup, 
occasion qu'il ne fallait 1 auma lais.r echapper. Les 
relations madues entre l'Aumiche et la feeble founurent le 
pretests desire, et uere guerre Europe... eclata. Quelle 
erreur que cells d. Allemands ! ont acme 

le 
eux 

qua tre nations, non pas affaiblia comae le pensaient, 
mais plebs. d'eatho.iasme et de force virile, unies dans 
la firme resolution de ere I. armee me le jour on le 
militarisme pro sien sera a tout jamAs ecrase. 

Le F. Cyril, MM. Kelly, Power, Unmet, Bamewall, 
Gerrard et M.an, prirent part au debar. 

Mercredi sq Octobre, onsieme reunion de la Societe. 
M. Kelly prf.nta Is these que "la civilisation at nuisible 

indigenes des pays sauvages." "La civilisation," 
detruit la plenitude de la virilite et le charms de la vie .turelle 
Celle que Dieu noun Pa donnee, et y substitm uss luxe amollis-
sant 55 une vie artificielle. 

Memez-vous it la place d'un sauvage aimerier-vous 
onEuropeen arrivit dam votre pays pour vous demontrer 

E ' qvu7b7fie. Ce'r:e et'L''saeUvagque, r.;::;11Tarerr 
vivre

a 
mix pies sans son pays et era  mutes a. idees t II 
n'y a plus de place pour lui dam sa patrie PEuropeen a basoin 
de tout son territoire finalement il est relfgue 1 Parriere 
plan, et mime 1111 05 srouve ni bonheur ni securite. Laissen 
dove le sauvsge trambulle dans son heureuse ignorance on 

sp8 
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slit answer tout ce qui est 0ecessaire sa vie, sans lea elltr4VeS 

de la civilia.ion, qui, apses tout, qu'un mode d'esistence 
artificielle. 

11 conclut par ces vers de Ronsard 

Ce pas sans un travail enorme, 
Sans d'immenses douleura qu'un Etat se ...forme. 
Ce long enfantemens d'un monde jeune et fort 
A des convulsions comme en aura la most. 

Et, comme one arriere pensee, le poise ajoute 

Vraiment ea ere vast pas la peine. 

M. Gerrard soutint l'opinion contain. " L'homme, dit-il, 
est un etre intelligent qui a reps de Dieu des puissances 
reerveilleuses mais non developpees. C'estgon droit et meme 
on devoir de cultiver et de perfectionner ces dons jmqu'a 

law plus haul degre. La civilisation Isl en founnt le moyen 
elle Ea dome non pas on bonheur base sus la satisfaftion 
ds instinei naturals et borne par d'etroites limners, mais ms 
Eloise plus haute, un horizon plus large, plein de nobles 
Mies et de sentiments d'une humanise plus Elevee. Dans I. 
pays assuages la force prime ie droit, et par suite II n'y a pas 
de lustice n'y a de liberte que pour les forts, et ils en 

josase
jusqu'au jour oa un plus fort Mem I. en 

deposseder." 
M. Moran fait semarguer que 1'AI...elle et l'Amerique du 

Nordfournissent la preuve de cette these, c. contrees etaient 
eutrefois pen plea de sauvages qiS main tenat n'existent plus
eviderament, si Pon se pls. a kw point den am, la civilisation 
a ete pose ens un flea u. 

M. Linmer fait observer que la civilisation 'fest pas Pseuvre 
d'un our; fast des sidcles pour en sous

, 
les fr ts. 

Les contrees europtemes, autrefois sauvages, demontren rules 
bienfaits de la civilisation. 

M. Welsh s'efforce de supporter la motion par des argu-
ments tires ne Ianature. Lea Ileurs sauvages, sous plus 
gracieuses as plus vivaca que laMinercultivees. Les efforts 
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pour embellis la nature aboutinwnt le plus waive= I Penlaidir. 
Laissex done le sauvage dans son Mat de nature oti it en heureux 
et libre. 

M. Power din quo ie anal criterium sfirlieWPexperience et 

Via r aliWt 
poOffut
ri !eot:utionerierfiQ c

 si 
itstitadinyt 

loclford, Bevenot et Held presenterent aussi des 
observations. 

La motion mite our vas Out rejetee par o votm contre 6. 

[Editor 's Nos.—We hove received other interesting accounts 
of further deb.., but regret not having room to insert them 
in this number.] 

rSO 

MONTHLY SPEECHES 

NOVEMBE1L—Largely a " patriotic " evening. The 
vast majority of the verse rented was by living authors. 
Yet it was, we felt, not adequate to the occasion which 

has produced it. Britain perhaps, is proving herself to be 
greater than her bards. if so, that is our best assurance that 
English Poetry has still a glorious future. But any patriotic 
conenionwhich includes Mrs Mermen's "Summer in England, 
loin," will hold one gem of the first Water. We wonder if 
poems like it are being produced by our enemies. If so, the 

Hymn of Hate " will find itself in unexpeftedly high society. 
The " Tirpira Touch" was a neat piece of humour in the 
ben Punch manner. Perhaps the most enjoyable performance 
was the excerpt from Ara in onderland. Cooper was c. 
finished Hatter, and moved easily in a milieu of bread and 
butter and gratuitous information. 
PIAHOPORTE SOLO (TwoVALSEE) . . . San 

T. Mary. 
cunconCxaxt Henry Newbold 

C. Known.. 
Smema IN ENGLAND . Alice .4...yrull 

Bs rzNo 
Tne DANDY Firm  

Poe Air we Havn AND Aae .  
C. j. SPIEL° 

To T. BELGIANS . . 
T. Keuz 

INCIDENT IN Om FRENCH 
limmosswen. 

L'" • Tl linmetir 
Tre Tmertz TOUCH . . . 

Tat Barrie no Too Bm0
A.

""" 

Rudyard Xipliug 

Lanrencs Binyon 
Browning 

T. Pigott 

Amonynioni 

William Watson 
C. H. SILBERT 

PIANOFORTE SOLO . . . Xidmr 

Srarca m TEE HOUSE err C.  f X. A syn. 
G. A. Trunma 

A K. SEA Pony 
L.

. . . Levis Carroll 
' Alice,' E. Pororro 
The Hauer,' F. A. Comma 

' The Hawn Hare.' C. F. J. Gam-Exwas 
' The Dormouse,' R. T. Sysais 
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December.—The audience was evidently greatly taken 

with the scene from Alice in Wonderland, arb. . by a " large 
company " of the younger boys. It was a Endly thought to 
equip the imperious Duchess with some very Teutonic re-
tamers. Among the other speeches we liked Whinier, but did 
not Like the verses on the ailian naval disaster. It will surely 
be a problem for our children's children that our parts at a 

bec in the nation's history have produced so link that can 
alled insOred poetry amid such a deluge of comm., 

place verse. If any German critic is looking fora powerful 
argument to support the oft-repeated charge of England's 
decadence we make him a present of this topical verse. Perhaps 
it is that our poets are still outside the fray. Perhaps when 
our zen army aka the field we shall get something with 
the true ring in it. But as yet we should set against the epitaph 
on the heroes of Thermopylae, not Watson or Binyon or 
even Kipling, but—General French's dispatches. For the 
scenes from Shakespeare's Julius Coax. We Were Very 
grateful. The athing was good and the speaking in tome cares 
quite excellent. The following was the programme : 
A SAILOR, AFOTOOT FOR Drina Awnyiwous 

J. Bannon 
Tim near 

I... KNOWLES 
PIANOFORTE Soto WANE.. NOW Sonata NO. W 

L 
Tea Deans OF THE Bare ca rniutTou . . 

ase
REGAN'S IN POUND . 

Tim NITRE of TAICHNOVI 

YE MARINERS OF ENGLAND . . . 

godinre...morn 

Lando.. 

TV1.ier 

: a

uv T. 
1. SiV 

Barry 
meReroxcn 

Ax OLD WOMAN of THE Ronn  Chum 
rt 

PUNOwam Sow Senate NO
 HI. RocewRn 

 4) Aforati 
('LL'T 

WONOERLAICt N=1 

ALT 
(two Scenes)

i, Autaroxi ONSWORTH i. 
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OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

THE contingent was heavily reinforced at the beginning 
of Term, and very naturally the O.T.C. appeared to 
all to be the one thing in our school life which called 

for our enthusiasm. The names of the new recruits were

Greenwood,V. 
lortraZZlitteVati 'F'req. 127.S.Irboglas. P. D. 

vos, E. J. T. B. Bagshawe, on. G. Hunk., J. W. D. Fitzgerald, 
C. Unsworth, Is D. Chamberlain, F. Davey, L. listvenot, C. J. Porn, 
D. Collison, R. J. Provme, Emery. L. J. S. Jungsbann, R. G. 
Hague, 5. R. T. Crawls., G. Ainscough, P. stackledfle. A. P. 
McDonnell, P. A. D. Morrogh-Berriud. 

The full strength of the contingent is now lox 
Captain H. A. Barnett, our commanding officer, has been 

seconded for service as Chaplain to the Forces. He is at present 
at the front. All our best wishes go with him, and we look 
for his safe and speedy ream. We boom full well how much 
his services will be valued by those with whbm he is. 

As the contingent has now an authorized establishment of 
two platoons, a third officer has been necessary, and the 
Rev. J. D. Maddox has been given a commission. 

The following promotions were posted at the beginning 
of Term: 

To be Platoon Sergeants : Sergeant Cobison and Corporal Power. 
To be S eants Lanee-Corporal m  Cadet Anssough. 
To be Corporals: Cadets W. Rochford, Lynch, Hon. R. earnewall, 

S. lancester. 

As in the corresponding term last year the weather decided 
that smartness m handling the rifle was to be the chief objart 
to be attained before Christmas. The number of drills which 
took place under cover constituffi a record. But we were able 
to steal a few marches, which Were sadly needed Owing to 
the large number of recruits dolt vear important point in 
the necessary qualifications of a soldier left a great deal to 
be desired; but, by dint of careful praflice, considerable 
efficiency has been acquired in this retheEt. In late September 
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and early OnTober advantage was taken of the opportunity 
afforded by the weather for open order drill and prafitice in 
attack and defence, but since then little of this has been 
possible. A good beginning has been made in adapting our-
sekes to the new Company Drill, and it is to be hoped that 
next term will see it mastered so that she last part of the 
year may, as is usual, be given almost exclusively to acquiring 
steadiness in the field. 

The inadequacy of the old orderly room has been recog-
nized. "New and enlarged premises" have been obtained. 
Headquarters have been established in the more central and 
more congenial lower Opposite the clock in the old cloister. 

The band has been fortunate in retaining its permanent 
instruffior. It has made solid progress, and has maintained its 
reputation for usefulness in the route marches. The new 
members are C. P. Power, L. Spiller, C. P. St L. Liston, 
A. H. Dillon. 

CAMP 

This year the annual camp was held at Hagley Park, near 
Rugeky. The staff were all officers from the Royal Military 
College, Sandhurst, with Lieutenant-Colonel Sillem, Assistant 
Commandant, as Brigadier. Our contingent consisted of 
forty-des cadets. We formed part of the First Battalion, 
which was commanded by Major Stewart, K.O.S.B., with 
Captain Baillie Hamilton, of the Black Watch, as adjutant. 

From the very first day the war cloud hung over us. Our 
military ardour being stimulated by this abnormal excite-
ment, the dull routine of drill and the fatigue of lengthy 
manceuvres were forgotten. Fora reality was thereby given 
to the mock warfare, which none had before experienced. 
A strenuous course of training was devised for us by the staff, 
and a test of &MCss exalted by the long preliminary marches 
to the training are., which some of at felt we would better 
have endured in a " Rugger " season. 
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We entered for the "Band Contest," and though not 

prize winners acquitted ourselves, we were informed, with 
some distinflion, receiving c endation for smartness in 
drill and " tuna out." Sergeantomm Leese, who entered for the 
Bugle Contat with some forty cadets, was one of the last 
of the forty to be "weeded out." At one time he was ob-
viously the " favouri.," but towards the end of a trying 
hour he seemed to grow tired. 

One other Catholic School—the Oratory—contributed an 
exceptionally smart contingent to our Battalion,and on Sunday 
there were present at Mass about one hundred and thirty 
Catholics, including members of the Staff, drill instruetors, 
and other soldiers on duty in the camp. We are glad to be 
able to record that these Catholics,from a camp four thousand, 
contributed one-fifth of the whole colleaion that was made 
for the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families. Association. By an 
arrangement with the officer commanding the Oratory 
contingent (Lieutenant James) the Chaplain this year was a 
member of the Ampleforth community. Next year, if the 
gods allow of an O.T.C. camp, the chaplain will be one of 
the Fathers of the Oratory. 

The last two days were fail of only partially suppressed 
excitement, and on Monday, when the order came for the 
fatigue party from the Rifle Brigade to return to their head-
quarters we gave them a rousing " send off," and some of at
were "told off" to chop sticks, to peel potatoes, to dissect 
joints of meat and generally to fulfil the demands of a military 
kitchen at the nod of a master cook. Others were selected for 
post office duties, which vocation was generally voted less 
engaging, but less strenuous than the " job " of milimry 
scullions. 

On the Monday afternoon 5o per cent. of to  were 
struck, and with marvellous expedition the camp was pre-
maturely and dramatically broken up on Tuesday morning. 
Our contingent had been selected to supply the good on 
Monday night. We had good reason for believing that it was 
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nos likely to prove a sinecure, and accordingly a judicious 
selection of " Rugger " forwards was made by the O.C. We 
have only to record that our guard received commendation 
for their handling of arms and theft general steadineo. 

MUSKETRY 

A series of leaares in musketry were given by the O.C. 
before he left us, and a thorough grounding was obtained A 
the theory and yrinciples of musketry. The covered range has 
already proved rts madness in enabling us to carry out regular 
practice. In the classification tat., for dor+ we Increased the 
total of rst classes to ea, and reduced the number of 3rdclassa. 

The results of the shooting competitions in the Summer 
term, which were not rewrded in the last jounnAn, were 

Head !Casters Cup..  . .. Corporal Caldwell. 
Officers' Cup .. .. Cadet Agnew. 

(Presented by Mr. G. H. Simpson) 
"Radford Pine .. Cadet Barton. 

(Presented by Mr. C. Poeltrortl) 

A FIELD DAY 

A field day was arranged for Trafalgar Day, October no, 
with St Peter's School, York. Two platoons (Ampleforth 
O.T.C.) were detailed to form a rearguard to a convoy 
proceeding from Thirsk to Melton by the moor road. At 
sci.3o a.m. the enemy (St Peter's, York, O.T.C.) was reported 
to have left Corwold, moving in the direction of Hyland. 
The defence took up a strong position on the ridge to the 
west of the north end of Shallow Dale. A detached group 
was placed on the hill, to the left of the defenders, overlooking 
the main approaches from Byland. The reserves were stationed 
in a small valley, some two hundred yards in the rear of the 
main defensive position. Shortly after la.3io p.m. the detached 
outpost signalled the approach on the left of small numbers 
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Officers Training Corps 
of the enemy. Actually a considerable force was following 
under cover of the irregular wood, and eventually a powerful 
attack developed on thin flank. In the meantime a large body 
of the enemy was observed crossing the open ground facing 
the main defence. Two sections of reserves were thereupon 
brought up ,to strengthen this position, and fire was opener! 

rLe icTivaellttiltTktic=1=14Z;T: titlef, 
and in order to prevent a successful flanking movement the 
first platoon on the left wing made a steady but quick retire-
ment, and took up a new position to the rear. This necas
tared the retirement of the whole line, and when the " Stand 
Fast" sounded, some three hours her the commencement 
of hostilities, the defending parry was holding the road leading 
from the moor road to Ampleforth village, a position about 
eight hundred yards to the rear of that originally taken up. 

Colonel H. D. Robson, of the West Surreys, and Captain 
Barnett, our O.C., who had acted as umpire, held a short 
and interating pow-wow. Colonel Robson said he would 
craiciae the operatiom, taking ft his standard that of a highly 
ftained regiment. He pointed out various faults. The interval 
between the two proms in the offence rendered the main-
tenance of communrcatian impossible. The attack was too 
widely spread out to be practicable. On the other hand, he 
maintained that the reserves of the defenders should have 
been stronger, and that they should have been wed to meet 
eke flanking movement. He would hove preferred to see the 
ftcond platoon make the counte.r attack which was imminent 
when the falling back of the first platoon rendered their 
retirement necessary He could not award the palm or victory 
to either side—bullets and bayonets alone could give that. 
On the Ampleforth side the details of open order work were 
good, and the communication, which was kept up, very good. 
In general, he was very much pleased with what he had aeon 
that day, and he hoped that both contingents would maintain 
the very creditable standard of efficiency which they had 
obviously set before themselves. Mar escorting St Peter's 
back to Corwold the first platoon and the band returned to 
Wass, where a much desired tea awaited them. 
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NIGHT ATTACK 

On November gth, the contingent paraded at 8 o'clock for 
night operations. That the second platoon wee holding
position between the Bathing Wood and the New Orchard 
was the information brought back by scouts to the leader of 
the first platoon, who was advancing along the lane from 
Ampleforth village to attack a party which was known to be 
in that neighbourhood. The defender's 822212S were very 
active, and it was felt that great caution was necessary in the 
attack. Sergeant Collison and Corporal Barnewall led a party 
on the extreme left to attack on a flank, but they were held 

:Soit:tred Irre ' rf lee47;nbYthehemdc'recutei rmel7r;n: i TILT: 
wu concentrating on the extreme right, whilst a very small 
party made a demonstration attack in the centre. The whole 
was kept together by 

prior
signals. As the moment 

ST assault approached trouble was given to the offensive by 
m elusive party of the defence on the extreme right, which 
eventually managed toevoid being cut o9, and rejoin the 
main body before the " Charge " was sounded. The whole 
was carried through with great keenness. .The various sub-
ordinate commands were kept well in hand, and the intelligent 
and accurate carrying out of orders by the sedion commanders 
was very  creditable 
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AQUATIC SPORTS 

THE Aquatic Sports were held at the end of the Summer 
rm. 'Pb. day VMS rather unpleasantly cold, and the 

hot coffee that was in readiness in the dressing-room 

proved as much a necessity as a luxury. For the second year 
ucc on E. J. Martin won the Cup for the Open Race. 

Ilia time this year, 9'i seconds, easily constitutes a record 
for this 22C2, the previous best being 95 seconds. The 
" Learner.'" Race and the Lower School Race were both 
won by Hawkswell. D. T. Long was awarded his swimming 

An 
into

competition took place for the Diving 
MedaL The test was three dives from the high board, for 
each of which a maximum of ten marks was awardod. 
Simpson ii arid Le Fevre were equal to half-a-mark after 
the first two dives, but the " Swallow" gave the vietory to 
Simpson. The standard reached by nearly all the competitors 
was very high, and refletts much credit on pet to  of 
Sergt. Andrews, who had coached the competitors, both for 
this event and the Life-Saving Competition that followed. 

We append a table showing the scoring in the Diving 
Competition 

Standing Running So* 
Dive. Dine. Ohm 

Max.- ro. Max.- xo. Max. 

e. H. McMahon .. lo .. 8 .. yk 
S. D. long .. 8 .. Sa 

The Life-Saving Tests were cut down on account of the 
cold, and the competition was restrifted to the first and 
third methods of bringing a drowning subjedt to land and 
the first method of "release and bringing to land." There 
were eight entries. L. Lancaster Naas declared the winner 
with 20 marks. Le Fevre and J. Morrogh-Bernard tied for 
seco

r
nd 

plh 18.
ue with 09 marks each, and G. J. Simpson was 

thid vnt 



RUGBY FOOTBALL 
RUGBY this Term rightly suffered from the encroach-

made on the available time for praelice by the 
paramount claims of the O.T.C. For all that, the 

XV had a successful season, and though the inexperienced 
players remained more or less inaperienced from a want of 
praffice and sufficient mach-playing, yet the side, as a whole, 
was a good one, and the forwards perhaps the best we have 
hitherto ha orderolli  the XV were lucky to have a captain 
of the first  and as a leader of forwards he could not 
easB y be surpassed. A fine player himself, he seemed always 
to find the time to fill up gaps, and correffi the aber-
rations of the team. lie was well supported by Power, Morrogh-
Bernard, Rochford and B. S. Martin, all members of last 
year's eight. Of the new members of the pack, Ainscough 
and Lancaster were efficient, and Emombe, though rather 
light, fairly played himself into the side by the end of Term. 
The back division was an entirely new one. Massey (scrum-
half) was generally good and always tireless, and Knowles 
(stand-off), though he has not yet the knowledge of the game 
required for such a critical position, is a promising player. 
The " threw " were uneven. Sometime,they played very 
well, but they are not yet a dependable line. Still, they all 
did good things. Emery played well at bad, and never let 
Es side down. The new " colours " this Term are M. Ains-
cough, H. A. Martin, F. S. Craves and C. Knowles. Appended 
is a summary of the resolts of the matches, with some account 
of each 

Finer Firma., 

Oppeneals Graved Result Score 
St Peter's School, York . 
Giggleswick . . 

Away 
Away 

Won 
Lest 

11-0 
11-12 

Pocklir,gloo School . 
Ripon School . . . 

Home 
Away 

Won 
Won 

2,0 
2,0 

5th Cavalry Regiment . Home Lost 0-11 

SECO. RIM. 
St Peter's School . . Home Won 96-0 
00o 

Rugby Football 
AMPLEFORTH V. Sr Prruds Scnoon, YORK 

Played at York on November x xth, and .ended in a yid°, 
for Ampleforth by one goal and two tnes (ft points) to 
nothing. A heavy rainstorm just before the game left pools 
standing on the ground. Despite the conditions, and the 

•heavy and slippery ball, a fast and clever game resulted. 
Every advantage was taken of the slight wind which favoured 
Ampleforth during the early part of the game, Knowles 
judiciously nursing his forwards, and frequently meshing 
much grothd by lus Idcldng. Though overweighted and often 

pushepushed in the "tight," the Ampleforth forwards generally d
the ball in the "loose" and from the "live-outs." 

Asa result, the backs were given several chances early in the 
game before the ball became too slippery to handle. From 
one of these, Martin obtained possession when well in his 
stride, and, running strongly, outpaced and circumvented 
the defence to score a try some distance from the posts. 
From a difficult angle Massey kicked a good goal. Roused by 
this reverse, Sr Peter's played up strongly, and were only 
kept out by resolute tackling, or by their own failure to take 
parses. By means of forward rushes the ball was carried to 
the St Peter's " twenty-five," where an impromptu scrimmage 
was formed. Massey got the ball well away, and it passed 
right across the line to Martin, who made for the corner 
and just grounded the ball before being bundled into" touch." 
The place-Eck failed. Almost from the drop out Crams 
made a clever dribble to the llne, but, in attempring to pick 
up, lost his step, and St Peter's were able to touch down. 
The game then ruled in " mid-field " till half-time arrived, 
with the score eight points to nothing. The charaffier of the 
game changed somewhat in the second half. Up till now 
the backs had often had the ball, and an open gaine had 
resulted. By this time, however, it had become almost im-
possible to pars with accuracy, and, as any slip might have 
been disastrous, the forwards sightly took the control of the 
game. But as Ampleforth were losing possession in the 
scrimmage, St Peter's seemed to have the ball dangerously 
PH, and for the greater part of this half made furious on-
slaughts on the Ampleforth line. Two things kept it intaffi 

• l9) 
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—their own unwillingness to part with the ball, and the 
remarkably quick way in which the Ampleforth forwards 
broke up and came across the field to help the defence. Collison 
wemed to be always where a man was wanted, and Morrogh-
Bernard did much effeetive tackling. Several times the forwards 
broke away, or when the ball came out too uncertainly to be 
gathered Massey dribbled it to the St Peter's 0 twenty-five," 
but generally ft was defence. On only three or four occasions 
was the ball heeled quickly, and from one of these some 
swift passing left MacPherson with the ball. Seeing too many 
defenders in front of his Wing partner, he rightly deeded to 
" cut through," and, after eluding several opponents, drew 
the back and gave Cravos a perfethly-timed pass. The try 
was between the posts, but the kick went wide. By this time 
both sets of forwards seemed played out, and the game was 
contested in " mid-field " till "no side" vvent, with the 
score eleven points to nothing in favour of Ampleforth. 
This was the first time Ampleforth had beaten St Peter's 
on their ground, and the team, one and all, deserves every 
credit for a hard-fought vithory. The following was the 
Ampleforth side 

E Emery; Threnquarters, Hon. R. Samewan, H. Mare, 
C. MacPherson and F. Craves: £.1dassey and C. IMowles 
Forwards, C. Conimn (captain), R. J. Power, M. (Remount, F. J. 
Morrogh-Bernard, B. Martin, S. Rattiord, S. Lancaster and 
E. Le Fevre. 

ALIPLEPORIS 4. Grecieswicx 

Played at Giggleswick on November 08th. The ground and 
the weather conditions were all that could be desired, and 
the to  were very evenly matched. The result was an 
exceedingly interrethig and closely-contested game, ending 
in a vithory for Giggleswick by the narrow margin of one 
point. The packs in point of weight were fairly equal, but 
especially during the first half the better packing M their 
scnnunage and quick breaking up of the Amplererth forwards 
enabled them to establish a distinth superiority over their 
opponent, The Gigglenvick backs were both heavier and 
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Rugby Football 
faster than the Ampleforth backs, who were lacking somewhat 
in dash and determination. 

The opening stages of the game were charatheriaed by a 
number of passing movements by each set ,of barbs, and after 
ten minutes' play the Giggleswick right wing threequarter 
scored far out in the corner, the reward of resolute ruining. 
This try was not converted. Ampleforth soon drew level as 
the result of a .penalty goal in front of the posts, and a few 
minutes later gamed the lead through some clever work by 
MacPherson and Craves, which led to a try by Massey, who 
also added the major points with a well-judged kick from a 
difficult angle. A dangerous attack by the Giggleswick for-
wards was frustrated by Emery who gained considerable 
ground with a skilful punt when closely beset by the opposing 
forwards. The home team kept up the pressure, and eventually 
one of their backs intercepting an ill-judged pass raced past 
Emery and scored near the posts. The kick at goal failed. 
The Ampleforth backs were now getting the ball frequently 
from their forwards, but failed to make full use of that 
opportunities, the ball on several occasions passing along the 
whole line without approaching appreciably nearer the 
opponents' goal-line. Shortly before half-time a passing 
movement from left to right led to a scramble in the Giggles-
trick line and Massey dribbled over and fell on the ball. 
The goal'  points were not added. The home side displayed 
brat dash and vigour in their effort to reduce the lead, 
but keen tackling by the backs, well supported by the for-
wards, enabled Ampleforth to retain the lead tarsi ball-time, 

In the second half the Gigglevivick forwards were much 
more succasful gaining possession in the scrimmage, thus 

tootlinghir backs ample opportunities. Unsworth, who was 
o  the Ampleforth " scrum," was unable to ward off 

the close attentions of Otto large forward, who were playing 
on to him in resistless fashion, so that the ball seldom came 
out to the Ampleforth "through Nearly all the attacking 
was done by Giggleswick, though on one occasion, thanks 
to a judicious move on the part of Emery, H. Martin appeared 
to have the line at his merry, but was pulled up for a forward 

093 
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pan. Several " scrums " were keenly contested on the Ample-
forth line, but the visiting backs threw back every incursion 
until at last a Giggleswick forward threw himself over for a 
trv, which was not converted, re-9. As no-side drew near 
the excitement among the spattators grew intense, and 
Giggleswick were straining every nerve to obtain the lead. 
The Ampleforth forwards were playing their best at this period 
of the game, and on two occasions forced the home defence 
to touch down. The ball was gradually worked down again 
to the Ampleforth "r5," and summutes from the close 
the home backs caught their opponents napping, and with a 

remaining 
movement sttred near the corner flag. 

For the g period tho game fluttuated, and the issue 
remained in doubt until the final whistle was sounded, and 
Gigglesreck were left the winners of a remarkably interesting 
match by cc pants to 

Ft'sla R. Brett), ) Three-quarters, F. S. Crams, E. Massey, C, 
MacPherson and H. Mar.; Half-backs, L. Unsuorth and C. 
Knowles, Forwards, C. Collison (captain). IL Ainscough. R. Power, 
F. orrogh-Bernard, W. Rockford. B. Martin, S. Lancaster and 
E. Le Faure. 

AIIPLEMITH V. POCHLINGTON SCHOOL 
Played 0 Ampleforth on November rest, and ended in a 

vittory for the home side by four goals, one penalty goal 
and two tries (29 points) Co nothing. The ground was a little 
heavy and the ball slippery, but the game was fought at a 
great pace throughout, and relied, much credit on the fitness 
of the players on both sides. For it takes two sides to make 
a game fast. The game was more even than the score sug-
gests. Pocklington had considerably the advantage in pace 
bold. Jae rreinimage. In the first half they did not gee much 
of the ball, but these centree were fast enough to get out to 
the wings in time to check the Ampleforth attack just as it 
seemed about o culminate in a try. Cravos scored for 
Ampleforth far t.t on the right in the first few minutes, 
but then Cravos does not rely so much on pace as on a sort 
of sinuous elusiveness, which gives his opponents the impres-
sion that he is where he has just been. In the second half 
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Rugby Football 
MacPherson scored a really pretty try, going corkscrew-wire 
through almost the whole of the opposing side. The remaining 
two tries were scored by the Ampleforth forwards, Collison 
and Power getting one each. Indeed it was the Ampleforth 
pack, brilliantly led by Collis., and with Massey ruthlessly 
in attendance at their heels, that dominated the gorne. They 
were heavier, though not much heavier than the Pocklington 
eight, and during the first half, when Power was hooking 
exceptionally well, generally got possession in the "tight." 
They broke up cluickly, and again and again swept nearly 
the whole field wall masterly loose rushes—movements that 
it cannot have been joyous to stop. The tackling on the 
Pocklington side was keen and sure, and the licking of the 
back of great service to their side. They played keenly and 
hard to the end, and their fast "threes" often shaped as those 
shape who are about to score. But the Amplef orrh defence 
was sound, and remained impenetrable to the end. It was a 
game furiously fought, in which there were no casualties, 
and in which the play was so good that attention was not 
unduly rivetted on the score. The following was the Ample-
forth side 

Back, R. G. Emery, Ihreequarters, H. A. Martin, R. P. Liston, 
C, MacPherson and F. S. Crams; Half-backs, G J. Knowles and 
F Ratty ; Forwards. G Gabon (captain), R I. Power, W 
Rochford, B. S. Martin, S. Lancaster, M. J. Ainseough, Viscount 
Enoombe and F. G. Morrogh.Bemard. 

Arstrearvern v. Rreox Samos. 
This match was played at Ripon on November alith, and 

ended in a vittory for Ampleforth by two goals and six tries 
(z8 points). nothing. Ampleforth had at Wet rather a strong 
breeze in their faces, but they pressed from the start. Thu 
was due to the forwards and chiefly Co Power, who got pos-
session in the scrimmages. about five times out of nx. The 
Ampleforth backs had thus abundant opportunity, and their 
failure to make material use of it was little less than remark-
able. Time after time under the most favourable auspices 
they were

7ddittf alicrs7thae4102rI gnit 
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collapsed. After about a quarter of av hour of unsuccessful 
efforts on the part of the forwards and futile ones by the 
" threes," Martin broke the spell of failure with a try near 
the flag. Massey failed with a difficult kitk. Thenceforth 
the Ampleforth side scored at more or less regular intervals. 
Indeed at no period did it appear even momentarily that 
Ripon would win. At half-time the score stood, Ampleforth 
4 ts, Ripon nil. 

The second half vv. largely a repetition of the first. The 
Ampleforth superiority was pronounced, as was also the 
inability of their backs to push their attacks home. Tries 
came every few minutes, the last one by Collison after a 
great forward rush, in which shock-taffies by the heavy men 
played a conspicuous part in breaking down what there was 
of opposition. 

The game was easily won, but the Ampleforth score would 
have been far larger if the "threes" had been reamnably 
form. Knowles and Massey played well together at " half," 
the former nearly always beating his man and mating 
opening, that three-quarters dream of but seldom get. The 
forwards played well together, easily held the opposing 
pad,, and often gained considerable ground by their rushes in 
the " loose." The following was the Ampleforth side 

Back A. G. Emery: Ifiree-quarter backs.  Martin,
listow C. blmPherson and F. S. Craws; lialt.bmks, C. J. Knowles 
tr.. J. Massey; roma, C. CM., (.F..), K. J. Pew,: 
F. G. Morrogh.Herriard. B. S. Martin. W. J. Rockford, S. Lancaster, 
FL J. Ainscough and Viscount Enrumbe. 

Amer:eruct-1 w. STn Cummuy (Resume) RHCIMENT 

The side that played against Ampleforth on the School 
ground in this game consisted of a . XV seleeed from the 
Reserve Cavalry Regiment in traimng at York. The XV 
contained some good forwards of the Scottish type among 
them three players who had taken part in the 'Scottish 
International coals of last year. On the whole the visiting 
side were probably—the forwards certainly—the strongest 
players that lave hitherto turned out against the School-
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Rugby Football 
The game was played on December gth. Unfortunately a 

storm of some violence had prevailed during the preceding 
thirty-six hours, and rain had fallen in meteorological inch.. 
The ground in some places was appreciably submerged, and 
in peace time would have been declared unfit for play. But 
it was desired to give the soldiers a game. The School won 
the toss, and Collison chose to defend what was shortly to be 
termed the "deep end of the field." The amphibious opera-
tions that took place are not easily patent of description in 
football terms. Concerted back-play was out of the question, 
and after one or two efforts by the School backs to conduit 
passing movem.., th.e dismal essays in optimism were 
abandoned. To run alone was soon to be proved almost as 
impraeicable as to run together, and on one occasion the 
game aemally ceased for a moment—players and speeators 
sLanding sympathetically chilled—as the heaviest School 
"three," who had suddenly found himself possessed of the 
ball and some momentum, violently terminated a short run 
supine in a pool. After this the backs contented themselves 
with punting into touch, and the game was left almost entirely 
to the forwards. It was a grim struggle, and for those echo 
mild appreciate the niceties of forward play, highly interest-
ing and intirative. The School pack were greatly outweighted, 
and as their opponents were far too skilful to allow thern to 
wheel, the Ampleforth formations were again and again 
broken. But they were quickly and eagerly re-made, and 
what the Ampleforth pack lacked in armament they largely 
made , in mobility. It took four of the School to hold three 
of the Cavalry., but, owing to the School's more rapid methods 
of concentration, they were almost always to be found at the 
strategic point—the strategic point in Rugby is where the 
ball is—in sufficient numbers to hold their own. Twice only 
they failed, and both times the School line was pierced. 
In addition the Regiment's stand-off half dropped a pretty 
goal—the one aesthetic incident in the match, and Ampleforth 
1.t a thoroughly enjoyable 

beacon
gam b n points to nahing. 

The School forwards are to  gratulated on the great 
fight they put up against gruelling odds,. especially in the 
second half, when " attrition " had done as work and the 
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Regiment were firmly entrenched in the Ampleforth " 25." 
The halves and threes, as has been indicated, were fora large 

I
 they 

lmr“ bledth:nr;estlott ba:17, asrfdt ter icitgo  was 
welcome and ft-useful. But Emery at back must be mentioned 
in dispatched. Not only was

 

his much-finding accurate and 
oppomme, but time and aain he s

uc

h 
went down to 

the ball when all but the Inc line of defence had been pierced, 
and thus gave to his forwards time to rally and re-form. 
He W to be saluted in the Roman poet's noble verse 

" Unus home noble cundando restituit rem." 

SECOND FIFTEEN 
AMPERPORTH V. ST PATER'S SCHOOL, YORK 

Played at Ampleforth on November mh, and ended in 
a viStory foe the home side by three gosh and seven tries 
(36 points) to nothing. The game, as the score suggests, was 
rather one-sided. Ampleforth were elm better side in practi-
cally every department, and the only question at issue was 
the size of them score. Shortly after the kick-off a forward 
rush ended in Long picking up smartly and going over near 
the posts for an unconverted try. The new two tries were 
also sowed by the forwards. After mewso  ay near the centre, 
a threequarter movement well carried  ended in a try by 
Unsworth after a clever run. Scarcely had the ball been 
dropped-out than a general movement among the backs 
gave Blackledge the opportunity fora run in, far out on the 

ilieton}:led cat Les? (: ,scOZ.T.'10!1a)!'  three trig 
were converted. Except, perhaps, for a little weakness at 
half-back the Ampleforth side played well. The forwards 
were particularly good, and of these we mocked wpecially 
McDonald, Enwinbe and Bradley. The following was the 
Ampleforth side 

Bach C. Power; Three-quarter 50,00, R. Lyned C. P. Lees 
tetdatern), le Unsworth cod E. J. Gaddedew; Rol..., D. dornaml 
end T. V. Welsh 

For
a a. Loqg, Roc... 1. dtccott 

V. Craws, C. Rochfora, J. tionvg,Pernarcl J. PredloP cod 
Viscount Encombe. 
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OLD BOYS 

OUR congratulations to Mr Frank Calder-Smith who 
was married, on November 16th, at the Brompton 
Oratory, to Miss Illeene Rapley, daughter of the lam 

Captain Adrian Rapley and of Mrs Rapley, of 6, Kensington 
Gate, Hyde Park, W. 

CONGRATULATIONS also to Dom Bernard McElligott and Dom 
EtheLred Taunton, who both obtained Third classes in the 
" Greats " school at Oxford. 

Me Prraa CHAMBERLAIN is engaged in engineering work under 
the Admiralty. 

Me NIONOIAS COORSHULT and Mr Cyril Clarke were the 
winners, respedively, of the " Raby " and" Honan " cups, 
competed for by Old Boys at St Anne's Golf Club, this 
year. 

.1, .1. 

T. tour of the Crainda. had begun before the outbreak of 
war. From the point of view of cricket it was a great success, 
but cricket was dwarfed by the tragic turn of public events. 
Ten matches were played—four won, bow lost, and two drawn. 
The batting performances of A. P. Kelly were quite remark-
able. Al the end of the first week his average was more than 
60. B. Collis., A. F. M. Wright and Rev. W. J. Williams 
also had good averages. The team was captained by 0. L. 
Chamberlain in the absence, due to injury, of his brother, 
G. H. Chamberlain. Almost immediately on the completion 
of the tour several members hastened to join the Colours. 



OBITUARY 

Ronsce Alison HAWKu, O.S.B. 

Rota to Jon. DAWSON, in religion Fr Mired, was born at 
Lytham, Lancashire, on February cest, 1881. He came to 
Ampleforth in 0890,  and was in the school, with a break of 
one year, mlii he went to Belmont in ipoo. He was pro-
fessed in Igor, and continued at Belmont two years 10020 

occupied in his ecclesiastical studio. Returning to Ampleforth 
in August, 1903, he continued those studies fora year, joining 
with them some work in the schooL In rqox he went to the 
Oxford House, and after three pears' study took hic degree in 
the School of Theology, obtaining a " second" in the Class 
11000. He then spent a short time further in post-graduate 
study, and returned to Ampleforth to take up work in the 
school. He was ordained priest on March 25th, isce. In the 
work of to  he continued until, in September of 
he was appointed assistant priest at Sr Anne's, Edged, 
Liverpool From there he ;was moved to the Mission of St 
Beneditt's, Warringtou, and then back to Liverpool, to St 
Peter's Seel Street. While working on the Mission he in, 

health, which was never tvilryfsd, and pursuing 

—of which 
 hirs 

he die
die

d, 'aenearly a year's sickness, on 'Irovmeltr'''
ffithelast, the commemoration of All Souls of the Order of 
St Benedict. 

Robert Dawson, or, as he was known to his schcelmates, 
"Bobby" Dawson, was even as a boy something of idealist. 
The fail was not so noticeable in those days, for apparently 
he then found little a re  in that correspondence with 
environment which we are told is of the essence of life. He 
was indeed no very hard studem, and took his schcel life 
calmly and almost lazily. But his charafter betrayed itself in 
a themoning spirit, in an occasional assertion of principle. at 
which his schoolfellows mocked, and in a decided inclination 
for the inception and condutt of revolutions. Though never a 
you  reader—he had read, he would tell you, part of it book 
you mentioned, but had not finished it—he made his own 
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what he did read. He had no taste for fiction, but delighted 
in humorous books, particularly in humorous poetry, and he 
could quote largely from Gilbert or Lewis Carroll. In prose 
he took particular pleas in a rhetorical and rotund style, 
and he would roll forth ure with a joy, not unmixed with fun, 
some. particularly resonant passagesof a Greek History that 
was m um when he was in the schooL One might judge his 
schoolfellows' estimate of his charaiter, an mumate that ;was 
proved wide of the mark, from the foot that they received 
with incredulity the news that he was going to Belmont, 
and were more than doubtful as to his chance of surviving 
the novitiate. 

At Belmont he did not at first discover to his companions 
his underlying charatter. He bade fair to be the life and soul 
of his and these can well remember the almost riotous 
good spirits with which he began the novitiate. But the 
change was not long in corning. About half way through the 
year his health broke down, and he had to go away fora time 
to have his eyes, which always gave him trouble, attended to. 
In consequcece of this he was profesmd some three months 
later than his companions, and a was in this extra period of 
probation that he seemed to take the decided turn towards 
the life of unsparing self-devotion that he afterwards led. 
His companions at that time will remember the energy and 
enthusiasm with which he threw himself into his life'  not 
only into its spiritual duties, but into every detail of daily 
routine. The Belmont lawns were seldom so industriously 
mown or the autumn leaves so unsparingly colletted. 

As a junior his life was marked by the same energy. He 
was keenly interested in the philosophy, and his mind dis-
played the restlessness and originality that were always his. 
He was interested, too, fora dyne in the twin prophets, Ruskin 
and Carlyle, and in their writings found 

prophets,
congenial 

denunciation of sham and unreality, but above all of social 
injustice. He never became a theorist in the matter, he had 
a real and unfeigned dislike of the "dismal science " ; but 
he preserved and fostered a passion for social work that longed 
for prattical expression, and exprmsed itself later M his 
devoted labours on the Mission. 
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He was even then in some respeffis a figure set apart among 

his brethren. To some he seemed merely sac rentric and 
quixotic. Nor did he, perhaps, in the ordinary sense make 
any close friends. His way was rather to make disciples. At 
Belmont he might frequently have been found organising 
reading parties, to revise some part of the regular work, 
or to embark upon some apecial study or line of reading. 
He ommanded the respell, if he did not always engage the 
sympathy of his companions. His life was patently unselfish 
and devoted. One could not be with him in choir without 
being aware of the energy and fervour with which he recited 
the Divine Office. And it was the same with his other spiritual 
duties. Nothing came before these, and as the years advanced 
his life seemed to take a greater and greater simplicity of 
aim. The spirit of compromise was never congenial to his 
nature. Asa boy and in the fiat months of his religious life 
he took the world easily to all appearance, and it seemed that 
he would achieve some accommodation of his spiritual 
aspirations to the life around him that would Be along normal 
lines. One reads of souls that have heard more and more 
insistently the Divine call to leave all things, who have for
tirne tried to escape the imperious beckoning of Divine Love. 
The Saints have always solved the confliry between the 
absoluteness of this call and the shrinking of human weakness 
in one way, and that was file way in which Father Ached 
solved it. He gave himself up quite unreservedly to his re-
ligious life. He did not spare hanseff, he disliked to ask for 
the least relocation of rule, though his body was not strong 
and he suffered much from minor ailments. (It Wit chateau-

c of him to doctor himself with a rigid dietary and drastic 
medicines, until bis body became thin and weak, a feeble 
instrument doing tremendous work because of the energy of 
the spirit within.) He fought his way on in the face of diffi-
culties that would have daunted a weaker soul. 

But neither asceticism nor sichnms made him morose. He 
ever preserved a cheerful and even gay disposition, and, 
though some m his gaiety was evidently an effort of will, 
he seldom leisny porsonal unhappiness affery his relations 
with others. He had g keen sense of humour, and was at his 
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best in developing for the pleasure of others the humour of 

situation or a story. He was quick and lively in conversation, 
very keen and even vehement in discussion, when the matter 
interested him. But he would take no part in conversation 
that tended to criticize personal failings or defeffis, and it was 
sometimes interryting, and edifying as well, to notice the 
gentle manner in which he discouraged ssch conversation or 
strove by kindly generalities to dm troy As sting. 

Asa master he was patient and careful, and one has heard 
high testimony to the value of his work among the younger 
boys, of whom fora time he had special charge. But his heart 
was nevry entirely in the work of teaching. He wanted to be 
doing work which MS more direftly and plainly spiritual and 
apostolic. And so he obeyed the call to the Mission with 
some gladness. Of his work these we can say but little. It was 
marked by the same zeal, the same devotion, the same dis-
regard of self. He was full of projerys for extending his sphere 
of usefulnms. Not content to keep within the old-established 
limits, he desired, for instance, to spread his influence among 
young men and boys by starting social clubs. This same spint 
he had shown when, as a junior, he gave up his holiday in order 
to assist Mr Norman Potter. And there no doubt that he 
did exercise a great influence in this way, and do much to 
extend a very useful work. Of his mission labours in general, 
of his love for the p among whom so much of his work 

oor,lay, that love which is the brightest jewel in any priest's 
crown, it is sufficient to quote words that one heard at his 
funeral. " There's a great love for the poor gone into the 
ground with that young man. Poor boy, he loved them well." 
Yes, he loved them to his own death_ In the midst of his 
labours he took a chill. His body was thin and worn. He had 
a constant " temperaturo" Yet he said nothing of it, but 

nt about his work as unsparingly, as vigorously as ever 
we 

, 
until consumption came, and he was forced to yield. Then 
for many months he was a patient sufferer. He did not want 
to die. It was late before he gave up hope of life. He wished 
to live to continue his work. He was to thelast keenly interested 
in all that was happening in the world. But after months of 
uncertainty the disease took a definite turn for the worse. 

0.3 
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He suffered a good deal of pain,but bore all without complaint. 
His piety .d devotion were deep and in  to the end. 

Well, one might think, so Father Aelred killed himself; or 
be tempted to ask again, " Ut quid perditto haec t" But 
the answer had hot be left to Him Who once before answered 
just such a question. 

F/14811 Kxxxxxx DIGBY Barr 

BORN AuGNST 4.911, 1899. D1E/I SEPTEMBER IBTX, 194. 

button association with Fr Beat for fifty out of the 
seventy-nine years of his life has left implosions of his 
personality on the writer which impel him, in gratitude, 
to accept an invitation to record these imoessions in the 
Mattel. of Ampleforth College, where he spent some of his 
earlier years. 

Fr Best was ordained print on October loth, e858, ob-
serving his Golden jubilee in ifficiR within a few weeks of 
that of the late Holy Father, Pitt X, with whom on that 
occasion there was an interchange of gifts and congratulation, 
The writer bore the gold. gift to the Holy Father, who in 
his own hand, beneath his own likeness, conferred a Blessing 
on the donor. Fr Best's devotion to the Holy See may be 
seen in his Victories of Rome, which reached a fifth edition 

reot. He was slow, however, to yield to this affection by 
journeying to Rome, for, as he said in effea, wandering 
abroad was not quite Philippian. 

This was but one instance of the hold the spirit of St 
Philip had on Father Kenelm. The main similarity between 
bin Patron and himself was his deep indiffer.ce to human 
:exposer. For instance, his amused anger in the presence of 
others at times shocked, but more often edified those who 
understood him. The sun never went down upon his anger. 
This disregard of humans r.pett, this "despising being 
despised," was often prattised in his Sunday evening dis-
<ourse in the church, when he never hesitated to draw the 
attention  of the congregation in plain language to follies of 
fashion or manner which were unisefitring Catholics. He was 
fond of preaching; indeed it was with a sigh that he recog-
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nixed that he was "placed on the shelf " a few months after 
the celebration of his Golden jubilee. Once only since then 
did he preach, when, in September lot year, he delivered 

d panegyric of Father Faber on the fiftieth anniversary of his 
eath. 
At all times Fr Best was distinguished by his Roe for the 

beauty of God's House. While Prefett of the Confraternity 
of St Patrick he strenuously colletted funds from the members, 
adding not a little himself, for the erettion of an altar in 
honour of St Patrick. Besides this altar Fr Best, on the death 
of his father, out of his inheritance, adorned the church of 
the oratory with the High Altar and Stations of the Cross. 
While holding the office of Father Sacristan Fr Bat, taught 
by St Wilfrid to love "dl the ways of Rome," expended 
without stint his indomitable energy and construttive and 
artistic talent in the church. 

He wo a never-failing friend of charitable institttions, 
such as Nazareth House, and of the Hospitals of the Minion, 
notably the Consumption and Cancer Hospitals, and by his 
happy and cheerful manner and generous thought for the 
nurses and patients won the affettion of all. 

For occupation .d recreation, but with a poet's patios, 
and for no earthly gain, Fr Best indulged in copious devo-
tional writings and translations in prose and in verse, stamped 
with a simplicity which made them welcome and profitable 
to all. Many hours of the night, and times of sickness, were 
devoted to laborious thought and research, insonced by such 
translations as Le Masson's Spiritual Reading for every day 
A May Chap., SpiriMal E.rsreires, by the General of the 
Carthusian Order, w s597, a " rar. and precious old 
volume," in Latin, found on a Lando) book-stall. He also 
wrote Rosa Mystisa (Immaculate tributum Jubilaum, A.D. 
M.CM.I.V.), richly illustrated meditations on the Rosary and 
other devotions to our Blared Lady. FT Bat published this 

grgruu
itr ofvOrtZler:mfalcutIcalte,Lia.ce7triTnn.'1 

offering

Among other prose and verse compositions may be cited 
The Blood of the Lamb, The Seven Dolours and other poems, 
The Yisteries of Rome, Primes Poe., IVhy no good Catholic 
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ran be a Socialist, Poi. of Mental Prayer, The Catholic 
Doctrine of Hell, Letters from the Beloved City, The Mystery 
of Faith, and his last, Ruling Passion Strong is Death, published 
aftually from his death-bed. The Introduffion to it contains 
these words 

Dear Reader, the Preacher says: 'In .e evening let not 
thy hand teasel, and again: 'Work your work before the 
time.' The time of death is ;the night in which no maoan 
work'; and then, and only then will there be an mid of writ-
Mg hooks (.6nIns. [2). Snell work as W suitable to tile's 

ning I still endeavour to perform, and aaordivgly have 
written this little book, to avoid idleness, but still more, to 
do something that may be of service, however small, to 
devout souls, Ilenvirscor 111 Pace. 

FATHER JANUS Enc. 

BORN APRIL 8ti, I 85I. DIED °crones nen, 59r4. 

ALTHOUGH Fr Eager was known to be of a delicate con-
stitution, his death after a short illnesswas a surprise to his 
friends. With his younger brother William Rhodes, afterward 
Fr Aledus Eager, he was educated at Ampleforth, but unlike 
his brother, who joined our community, he afterwards went 
to Ushavv to study for the secular priesthood. At about this 
time his par.ts died, and Mr George Chamberlain. of 
Birkdale, became his guardian. He was ordained in 1875, 
and was stationed successively at Missions in Liverpool, Great 
Crosby and Lea until x885, when he was appointed to the 
Mission of Burscougl, where he worked zealously for the 
rest of his life. His delicate health and nervous sensitiveness 
made him lead a quiet and secluded life, but all who knew 
him well recognized that he ww a man of sound and varied 
attainments, and loved him for his kind and gentle disposition 
and his religious zeal. May he rest in peace I 
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NOTES 

THE whole world has mourned the death of our saintly 
Pontiff Pius X. We have only to join our voice to 
that universal cry of mourning, and to thank God for 

the blenings of his wonderful Pontificate. To his successor, 
Benediet XV—surely happy in the choice of name, if not in 
the time of his accession—we offer our filial obedience and 
reverence. 

Tau to  war that lately bunt upon Europe from summer 
skies with the suddenness of a thunderstorm, mclud., besides 
old elements of destruniveness and death, many novel features 
of ...iv and horror. Amongst these n its kinship with 
Civil war through the number and intimacy of previous in-
ternational relations. In the good old days our fathers fought 
Spaniards, or Frenchmen, or Russians, with the comfortable 
security of complete ignorance. When few relations drew 
foreign countries together, when few men travelled or spoke 
foreign tongues, people could fight with easy minds against 
unknown enemies, who might be °gr., or frog-eaters, or 
other fabled monsters. The facile and ,fnuent commonica-
tions of the past half-century have cha aU that. Barriers 
between nations being thrown down, their intercourse has 
been more intimate and frequent than ever before in history. 
With Germans and Austrians Englishmen have never cros.d 
swords before, though they have often fought side by side. 
We have learnt one another's language, studied in one anther's 
schools, admired one anther's litnature and science, appre 
ciated the good qualities of each other. We have lived or 
travelled in each other's countries, spending pleasant holidays 
in their citia and mountains. Innumerable ties of trade, of 
friendship, of customs, or of maniage have bound the two 
peopl. together. From Germany England borrowed a Royal 
House with the political and social bobs that such a fait 
involves,—not to mention a religion that was mainly made 
in Germany. There many bonds of business, of common 

pursuit, of marriage,of religion, have drawn the two nations 
close together that the fratricidal strife that has broken 

out between them takes on much of the atrocity of Civil war. 
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We English had fondly hoped that such a catastrophe would 

prove impossible, that, in spite of feverish preparations and 
open challenge, our latent jealousies and incompatible am-
bitions could never flame into open warfare. In this spirit we 
smiled away menace as the ravings of professors, the bluster-
lugs of a military caste, on the rhetorical vapourings of a 
theatrical War-Lord. It was hard at first to get angry enough 
with the enemy; now our indignation has the bitterness of 

unexpeEled quarrel, intensified by the awful carnage of 
modern weapons, and the ruthless efficiency of Teutonic 
warfare. We had allowed for devastated fields and burnt 
villages in the hghring line; not for the ruined cities of France 
and Flanders, the massacre of unarmed peasants, the bom-
bardment of defenceless towns and them have at last roused 
to white heat the slow anger of the Briton. Louvain, Dthant, 
Termonde, Rheims, will not easily be forgaten, nor Scar-
borough, Whitby and the Hartlepool, It is like fighting with 
a homicidal maniac, into which little personal anger enters, 
but a grim determination to wrest his weapon from the 
madman's hands, or else to slay him where he stands. To 
such a war an ending may come through exhaustion or defeat, 
but never a satisfariory issue until all power of aggression be 
destroyed, and all dan.ger brought wet end. 

For the issue that is now being fought out not only in 
Europq but, since England is engsged, over almost the whole 
globe, is one that has never quite been put to the World 
before. It is not merely en ambitious attempt at aggrandizo-
ment or, to me a more misleading term, at expanansion on the 

p powe 
art of a rful Eu state—sucli as 

provoked the Napoleonicropean wars a century ago. Neithermtempt is it 
merely a matter of public honour and decency arising, firstly, 
from the declaration of war by Germany on Russia 0 the very 
hour when Austria and Roma were attempting amicably to 
compose their differences, and, in the second place, from the 
flagrant abuse by Germany of Belgium's trust and of Belgium's 
weakness. Centuries ago public honour and decency in Europe 
were felt to be outraged by the occupation of the Holy Places 
by the infidels, and the removal of this stigma was the 
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inspiration of the Crusaders. Nor can the main issue in this 
world-struggle be said to be merely a question of Freedom 
or Tyranny. The Greeks fought on this issue at Thermopylae 
and Marathon, and left to posterity the conception of 
Freedom which has become the vital principle of the British 
Empire, and is the mainspring of her policy. It is na merely 
Prussian domination that we are now ruining, but afi that 
Prussian domination stands for, and mainly and essentially 
the Prussian claim that where the interests of Germany are 
involved, might is right, expediency has an ethical malice, 
and a man's bond is worth mat the paper it is written on. 
The Greek conception of 'a tyrant, which has passed into the 
very idiom of their language, was of a man who made laws 
jar ash, and was not bound by them himself. It has been 
left to modern Prussia to apply this funriion of the Tyrant 
to the moral sphere—to the law of God. That this means 
logically, if and in proportion as Germany were to succeed, 
the subversion of morals among mankind, is obvious, when 
we make ourselves aware of the German claim to germanize 
the world. Years ago Treitschke wroth "The greatness and 
goodness of the world is to be found in the predominance 
there of German culture, of the German mind, in a word of 
the German charaffier." And, we suppose, the predominance 
of German ethics. 

Ezszwuum in the pages of this Jonsuzu are recorded, so 
far as they are known, the names of the sons of Ampleforth 
who have offered or who have given their liven, not only in 
defence of then country against foreign aggression, in 
defence of Freedom against Tyranny, of public right ageism 
individualist insolence, but also and chiefly for the main-
tenance of the principles of Christian life which were breathed 
into the World at Bethlehem, at Nazareth, and in all Judea, 
aM which are now challenged not without blasphemy from 
Potsdam and Berlin. 

We mourn for the fallen; our heartfelt sympathy goes out 
to those so terribly bereaved—within one short week in 
December three members of this community lost relatives 
most near and dear to them—but through it all, and whatever 
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sorrow the future has in store for US, it is our deep con 

irtion that those who die in this war against Germany are 
rum certainly not to be pitied, for they die witnarts to the 
great Commandment, "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as 
thyself." 

THE latest news about Rheims Cathedral is that the damage 
done by the many bombardments is not as yet irreparable. 
About forty shells have struck the building—enough, we 
should have thought, to wipe it out of existence. Yet the - 
min towers—most delicately graceful of their kind—and the 
main walls, north, south, east and wert, are coil standing, 
prartically Mead; and, when re-roofed and mended, the 
restored building will be no new thing, but the same venerable 
Rheims Cathedral we have known and loved. No doubt, 
when time has rubbed off the newness of the restor ion, 
the glorious faoade will be as beautiful as ever. But we tmay 
not hope that the place will be to the Preach nation what 
it has been. With the complete destrurtion of the interior—
the beautiful pirtured windows blown into scattered bits; 
the priceless tapestries ebrivelled up and charred by fire ; the 
altars smashed and the choir stalls reduced to cinders—much 
of its sacredness will have left it never to returns New turns-
tare and fittings will create a new and lees saintly atmosphere. 
The Cathedral will be a shrine emptied of the treasure it 
was designed to preserve. Happily for us Laurerdians the 
relics we prize most, the body of Archbishop Gifford, our 
faundex, lay safe in a vault beneath the pavement. It is un-
likely that the German shells have desecrated the tombs. 

But what of that other world-famous monument, the even 
more venerable and, in certain respells, more beautiful 
Abbey church of St Remit Our congregation is even more 
closely converted with the Abbey than with the Cathedral. 
It was when Fr Leander Jon rt was novice-master there that, 
in clef, Dr William Gifford, Fr Clement Repass (in religion 
Fr Lawrence), Joseph Haworth, Anthony Walgravp Peter 
Wilford and Robert Babthorpe took the Benechrtine habit, 
and a month later set out to make a beginsaing of English 
monastic life at Dieulouard. 
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The same report tells us that "in the neighbourhood of 

St Rend . . . the worst mischief of all has been wrought 
and many livrt have been lost. It was impartible to examine 
this quarter." We may hope that so stout a building as the 
old Abbey church Will not have been wrecked and ruined 
beyond. repair. We may hope also that the muniments of the 
Archiepiscopal palace were removed before it was burnt 
down, and that the conventual church of St Peter has escaped 
drttruaion. It is there, before the statue of Our Lady, that 
Archbishop Gifford's heart was buried. And it was there, in 
the old convent of St Peter, that his portrait was last seen. 
When the war is over, some Laurentian should be deputed 
to visit the city and make further inquiries about this meture 
of our founder. The Abbe Haudecceur was convinced that it 
had never left Rheims. 

+ A. 
A WOUNDED Belgian soldier, Sergeant A. Pollaris, while in 
hospital at Sr Mary's Convent, York, penned the following 
touching tribute to England, which it part us much pleasure 
to print:

SALUT A PANGLETERRE 
Vaincus, mats non oumrt, nous avons de quitter 
No. pa uvre pays, nos villages en dammes, 
Messes par Permensi, sans ave. pu veneer 
Nos tares massacres. Et east la mort dans t ime 
Quo nous stemma pards. blais dans no. malheur 
Nous devious en ten jour retrouver 
Nous devious ten jour croire more an bonheur, 
Esperer voir enfm rusk notre 
Deux peoples ont  

nit
et sauver 

No. Nen cher ays, nous rendre une patrie 
L'Angleterre et /a France ont you. repousser 
l'armee de bandits et nous rendre   la vie. 

Cost toi que je salve aujourethui, people ante, 
Noble et charmant pays, Puissance hospitalinre. 
Alines tv voir bientet s'entuir no. ennead. 
Nous ne pouvons que dire Honneur P dAngleterre 
Pour son vibrant acme° HonuNsr A sex enfants 
Hoe bientet dlent pieds, s'Ecroule la tare= 
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ItAttila le emel, Sue s. ramp.ts 
Sous,d genoux, demain leer dem.dent la 
Ita. nous, qua 9a115 compter si bien aecueDit, 
Nous ne pourrons jam. dew recomaiss.ce 
Acquitter notre dette, et no  caur s'emplit 
De respect, de bo.eur, de gratitude immense. 

A nos femmes en pleura h rendis leers dpoux 
A la mere son fils, et rentant i son pke, 
Plus tar& noun retmovant en ns foyers si dome 
Nous d.os a nos fils, au temps de la prike 

"Ton pare trait blesse mars J tut secouru, 
"Ter intre Hail en Aeon, soundse i la misers, 
"Mail d noire aide Oars, un people est accouru 

A gene., avec moi pie pour r l" 
• F k 

Bisnos Hanky's visit to us in November gave us an oppor-
tunity of offering him personally our congratulations on the 
completion of his sixtieth year in the monastic habit. For 
that visit we are thankful we could not otherwise have 
shown him our deep satisfaelion and heartfelt gratitude for 
the prosperous prolongation of a life in which we of Ample-
forth are accustomed to find a stimulus and an example. 
He received the habit at Ampleforth on Oftoher xgrd, 5854. 
Ad mites arms. 

.1. 4. .1. 
Was have also to congratulate Dom FAA]. Hickey who 
kept his golden jubilee on Oflober with. May he, too, be 
spared to accomplish many more years of good work. 

▪ .1. 4.,
Tex community owe a great deht of gratitude to Mr Wilfrid 
Ward for an admirable leanre given to them on the much-
disputed question of Newman's philosophy. In a way the 
leavre might be regarded as an epilogue to Mr Ward's 
Biography of the cardmal—so epilogue in which he gathered 
together all the scattered silken threads of his philosophy, 
and wove them before our eyes into a complete representa-
tion of that great thinker's mind. The leaurer portrayed 
him to us as a man whose philosophy was dominated by the 
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deep-rooted convielion that the reach of the human mind 
far exceeded as own powers of comprehension. Its gr.p 
was to him vaster than its mastery, and the most subtle analysts 
of its subconscious reasonings failed to account adequately 
for its achievements. Though no rule of thumb could be 
employed as a criterion of truth, yet the mind ever responded 
as a well toned bell to the clear note of truth. Apposite 
citations testified to the accuracy of Mr Ward's conclusionh 
no lesa th to the carefulness of Newman's analysis. Ms 
Ward also adrew comparisons between Newman's teaching and 
other philosophical systems, showing at some length how the 
Catholic philosopher taught all that was true in Pragmatism 
and all that had given that system its temporary popularity. 
The eff eft of the ]aforewas to leave us with an Increased 

man
reverence for Newman as a and a sense of the absolute 
necksity of incorporating his teaching in any sound philosophy 
of the future. For even though it may be regretted that he 
thought a perfedly adequate epistemology to be impossible, 
we must accept his account of the aCtion of the mind. That 
ought not to prevent us striving to probe the darkness of 
the abyss of our subcooscious thought sod reasoning process 
till all shall be made clear. 

Too letters on the " Philosophy of Cardinal Newman" was 
followed by one on the " Psychology of Cardinal Newman," 
and here Mr Ward was in his happiest vein. His subjeet was 
Newman's insight into men and affairs, that delicate swift 
sympathy of mind and feeling which is alike the charafteristic 
note and the most endearing quality of the genius of the 
great cardinal. Mr Ward showed how sensitive Newman 
was to the effeet of his words and writings on the various 
types of mentality in his audience. He understood them all 
perfeetly—the narrow-mmded maw the over-cultured man, 
the man in the street. And, Mr Ward pointed out, Newman 
was one of those rare personalities which combine complete 
sympathy and a high ideal he did not, for all his under-
standing, make any concessions of ideal, sod he did not allow 
his ideals to make him hard. Mr Ward illustrated these and 
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other charalleristics—Newman's attitude towards literature 
and science, for instance with abundant and felicitous quo-
tation. 'This letiorm indeed, gave us the two-fold ple.ure 
experienced when listening to the interpretation of a great 
master by a gifted artist the pleasure of the revelation of 
the master's mind, and the pleasure in the skill of the re 
vealing. Mr Ward has our best thanks. 

di # * 
Does LAIIRDNCE Huecoa has be. appointed Meter of the 
Novices at Belmont, and Dom Bernard Hay« chaplain to 
Stanbrook Abbey. Our best wishes accompany both. 

Ik t ID 

Txe Catholic Congress at Cardiff this year was a notable 
event in the history of the English Benediaines. Bishop 
Hedley's paper on the Blessed Sacrament in itself would have 
been enough to rank it in a very special way, but two other 
eventt tended to enhance its importance from the English 
Benedillinee standpoint—the pretence of C.di.1 Gatquet 
and the completion of our church at Canton. We must con-
gratulate Canon Duggan, not only on the success with which 
he timed the re-opening of his beautiful church, but also 
the distintlion of the many prelates who were present to 
hear Cardinal Gaup. preach. Among those present were 
the Bishop of Hexham and Newcastle, the Bishop of South-
wark, the Bishop of Northampton, the Bishop of Leeds, the 
Abbot of Downside, the Abbot of Douai, the Abbot of Fort 
Angus., the Abbot of Avignon. 

* 
Dom Jose.' DAMON, Dom Gerard Blackmore and Dom 
Ildepihonsut Barton have all been sent to join our brethren 
on the Mission. Dom Joseph and Dom Ildephonsin are both 
at St Alban's, Warring., and Dom Gerard at Warwick 
Bride. Their brethren wish them every blessing IN their new 
life. Dorn Benedi. McLaughlin hot been tr.sferred from 
Warwick Bridge to Parbold. 

* 
We hear that the long-desired and sadly-needed church at 
St Benedia's, Orford Lain, Warrington, has made great 
progress since last July. Soon, tee hope, our father. at St 

ars 

Notes 
Benedia's will be able to dispense with their tin church—
inconveniently situated some 'hundreds of yards from their 
house, and will have an adequate and beautiful church next 
to their presbytery. Mr Matthew Honan, ao Ampleforth 
boy, is the archinft of the new church. 

Dux fathers at St Mary's, Warrington, have also been building 
a parish hall, which is now almost complete. The hall is built 
to meet all possible requirements of a large Mission, and has 
been so designed that further developments are possible. At 
St Peter's, Liverpool—one of the oldest of our churches—
some notable improv ts have also been made. All this 
material aflivity on the part of our brethren on the Mission 
speaks for itself, and may surely be taken to indicate a special 
blessing upon their spiritual labours. 

• * 

We offer our conga-anions to Br Felix Hardy and Br Edward 
Christopher Williams' who took their simple von. at Belmont 
on Oftober Soh. Rob. Murray, who began his novitiate on 
Oftober 7th, is now Brother Cyprian. 

* 3 A 
Dom Buns. McErnsnumr and Dom Ethelred Taunton 
took their degrees at Oxford during this last to  Both 
have now joined the school teaching staff The members of 
our Orford Howe of Studio (Parker's Hall) are Dom Clement 
Heaketh, Dom Stephen Marwood, Dom Louis d'Andria, 
Dom Denis Marshall and Dom Ignatius Miller—the three 
last-named having gone up to Oxford in Oltober. 

* 
UNDER the diretlion of Mr Perry, the monastic farm continues 
to carry off numerous prizes every year for mots. This year 
Mr Perry has won as many prizes as ever at the London 
Dairy Show, at Birmingham, at Edinburg', and in other 

iless mportan ompennons. We offer him ote sincerest 
congratulations. 
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Acs who were familiar with the humble little English Bene-
dictine Almanac of years ago have watched with wonder its 
yearly expanding volume of information old yembel-
lishments in the excellence of type, and in theaddition of 
illustrations. This year it ho donned a 

it 
ne,v cover and 

grewoutof all recognition. The curious will find within its 
pogo abundance of information of the English Benediaines, 
while it is not wholly in noent of secular informati eenon. A once 
familiar item—the Phases of the Moon—has b ruthlessly 
excised to the regret of one at leaf of it readers, who was 
accustomed to purchase it for the dearness with which its 
" ludtic " 

rival 
yds set forth. The new Benedictine 

Almanac bids fair to become a serious val of the JOURNAL 
and other English Benedidine periodicals, so we are both 
glad and sorry co be able to say that its constantly increasing 
bulk and attradiveness have at last demanded an increase of 
price. 

4. 4. 4. 
Toe Librarian desires to acknowledge gifts to the Abbey 
Library from several friends. To Er Cuthbert Almond he is 
indebted for many valuable addition, and for continual help. 
Fr Benedid McLaughlin and Fr Ildephonsus Brown have 
been moat generous benefactors. The Library, which already 
owed much to Fr Ildephonsus Brown, has greatly increased 
this indebtedness,with the gift of a valuable set of the Yorkshire 
Tothatological and Topographical journal. 

soh 

NOTICES OF BOOKS 
Englisk Cads.< Refugees on the Costisenl. rkkg-0715. Vol. I. By the 

Rev. Peres GUMMY. Longman, Green M Co. 

A entinient< interest attach. M this volume. Resented only the other 
day as a thesis for the Doctorate to the University of Louvain we 
began its perusal by the light of the burning of its Alma Mater a. 
DiMhed it by the flames that ruined Rheims. Its every page re.11s 
French or Flemish towns devastated in this Diva, war—towns whose 
names,. the former hom. of our colleges and convents are far more 
faraigar and sacred to us Catholics than to other Englishmen. Douai, 
Ypres, Mechlin, Ghent and Bruges are household wor. to the English 
communities whose recestors were sheltered a. taught there: whilst 
Belgian crowds now geeing to England from fire and sword remind us 
of other Catholic refugees who once fled to Flredeis from rack and 
ruin that threatened them at home. 

Ile story of English Ca..ic refugees on the Continent, and of 
their collegiate and conventual esmb/ishments, was web warth writirig, 
for it is os of incident and romance, of tragedy and sometimes of 
comedy, of the heroic struggles of the Church red its Orden M survive 
one of the most unexpected red complete uf revolutions. So well 
.rehlish. were them foundations that vmy few failed to perpetuate 
themselves when the French Revolution exiled them from a land of 
exile and it is mainly upon these foundations that was reared our 
churelirehric M Me ninete.enth to We marvel at the 
holin.s attained, and the amount of good accomplished by th.e 
exiled oonfessors in spite of scanty human re.urces and of bitter 
quarrels and longed rivarries. For ming/ed with he  stories of 
devolere. pros a. faith there is found, as ever in human .rials, tke 
record of less edifying incidents, so.. struggle against destitution, 
factions and jealousy between rival religios, discord and treachery, 
the faults of good men, even the scandal of false brethren, and the 
treas. of Dimmers a. spl.. Behind tbe soenes 

with 
shiner 

figures of the great Elizabethan statesmen, watching  cynical 
amusement Catholic factions struggling in the meshes of a most effec-
tive system of espionage a. treachery. Among the most vareable 
documents nl our history rank the intercepted letters and secret reports that are lying among our public records. 

This volume is especially uselw as bringfig together the stories of our old foundations, which, though already existing in print, are scattered 
amongst many and almost Maccessible publications. Nowhere else can so completes nd impartial an account be found of the communities 
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which, under heaven, saved English Catholicism from extinction, . 
w.as of the political and .igious conditions under which they 
arose. Though Fr GMMays book may be mom a comp.tion than 
an anginal work, yet it dose not lack independent views on con. 
named points, and the valuable judgements of a detached observer. 
In Me rentroversies between the Jesuits d Meir rivals he hesitates
to pass a decisive judgement until archiv.. have been more fully ex-
plored; between Fathers Taunton and P.m he holds m even 
balance, animadverting however on "the veiled prejudices" of the 
former, who, it were well to remember, was neither a member of the 
English Benedic.e Congregation nor its accepted historian. "It is 
impossible not 0 be edified." he remarks, " at the dignity and 
patien. ghown by the Benedictine leaders; and yet it is equally 
posti. to defend the policy of the Soreety of Jour' (ssx). A pendent 
position, particularly as there is no call to rake up the embers of these 
dead rivalries 

A point that rem. out 0 these narratives,and not a pl.s.t one. 
is the small assistance that English foundations received from M. 
respective Orders already established in the Low Counts. They 
were supported at first by the Sp.ish king, sometimes by the French 
king, often by the Holy See, but mehry by the imItiverisirell 
of the... in England. Rel.. Flandeti were not parecutatiY 
fibe. to their ruled brethren, or else they insisted on getting a sub 
...I return for their benefactions. The Carthosims, for instance, 
were .ways trying to have Flemish superiors put over the English 
community Nieuport whom had .tit. 0.). The E.G. 
donations to Me Benedictines of amspring, Rinteln and the rest, 
ivere more than tide deeds 

by 
properti. that had been long 

occupied by the Lutherans; and even Coverers bmefact0na to our 
college at Douai were balanced by a. dependence upon the alien abbey 
that must have been gaffing to a Proud afillreurery. Se bog e. Sl 
V.st's existed Me prim of Douai were appointed, and its observance
andmafioso. wore res.. by the munificent but masterful benefactors 
at Anus. 

We conclude with some extrarb bearing on the early history of 
St Lawrence's, which . interest readers of the Jo.... 'Me author 
is des..g the beginnings of the English Congregation as it etists 
today. "During the M. delays causal by Me opposition to Me 
m.ion of the new ....me., the Spare. Benedictines opened 

emporary house strimay whichw.presperingso wetland. 
Dom Bradshaw  thatamm..y3vould soon be need." recali 
Meanwhile " Me English Benedictines obtained   from Cardinal 
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Notices of Books 

Charles of Lorraine   the old collegiate church of St Lawrence. 
Dieulmard. Dom Bradshaw took possession of the property on Dec. 

.6   where in August. 008, monastic fife w. begun. 
Rome at last gave a decision. xo, xfio8). T. decree, with its 
subsequent confirmation in April, .9. gam the rel.ed emiesiaMieeil 
permission for the foundation of by Gregory's at Ibuay. It did not 

n t the Section adverse 0 the monks, who experienced great trouble 
obtiining the necessary legal permission from the Courts of Brussels 

and Madrid but by rem they had overcome by their difficulties. 
The Deed of Foundation gave the Abbot of St Vedast seigneurial 
.6hts over St and wit Caverel reserved to himself and 
lais successors the prireere of confirming the election of the Prior. 
The powers of visitation he .o reserved to himself, and ordained 
Mat the Mane. statue of them..., should to presented annually 
to the Abbot of St Vedas[" telly-51.

"St Lawrence's Monaste  soup grew beyond its capacity, and in 
rem two of its morere   were induced by the Bishop of St 
Mobto found an offshoot of their monastery in that tom" (rya). 
"The historyof StLaverencere is that of a monastery out of the current 
of Engish activity .d of the different discussions and dissensions 
which variegated Me life at Doury. The house was one of strict ob-
servance,and gave great edrecation to a. grew, and 
postulants aniv. in good numbers, and within the first twmty years 
of ib monastic life (x.8-28) over fifty Moir-monks were professed. 
The monastery dimireshed continually 0 numbers, though never in 
real religious spirt until the French Revolution (rya). "Mother 
bt foun.tion was made slso from Dieulmard M. at Ch... Six 

thyof  Dieulouay monks   began a temPOrere Priory at 
Montactie College in Paris Later theymoved into their new home 
in Me Fau.org0 Jacques   St Edmund's Monastery 0 Paris, 
as the new house was called (spg). 

J.I.C. 

Ontology, or The Theory of Being, an Introdisdion to General Aida-
PhYsies, by P. COFFEY, 050. (Louvain). Longman, Green re Go. 
sos. 6d. net. 

Ix this nicely bound volume we are Presented with a thoroughly 
scholastic, end in Me ma. Monistic y0w of metaphysics. It wig 
be found useful to many who are study* the philosophy of Me Sch., 
men. The treatment of all quo..n the venous
distinctions, real and logic., is particularly ftog and use.. If at 
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te,m it be found that more attention is given to the exposition of 
questions Ulan to their solution, the method should not be severely 
criticised, Er it is not ill-adap.d to an " idroductMo s to General 
Metaphysics. The authors treatment of He question of eeel is very 

 , there is one very serious drawback. The phraseology is 
didnvlt and very Eatying to the brain. Words, wEch are used little 
outside philosophy, and which therefore should be used as seldom as 
oss. in treading of that subject, are too often repeated. "Body;' 

s matter, or even " thing," when no confusion .1 arise, are prefer-
able to "corporeal re.ty.11 Again, when we read, "The synthetic 
function of the affirmative categorical judgement hien... the real 
oder what the analytic function of mental abstraction had separated 
in the logical order." we feel mode of expression is scarcely in 
the interest of true philosophy.  

Strnatity ocriz , M, By 550 DE GIBER., Bishop of 
ence. . Washhoume. 

TOO Muning Li/e, and odur Essays. By Am, A. GOODIE, S.]. 
R. SE T. Washboorne. tame 

TOSS is little in common between the two small volumes, except 
that both treat of spiritual things, both hail from the same publisher, 
and both happen to lie on our desk at the same moment. Those who 
. pious translations from the French will be pleased with Mgr de 
Hbergues' treatise on SEpEity, which taken as the equivded of 
Purity of Intention is found E include every other virtue and mrot 
pious pra.ctic., W. trEslated, well prhited. it is very pious Ed 
clearly very French, with a fah' amount of solid Christian doctrine 
served up in the exuberant language Ed jerky paragraphs that are 
tryMe to Pug. triste. Rut why this mochas stream of French 
spirituality, unsuitable to our ways, when we oen have such charming 
Ed devotional essays . those which, originally written for St./ 
Maris, Fr Goodier has done well E collect and reprint t Nero is
fresh ft...eat of old truths, at orve instructive Ed stimulating. 
Here are papers eminently readable, written in a mady English style, 
that would serve either for a selfeinflictrd retreat or for dolly con-
sideration. Na short extract weuld do justice to their merits. We 
notice, however, E occasional misprint and some passages a little 
lackEg in lucidity. 
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The A,. al Om Lod in tae Gasps, saiW John. A seri. al Prawn f 

Meditations. By the Moat ItamEE Osivann 
0.S.B., Abbot of Ampleforth. VoL r. 

POOR ABBOT has now given quite a library of meditation boo. to 
English Ca.. The latest of these to appear has a charm pEdiarly 
its own. Every sentence Our Lord spoke, as recorded by St John, is 
taken: the meaning it has in its context® dearly put forth, and then 
the words are applied to oneself . a means of stimulating devotion. 
Su. a book of prayers written for men and women of the present age 

or 
0.1 need. To bring the Gospel before men as a rule and guide 

for their own special needs Emot fail to do good when so much liter-
ture deals with the Gospel story merely as an historical episode. The 

meditations are simple, and should Epal especially to those who 
I avEr a less studious form of meditation roan commody found in 
set prayer books. 

Pen.. Sens. By P. Gma.mmia Romw R.Wi.Wastabonw. p..1. net. 

Tess is a story of the French Revolution, and the roue is Guem.y. 
V, frequently the expectation of exciting Mei.nts is disappe.ted, 
a. one wEders why the author wasted the opportunities of making 
the tale more interesting. It will cert.. edify those who do read it. 



BOOKS RECEIVED 
(Mention of books in this .t does not preclude further notices in a 

later number). 

From R. 8, T. WAsunorents. L.., .remoster Row. Loden, E.C. 

jaws A/stakeres. A Book for Daily Prayer. By Forerc.c.s Duress. 
. Elimation of Chora,ter.By Rev. M. S. Oakum, O.P. 
My Lady Rosia. By Fauna M. booms. 
Lord Clandortnell. By S. M. Cmusvore. 
T. Sem. Wane and other Soul Stories. By CONSTANCE E. BISHOP. 
The Innocent Victims of War. By Oreva Rartmassur PARA. (M.) 
The Rotary o the Bleated Virgin Mary. 
What Faith really Means. By Ra.v. El.rer Goy Comeau. MA.. with 

Foreword by the RIGHT Rev. Maxus or GALLOWAY. (60.) 
She Wit and Wisdom o I John Ayscougb. Chosen and edited by 

Susumu, Celemsh (T. Angelus Serial. 
The Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary. By a Master of Novices. 

From Bo.s & OATES, km. 
The Catholic Almanac, zurg. By the Eorron of the Cmookm 

Dregoroay. 

From Louvre... Green & Co. 

VariW Regis. A Book of Devotions and Intercessions on behalf of all 
our Authoritice, our Soldier: and Sailors, our Allies, Me Mounters 
md Destitute and all affected by the War. Arranged. tranreated 
and compil. by the Veen RAO. Moe BENSON. M.A.  xs. rel. 

Index to the Works of John Henry Cardinal Neuman. 

We beg to acknowledge the receipt of the .8tonynurst 
the Betrovono Review, the Crigglesmick anuttink, The Um:adios, the 
Downside Reviem, The Raven, The Georgia.n, The Collonian. 
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THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE 

EMPIRE OF THE ARABS 

XIV. THE HOUSE OF ABBAS (cassiimod) 

MANSUR'S first thought wasto compensate his Empire 
for the loss of his Spanish and African provinces by 
a serious campaign against the Greeks. An array of 

seventy thousand men was launched against the Tamu 
frontier, and the city of Malaria was besieged and taken. 

Tim student may deduce from this military operation the 

ov  Greek lEtprZarro tItge'r°: luTair7enitlah'rair 
irregular home by land, and piratical excursions by sea, boo 

f 

developed itself by the slow and tedious action of masses of 
infantry operating in mountainous country. Gone are the 
scurrpng horsemen of Iflolid-ibn-Walid, negletted are the 
fleets of Moawiya the armies of Mansur are not truly the 
armies of the Arabs, but in fa, the forces of Khosrau revived 
and regenerated on, more, consequently the jarxand shocks 
of war are again felt as recurring along the old, Imes of the 
inland 

high.7,,Thhhm7 .`" m' it° nc"rm.' 0000' and the 
Arabian sob e m Asia 10 concluded. 

Although Mansur was called the Commander of the 
Faithful, his policy was that of a $19821119.13 king of kings 
although his Emirs vsem mostly of Arabian origin in the 
mile line, many of them were Turks or Persians, nom perhaps 
of pore descent, mme, like the Bannecides, dire& descendants 
of the Persian barons, while the 

arms,
are no 

to
Nomad 

tribes, plundering, settling and colonizing avhere they fist, 
023 
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but regular forces of horse and foot in which no doubt we 
might find a motley array of Kurds, Persians, Armenians and 
Turkish soldiers, such as fought order Xerxes, under Surenas, 
and under Khosrau. 

If, however, the Khalif. was assimilating to itself the 
methods of the ancient Persian Empires ha temporal matters, 
it differed from them in the spiritual relations which bound 
it its subjects. 

In ancient Persia the State Church was separated to a 
great degree from the administration, while under the Khalifs 
the State and Church were one, consequently schism and 
rebellion, orthodoxy and loyalty were indistinguishable. This 
confusion between administration and religion was in itself
a great weakness in the strut-hire of the Abbasid state; for 
a wandering impostor, a forged pedigree, nr the distortion of 
vague tradition were trifles which might at any moment 
shake the throne to the very foundations, for among the 
multitudes who had been shepherds in the Moslem fold, 
there were spread the dormant seeds of exploded philosophies, 
moribund religions, decayed superstitions and half-forgotten 
beliefs, which now began to blossom and flourish amid the 
descendmts of Manicheans, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, 
Atheists, Pantheists and Pagans who at the dagger's point 
had gabbled the " fatilia," and having trolled out unknown 
prayers in an unknown tongue at certain intervals, were for 
this slight service accepted as soldiers of God and brothers of 
their conquerors. Amidst the first hurly-burly of the Holy 
Wars, this incompleteness and vagueness of the Moslem 
propaganda had passed unnoticed, but now that the Empire 
had mttled down into a more normal poaltion, the cliesonant 
elements in its spiritual composition began to make thern-
mly. felt. 

In Arabia we find three great causes of strife firstly, the 
followers of the descendants of Ali, who yearned for a legiti-
mate Imam of the Holy house 1 secondly, the Bedwin who 
dreamed that the world might on more centre around 
Mecca and Medina; thirdly, those Arabs who had retained 
untainted traditions of Mohammed, and who longed to 
revive an austere and unbending orthodoxy such as the firm 
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Khalifs would have approved. But the sense of disunion, 
disappointment and dissatisf action, .which was Treacling in 
Arabia., w. but a neghble quantity .zomPxxxl! with Itt 
confusion and anarchy which reigned in the minds e 
Moslems of the East, where there were Moslems who accepted 
Islam as but a re-statement of the dualistic creed, Moslems 
who accepted Mohammed as but a unit in an unending 
sequence of incarnations of the Deity, Moslems who secretly 
worshipped fire as a symbol of Allah, Moslems who said 
with their lips, "There E no God but Allah," and in their 
hearth "Allah k not," Moslems who tied rags to trees, 
Moslems who worshipped stones, Moslems who worshipped 
Ali as God, Moslems who accepted Mohammed as Dmiel, 
Elijah or John the Baptist, Modems who knew neither Allah 
or Mohammed, Moslems who spoke any one of a hundred 
tongues but Arabic, and who believed any one of a hundred 
mis-statements of the creed of Mohammed rather than his 
athual WOrd 

If the curious complexity of the religious situation is but 
realized, it is not difficult for the student to understand 

by it was that peace seldom reigned in the Empire, and 
that any discontented official, religious vagabond, or strolling 
madman could in a short time colleth a desperate following 
ready to believe that he was the son of At, a Messiah, a 
Prophet, an incarnation or a manifestation of the Deity. 

Soon after the death of Abu Muslim, Mansur himself had 
experience of two common forms of religious upheavals which 
continually affieled the Empire ; the one in a Persia heresy, 
the other by a revival of Arabian Puritanism. The first in-
dance was an outbreak among a body of Persian troops who 
had become imbued with the idea that Mansur himself was 
. incarnation of the Deity. At first the error of his followers 
was to the Khalif rather satisfathdry than otherwim. When 
the teamed held up their hands in pious horror, saying," These 
unbelievers blaspheme," Mansur replied "Thar he preferred 
blaspheme., who would be damned for their fidelity, to 
traitors who might some day dwell in Paradise I" However 
it sobn ecame apparent to the Prince that, unless he checked 
this emberant devotion the sterner Moslems who surrounded 
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him would take measures of reprnsion incompatible with his 
personal ofety. The Commander of the Faithful was there-
fore obliged to request the Persian '<Dories to desist from 
paying him divine honours. This command was followed by 
an unexpened development,—without relinquishing thew 
belief the heretics came to the conclusion that Mansur was 
unworthy of the blessing of which they pretended he was the 
recipient, and decided to slay him in order that the Deity 
might be reincarnated as soon as possible in a more suitable 
human body. The molt of this inconvenient determination 
ended in a bloody revolution, during which the fanatics 
beseiged Mansur in his castle of Hashimiya, where they were 
finally dispersed and massacred with the greatest difficulty by 
Mansur, who lay fora time in the direst peed. The propor-
tions which this outbreak assumed may be measured by the 
fad that the army operating in the Taurus had to be recalled, 
for the purpose of restoring order in Irak. 

The most important resin of this peculiar rebellion we 
that it decided the Motif that it was absolutely necessary 
for his personal safety to build a new capital, inhabited by 
a population of his own choosing which would have none of 
those turbulent qualitia that distinguished the peoples of 
Kula, Wasit and Basra. 

Following the guidance of his Persian predecessors, and 
perhaps a natural commercial and political instinffi, Mansur 
chose the site of his new capital in the small village of Baghdad, 
in the neighbourhood of the ruins of Ctesephon. However he 
had barely made the arrangements for the foundation of the 
new capital when his attention was diverted to Arabia, where 
a formidable conspiracy was mddenly banyht to light. 

One of the forces which the Abbuids had employed to 
crush the house of Mouviya had been the devaion, affenion 
and superstitious reverence with which a certain number of 
Moslems scattered throughout the Empire had regarded the 
house of Ali. 

The descendants of the hidden son-in-law of the Prophet, 
though. never apparently capable of leading an army to victory, 
or initiating a successful revolution, had ever been' nspired 
with a fatal and desperate hope of ultimate victory. For
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moment they were used as Farms in the Abbasid game, their 

7 P"ddthdadrthe' s:ntice,Atredhar. little 
passed on, it became

unkeiakye of the son of Ali as'  thew had teor Syrian Khalifsd. 
Ever since Mansur had established himself firmly on the 
throne he had looked on the family of Ali with marked sus-
icion, and took no pains to disguise his fear of Abdallah and 

his sons Mohammed and Ibrahim, the dared descendants of 
Hassan the Martyr. Abdallah was old, but both his sons were 
young, vigorous and intelligent, and it was these two men 
whom Mansur had marked down et the objeffis of his greatest 
fear and distrust, causing their every movement to be watched, 
their frknds spied upon, and ebtie homes and families kept 
under the strinest observation. At last, both Mohammed and 
Ibrahim grew sweaty of the persecution, and decided to 
abandon their homes and conceal themselves by travelling 
under varying disguises, subsisting on the hospitality of Melt 
supporters, trusting to Providence and the fidelity of their 
partizans to protea them from the machinations of Mansur. 
If the Khalif had been uneasy while he yet had the objeffis 
of his guilty fear under his eye, now that they had escaped 
from the view of his police and ministers his terror redoubled. 
Sometimes the brothers were reported in Persia, occasionally 
tidings came of their totpeffed sojourn in the tents of the 
deurt. At one time news was brought of their being. in Egypt,
t others they were suspened of anually harbouring in the 

to  of Irak, and ever with intelligence of their wanderings 
came rumours of incipient mutiny, the hatching of plots, the 
fostering of rebellions and the secret meetings of their 
follows.. The Khalif oxated his yowns to the utmost, 
offering bribes and rewards to traitors at one moment, pet-
scouting and robbing their devoted followers at another, but 
all without avail. Mohammed and Ibrahim still remained at 
large ; in fan the two descendants of Ali inspired far greater 
apprehension in the breasts of theft opponents by remaining 
in concealment, than they could have done by boldly heading 
a rebellion. Mansur was completely baffled, The Governors 
who were sent to Medina and Egypt rammed empty handed, 
the General who was dispatched to break up their organization 
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in North Perth joined hands with the rebels, and was only 
defeated and slain after a serious campaign, while the brothers 
remained at large, wandering wheresoever they wished, yet 
always safe from the clutches of the Khalif. • 

The affair of Hashimiya, an extraordinary outbreak of 
fanaticism, exhibited to Mansur lend his advisers in the plainest 
fashion, the indiscipline of the troops and the eageniess and 
religious excitement of the peoples of the citi. of Irak for 
disorder, and the faa was borne in upon them that if the 
Empire was to endure, or the dynasty survive, that the con-
struftion of a new capital was essential. Irak was now the 
strategi'm base of the Empire, since from Irak armies could be 
launched against the Christians of the North-west and the 
Klmzers of the North-east, while from Irak alone could a 
ruler at one and the same time control Arabia, Syria and 
Persia, therefore the new capital had to be fixed within the 
limits of that province. 

Mansur came to the conclusion that, if he would capture 
his enemies, he must employ a different type of man from those 
at that time in his service, for the lieutenants of the Khalif 
were open to two objeritions, either they were true Modems, 
in which case they 'imitated to pursue or capture members 
of the Holy Family, or they were ambitious and might dream 
of playing the part of a second Abu Muslim for the advance-
nient of an Alid Dynasty. Mansur therefore cast about him 
for one who, though neither rigidly orthodox nor aggressively 
ambitious, was yet a man of capacity and determination. 
At last he found the objea of his search in a Bedawi, of the 
tribe of Morro, named Riyali, a sirr.pk, imsophisticamd 
warrior of the desert, who Mew, little of theology or affairs 
of State. When the wildling was brought before Mansur, 
the Khalif said to him, "O RiyaM, truly thou bast no claim 
of kinship or blood on me, and there is nothing between us,_ 
neither canal thou make any demand upon me for favour or 
promotion, therefore do I charge thee with this business of 
seizing the sow of Abdallah, therefore do I make thee 
governor of Mecca and Medina." " If thou wouldist capture 
the boys, Commander of the Faithful, let us torture their 
father rill he tell us where they are hidden," blurted out Mc 
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plain-spoken child of the desert. "Abdallah," replied the 
Khalif sententiously, " is an old and reverend inan whom 

yairi withdrew, and, perhaps marvelling at the 
swetnyr.i3ity' a:dnicomplexity of town'  life, set out for Medina. 
The moment he arrived at the Holy City he sent for Abdallah, 
and said to him, "The Commander of the Faithful has sent 

sons;
will do thee to death." Having delivered this message, he 
called the tovmfolk into the great mosque." Mesa of Medina," 
he cried, from the pulpit, " I have come for the sons of Ab-
dallah ; he who harbours them I will torture ; he who betrays 
themI will reward for Mohammed is a miscreant rogue, 
and Ibrahim is a rebellious malefactor." When the citizens 
heard the Holy family abosed after this fashion they cried 
out, "Allah ! Allah I" and groaned with horror, whereupon 
RRa'h turned on them, saying, " I have spoken thus, to dis-
cover whether you would grow angry—you have shown your 
thought, and I am assured that ye are a guilty; therefore 
I shall ask the Khalif for permission to bum your city, so 
that I may destroy those whom I seek, and you along with 
them I " With these words Riyalt retried from the mosque, 
leaving the people of Medina confounded with fear. 

The rough words of the desert man had their desired 
effect,—that night Mohammed and Ibrahim wandered from 
door to door begging for admittance. They were refused by 
the terrified householders, who, while prot.ting loyalty, 
begged them to depart elsewhere, Int the furious governor 
should discover them and ruin the city. 

The unfortunate brothers sought asylum in the desert, but 
Mere Riya'h was on his own ground, and small parties of 
horse scoured from camp to camp, and waterhole mwatnhole, 
questioning, searching and pursuing. At length, in despair, 
Mohammed prayed his father Abdallahis permi.im ro sur-
render, and so end the unequal strife. "Courage," counselled 
Abdallsh, " God may yet deliver His people by thy hand." 
So Mohammed resumed Es wanderings, taking with him his 
son Ali who, though but a child, was deemed old enough to 
bear the burden of misery and intrigue which was the here-
ditary lot of the Alid race. Pressed by the relentless pursuit 
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of Riya'h the three descendants of the last of the Imams 
separated, Mohammed reinaiidng Heim, Ibrahim hiding 
us Basra, while the little took refuge in Biuffi. So closely 
did the governor of Medina keep on the limb of his quarry, 
that though be could not lay hands on any one of those he 
sought for, yet, nevertheless, he kept Mansur informed of 
their movements. 

The first to be apprehended was Ali the boy. By stdvation 
and torture, Mansur 90011 drew from the wretched lad all 
that he loamy, and was so alarmed at the reformation thus 
obtained that he proceeded immediately to Meant, accom-
panied by a strong force. On his arrival the nobles of the 
city came forth Co do him honour, and among them the 
aged Abdallah." Where are thy sons, father of Mohammed 1" 
said the Khalif. "Commander of the Faithful, they feu to 
approach thee," anstered the patriarch. " Why then do 
they conspire against me, as Ali the Ix, bears witness ? 
questioned the Khalif. Abdallah's eyes filled with tears. "Ali 
is a child, and has been tortured beyond his strength. He 
lied to ease hrs pain." Then Mansur smiled, and called forth 
one named Qouba, whom Abdallah recognized as one who 
had stayed in his house under the guise of a friend and sup-
porter of his sons. Realizing that the man he had trusted 
with all his secrets was bre a spy of his enemy, Abdallah 
gave way and, flinging himself on the ground, cried out for 
mry. " May God not pardon me if I pardon thee," roared 
the Khalif, and giving orders Co his servants Co make ready 
for departure, that he might accomplish the .pilgrimage Co 
Mecca. and having commanded Riya'h Co imprison the whole 
of the Mid family during his absence, Mansur ret out for the 
Holy City. 

Riyali obeyed the Khalifs injuntlions, and in a few days 
the whole of the family, men, women and children, had 
been secured,—the old Abdallah, the wives of Mohammed 
and Ibrahim, their sons, relations and alarm. Mansur returned 
from the pilgrimage, but did not choose CO enter borderead
he established his camp a day's journey away, and od
the pdsoners to be brought to him. Riys'h obeyed the Khalif, 
and emsed his prisoners to be kid out of the town wonted 
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on camels, loaded with chains, bareheaded and dressed in 
aaga—for a nigh[ and a day they were kept waiting outside 
the Khalifs rent without food m water. At last Mansur 
decided to question Abdallsh, " Where are thy sons 1" 
" I know not," replied the old man. The Khalif was filled 
with rage. "By God," he tried, " had I them here, I would 
slay them before your eyes!" Then in helpless fury he 
ordered the poor wretch to be lashed with whips tillhe fainted. 
When Abdallah came to his senses his parched tongue pro-
truded from his mouth. "Moslems," he groaned, "is there 
not one among you who will give a cup of water Co the grand-
son of the Prophet I " A Bedald who was passing was the 
only one who would venture to give him a drink. 

Unable to extra& any further information from the unhappy 
prisoners, the Khalif ordered them to be flogged, weighted 
with extra shackle, and bade one of his Emirs escort the 
convoy to Kula, whither he arranged to precede them. As 
the litter in which Mansur was carried passed the prisoners. 
Abdallah cried out' " It was not thus that Ali treated Abbas 
when he captured him on the field of Bedr." Consumed 
with fury the Commander of the Faithful stretched his head 
from between the curtains and spat in Abdallah's face. The 
prisoners remained behind to stagger along the six hividred 
miles of dusty, stony roads of the desert to Luta, while the 
Khalifs litter swayed on before them. 

If proof were wanted of the desperate devotion of the 
family for the sons of Ahdallall, it would be sufficient Co 
cite the Taft that during the whole of the time that the 
prisoners were being tortured and ill-mad, Mohammed was 
concealed in Medina, and corresponded with his father from 
hour to horn, imploring permission to give himself up, yet 
always being refused. 

When Mansur arrived at Kula, he seems to have realized 
that neither the tortures he Miffed on the family of Ali nor 
the severity and perseverance of the governor of Medina, 
could accomplish the capture of Mohammed and Ibrahim ; 
he decided therefore, even at the risk of losing his throne, 
to provoke them to open rebellion and re end an intolerable 
situation. Mansur was well aware that neither Mohammed 
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or Ibrahim would venture to have recourse to physical 

foot unless there was some chance of succe, in order, 
therefore, to hearten his enemies to rebellion the Khalif 
decided upon a deed which should drive every follower of 
Ali into Me field. Accordingly without more ado Mansur 
commanded that Abdallah and the other prisoners should be 
beheaded on their arrival at Kula. 

Mansur's desperate strategy was complicated by another 
motive. His cousin Isa had ban seloited by the fiat Abbasid 
as Mansur's successor. Mansur Longed to leave the throne to 
his 5011 Mohammed,—in a long and determined civil war Ise 
might be slain. As the Commander of the Faithful had anti-
cipated, Mohammed emerged from his hiding place in Medina 
and called upon all Hejaz to follow him. Ibrahim on the other 
hand proclaimed revolution in Bora, and by Mansur's orders 
Ise was commissioned with the command of the army dmined 
to quell the double rebellion. lea embarked upon his task 
with a brilliant initiative. He first took Medina and slew 
Mohammed without difficulty and delay, then doubled back 
to Irak with his army and attacked he forces under Ibrahim. 
Ibrahim had gathered about him an army perhaps forty 
thousand strong, but years of wandering as a hunted refugee 
had not developed the talents or qualities necessary in a 
leader, and his army was, like all the rebel armies raised in 
Irak, divided in councils and purpose. Ise Coon upon Ibrahim 
when the latter was threatening Kufa, where Mans w. 
encamped , by an adroit tactical movement Isa hemmed in 
the rebels between a canal and the city, attacked them along 

narrowed front and contrived to signal to the garrison of 
Kufa to fall on them in the rear. Ibrahim was slain, his army 
dispersed and the cause of the House of Ali lost for 

Mansur viewed Isa's success but sourly. True, his greatest 
memies were dead, end his throne was more secure than it 
ever had been since the day of his accession but in Is, the 
Khalif recognized a formidable obstacle to his son's succession, 
which had now become the darling prole& of the declining 
years of the Commander of the Faithful. With that supreme 
selfishnos which, since the murder of Abu Muslim, had 
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distinguished Mansur, the Khalif set to work to force Ise to 
abandon his claim to the thione false charges were brought 
against the unhappy man, in hopes of obtaining an excuse 
for ordering him to execution, poison was introduced into 
his food, false witnesses gave a detailed perjury fegarding his 

pretended renunciation, but against all thoe devices Isa held 
twith unexpected stubbornness. As a last resort Ise was 

confronted with his favourite son, a .rd was slipped around 
the boy's throat. "Unless thou yield'st," cried Manny, 
" assuredly I will strangle him." The cord was tightened, and 
Isa saw lus son fall senseless to the ground—after a moment's 
hesitation Ise gave way, and Mansur had achieved his last 
desire. 

Now that his enemies were scattered and his rivals rendered 
powerless, Mmsur was able to devote. the remainder of his 
years to the building of his chosen capital, Baghdad. Mansur 
hoped, when he laid out the foundations of his new city, that 
he woold achieve stability of government by the mechanical 
disposition of brickwork. He had noticed that confused and 
tortuous streets, defencelos market places, blind alleys and 
isolated government buildings or offices, were weapons in 
the hands of the diorderly, by means of which interested 
faegioonns, cgootld coovert a pitiful street row into a formidable 

h within a ery short space of time. 
In such cities as 

Bsso, 
Kota, or Woit, the rebellious could 

plot and hatch conspiracies within a stone's throw of the 
Imperial residence without otherei  soldiers or police being able 
to interfere. The treasury  he palace might be attacked 
and talon by a hastily collated mob before m army could 
.me to fee rescue, 

s
 dozen pretenders to the throne could 

hide in safety in any quarter of a city where they had adher-
ents. It was only by a dangeroos and complicated system of 
spies, assassins and bullio, that the Khalif and bis ministers 
mild keep control of the urban population. The towns of 
Irek were mere disordered settlements which the soldiers, 
merchants and colonists, who had obtained grants of yang 
for various servico, had boilt according to their varying 
fancio, and without any general purpose or plan. 

Mansur decided build himself a city in which he thought 
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none of them evils could ever recur, and accordingly laid out 
a plan conceived with the °bled of maintaining the people in 
subjection, and the Prince and his ministers in ,tic 

The new capital which [demur hid out w-as a masterpiece 
of despotic cunning and autocratic strategy. Three walls 
®(bred a perfect circle about four miles in circumference, 
the outer wall was separated from the central or main wall by 
an open ring, between the main wall and the inner wall lay 
the four quarters of the city, within the circle enclosed by the 
inner wall lay a vast open space in the centre of which stood 
the Imperial palace surrounded by the various public offices. 
Two roads divided the city into symmatrial quadrants, 

' pierced the walls at oppOnte point, and divided the four 
(panel" one from the other. 

By this simple scheme Mansur overcame half the dangers 
with which his throne had been mooned;—the palace stood in 

space sufficiently large for troops to mameuvre without 
danger of befog overwhelmed by an undisciplined mob, the 
quarters of the city //me not only dominated by the main 
and inner walls, but were utterly separated by military barrach 
which flanked the roads between the inner and the outer gates, 
the suburbs were separated from the inner city by a deep 
water dyke and the outer wall. 

The advantages of Manftods plan are sufficiently obvious. 
(r) The Khalif meld lame the city without being obliged to 
you through any street inhabited by other persons than his 
guards. (s) A brawl could be localized and dealt with by the 

garde at the gates. (3) By a simple process of closing the 
er and outer gates the whole population could be im-

prisoned in . moment. (v) Diseffecnd pe/ um beyond the 
walls could never obtain assistance from within. (5) No mob, 
whether from within or without, could approach within sight 
of the palace without haying passed the guardians of the city 
gate. (6) The city police and agents of the Khalif could 
obtain ea, ac cers to my home within either of the four 
quadrants or quarters (y) The whole of the public offices and 
official residences were centralized in one place, and yet cut 
off from the population of the town. 

In fait, if by organization and building it were possible for a 
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city of Mansur been preserved intact, doubtless rho Khalifs 
would long have enjoyed their dominion and power, but 
though the Khalif might bequeath his dry, he could not leave 
Lis wisdom to his successors. 

The city of Baghdad was completed in nfq, m /58 Mansur 
died leaving the empire to his son El Mend, 

[To be continued] 

MARK SYKES 
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NEWBURGH PRIORY AND THE 
FAUCONBERGS 

PART II 

it 

NVITH a new century and a new branch of the Belasyse 
family Newburgh begins a new era, but one drttined 
to reproduce many of the features of the lash On 

Earl Fauconbrtg's death without issue (Drtember Dm, 
co), the ViSCOMIty and rttates fell to his nephew Thomas 

(694-rya), elder son of Sir Rowland Belasyse (9x699) by 
his wife Jane, daughter of James Davenport, of Sutton, 
Cheshire. The Wind viscount had married Bridget, daughter of 
the Catholic baronet Sir John Gage of Fide, whose family 
brought into the country the well-known variety of plum 
still know, as the "greengage" As the stock from which the 
new lord sprang had retained the old Faith Newburgh became 
once more a Catholic home, lapsing consequently into the 
obscurtty of recusant households, but manifesting more 
clearly Aan before its religious character. During some years 
English Benedictines from Douai served the domestic 
chapel—Fr Gilbert Knowles' (0yso-o) and Fr Bede Halsall, 
Provincial of York. The latter went to the Middleton at 
Stockeld in , of. Was his departure from Newburgh con-
nected with the fears of a timorous and susp«ted nobleman 
during the Stuart Rising of that year t The handsome vest-

ure,  of old English, others of Spanish or Belgian 
workmanship, which arc still ,,,,r, at Eamnowold, belonged 
to the Newburgh chapel and were in use at this time. Another 
detail connects the family with the Benedictine community 
that a century later found a home at Ampleforth. An old 
Visitation-book of St Lawrence's contains lists of a Rosary 
confraternity, begun at Dieulouard in x609, and amongst the 
names of its ' Pension,." occur those of Edward Gascoigne, 
Barb, of Parlington, and of Thomas Belasyse, Viscount 
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Fauconberml Barred by the new oath of conformity from 

lsting his place among his peen, oppressed by fresh penal 
aws of all Hnds, the inous Viscount passed his life blamelessly, 

in s retirement which political upheavals, dynastic changes, 
even the hopes and failure of the Rising in 1715 failed to 
disturb. He died at Brussels in 0700, and was buried with his 
an  at Coxwold. 

A painful episode disastrous to their Catholicism marks 
the next stage of the Fauconberg story, the perversion of the 
first Earl being repeated only too wordy in another century 
and by a third generation. Of this new epostacy temper rather 
than ambiti anion on was the o ion ; d was recompensed as 
before by a welcome to Parliament and Court, and ultimately 
by an 

an
in the peerage. 

Thomas, fourth Lord Fauconberg, was born in 16m, 
apparently an only child, and after succeeding to the title as 

minor he mamed, in 0706, Catherine Fowler, bedew of 
the Fowlers of Stafford. This lady's grandfather, William 
Fowler, the last male of an old Catholic family, had made 
two wills, one dated 0702, and a second three years later, 
that through s lawyer's carelessness was overlooked at his 
death. By the earlier will Miss Fowler was left sole heirew 
of large mutes in Staffordshire, Lancashire and Flint ; under 
this impression Lord Fauconberg married her, and added her 
na e to his own. Later on the second will turned up, dividing 
them property with another grand-daughter; and on the 
strength of this an Irish lawyer of good .family, Fitzgerald, 
married the lady who now became no-heiress, and started a 
suit to recover her rights. After long litigation in Chancery, 
and an appeal to the House of Lords, the second will was 
upheld ; and though he had not to restore the income he had 
honestly enjoyed, Lord Fauconberg was forced to give up 
the moiety of his wife's estates. He was so piqued at this that 
he dropped the name Fowler—he could not well drop the 
lady—and disposed of his share of her property. Unfortunately, 
this was not the ordy effect of his temper. Though neither 
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the Church nor its ministers had been in any way involved 
in the dispute, he was so chagrined at the rtaint that he 
conformed to the Established Church (1757), presumably 
finding in his enhanced social and political importance some 
compensation for humiliation and defeat. His moral principles 
deteriorated with his apostacy. Certain funds for relimous 
purposes had been left in Mr Fowler's hands by a former 
chaplain, these Lord Freconberg refused to pay over, availing 
himself of the new legal plea that they were for superstitious 
purposes. A sad story of wounded pride and ungovernable 
temper ! The oath of conformity enabled him now to take his 
seat in the House of Peers; he was welcomed at Court his 
loyalty easily stood the test of the Rising in '45, and after a 
while the earldom was revived in his favour (r736). But fancy 

man abjuring Catholicism to become Lord of the Bedchamber 
to George II ! (1738.) 

Sr may be doubted whether the Viscount's perversion, 
however scandalous and se 'out, was ever more than external. 
In the circumstances be could hardly avoid educating his 
only as a Protestant but his wife never changed her 

sonfaith, and his thine daughters were brought up in the old 
religion. They all married Catholics too—Barbara the Hon. 
George Barnwell, Mary Thomas Eyre of Hassop, and Ann the 
Hon. Francis Talbot, brother of Lord Shrewsbury. Though 
after his aporeacy Lord Fauconberg had closed the chapel 
in his house he provided or permitted one on hit estates. 
A Lambspring monk, Dom Laurence Hardirey, is found at 
Easingwold about 1743-34, where then lived some members 
of the Salvia and Vavareur families. About the same time 
there was a chapel in Angram Grange, an old property of 
Hyland, standing to the north of Husthwaree station, 
where traces of an altar and sanctuary may still be seen in an 
upper room. Here the Newburgh ladies came to Mass, here 
the priest lived, and gathered round hint a dwindling flock. 
A chapel and priest's house were next built at Oulston, as 
more central for the Catholics of the neighbourhood. Records 
tell of a secular priest, the Rev. Thomas Smith, chaplain to 
Lady Fauconberg, sometimes described as of Angram Grange, 
who died at Oulston, November red, r733, and is said by 
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local tradition to be buried near the chapel there. (C.R. 
%i,8.) 

After Lady Fauconberg's death in prim her daughter, Lady 
Mary Eyre, continued her mother', work, and later gave an 
endowment for the priest! This foundation, settled later at 
Crayke, became the nucleus of the Eaaingwold mission which 
still perpetuates the memory of the Catholic Fauconbergs 
and the apostolic labours of the Newburgh chaplains. Mean-
while the bitterness of early anger was softened by advancing 
years, and the old Earl, moved by memories of his youth and 
by his daughters' prayers, sent for a priest a little before his 
death and made his peace with the Church. 

Fauconberg in his aporeacy had only too many examples 
and imitators. The middle of the seventrenth century proved 
to be the gloomiest period for English Catholicism, for many 
a gentle family, that had braved successfully the rack and 
rope, yielded then to the attractions of public life and the 
steady pressure of a mean legislation. Penal laws altering their 
character became less savage but more deadly they sapped 
a constancy that was weakened by despair for the Stuart 
cause, and was no longer inspired by hope of martyrdom. Thus 
Lord Teynham conformed when the Hanoverians came in. 
Later the Viscounts Molyneux of Sefton renounced the 
faith, and received an earldom instead. In Sussex the defection 
of three chief famillea imperilled religion in that county 
—the Shelleys of Mapledurham, Gage, whose seventh Baronet 
conformed, was made a Viscount, but died repentant, and 
Lord Montagu of Cowdray who echo repented on his death-
bed. Thus with maimed estates and enfeebled real, many an 
old family, either noble or yeoman, abandoned the C.I.F. 
faith almost within sight of the toleration that was bound  to 
come. Had they only held on for another generation they 
might have hailed the dawn of emancipation, and won the 
freedom for which they had sighed so long. 

To return to a pleasanter theme Lord Fauconberg's 
rermection with Laurence Sterne, and his kindly patronage of 
that eccentric genius, bring into the Belasyse annals a literary 
element otherwise wholly lacking. The Earl presented Sterne 

nem. is reas, mai ma ils•th es are mem, um nat nil. 
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to the Coxwold living, and had him as a frequent and welcome 
guest at the Priory (176o-67). Most of Tristram S bandy was 
written in the old parsonage, now called Shandy Hall, though 
portions must have been composed at Surion-m-the-Forest, 
when this unconventional parson held that living with the 
vicarage of Stitington. The hall in the latter village belonged 
then to Stephen Croft, one of the few Yorkshire squires who 
could appreciate Steme's peculiar humour. A story is told 
of a dinner at Stillington Hall (how well one knows that 
hospitable dining-room!) after which Sterne was induced to 
read some passages of his manuscript. Had they been less 
disguised in wit and learned lore, its coarse jests might have 
appealed to the Squire Westerns of the day; but after a hard 
day with the hounds, and a long evening with the port, the 
bucolic guests were in no mood for witty stories or humorous 
peculations. Looking round after a while and finding them 

all Aleep, Sterne, in disgust, threw the manuscript into the 
fire, from which his host was barely able to rescue it. Perhaps 
it might have been better left there! Anyway, it A to Stephen 
Croft s solitary appreciation and timely intervention that 
the world owes a masterpiece of English humour which it 
wilt not willingly fet die. At Newburgh Sterne found more 
congenial audiences. Lord Fauconberg evidently valued his 

mitable gifts and witty talk; possibly, his guest's humanism 
helped to soften his violent tamper; and on the other side, 
the Catholics, lay and clerical, whom the Vicar met at the 
Priory or in the village, mum have influenced many passages 
in his works. We have a pleasantry picture of the worldly old 
Earl from his association with the immortal sentiment and 
humour Laurence Sterne. 

The Earl crept back into the Church on his death-bed, 
in time to save his soul, too late to influence the religion of 
his heir; and so with him, though collateral cousins retained 
it the old Faith passed away from Newburgh. His onN son 
Henry, fifth Viscount, second Earl of the second creation, 
was brought up in the Church of England, and partly at the 
court of George III with whom he was rather a favourite. 
A man of some abilities, displayed in or offices under 
Government,hewaselectedinember forPeterborough(1768-74) 
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as Lord Belasyse, and on his father's death became Lord-
Lieutenant of the North Riding, Colonel of the North Yorks 
Militia, and a Lord of the Bedchamber to George III ! He 
rebuilt the chancel of the Couwold church as we see it now 
(0777). The tendency of the Belasyse family to run to daughters 
showed itself again, for by his wife, Charlotte, daughter of 
Sir Matthew Lamb, Bart., he left four girls and no son. Of 
these the elder, Charlotte, wife of Thomas Edward Wynn, 
held her father's estates till her dead; in ass, the husband 
taldng her family name. The second, Lady Anne, married 
Sir George Wombwell, and left Newburgh to her son, another 
Sir George (it ass), father of our old neighbour, the Bala-
clava hero, who died only the other day (19t3). Lady Eliza-
bath's story is a sad one. Though deeply enamoured of Colonel 
Bingham, a penniless soldier of no particular prospects, she 
was forced by her ambitious father into a loveless marriage 
with Colonel Howard, heir-presumptive on the Norfolk 
honours. The marriage which may well have been invalid 
through want of consent turned out unhappy; the lady 
left her legal husband, avd afterwards married her fi rst lover 
who had now become Earl of Lftm, father of the man who 
commanded the charge at Balaclava. 

Earl Henry died in tilos (March skrd), the year in which the 
monks came to Ampleforth to take up in the valley the 
Catholic traditions that had fallen from Fauconberg hands. 
Since then Newburgh has remained with the descendants 
of his daughters; the Earldom lapsed again, whilst the older 
tides reverted to male heirs of a collateral branch that had 
retained the Catholic faith, but with whom both mile line 
and baronies soon came to an end. 

The Catholic viscount who succeeded in out had one 
brother, Rowland, who by his wife, Frances daughter of Lord 
Teynhain, left five daughters and two sons, the younger of 
whom, Anthony, was father, amongst other children, of the 
two brothers who, on the death of the Earl, succeeded in turn 
as sixth and seventh Viscounts Fauconberg. Of these latter the 
elder, Rowland, never married, and lived usually in Lancaster, 
where he died in 1131o, and is buried in the parish church, 
As prominent laymen the two brothers took some part in the 

ego 
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domestic controversies which agitated the Catholic body in 
the decades preceding emancipation, but, apart from such 
incidents, their lives were passed iv comparative obscurity 
and poverty. Differences in politics and religion separated 
them from their wealthy cousins, and there is no likelihood 
that they ever visited either Ampleforth or Newburgh. A 
mooed brother, Thomas, who never lived to inherit the title, 
left five daughters, all well-known in Lancaster, by his wife, 
Louise de Neuville? 

Charles, the third brother, only remaining heir, seventh 
and last Viscount Fauconberg, was born in Gs°. Passing 
much of his early life in Pont, where he was ordained priest 
and took his Doctor's degree at the Sorbonne, it is not sur-
prising that he imbibed there the prevalent Gallican opinions, 
or that, returning to England at the Revolution, he should 
have joined the Cisalpine Club, and given that parry his active 
support. He acted fora time as chaplain to the Portuguese 
embassy, befriending the exiled French clergy, and occasion-
ally taldng clerical duties in London. " A fine scholar, a dig-
nified nobleman," he had all the toothy manners of the 
ageless regime, and when“prot. eneed to Geo.. rge.oItII, un

 fail 
tosuc-

'
 be 

pl:n tvoirittih' Erfg—ity . ol'at:tYr:armt!!!! (Gad ek'e 
Memoirs). He died at his sines house in Lancaster, June 
Mt, reef, and was buried with his brother in the parish 
church. 

Thus with strange symmetry is the Fauconberg pedigree 
rounded off; it begins with a prom, and ends with one 
though there is a vast difference between the time-serving,,
grasp, cleric of Henry 

whom 
and the unassuming, faithful 

Etesborf i,GLor3gs: 
 never 

jo;chleZolt_vgaso,Lnxtingi.shtee,dsZe 

f The Baas. of Moto, Derhaol. do,enclet1 h.ero Sis. Beles, of 

awash 

Newburgh Priory and the Fauconbergs 
the first Dr Edamse had acquired four centuries before, and 
the family honours founded on those estates were buried in 
his lowly grave' 

Some irregularity of descent, occasionally discernible in the 

lo!faltil7bPuergdIrCesh 
given

' the trineal=it thit z!!!:,7 
posed to accompany the possession of Church property. Their 
estate, a is nouced, never descends to three generatmns, or 
to not more than three generations, without a break. That 
this irregularity has been exaggerated a slight acquaintance 
with the pedigree proves, and that property. should never 
come down through four male descendants o not so very 
Illarveil008. In the case of Newburgh the first lay-proprietor 
was succeeded  by his son and his grandson; so was the third 
Viscount in the eighteenth century; and in the nineteenth 
century the Sir George Wombwell who married the Bela,se 
heiress was also followed by hli son and his grandson? The 
pedigree certainly shows a considerable preponderance of 
daughters, but that 

been
 necessarily a curse 

from
nay 

too, the descent has irregular, not always  father to 
son. However faulty their original title, the lay-owners of 
Newburgh have now had peaceable possession for close on 
four hundred years, exactly as long as the Canons had. Their 
vicissitudes have not really been out of the common. They 
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have enjoyed prosperity, power and place for thme centuries 
during which a male hem never failed, and for another century 
with the line continued through an heiress. The penalties for 
sacrilege are doubtless real and most grievous, yet their eff eels 
are not always apparent, aad they sometimes remain suspended 
for reasons invisible to mortab. Ile religious ssitudes 
of the family have been more considerable, alternating as 
they did be  Catholicism and Conformity in a way 
that is more intelligible than edifying. Even here, however, 
the philosophic spectator will pause in his censure; he will 
allow for the doubts and difficulties of perilous times, for the 
temptations of wealth and ambition; and the most orthodox 
critic, whilst lamenting the defection of these old Catholic 
stacks, will yet be more disposed to admire the fidelity of the 
steadfast than to blame the weakness of those that failed. 
Apart from religious differences, the Fauconbergs of Newburgh 
have left an honourable and distinguished name which has 
not been lost by their descendants. Their latmt reprmentative, 
Si, George Wombwell, over whom the grave has lately closed 
(am), held Newburgh for half a century; in him the monks 
at Ampleforth have known not merely a hero of Balaclava, 
but a friendly neighbour, a generous landlord, a popular 
sportsman, a typical Yorkshire squire. 

NOTE 

Errata in previous paper, Vol. XX, p. ,.9:—the second Lord 
Fauconberg was twenty-eight in 146 when his first wife 
died he married Mary Cromwell in 16571 and received 
the earldom in 1689. 
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HERODOTUS IN YORKSHIRE 

(SUGGESTED BY THE BOROUGH GUIDE TO SETTLE 
AND GIGGLESSVICX, Price 1d.( 

woes— ,„ 

sae., a.aw 'wen, 

Sams BRIDGE 

CBOSSING the river between Settle and Giggleswick, 
the bridge is worthy of attention. It was formerly a 
narrow eecion, but was widened on the south aide. 

The northern half thereof is very ancient, as the quaint ribbed 
arches testify. The fine old sycamore on the right hand as you 
ascend Bell Hill is known as the "Parish Umbrella," being 
a favourite trysting-place. The name of this hill b a subjeffi 
of much conjecture, one theory being that it derives ite 
origin from the hill of Bath and that it was a place of Druidical 
worship, others holding that it is the "hill of the ford," 
" bet " being the Celtic word for a ford. A local legend is to 
the effect that there used to be a bell on the hill to guide 
belated travellers across " Kendahnan's Ford." 

Emu. awe FLovnue WELL 

This remarkable well is situate at the foot of the min about 
a mile from Giggleswick. It has been an object of curiosity 
from time immemorial. Drayton in his " Polyolbion," which 
was written three hundred years ago, put into verse the legend 
that 0 nymph was pursued by a satyr, and that, frightened 
he would overtake her, she prayed to the gods to change her 
into a spring. Her prayer was answered, and the well as it ebbs 
and flows is supposed to be the nymph panting. And Speed 
makes mention of it in 0607, as doevmany another old author. 

An interest', feature of the well, but one which is only 
occasionally visible, " the silver cord," a curious thread of 
air running from one side of the well to the other. 
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The well is visited every Easter Sunday by hundreds of 

children, who concoct a drink called "Spanish Water." by 

means of black liquorice. 

The action of the well is 000y uncertain and irregular, and 

the visitor may have to pay several visits before he finds it 

kvorldng. Scientists hold the theory that in movements are 

due to a ...rad double siphon within the rock. The notion 

that this is the old ° Holy Well" of the place is a brand new 

twentieth century invention. 
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THE RETREAT FROM MONS 

THE folio iog letters written by the late Captain Hamilton 
Bemers give a vivid account of the retreat from Mons 
up to the day before he was killed. They are published 

with the permission of Mrs Hamilton Bernas, and have been 
passed for publication with eotain necosary eoisions by 
the Chief Field Censor at Field MarshalFrench's Head-
quarters. 

Extract of Later written by H.H.B. 

Dated September tend, resealed September torn. 

This is only a short line to tell you I am all right, but we 
are only stopped for an hour or so, and I have no kart with me; 
in fact, I've not had any kit since Tuesday, zsth, nor changed 
my clothes, or had them off since Sunday, Byrd. I have quite 
a fine beard, and S— looks like the commander of a and 
class cruiser as M— said. We have still been kept marching, 
and on an average do about 12-15 miles a day in hot sun, 
on the top of two hours' sleep at night in icy dew. We have, 
however, been able to feed fairly well, up to doe, though 
breakfast this morning, about 3.50. on Monday's bread and 
mouse trap cheese rather went against the grain. We fought a 
reargrod action all yesterday m a big wood, quite a good 
fight. We had to cover the withdrawal of all the baggage of 
the and Division [Exciri.], but we did it all right, and I think 
the 4th Gards' Brigade gained a good deal of credit. Our 
retirement was in turn covered by the 5th Brigade, among 
whom W-- j, who I saw for a moment. I saw G—
M— this morning, and was able to give him some bread 
and jam to help out his breakfast. We are right back now and 
in the same latitude as Paris. I hear the 4th Division hat 
captured eight guns—rather good—I don't know who our 
movements are, but I hewo e shall have a rest soon. Please 
send me a refill for "Oral  torch, from Steward, iriCharing 
Cross. The other night I was so tired and yet my brain was so 
awake, that I got up at s.3o am., dressed, and went and woke 
up all my company officers and sergeants, and told them to 
parade the company at once, as the alarm had sounded. 
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Imagine their feelings when I woke up ten minutes later and 
had to go and tell them I was dreaming all the time. No mote 
now. Keep cheery, O. 

Estrous of Diary Later Wit. by H.H.B. 
Dated September sob, received September 10. 

As you will see for some time past, I have given up all idea 
of numbering loters, and am as a rule more than hazy about 
does. Sometimes I get no chance of wiring for days, as we 
have been so rushed. We have done sea miles in a fortnight, 
and a lot of it was on pilot roads, roads made of paving stones. 
Well, now I can tell you something of our doings. Look up our 
route on the map, and I think it will surprise you. After leaving 
Havre m the 1.5th, We trained Via Bonen, Amiens, Arras 
(where we got such 2 reception), Douai to Masegny, where 
we entrained late at night on the 15th. Marched to Vanden-
court on the nest day, where we stayed till the soh, when we 
marched to Emory, near Oise. Then on to Mooillw, then on 
to Longueville, then we went for a week end to Belgium, 
starting on Sunday, ssrd, going to Cenly, just outside Mons. 
At the latter place a big fight was going on, and later on we 
joined in further to the east, at a plane called Harmingues, 
where, Sr I hoe told you, the regiment first e under 
fire. We had retired into billets at Guevy-le-Petitcam Varian.), 
but after an hour we were suddenly ealled out, and of 
we marched, eventually coming up on a ridge where we had a 
halt, and the Battalion was able to see the German shells 
bunting over a wide area, about two and a half miles away—

moo impressive sight—the men hardly said anything, but 
were no in the less t perturbed—only a bit silent. Then we 
went on, and 

with
 hour's time we four company commanders 

rode forward the CO. to reconnoitre. Then we advanced 
over an open bit of country for about a mile  t o some big 
chalk cliffs, where we were about to take cover, previous to 
climbing up, when we found that shrapnel was bursting just 
over the edge. It Nest getting dusk, so we cleared off to the 
right—the Irish Rifles and Royal Scots were entrenched half 
a tofu to our front, and were holding the enemy back, who 
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kept rusting them in great numbers. We got all the benefit of 
the shells and machine gun fire, which missed them, only, m 
we were lower down, most of the bullets went over our heads. 
The Maxim's bullets made an extraordinary noise; they 
seemed to say " Wheeo," "wham," " wheeo," as fast as one 
could say so. The men were splendid, we were last company, 
and I was with my last platoon, and one of the last to come up 
to where the Company was lying behind a bank. They all 
shouted to me to keep down . . . . and I went slowly up and 
sat down by T--and S—. We had been ordered m advance 
on a certain objective and we were still not there There was 

series of banks, like the ones we were behind further up the 
hill and gradually I got the whole Company up to the last of 
these by platoon rushes. It was quite dark by this time, and 
the only light we had was the flash of the enemy's guns and 
shells. Eventually we got on to a road, which was on the top 
of the ridge, about one hundred yards behind the other troop 
trenches, and this was the objective we had been told to go 
to. The road itself was one man of broken branches from the 
trees after the shrapnel had been through them. They had the 
range of the road to a nicety, and several men had been hit 
in S—'s Company, and T— shouted to me to rush the 
road to a ditch and bank the other side. My men were so 
blown after their climb that they refused to run, and it was 
a great mercy none of them were hit. On the way up we went 
through a turnip field? and I found — the doctor, with his 
stretcher bearers looking for wounded. I chaffed him about 
picking up his birds without a reftiemr, and the men were 
mite amused. One bullet went through a stretcher bearer's 
pack, and into the heel of the boot of the man next to bim, 
without touching him. One of my men on searching his 
haversack the next day found a hole in his bully beef tin, and, 
on investigating further with his fork, produced a shrapnel 
bullet out of it. We only lost five wounded, and I believe one 
was likely not to recover. After some time the firing slackened, 
but every now and then the enemy charged and tremendous 
bursts of firing from our trenches broke out, which mm-
pletely stopped the German advance. An Irish rifleman 
was shot through the head quite close to me. When all the 
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firing had ceased, we had the men's teas brought up to them 
where they were lying, and after a bit my Company was 
marched down in reserve on the right Eventually all troop, 
except our Battalion, withdrew, and I had to cover the retire-
ment of the other companies in conamction with T—. 
It was lucky we got out a it, as when we were two miles away 
at dawn we saw the whole of our position absolutely covered 
with shells. I heard afterwards from some one who no doubt 
knew nothing, that there must have been 15o gum them. 
Personally, I doubt it. Well, we got away and that day reached 
Longueville again. [Exthies.] At Mons we had three corps 
in front of us, and one on each flank, so with our little force 
of four Divisions, no wonder we suffered. [Excision.] The 3rd 
Division suffered very heavily. [Emersion.] The German 
infantry are reported to have come on in close column and 
to have been absolutely mown down by our machine gum, 
and still they came on, owing to their numbers, but they 
never reached our trenches. 

After leaving Longueville on the 25th we marched to 
Laadrecies, where we billeted my Company was in waiting, 
and had to be the first turned out on any alarm, and that to 
be outside the Battalion Headquarters. We had hardly got 
into our billets before the townspeople took panic and came 
rushing up the street, crying "Les Uhlans !" We immediately 
mrned out, and m nothing happened we thought it was a 
false alarm, and I was in the act of stripping, and had got my 
face lathered, when we heard guns outside the town. It was 
now dart and we got orders to fall in again. What actually 
happened I really don't know, but all I know is that the 
whole place was surrounded except the south-east, and that 
the whole was a put up job, worked by spies. [Excision.] I 
with my company was on guard at Battahon Headquarters. 
[Excision.' Soon our Battalion was separated all over the 
tow, holding buildings, and pursing houses in a state of 
defence I was left with only one platoon. We had only our 
own +th Guards Brigade and some guns in the town, and we 
had to hold on till the yth Transport and guns could get out 
of the town. The Coldstream and Grenadiers occupied 
barricades at the ends of the streets, and presently were rushed 
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1b1;:,`,Z;77.,,°!,717, oe's‘,:ortV17dw:nievi Igdrriev'sda7dt7; 
up to relieve them. By that time, however, the enemy had 
had enough. I heard afterwards that 850 dead Germans were 

t ed„ur' Metal: two  killed and some wounded, while 
the Grenadiers lost one killed. We fell back about + a.m., 
and retired to Etreux,schere we dug ourselves into trenches 
and prepared for defence. However, the Germans went off 
westwards en fight the 3rd Division, and I have since heard 
that they lost rather heavily. [Excision.] How the Transport 
ever got out of the town I don't know, owing to the decknece 
and the firing. Wersisma It poured that night, the s6th, and 
we slept in our trenches. Here it was that the — shot the 
aeroplane which bombed us. Thee we marched right on to 
Oelgey, then to Deuillet, where — and I were sent in with 
our Companies to defend e bridge which was very hard work, 

tte'Tlq i;:ed fZtam',V.Tr 
guard to the end Division and its tansport. I mu. stop now, 
as I want to ask for some things as the poet is going. Please 
send me every neck some food, sardines, potted meats, &c., 
for our Company met—vat to much at a time, and no 
packet to weigh more than 3 lbs. We have had no letter for 
ages. Teen dated the sand my last. . . . [Excision.] 

Please send me an «casional paper other than The Times—
Punch, for instance. A whole  baseryry of machine pm sur-
rendered to me yesterday evening (September 8th), and we 
took so, prisoners, but I .will tell you about that in my next 
letter as the pons is ping I he  that the Russians have sent 
a force to Belgium. I hope they will soon cut in behind the 
enemy. . . . — end— have brought out our fine rein-
forcements, but they have not brought use much news. I have 
shaved off my beard which was quite thick. No more now ... 

Extracts of Lam Later from 
Dated September tsth (Sunday), Received September 11.0, 1914. 

I have just got an extraordinary mixture of posts (e)
letter and a card from you, written at — flat on the rg.th 
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August, the day after I left you, which has taken just to days 
to get to me—a card written on the efth, and also a letter 
smitten by you on the a8th. The posts are too terribly bad 
for words,  and there are general complaints on all sides. Please 
send me a scarf made of wool—khali colour—to put round my 
head at night. Many thanks for the handkerchief and paper, 
both arrived at en opportune moment, when both my orr 
articles  were beginning to get soiled and smelly!.! It has 
pored incessantly now for 36 hours, and the last two nights 
we have been billeted in houses on the line of march. The 
night before last we were in clover, and I slept on a sofa, and 
shoold have slept on e bed, had not —, ham], no coat, been 
soaked to the skin, so I put him to bed in my big bed, and got 
— to rub him. We had the great good luck to hit on a house 
which had not been looted by the Germans during their 
retirement. Please send rue some pencils, two will be enough, 
only they must be H., not H.B., as I find this H.B. p.cil to 
soft. Thu is only a short letter, in case I can get it off via
but I have not seen -- since the other day and I have still 
my last letter waiting for — to take, but as soon as I finish 
this I shall send the last one in the usual way. It seems so 
funny that we should be able to hear from you in two days 
or o whereas it takes your letter such a long time to reach 
me.s If you don't hear from me foe some time you can always 
get news of me if you write to— —, as of course they know 
most things at General Headquarters, or else can find out, but 
we have been kept m much on the rush, it has been impossible 
to write, emn at the halts along the road. . .

Have you heard anything of the — yet ? I can't think 
by they .ulel n« eanc home via Italy and bog ma, 

as both Switeerbind and Italy are neutral. We are at the 

Pees
moment in reserye, also waiting for a bridge to be 

repaired which has been blown up In front of us. Them was a 
big battle along our left yesterday, some any off, mostly en 
artillery duel, and I have not heard the caul[, but rumour 
has it that 60,000 Germans are cornered, and that the French 
gave them five hours in which to surrender, which they 
refused. So they are plugging at them again now. It is im-
possible to boy anything m the village now we are advancing, 
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as the Germain have taken everything in the shape of eggs, 
fowls, tobacco, chocolate, so that your soup and chocolate 
will be most welcome when it arriyes. Up till 

now 
Friore day night we 

had not slept in a ho,se since the 22nd. Nom . Please 
thank— and  for their letters. I hear -- is on bias 

Last (Diary) Letter (Frisson by H.H.B. 

Dated September 03th, Received September auk 1904' 
This is the continuation of my long descriptive letter of 

all that has happened to us. After having passed the night at 
Soucy, we left early on the ist September, and marched to 
where there were some huge woods. We were to act with the 
Brigade as rearguard to the and Division, and the Powers 
that be had decided that they w to have a halt and eat 
their dinners from 9-0, four hours.ere Weil, first we took up a 
line in some fields, with my Company in a wood, behind a 
wall which had been loopholed by the engineers. This we 
occupied for an hour without being attacked, but the guns 
behind us were shelled and had some casualties. Then we were 
retired to the big wood, and took up a position to cover the 
retirement of the Brigade. One of the Coldstream Battalions 
was on our left, but they cleared out, and No. 3 Company 
Irish Guards were left to hold the edge of the wood. No.
Company afterwards came up, but I never knew it, as they 
never got in touch with me. Nothing happened at first, and 
. I could not see very far, and was uncertain about my kft 
front, I sent — with a section out to watch it. After an 
hoer I sent — on s so see how  hewas getting o and 
on his way he saw the enemy coming down the road in n, fours. 
I saw itst the same time, and he shouted to—to warn him, 
and the enemy, who were only 40o yards off sue and only 300
off him, heard him and stopped. I at once opened fire wfth 
the men I had near me, and as one man could not see them, I 
took his rifle and I think brought down my opposing Captain's 
horse. The enemy stood it fora few minutes, and then turned 
and ran, but reinforcements came up and soon artillery opened 
on the edge of the wood with shrapnel. My men began to get 
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hit, and I was just cursing one of them for not getting up and 
going forward to where he could shoot, when I found he had a 
wound in his thigh, breaking the bone. I did what I could for 
him, and got -- and a sergeant to carry him to the road, 
when I came upon my Company Sergeant-Major lying terribly 
wounded by a shell in two places. —, the doctor, vim with 
him, but I am afraid he must have died soon after I left him. 
I was beginning to be a bit anxious as regards being cut off, 
as there was a lot of firing going on all round behind. When 
the C.O. rode up and ordered us to retire, I gave the order, 
but the men would not go. It was most extraordinary, and 
when they did go they turned round and crawled on all fours, 
rather nervous, but not so much as to prevent them stopping 
to eat blackbarries, with the enemy only about rso yards oft 
I had got a rifle and bayonet from a wounded man by now, 
and felt far safer than with a revolver only. I sent all the 
others up the road, except —, who retired on the left, 
and followed with the has few left in the wood. The enemy 
had now worked round our left, and the remainder of the 
Battalion was facing in that direction. I told the Company 
to re-form at the first opportunity, and soon overtook —, 
who was being sniped at all the way up the road, one bullet 
smashed a stone just where he had left with his heel, and 
a bullet went right through his map case. — had the 
bottom of his haversack shot away, and — bad apiece 
taken out of his puttee. — also had his m tin 
shot  through. When we joined the other Companies the 
CO. was there, and gave our Company a few words of 
enmuragement, and said we were cafrying on just as he wished. 
Then he ordered some of us to ret.re, and we stayed on and 
covered the retirement. By this rime I had lost four sergeants, 
one corporal, and 21 men, and things were getting rather 
h.. I then retired through the others, got the Company 
together, and took up a position to cover the others again when 
they retired. During tlth time very heavy firing was going on 
in the wood in all directions, and we began to lose heavily. 
No one saw the CO. hit, but he never appeared. — was 
killed. — we fear is billed. Old — was wounded in the 
leg.— I never saw again. —, our interpreter, and — the 
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doctor, the former badly wounded, have not appeared. In fact 
every one above mentioned are either killed or wounded or 
taken prisoner. D— w. hit in the foot, and B— in the 
thigh, or rather hip, but both were got by our own ambulance. 
The Brigadier — was also badly bit in the knee, but he in 
safe, too. So you will see that — now commands, and I am 
second in command, but, of course, the CO. may only 
be slightly wounded and captured. We got back after that 
without any more fighting, and I fancy gave a fairly good 
account of ourselves , as the enemy ceased to corm through the 
wood. Our Brigade retired to Villars-Cotterets, where we were 
relieved by the 6th Brigade. We slept that night at Betz, 
which we reached after midnight, then we went on to Meaux 
and Elea de Villenoy, then Pierre Levee, thence to Vilbert, 
where we started in the morning and entrenched ourselves 
against shell fire, as by this time we had hied east, and had 
stopped our 

fire,
movement and were now running up 

against the flank guard of a German force moving south against 
the French on our right. Well, we ran against them all right, 
and they plumped shells all over us. It was afterwards reported 
that outr oppone. were all mounted on motors and motor 
cycles, th horse artillery guns mounted en lorrim, as when 
they stopped shelling m, they were away at once and our 
cavalry could not get them. They landed a shell right in one 
of the — trench., killing six and wounding ten, including 
— slightly in the hand. Poor —, who only joined us with 
H—'s draft the night before, got introduced to the 
Battalion and en shell fire at the same time, and was standing 
with 5-- only five yards behind the said trench and was 
never scratched. You never saw each e mess as the rifles were 
in afterwards. Luckily all the bodies and wounded had been 
taken away, but the rd. were all bent and twisted into all 
shapes. They were shelling the ground where I was holding a 
faun pretty considerably, but none ever burst actually in the 
farm, although the critical moment of any company being 

atabout to get in di the cmkers and watercarts stampeded 
en the rear by orderer,  of who is transport officer, and so 
my men did not get fed for some time. We then advanced to 
Tonquain. [Excision.] The next day we we. to St Simeon
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after a long and uninteresting march. I was s t to get in 
touch with the 3rd Division alone in the dark, aside of about 
six milm, and found —is Brigade, but, of cows, he was min-
ing. The next day, 8th, we advanced towards Boitron, where 

small river was held by the German rearguard. We had a 
sharp little fight, and lost some men, but eventually we got 
over, after being badly held up by machine guns. In the af tew 
nmn we came  p with them agam, and No. a Company of the 
Coldstreams and my own ,supported by the rest of the Battalion 
anda Battery, advanced on a wood, where we were rmeived 
by very heavy gun fire. After a little short advance, during 
which the guns opened on the wood at about boo yards, the 
Coldstreams on our right teported that the enemy had hoisted 
white flags, and had ceased firing. We ceased also, but un-
fortunately could not atop the guns for some time. I then put 
a line of men out to cover the Coldstream party, who were 
to go and capture the ht across  the German Lieutenant, 
ignoring them, came right across to me and surrendered. I 
saluted him and shook hands, and he told me, in French, that 
all except four hones of his galloping Max. Company were 
shot ; FM Captain was wounded, that their escort of cavalry 
had deserted them, and that they had low a lot of men. I 

th ee

went on with him and saw the Captain, who was shot through 
both legs, and 

an
youth. We got six Mmind beautifully 

mounted on wagona, with spare parts so complete as to mntain 
even e duplicate set of harness. Any amount of automatic 
pistols, of which I am now the proud possessor  done, and 
about seventy-five men. We of awards found a wounded 
Prussian officer in the wood. It wm most pathetic, and some 
of the hence wete badly wounded. The Lieutenant asked 
me to shoot his horse, which was badly hit, and sobbed aloud 
when I did it. I was then put in charge of all the prisoners 
oE the day, some thirty-five more coming in from various 
parts of the field, to say nothing of the wounded, and my 
Company had to look after them for the night; three out of 
fifteen wounded actually with me died in the night, and were 
buried. We put the officers on parole, and fed them at our 
mess. The Captain was Capt. Franz von Radowitz, and the 
senior Lieutenant was Siegfried Gans Edler Herr zu Putlita, 
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both of the Garde Scheme Machine Gewehr Corps. I told 
them that they were captured by the English Guard, and 
they smiled, and said that was some consolation. You would 
have been much imp grsed had you heard me giving " Am 
Rechts Marschieren,Vorwarts I !" and H-- G—, who is 
good at German, was splendid, and the men obeyed him just 

like one man. Their discipline h all forced, one can easily see 
that, and they all seemed glad to be captored. I gave them 
up to the Provost-Marshal next morning. This brings me to 
the gth when I saw F—. Since then nothing fret& R—
has been hit in the calf with one of our own shells, but k is 

not at all bad. Please send me some matches, small boxgr—
Bryant & May's—vvith a tin cover for one of them, not the 
very small she, but about tveo inches by one and a half. You 
might send me six every fortnight. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF MILTON'S 
GENIUS 

o Fairest novel, no sooner blown but blasted, 
Solt silken primrose lading timelesoly. 
Summers chief honour, if thou had.. outlasted 
Bleak winters force, that made thy blossom dry. 

O 

" 

the seventeen years old Milton on the death of 
his sister's irifant child. It was his first original poem, 
and there is in it not a little that foreshadows the Milton 

of fame. It is not a great poem : indeed, with its conventional 
rhetoric and classical tags, it is just such a poem as any school-
boy of average intellect might Produce. But for all that it is 
not without its import.ce n shows us quite clearly the 
bent of Milton's genius. The normal boy would outgrow the 
classicism of such a composition but the genius Milton never 
outgrew his classicism, even in its minuter and cruder forms. 
E ty of Paader, Led there b something of 
the schoolboy's delight in the parade of classical persons and 
olaces. We have the confession of haslove for the classics from 
Milt on's ongra lips, were the poems themselves Ina sufficient 
evidence. " From twelve years of age," he tells us, " I hardly 
ever left my stadia or went Co bed before midnight," and later 
on in life " riper years and the ceaseless round of study and 
reading led me to the shady apace of phikeophy but chiefly 
to the divine volumes of Mao and his equal, Xenophoe." 
Here Milton is going deeper from the letter to the spirit, 
from form to matter : and it in clue to this early training in 
the classical school that his name stands at the head of 
English classical poets, as does Shakespeare's at the head of 
the Romanticists. His literary career forms itself into three 
distinct periods. The first is that of his classical poetry—which 
consists 

to
 the poems produced during his seven years at 

Cambridge, and those of the sojourn at Horton. which followed 
immediately after. Then comes the great controvenial period 
of his prose writings—a period which is of supreme importance 
in +clarion to his poetry. And then that last period on which 
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his fame chiefly depends, which gave to the world the two 

great Epics and the SOIRJOS Agorines. 
The fault of Milton's early poetry is its " bookishn.s." 

Even his later and greatest poetry was never the poetry of the 
whole man. There are many sides of human life that we must 

not expect to find in Milton—or, if at all, only in germ. Shake-
speare employed every faculty; lavished on his poetry all the 
grandeur of his intellect, all the beauty of his human sympathy, 

all the strength of his passion, all his love of nature. Milton's 

great glory is his intellect and it is to the intellect, and not 

to the heart of his reader, that he makes his appeal. And so'
his early poems there is an absence of something that is 
tinctH felt his intellect was as yet but immature it had 
not yet undergone the .ercise and discipline afforded to it 

in his controversial period and there are not sufficient of 
those gentler and more human compensating qualities to fill 

up the breach they leave both mind and heart unsatisfied, 

too conscious of the outward shows and trappings of poetry, 
unacquainted with the true and perfect form of 'Poetry 
herself. 

It is not without significance that many of these ssoiy 
poems are no religious subjects. There is one on the Passion, 
another on the Circumcision, and then the great Ode on the 
Molting of arist's Nativity. This poem has m. with the 
admiradon of Englishmen for centunes. But it seems to fall 
between no entirely different standards of poetry—the 
classical and the mediieval. There are reminiscences now of the 
Miracle play, and now of Virgil's Fourth Eclogue: 

• 

Or ere the point of dawn, 
Sat simply chatting in a rustic row 
Full Mile thought they than 
Th.< the m;gxiy Pan 
W. kindly come to Live with them below 
Perhaps their lovm, or elm Ned sheep 
Was all that did their silly thoughts m busy keep. 

Here Milton is striving after simplicity ; but his touch b 
uncertain, the " mighty Pan" slips out, ere he is aware of it, 
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almost marring the naive beauty of the lines. And yet in thus 
only religious poems there is a more strktly religious tone, 
the revelation of e more intimate relation of creature and 
Creator than is to be found in the great Epics of his later 
days. if his treatment of the Christ of the Temptation bas 
gained in solemnity, it is at the sacrifice of the childlike love 
for the Christ of the Nativity. But it would need no practised 
eye to discern from these poems whither the geni. of Milton 
would ultimately tend. There is more simplicity of description 
in L'Allegra than in Paradise Lose, b. even here art dominates 
nature. Does any one who reads this poem feel that it justifies 
the title 1 Or, even that the sentiments expressed square with 
his real feelings 1 Dr Johnson truly remarked "No mirth 
can indeed be found in his melancholy, but I fin afraid that 
I always meet some inelanchory in his mirth." L'Allegro 
sounds disinterested ; the sight of "many a youth and many 
a maid dancing in the chequered shade" does not seem to 
rouse in the nor a desire to join them and neat-handed 
Phyllis, Corydon and Thyrsis savour too strongly of culture 
poetry. He strikes a truer note when, in Penstrost, he sighs 
for the joys of lonely contemplation—in a sense very different 
from that in which the sentimental Penserosoes of the eigh-
teenth century understood him he sighs for a figurative 
hermitage 

Where I may sit and rightly spell 
Of every star Nat heaven doth show, 
And every he. that gips the dew, 
Till old experience do attain 
To something like prophetic strain. 

The blind Milton engaged on Paradise Lost is not at any rate 
far from a realization of this hope. 

If anything could draw a poet, too much imbued with the 
form of a bygone age, from mese art to nature, it would he the 
natural beauties of the physical world and the love of a human 
being. We cannot doubt that Milton both felt the influence 
of nature and knew the love of a friend but we believe it 
rather in spite of 

of
i oetry than on account Hardly any 

of his descriptions onature are other than could have been 
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written by a poet who had little appreciation for her we 

listen to hs heavy lino on a May Morning, and the thought 

oE the early English lyrics of May, so fresh and gay and 

delicate, make them elmmt valueless in our eyes. Only here 

md there we find a description or a simile which seems to 
nature--

To hear the lark begin his Sight 
AM. singing, startle the doll night 
From his watchtower in the sides. 
Till tM Pied daxm loth rise: 
Then to come. in spite of sorrow. 
And at my window bid good-morrow, 
Through the sweet-briar or the vine, 
Or the twisted eglantine, 
While the cock with lively din. 
Scatters the real of darkaaess thin: 
And to the stack or Me ham oor. 
StOutly struts his dames hrtore. 

These last lines especially have about them a Chaucerian 

realism . genuine. 
The one touch of human nature in Milton's early poems 

is his Lyrielas the charactert in Corner and Arradds are 

merely allegorical, with all the marionette impersonality of 

the medireval morality. In Lyridas we hear for once the cry 

of grief at the death of a friend. But if we read this pastoral 

poem in ignorance of the occasion that produced it, would 

the reality of it force itself upon us No one can read In 

Monomial, and fail to son that Arthur Hallam was dear to the 

heart of his poet friend eve, line speaks his grief with 

el.uent pathos  though cowl do not doubt Milton's 

sincerity, his graceful Virgihan pastoral does not in itself 

assure us of hie grief at the loss of Edward King. His indir 

nation against the Bishops, which so strangely finds a place in 

this elegy, rings louder than the cry of sorrow. 

After Lyridas Milton's poetic tn. vas silent for many 

years. From a voyage to France and Italy he returned home 

to throw himself with all his vigour into the questions of rim 

hour. The years of controversy that followed are of supreme 
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importance in our estimate of hie work. He was no mere "art 
for art's sake "p oet no aesthete: his kinship with the classical 
Greek poets, that is so manifest in Samson glgonines, is still 
further enhanced by the fart that he was a man of affairs 
Aeschylus reposed his life to danger at Marathon for the 
honour of hie country; and Milton, ten, braved the mger of 
the leading party and used his great, but misguided, genius 
for the cause of Liberty is England. Knowing how ardent 
was Ma pursuit of Liberty, one sometimes wonders in reading 
Paradise Lars whether the author has 110I inspired the arch-
rebel Satan with something of his own spirit. Liberty is the 
one prerogative of Englishmen that most be preserved at all 
wan, in all its phases—liberty of the Church, of the State, 
of the Press, of the household. He reminds us of Burke, the 
poet-politician, is the imaginative splendour of his political 
propaganda. But there is this all important difference: the 
pohtirtan in Burke was even stronger than the poet: he 
conceived of everything in the light of in practical exigencies : 
whereas Milton allowed his imagination to wander on in 
theories which had no regard to the actual condition of things. 
Only one of his doctrines was ever put into practice—the 
them of his Artopogitica and even in this case, it was not 
until some yeart after his death that the freedom of the Press 
was rttablished. And so critics have urged that these years of 
controversy are empty and fruitless, and have hindered the 
further development of a poetic genius that in spite of them 
reached to such heights. But it was not in mite of them, but 
on account of them that we can claim Paradise Lars ammg 
our national treasures. We have many instances of what 
classicism divorced from life can produce. There are the 
Greek Alexandrine poets there are Roused and Du Bellay 
and the rest of the Pleiade ; there are the metaphysical 
atrocities of Milton's oven contemporaries ; there ss the 

Altuol. psrodo-classicism of the eighteenth century. And if 
had Geed on iv the same hot-house atmosphere, never 

bmathing the common air of day, if his genius had not been 
completely stilled, it would certainly not have developed into 
the wonderful thing it is. The theme of his great Epic, the fall of the human race, could only have been handled as it is by 
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a man who has entered with all his heart into the bustle of 
national life; who has revolved great ideas in a great mind for 
the common welfare of a whole people—even if those ideas 
had little practical result. The man who wrote of the nuptial 
ties of the first man and woman, who pictured their first 
quarrel and the reconciliation that followed, was the author 
Om of the Divorce pamphlets, and had wen a repentant wife 
kneeling at his ket, begging to be taken back into his house. 
The debate among the fallen spirits in Hell was such a one as 
Milton had heard himself in England the batde of Aoeel 
hosts, one against the other, wet written by one who knew y 
actual experience the horrors of Civil War; and it is not to 
the detriment of Cromwelils chuacter, if we can see him in the 
person of Satan ranging among the host with commands and 
exhortations. Nor is the strong and virile language of Paradise 
LOW that of the mere culture poet the scornful language 
hurled by Satan at the Heavenly Spirits, re-echoes, even 
faintly, the opponent of Salmasim and Morns; and the 

FiCriliZetoMtna:agsePol 
all friars,

many a panikl in 
eremites and ri ch 

his prose writings. Sic Walter Raleigh. has summed up the 
influence of his prose on his poet m a striking passage 
"Hu prose works help us to appreciate better the tribulations 
of the process whereby. he became a classic poet. Eclecticism 
and the severe castigation of style are dangerous discipline for 
any but a rich temperament from others they produce only 
what is exquisite and thin and vapid. The ' stylist ' of the 
modern world is generally en interesting invalid; his com-
plexion would lose all its transparency if it were exposed to 
the weather  Sunbeams cannot be extracted from 
cucumbers, nor can the great manner in literature emanate 
from a chill self-culture. But Milton inherited the fullness and 
vieur of the Elizabethans, and so could afford to write an 
epic poem in a selection of the language really used by men." 

In the prose lima w can find many hints of what was 
occupying Nlilton's imagination during these poorylms years. 
" It was from out then nd of one apple tasted," he nye on the 
direapagitim, that the " knowledge of good and evil cc two 
twins cleaving together, leaped forth into the world." Again, 
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in The Amnia nod Discipline of Divorce, Eve is likened to 
Pandora—" what a consummate and most adorned Pandora 
was bestowed upon Adam, to be the nurse and guide of 
his arbitrary happiness and perseverance." And then there is 
the famous passage where the state and person of a King is 
likened to the mighty Nuarite, Samson. These are slight 
indications, but they prepare us for his later poetry. 

To the task of Paradme Lens Milton came fresh from hie 
vigorous public life, with a brain sharpened by controversy, 
and a pen ready and facile through constant.practice. Religion 
and pohties e'wer nextricably entangled dung the Common-
wealthcf teriod, and so. it presents no strange enigma to find 
All 
All  of Pdd—silnnce and ; 'hletcioV:g; 
religion and politics, scripture and personal reminiscences—
are poured out in profusion in this great masterpiece. Though 
the p.m of a middle-aged man, ot hasty  the vigour of 
youth, but restrained and purified by matury. It is a strange 
medley—th most wonderful of EMc stories—almost aa 
chaotic in ice elements as the great Chaos from which the 
World was made. There are storim of pagan mythology in-
extricably entangled with Christian kgend or scripture; 
Sin springs from the head of Lucifer, as Athene from the head 
of Zeus; from a glimpse into.the Book of Genesis, or of Reve-
lations, we are hurried away on a simile to some foreign land, 
where the author shows us the beauties of his new-discovered 
country with the ICU of a Columbus or of a Raleigh; or Eve 
in her perfect beauty is compared to come goddess of Greece. 
Now some allegorical figure (who reminds us that originally 
hie theme was to be cast into the dramatic mould of Miracle 
or Morality) is wen side by side with some character of History; 
now again a heavenly poorer expounds a theological or philo-
sophical theory ; or explains to the first man the movements 
of the planets, with en interns that only the memory of a 
visit to Galileo could engender. These are but some of the 
manifold elements that are interwoven into the simple plot 

Of man's first disobedience and the fruit 
Of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste 
Brought death into the world and all our woe. 
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What amazes us is the final result the genius of Milton 

has so modified and harmonized all these contrary elements, 
that far from being chargeable with diffuseness or incon-
gruity, Paradise Lost is of the essence of classical art: com 
plete  in every part, in perfect unity, as chaste and statuesgoe 

a pece of Greek sculpture, or a play of Sophocl.. And if 
flaws there be, so huge is thA masterpiece, so colossal its 
dimensions, they are scarcely perceivable. A Apse of taste, a 
bombastic line, some small iswongraity, or contradiction,could 
never mar the value of a piece of work done on so magnificent 

scale. Whatever faults A h. that may be criticized, they are 
the faults of its greatness. It is alm.t too classical , too sharp 
in its outline too austere in its aloofness too inhumm 
its supernaturalism. The r.pon. that A awakens in us is not 
one of love, but of admiration and wonder. Shak.peare is 
greater than Milton because he is less grand because, as we 
gaze on Lear or Hamlet, wonder is second only to love and 
pity. Man can go on loving long after he has ceased to wonder 
and we feel that Dr Johnson only just overstated the truth 
when he said " Paradise Loss is one of the books which the 
reader admires and lays down, and forgets to take it up again. 
None ever wished A longer than it A. Ire perusal A a duty 
rather than a pleasure. We read Milton for instruction, retire 
harassed and overburdened, and look elsewhere for recreation; 
we desert our master, .d seek for companions." 

There is a whole world of difference between Paradise 
Lost and Paradise Regained. The latter has all the marks of 
the approach of old age. It may be that the genius of Milton 
was more stilted to tho portrayal of a theme drawn from the 
Old Testamem, wish lee remote and far-off grandeur, Man to 
the simplicity and personal appeal of the New Testament. 
The Christ of Paradise Regained, calm and dignified though 
he be, is just such a figure as the Messiah might be conceived 
to be by one who has failed to grasp how significant A the 
difference between the old order of things and the new dis-
pensation of Love. The words of Milton's Christ sound 
rhetorical . pared with the simple utterances of Christ 
in the New Ter r. The character of Satan, too, bee 
lost all its vigour: there A e passivity about the whole work 
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which speaks of the loss of freshness and zest in the author, of 
an intellect that A growing tired. In Paradise Lest the lyrical 
note is struck but seldom, but it sounds with increasing force 
in Paradise Regained, and Milton's own moralizing s are more 
prolonged. And so in Samson elgonisees s the blind giant, 
brought to misery and captivity by the wiles of Delila, recalls 
to our mind with .quisite pathos the picture of the blind 
Milton, who had known himself, from bitter personal ex-
perience, all that it meant to have en unloving wife. The 
Chorus—which more than anything elle in our hterature has 
caught the spirit of the Attic stage—gives us Milton's last 
words on the riddle of life and the last words of all are 
words of calm resignation: 

All is best, though we oft doubt 
What the unsearchable dispose 
Of Highest Wisdom brings about, 
And eves hest found in the close. 
Oft he seems to hide Ids face 
But unexpeCtallg returns. 
And to his faith. champion lath in place 
Bore witness gloriously whence Goat mourns 
And all that band them to resist 
His uncontrollaba intent 
His is he with new acquist 
Of true experience from this gseat event 
With pea. and consolation hath disrassed, 
And ..bn of mind, all passion spent. 

If there A more of rhetoric and moralizing in Samson elgonistes 
Man in Paradise Regained, there is mom, too, of grander' 
and power. Milton's hawed of prelacy and priests has more 
of exalted dignity hese, expressed in the mouth of their victim, 
Samson, and his comforters, than anywhere else in his writings. 
The whole poem is the last supreme effort of a dying genius. 
One loves to think of Shakespeare, in the gentle twdight of 
his romances, as breaking his wand in the person of Prospero, 
and abjuring hie magic for ever. Perhaps, too, in the person 
of the Hebrew giant we catch a last glimpse of the Titanic 
genius of Milton he rouses himself for the last time: exerts 
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the whole strength of his dwindling intellect to overwhelm 
his enemies and is himself crushed amid the ruins : his 
voice is silenced for ever. It is a feat, compared to which his 
earlier essays of hostile strmigth, were but as the slaughtering 
of the Philistines with the jawbone of an ass. 

R. S. MARWOOD. 
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SCHOOL NOTES 

Tits school officials for the term have been as follows: 

Head Monitor . . . P.O. J. Bonbon 
Monitors . R. J. Power, M. L. Ainscough, C. Leese, 

W. Rockford, H. M. J. Gerrard, H. Martin 
Librarians of the Upper Library . G. A. Lintner, D. T. Long 
librariansof the Upper MiddieLibrary R. J.Power,C.B.J.Collison 
Librarians of the Lower Middle Libra, . J. W. Hawkswell, 

L. Knowles 
Librarian of the Lower Library . L. D. Chamberlain 
Journal Committee . . R. J. Power, H. M. J. Gerrard 
Games Committee . . C. B. J. Collison, R. J. Power, 

M. L. Ainscough 

Captains of the Football Sets-
1st Set—C. B. J. Collison. M. L. Ainscough. 
and Set—R.. Ihaey Douglas. 
3rd Set—R. G. mcArille,  P.O. Davey. 
Sgth Set—E. Ainscough, 1. B. Loughran. 

e,gC. Emery. 
6th Set—E. Forster,   C.E.O. Cary-Elwin. 

Captains of the Hockey Sets-
1st Sat—C. B. J. CoUlson, M. J. Ainscough. 
and Set—Y. J. Bro.°, J. P. Douglas. 
Std Set—Hon. C. Barnewall, D. Rockford. 
gth Set—F'. G. Davey, it. G. Mon.... 
sth Set—G. Ainscough, S. R. Loughran. 

George, i. emery. 
yth Set—J. Ainscough, A. Ainscough. 

4. 
Tot following bop left the school at Christmas 

F. A. D. Rerregh-Bernard, Rouble. R. N. F.Barnewall, S. Lancaster. 

All three have obtained commissions, and their names will be 
found amongst those Ampleforth boys serving their country. 
The school envies them this privilege, and wishes them much 
glory and a safe passage to Berlin. 
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cv. i!.22;z7d of Sandhurst  February, and is 

3. £ 
We wekome P. Mills, the only newcomer at the beginning of 
this term. 

£ 
R. J. Powea in the Army Entrance Examination, held in 
February, obtained 504 marks for Woolwich, and 730c for 
Quetta. He has elected to go to Quetta, having been 
placed twenty-sixth on the line He sailed on April ryth. 
The good wishes of all accompany him. 

.1. 
G A. LINTNee discovered in the middle of term, that as he 
was bore in France, the French Array required his services. 
Having always believed himself to be English, and intending 
to join the Service at home, he became the subject of an 
interesting question in the House of Commons. We have not 
yet heard which an, he is going to join. In the meantime we 
must con. 1,1m a, lost to us at Ampleforth, and wish him 
every good wish. 

.1. * 
Dv, BLaCxunoe is going to Sandhurst nert term—having 
been nominated by the Head Master. 

3. £ 
Tee month of February surpassed itself this year. We had few 
real winter days, but nu, on which rain fell. This fut. com-
bined with the scratching of several " rugger " matches—
due to sickness at the schools we usually play—caused ors 
spirits to droop, but they were quickly revived by the un-
expected holiday granted by the Had Master on March 6th. 
The Sixth Form spent a very jolly day in York, while the 
Fifth and Fourth, under the aegis of Dom Ambrose, went u 
far as Fountains Abbey. The other forms disported themselves 
las far afield, but one and all agreed that they would endure 
another period of rain, if so fitting a climax could be again 
attained. 

.7. 
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Telengthening of the Easter Holidays of late years had so 
reduced " the Rackets Season " that it was agreed this year to 
begin Rackets a fortnight earlier. Laetare Sunday is still, how-
ever, graced by the lonrestablithed festivities connected by 
many generations of boys with that day! 

• 
Tee Old Monastery, externally always the same, seems to 
possess endless capacity for adaptation from within. On our 
return we found the Drawing Class room transformed into 
a Mathematical Laboratory, with the darker half partitioned 
off for Optics. The protun career of this room is worthy of 
record. Originally. the Monks' Library, it afterwards became a 
d. omiiatoryr,,,,olatmer itt, :orsizttlysiorme rooms,

 Clan 
 since ier.e bate been 

class-room, and' of late, it had been used as an  ta
the 

e mom by 
the Drawing and Painting Class. The artists have now been 
relegated to the gallery of the theatre, which thus serves a 
useful purpose in the long intervals between lectures and 
theatricals. The theatre is now the home of an then rts Three 
guest-rooms in the Old Monastery have also been seined for 
school purposes. Two rooms which, in urly Victorian days, 
were part of the old chapel, are now transformed into a sick-
room for non-infectious cases, and a third, that imediately 
adjacent to the Head Mot er's room, hoe become ache-room. 

.1. • 
We regret to say that ill-health has compelled Mrs Doherty, 
who for thirty-one years has been housekeeper and head 
matron, to retire from her post. It will be difficult to think of 
the matron's !odd under any 111MC but " Mrs. Doherty's 
Room," so long familiar to generations of boys as the quarry 
of all good things, and the place where boys were best under-
stood. Many Old Boys will recall visits to Mrs. Doherty, and 
associate with them some of their happiest school half-hours. 
MP, Doherty has remained the same to the end,always Cod 
considerate, she yet could prove herself as was becoming, the 
" mther fortis." The marvel is that Mrs. Doherty has so lo, 
endured the strain of an office where so little rest and peace 
were possible. Ampleforth can surely never forget her long 
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years of faithful service, her assiduous attention to the details 
of her office, and her unfailing loyalty. We are glad to say that 
she has found herself a home near the College. 

4. 34 

THE architrys elevations of the new Preparatory School, 
which is rising in the field beyond the New Monastery, will 
be found in this number. The West wing is not to be built 
at prese and is not therefore shown in these sketches. Pro-
grese sincent,  Christmas, in spire of some bad weather, has been 
rapid, and, as we write,it is expected thatthe roof will be begun 
in about a fortnight's time. There will be accommodation in it 
for forty boys three masters, two matrons and a stall of servants, 
and when the West wing is built the number of boys will be 
able to be increased. It is not possible as yet to say more than 
it promises to combine graceful simplicity with all that the 
modem world demands of fresh air, light and water. We regret, 
however, to learn that the Architect, Mr. Daniel Powell, is 
so ill that we can hardly hope that he will be long spared. We 
ask the prayers of our readers for Mr. Powell, who had of late 
become a familiar and welcome figure at Ampleforth. 

• F • 

Wine the game against Durham School, on February zoth, 
the Rugby season of 0904,5 came to an end. We began the 
season with a good side, and probably the best pack Ampleforth 
has hitherto had. Much of in brilliance was due to Collison's 
fine play and great leadership, but the whole pack was imbued 
with the spirit of " push and go," which, whatever its value in 
other spheres of life, cannot be rated too highly on the Rugby 
field. In the " looee" the forwards displayed an individual and 
collective liveliness which gave promae of both a successful 
and interesting year. But as the war-cloud thickened, one after 
another of the XV quietly disappeared, and towards the close 
of the season we were only able, from this and other causes, 
to put half a side into the field. The backs, largely through the 
constant changes that were necessary, never got together, and 
against the brilliant Durham " threes " they showed up rather 
badly. Much the same tale is to be told of the Hockey. The 
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two School matches were both lost. In any case, the forwards 
were weak this year and unenterprising, and seemed incapable 
of making sustained efforts. The backs were good, but they 
seemed too disposal to take rislei, and were very averse from 
" safety " play. Still " when the mind's free" some of them 
will make gate good hockey players. Owing to the early Easter, 
and the state of the ricket ground, which is at present bisected 
by a light railway, the Sports could not be held this term, 
as there was no rosin available for lap toes. On Easter 
Monday a few events were held—the Weight, Hurdles, Long 
lump, Cron-Country Race and Steeplechne. The rat it is 
proposed to run off early in the Summer term, and the 
usual record will be gNen in the neat issue of the Janina.. 
Whatever effect the prevailing cataclysm in Europe has had 
on the harder and sterner side of school life, it has certainly 
made games here seem hardly worth while. 

re,play th
ime 

,e games are used to play together 

And yet through !Z
 that 

7. shouting  the 
Those other hosts in graver turgid met 
Those other sadder sounds your ea. are hearing 

Be sure vie don't forget. 

WE wish to thank Lady Anne Kerr for the gift of a collection 
of pictures and a mask of Napoleon, that belonged to and 
Lieutenant David Anselm Kerr, Royal Seca, who fell in 
Northern France in the early days of the War. 

AN account of the death of Ambrose Teeling, Lieutenant 
Norfolk Regime reported in the last 'vs  of the Jointual, 
has been received nt, from thou who witnessed it. The regiment 
was entrenched near Vailly, on the south side of the Valley of 
the Aisne. The German trenches on the other side of the 
river were about nine hundred yards away. Lieutenant Teeling 
and another officer led a number of men at night to a farm-
house between the opposing lines to obtain materials Oct lenen-
ing the discomfort of then ench.. They reached the farm safely, 
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but on the way back they were seen by the Germans; very 
soon, two shells fell in the midst of the party, and though the 
others escaped unhurt the two officers were killed. Lieutenant 
Teeing was buried close to where he fell. 

sff A A 
Tee retreat this term was given by Fr Benet, S.J., Rector of 
St Mary's Hall, Stoneyhurst. It was much appreciated, and 
we offer the Reverend Father our best thanks. 

A 
Sr Br stems's feast was celebrated with its accustomed 
solemnity, and the School after dinner dispersed into those 
villages and hamlets of the district, where objects of interest 
mist, or more candidly where Yorkshire's but teas are available! 

A 
A Coexasvoomov, an Old Boy, mites "I want to send you 
my poor tribute to the memory of jack Nevin. just after the 
declaration of over he said to me,' If England had not stood by 
France in this war I should have shaken the dust of this 
country off my feet and go m elsewhere,' and he meant it. The 
first of his firm on the Stock Exchange to realize the imminence 
of the coming conflict, he warned his pawners that he would 
immediately apply fox a commission on a declaration of 
hostilities. He did, and his choice was the Guards. Thoroughly 
he threw himself into his new work—work after his ownheart—
for he had always regretted that opportunity had denied him 
a soldier's life. I know how well he satisfied his superior officers. 
They thought him a most capable and reliable officer. In the 
words of one he was loved by all the regiment.' I have learnt 
that he endeared himself to his men by the constant and un-
failing attention to their wants, 89 be had done before to the 
clerks in his city office, who never failed to show their apprecia-
tion of his cheery and considerate nature. 

"Iv his ordinary life, whether he happened to be playing 
games—and he was always ready for cricket, tennis and- golf—
or engaged in sport he always tried for the best. He was never 
content with the mediocre, with just playing, it was im 
variably a strenuous game. How he enjoyed his long drives at 
golf, and at time they were very long one! One I recall at 
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Walton Heath that barely missed Mr Winston Churchill's 
head, although he was well in front, for it called forth the 
shameful remark of the caddy, Jest missed bein' the most 

poplar man in England, tie" That von some time ago. It was 
bout this time last year that he won the golf cup at Le 

wT3o,outt, jitzt ta itiffigwC. ILait nlire l eheolmeadc,o.f.tthe Irish Guards, 

"Jack Nevin liked everything well done. r 'he slovenly, 
or the second rate, he could not understand ; md he 
instantly  showed great impatience with any conduct which 
he fancied did not correspond with large mindedness and 
mmt-heartedness. This keenness for excellence—and no 
doubt the excellence was sometimes misplaced—helped him 
to cling to the ' Unum Necessarium.' His religion had 
always -been that to him; had always taken the first 
piece, and be had suffered real disappointments through 
his loyalty to the Faith. A frequent and assiduous atten-
rion at Holy Mris—he was often seen serving Mass at m 
early hour at the London Oratory—the frequent reception 
of the Holy Eucharist and a mind fixed on the thought of 
eternity made of the last period of his life a very real 
preparation for the end. The loss of his great friend, 
Hamilton Bemers, of the Irish Guards, in the month of 
October affected him deeply. He seemed to take it us a WaMill. 

last evening spent with him, late in November, passed m 
of eternity, of the state of the sours knowledge after 

death. He never expected to survive, and his great merest 
centred in wondering whether he would know how we had 
emerged from ririo unmeme crisis. Whole-hearted in what 
be set himself to do, warm-hearted, full of geniality, spreading 
always a sense of cheerfolnessandgayhumouramonghisassociatee 
on the Stock Exchange, in society and in his home, he has left 
us, deeply mourned by a lame circle of friends. He leaves a 
wife, wlth whom he spent two short years of truly happy 
'marrie life, incomolable. 

We sons of Zhao Mater have reason indeed rat  be proud of 
her records—unknown though they may he to  world at 
large. Dome not now feel that the example of these sacrifices of 
her soldier boys has enhanced our pode in her history, for 
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have they not filled up whamver was lacIdng in the stretch of 
her service ? Mill es Christi semper et militias pro puria none 
habet.' With keenest grief that Jack Neyill's delightful com-
panionship is now denied us yet, happily consoled, we leave his 
memcoy enrolled in Anffileforth's new band of heroes who 
realized their duty and did if." 

4. H H 
Tux following additions to the New Pavilion subscription 
lin, published in the last number of the JOURNAL, have beeil 
se. to us Mr C. Rochford, Lt l Mr B. Robinson, Lg , Mr 
W. Cruise Goodall, ; Mr W. Moloney, Es ; Mr J. Fish-
wick, LI ca. To all we tender our sincerest thanks. 

Tne new cricket ground ▪ is rapidly assuming proportions that 
would grace a county ground. Next year n will certainly be 
finished. As it is, we hope to see it used for the First Eleven 
matches this year. 

di H B 
To work done in preparation for Holy Week makes the Lent 
Term an arduous one for the Choir, and the results achieved 
in Holy Week itself were very satisfactory. Sewell's " Coils-
gerunt Pontifices " wmt briskly, Victoria's Passion Music 
:vas impressive, and Dom Clement Standish's beautiful 
Tenebrae Responses were sung with evident appreciation. But 
we noticed a certain lack of finish in some of the singing. 
Consonants were not always given the attention they deseme, 
and the end of some of the choral pieces was marred through 
some of the voices leaving off half a ben, or even more, behind 
the conductor. And the front bench trebles in particular were 
a little languid. They do .t perhaps let themselves go suffi-
ciently, and inspired singing w after all only an instinct for 
letting oneself go at the right place. 

d # sh 
T. following boys are heads of their forms : 

Upper Sixth—R. J. Power Higher TIMU—L. Seven. 
Stith—M. 3. L. Ainscough Lower Third—R. I. Browne 
Fifth—E. Le Fevre Second—R. G. Hague 
Pourre—T. V. Welsh First—G. Dixon Reicha.t 
egg 
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THE school staff is at prem. constituted as follows 

00111 Edmund Matthews, M.A. (Head Master). 
Dom Maurm Powell. Dom Sebastian Lampert, B.A 
Dom Wilfrid Wilson Dom Hugh de Norman., B.A. 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dom Alexius Cbmnberlain, B.A. 
Dom Dominic Willson, B.A. Dais Nlyd Williams

Dom Bernard Malligott, B.A, 
Dorn Paul lem., M.A. Dorn Ethelred Taunton, BA. 
Dom Dungan Poni, D.D. Dom Raymond Lyregre 
Dom Justin McCann, M.A. Dom Cy. Maddox 
Dom Adrian Mrerran Dom Raphael Williams 
Dom Ambrose Byrn, M.A. Dom Gregor, Swag., B.A. 
Dom Herbert Byrne, B.A. 

T. 0113,  RsT. (EforeM 
1. Arcola, Rao. (Draming) 
J. P. Porter, M.D., M.R.C.S. (Mediall Oilier) 
Cmnpany Sergeant-Major Andrews gate of the Aldershot 

Gymnastic Staff). 
W. S. Ha.restle gate Bandmaster West Pores) 
Nurse Cost.o (Mm onl 
Miss Till ( ssisiani AIM). 
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1RoII of honour 

KILLED 
AMBROSE TEELING; M. A. T. ns L., Lieutenant, Norfolk 
Regiment. 

(A notice of Ambrose Teams appeared M ti n hat No. N xe 3.01eMen1.3 

REGINALD Bdmarr, ist (Royal) Dragoons. 
Reginald Barnett was killed in action on November 
lath. The following details have reached us. The men 
in his trench having asked for something on which to 
stand, Barnett crawled out in full daylight and brought 
back some straw, which he tossed into the trench. In 
the act of doing it, he rained himself slightly and was 
immediately hit in the head by a bullet. Death was 
instantaneous. He had nobly sacrificed his life for 
his fellow-soldiers. May he rest in peace. 

He was in the school only a Mort time, but his old 
schoolfellows will remember him as a popular, but 
quiet, unassuming b., who played a good game at 
cricket and football. Since he left, he had spent four 
years in the Royal Horse Artillery in India. Afterwards 
he transferred to the Royal Dragoons, and went to 
South Africa, where he was seriously wounded in Me 
Johannesburg riots. We offer to Mr and Mrs Bar.tt 
and to Father Anthony, his brother, our sincerest 
condolencea. 

Jona HENRI GAreronue Ntrrts, red Lieutenant, Grenadier 
Guard, 

" Jack " Nevin was killed on Christmas Eve, somewhere 
between Bethune and Neuve Chapelle, and is buried 
at Le Tourer, off the Rue de PEpinitte. It was the 
first time he was in action—in fact he had only been 
in the trenches a few hours. He himself dmcribed the 
simation in a letmr written just behind the firing 
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line, an hour before entering, " one of the hottest 
corners in the whole line, m some places the trenches 

ordered
nly 
hi s

yards apart." His company 
trench

or  into the advanced trench, into which the 
Germans were hurling " huge mortar bombs." In 
the early morning the enemy made a charge, and 
Captain Sir Montague Cholmley, in command of the 
cornpmy, leapt from the trench followed immediately 
by Nevill. The former was tilled in the hand to hand 
encounter which ensued, and Nevill fell wounded in 
the shoulder, not before he had emptied most effec-
tively, we are told, the six chambers of his revolver. 
He picked himself up, and succeeded with others in 
gem% back into a connection trench, in which, being 
up to his waist in mud and water, it was difficult to 
take cover. A brother officer wrote "He hod almost 
reached safety, when he was shot right in the back of 
his head by a German sniper at about thirty-five yards. 
When pulled into my trench, poor boy, he was dead—
instantaneous. He is buried close here, and had a 
Catholic burial He was a gallant fellow, and we mourn 
his loss greatly." It was in this strain that all the letters 
describing his death ended. Here is another: "
might like to know how much every one liked Jack, 
and what a gallant fellow we all thought him."" Every 
one both in his own regiment, and m our regiment 
(the Irish Guards) spoke so touchingly of him. Every 
one, who knew him, felt as if he had lest a friend" 
is the testknony of one more of many. others. 

He came to Ampleforth a high-spuited boy, aged 
ten, in September, 0894, and left in June, rqoa. 
During these years he was alwap a typical schoolMy, 
full of life, full of enthusiasm, the author of many 
practical jokes, the central figure in many a "school 
row." Generous and largehearted, he was frankly 
impatient of those who could not keep pace with all 
his characteristic vitality, or acquiesce to all his plans 
and schemes. He was the sort of boy whom you mMht 
on mcasion fight, but with whom you could never be 
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bored. Beneath this gaiety was concealed a genuine 
religious spirit, which, as occasion demanded, showed 
itseE strongly on the side of right. Fora short time he 
was first treble, and was a regular member of every 
play acted during his school hfe. In his last year he 
played for both the football and cricket elevens. He 
became a member of the London Stock Exchange, 
and it was characters tic of hi Tirit that he offered 
his services to his country on the very day of the 
outbreak of war. 

He was married to Katharine Mary Delicia, eldest 
daughter of the hoe Alexander Dick-Cunyugham, 
to whom in her great sorrow, as also td his mother, 
Mrs Henry Nevin, we offer our sincerest sympathies. 

His love of his old school was shown by frequent 
visits and by the gift of an amual prise for school works

WOO

Bove., W. N. end Lieut.., Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Hrovalow, E. P. J., Captain The Honig,, K.O.Y.41. 
Grum, G. T., Lieuteant, Roy. Innislulhrs Fusiliers. 

GREW.s, T. E., Hussars. 
Tuve, a N. N. G., Lieutenant, Royal Engineers. 

Mors. min Rxeconso PRISONER 

Tagetev,T. F. P. B. J., erriLirietearrat, Kings Own SeatisliBerderers 

Tax following Old Boys are known to be serving their country. 
The Journal Committee will be grateful if any reader can 
make any corrections or additions. The list is not yet conaplete 
in sonae details, and rumours of other Old Boys serving have 
reached us, but we have not been able to confirm them. 
Since Ian number, about thirty-five names have been added 
to the list. 

ADAMSON, R., end Lisiderwg, Royal Welsh Fusiliers, 
Arirscovee, C., Livelenaat, Manchester Regiment, 
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Aerorsow, H. P., Artists' Ride Gor(rs. 
Avert, W., owl Lieutenant Sir, 'Yorkshire Dragoons (Yeomanry). 

BARN... G. S., Surgeon Robationer, ' Seal' 

Barnm, Rey. H. A., Chaplain to the astir Division (earshot to the 

grd City of London Ambulance). 
Irseuerr, R. Wars). est (Royal) Crsegoom. 
Boom, W. R. S., Sharpshooters (City of London Yeomanry) 

Brsennvere, R. N. F., ea Linde.," the Leinster Regknent, 

BARTON, D. S., read LiartertanC East Yorkshire Regiment. 

BEECH, G., Manchester Regiment. 
Beue, J.. SubeLientenant, Royal Naval Reserve. 
BLAGILHOES, R. H., and Landow n L King's Liverpool Regiment. 
BOO/0Ca, B., Canadian Expeditionary Force. 
Boricoce, W. Nu proemial) and Liefelenara, Royal Warwickshire 

Regiment. 
Bersurvy, B.. and Lieutenant, Royal Fusgiers. 
Bucergy, J., Artists Rifle corps. 
BORG. B. J., and Lierarmant. Royal Fusiliers, 
Hewn), A. J.. end Lingerers, Lovers Scouts, 
Grsam, B. F., Crsatruant, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
CArvxa-Smrtx, R., andLiet.16Mtli, Royal  Fusiliers. • 
Cavla0
.1100....AIN, G. N. Dears, Kings Liverpool Regime.. 
COASIONOLAIN, N. j., end Lieutersort. R.P.A. 
Geramerreem VV, G.. Royal 

Fuse,

CISENET, H. J Af Hrs. The Buffs (East Kent Regiment). 
CAA... A., errs lawdenant, East Yorkshire Regiment. 
Gorse.), B., tad Lieutenant, Kings Liverpool Regiment. 
BOWS, O., King's Liverpool Regiment. 
CONNOR, E., LiaIdenani, South Lancashire Regime.. 
Gnerrs. G. J. (mounded), Lietaenant. Royal Inniskilling Fnsiliers. 

Geysers, A. C., 0004 Liailwara, Bedfordshire Regiment. CORK, E.
and Liman:an, Primo of Wake'  Own (West Yorkshire 

Regimentd 
Crewe, Rev. W. S., Chaplain b lbe Pones. 

Dees, A., Royal Naval Air Service. 
Dees, H., Wrstern Australian Light Horse. 
Dees, ..Nortimmherland Huss., (Ireomnryl• 
Does., J. I., end LOrsuriarg, Sherwood Foraters. 
Dummy, F., Royal Welsh Fusgiers. 
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Dunn., T. CSC., and Lindland. Army Service Corps. 
Duary Rev. E. Chaplain to the Perm, 
Purion, H. C. M.. 21. Lieutenant, K.RR.C. 
Fnnsan, G. E.. an Lieutenant. Leinster Regiment. 
FERN, H. Flight SuALientavadl, Roy. Naval Air Sea. 
Fry, H, GOO., A.V.G. 
Fonansw, 3., and Lieutenant, King's Liverpool Regime.. 
Fonsprif, T., Scots Guards. 
Gawked A. J., 2. KMg, Liverpool Regiment. 
Guns, G. 
Goon.a, W. G., King, Liverpool Regiment. 

GIZMO,. T.. fivounded), Hussars. 
11200, G. F. M., Lieutenant, Royal Berkshire Regiment. 
Hanes, B. J. and Lieutenant. Roy. Warwickshire Regment. 
HARDMAN, E., Flight Sub-Lieutenant, Royal Naval Air Service. 
HARDISON R., ant Lieutenant, East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry. 
Hawnovara, W, Prince of Wales' Own (West Yorkshire Regiment). 
Haynes, R., and Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
REFFERN., W., and Lieutenant, Royal Irish Fusiliers. 
Mossy, H., King's Liverpool Regiment. 
Hoes, C. VV., Major, Durham Light Infantry. 
Hosed, M. B., Lieutenant, South Lancashire Regime.. 
Hunnllesson, R. M. G., Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
Hovrrifrims. R., Captain, Sornersershire Light Infantry. 
HUNTINGTON, T., and liestenrid, Roy. Fusiliers. 
Jon B., Captain, Welt Kent Regiment (Adjutant of Oth Battn. 

Royal Warwickshire Regiment). 
KnuAr, A. P., and Li011OWAI. Army Service Corps. 
Keay, J. O., Edinburgh University O.S.C. 
Kenn. J. B.. and Liedev,t. R.P.A. 
Eus, P. J.. Lanarkshire Yeomanry. 
Lancassnn, C. J. H. Lieffrivord, Highland Light Infantry. 
LAncsarsa, S., add Lieutenant. Highland Light Infantry. 
LOS. j. E., Highland Light Infantry, 
LINDSAY, G. W., Kings Liverpool Regiment. 
LISTON, W. P. Sr. L., and Lieurinent, Leinster Regiment. 

Irivma, S. C. A., Ceylon Mounted Rig.. 
Lows., C., Fast Yorlohde Regime.. 
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McCann, H. R., ryetainsfif, 131.k 
Ilscrivosoar, G., arid Lieutenant, Highland Light Infantry. 

McDoristn, D. P., and Lieutenant. Cameronians (attach. to Transvaal 

Scottish). 
McEvoy, P. King Edward's Horse. 
Mwary, G.. Lieutenant. Leinster Regiment. 

M.., F. G. 
MCKENNA, J. 1.. Slid Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regime. 

McIOntov, 3.. and Lieutenant. Highland Light Infanty. 

Montt,, C., ant .,liriavi. Royal Warivicluddre Regiment. 

Hear n, B. J 
Sod 

Lieutenant, Royal Warsickshire Regiment. 
Hearin, H. ., and Lieutenant. Highland Light Infantry. 
Warn, M., and Lied maid, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Warns, 0., and Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
MARTIN, 

W.
Alid Liadellaat. Roy. Warvackshire Regiment. 

Illansm, W. A., and Lieutenant, Roy. Warwickshire Regiment. 
Manwoon, B., and Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
fitsawoon. C., end Lierinard, R.F.A. 
Muds, L., Naval Transport Officer. 
Mom., . P.. Royal Engineers. 
MORROOD.HERNARD, F. . D., and Lieutenant, Munster Fusiliers. 

Mon., P., Inns of Court O.T.C. 
Nam., P., and Lieutenant, Prince of Wale. Own (West Yorkshire 

Regiment). 
NEM, A., King's Live,. Regiment. 
NEVIL, G. V. H.. and Livilriviann South African Ger a.o
Mifflin, J. H. G. Oil.). 1nd Lieutenant, Grenadier ards. 
Newf.. hi.. Lieurinvel. Worcesters"flhde Regiment. P S

Fkd Canon, 3 H
King's Liverpool Regiment. 

Pry, S., and Lieutenant. Royal Warwickshire Regime.. 
Prim, S., rst As.in Light Home. 
Perrin., J. B., Captain, East Lancashire Regiment. 

PRIMATES, C., Edt Yorkshire Regiment. 

READMAN. W., Eat Yorkshire Rgiment. 
...non, J., 2. Lieviena., Royal Garrison Artillery. 
AM. L.. and Lieutenant, Manchester Regiment. 
Ruud J., King's Liverpool Regime.. 
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Rosearsox, E. A. 
Roaaerson. J. 
Ramiro , C., Hertfordshire Yeomanry. 
11GCUP0110. C. E., Cope= Royal Fusiliers. 
ROGIIPOIM. IL. and Lienienant, Royal Shaine., 
ROM'S. L. and Lieutenant, Cheshire Regiment. 
Saner, W. S., Dila. Aide, 
SIMPSON. C. R.. and Leona., Ir. Hmsars. 
=non, R., Yark.ire Regiment, 
SMITH, J. K., Linden., R.A.M.C. 
Swan, P., South Ahican Forces. 
STOINITON, E. P. J. (mounded), Captain the Honble., K.O.Y.L.I. 
Swannery, C., South African Forces. 
TESTING. A. M. A. T.. L. (MMed). Liewlenani, Norfolk Regiment 
TESTING. L., and Lienteman 

KU. T. P. P. D J. (PrOwr of War), and Lieutenant. K.O.S.B. 
Tenets, J. A. C., Sharpshooters (City of London Yeomanry). 
TRAVERS, D. a L. M.G. Immaule-d), n,en,ena., Royal Engiumea 
Were, D., Ring) Liverpool Regiment 

see,  V.. and Lien... Royal Benshire Regiment. 
WALSH, M. P. @mauled), Captain. A.V.C. 
=earn, L. Hortacn, Lieolemnt, Prince Rupert Horse. 
WEIGHILL, E. H., and Lieutenant, Alexandra Princess of Wales' 

Yorkshire Regiment. 
Wt n.= L., and Lindeman, Sou. Wales Borderers. 
Wanans, O. M., Caplain, Monmouthshire Regiment. 
Woo°, B., British South Africans. 
Woastev.Woesvata, R., Dispatch Aide>. 

IL, and Lie...an, Sherwood Foresters. 
W.., M.., at/ ...avant, Shen.. Foresnrs. 
WUGer, Y. Id, and Li.enent.„ Sherwood Forreaters. 
YOUNG, A. D., Sometseranre Light Infantry. 
Yours, W. D., Austral= Continue.. 

PoWSII, R. J. 
°Awns. 

MISGOOST j. 

Sandhurst 
Btecntaana, E. 

Nom—Ptana Vurut,et u raving m the Belgian Army. 
2,4 

Ampleforth and the War 
AL11101.1cx a vary large number of the above ate at the front, 
in France, and some in Egypt, we are glad to be able to say 
that since December there has been only one casualty among 
our Old Boys, Lieutenant D. G. L. M. G. Travers, of the 
Royal Engineers. lie was severely wounded about the middle 
of February. He writes as follows " I was hit in the middle of 
the back with a shrapnel bullet, which has now been found in 
the shoulder on the opposite side. How it got across without 
doing any serious damage I don't quite know, but they tell me 
it must haro passed between the throat and the backbone 
somehow. I am having it taken outtosmorrow." and Lirotenant 
J. McKillop writs to my that he has ban invalided home 
severely frost bate, and we hear and Lieutenant W. Heffernan 
has had the same unplettront experience, and is the south of 
France. Dorn Antony Barnett, who is chaplain to the a8th 
Division, has also been invalided, having had in then and 

fc7,"Zr°".i'ioTe'g, It::711snedblee'n't:Icei‘:,:cl'frioil:0117eerstlo: 
are well, and who have been through some very severe fighting, 
including the Nrove Chapelle battle. We hope to he able to 
print some of them letters m our next number. 

th it is 
G. F. M. HALL who holds t commission in the Berkshire 
Regiment, has had appendicitis, followed by—dae we say 
it—German measles. We were glad to see him here For a week 
during his convalescence. Had it not been for these trouble 
he would have been at the front some time ago. As it is, he 
expects to go shortly. Mr Charles Rockford has also spent a 
period of convalescence with us—and prelimirory to leaving 
for the front we had the pleasure of a visa from end Lieutenant 
F. W. Long. znd Lieutenant A. J. Byrne, of Lovat's Scouts, 
has also waned his old school. 

8, tit tit 
AFTER we had gone to press the following news reached us 

WOONDED 
SMITH, J. K., Lieutenant, R.A.M.C. 

He was wounded in the recent operations near the 
Suez Canal, and is slightly paralysed in one leg. 
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Additional names of Old Boys serving: 

Exam, G. W., Ganadian Contingent. 
Fonsm 

as, P., Australian contingent. 
PONT, A Army Service Gm 
055011055¢0, G.:EoyM Fusiliers. 

LECTURES 

Dom Menem Powsrm 

DURING the terns, Fr Maurus gave two enjoyable 
lantern lectures—the first dealing with the Venetian 
School of Painting, and the second with the School of 

Parma and the Eclectics. Excellent slides were shown of 
Bellini, Giorgione, Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese, Bassani", 
and of Caorregio, Caracci and their pupils. Ft Mannus has a 
draughtsman's eye for achievement or failure in Composition, 
Outhne, Lighting, and the varied intricacies of technique, 
and thus lectures did much to put into a clear light those 
elusive qualities of form which are apt to discourage the wary 
Philistine. 

Ms Plums KERR 

On Enter Sunday Mr Philip Kerr gave a lecture, or, as he 
with meiosis declared, opened a debate on the responsibilities 
involved in British citizenship. He dealt wholly with such 
fundamental matters as the justification of the growth of the 
Empire, the value for she world of its continuance, the con-
sequent need of an enlightened 

i 
loyalty to the whole among its 

civilized members and of their co-operation n the govern-
ment of the Dependencies, and finally the responsibility that 
rests on the individual voter. Discussing these questions, Mr 
Kerr Did the close attention of his largely youthful audience. 
If we may venture to explain how he did so we would say that 
it was by reason of his skilful use of the common elements in 
school-hfe and life in larger spheres, by his evident ability to 
deal with so great a subject, but chiefly by the combination of 
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clear thought and high ideals revealed by his words. The 
discussion which followed turned mainly on the morality of 
territorial expansion, the rights of inferior peoples, and the 
duties of dominant powers. We heartily thank -Mr Kerr for 
his lecture. 

KHLL67., sd. 
Rheims Cathedral was the subject of a singularly interesting 

lecture by Pr Kell.. It was illustrated by many excellent 
lantern-slides, including a number showing the destruction 
wrought by the German guns. Even more interesting than his 
clear presentation of the architectural and sculptural features 
was the lecturer's exposition of the cathedral as the concrete 
embodiment of the faith and feeling of the Middle Ages; and 
his interpretation of the symbolism which underlies every 
detail of it. The whole lecture was an indirect plea fora closer 
acquaintance by Catholics of the life and thought of the 
centuries when Catholicism was a universal social force. 

SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 

SOCIETY 

THE firm meeting of the term was held on Sunday, 
January pm. In private hosmess the usual elections 
took place, Mr Limner being appointed Secretary and 

Messrs Collison, Power and Ainscough being chosen to form 
the Committee. In public business Mr Milburn moved " That 
the present Government have mismanaged the War." Owing 
to the absence of the Hon. Secretary, .on businem closely con-
nected with the prevent Europem crisis, the xninutes of this 
meeting have not been prmerved. 

The second meeting of the term was held on February 
yth. In public business Mr McMahon moved "That the 
British nation is degenerating." The hon. mover was eloquent 
on the mbject of our intellectual degeneracy, and attempted 
m illustrate the decline of modern industry by a criticism of 
the complicated system of British .production. 

Mr Smith, in opposing the motion, said that he could find 
no indications of national decay in England's conduct dun, 
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the present European crisis. War was the supreme test of 
national character. The early inhabitants of the Netherlands 
were considered by Caesar a most progressive, be  a most 
warlike tribe. England's conduct of the present War called for 
no serious criticism. 

Mr Kelly drew attention to the improvement in health 
which had resulted from decrease in the consumption of 
alcohol. 

Mr Le Fevre remarked upon the deterioration in national 
physique, and regretted that we had fallen away from the 
nadinom of our great musical composers. 

Mr Welsh contrasted the national ideals of modern England 
and an eat Rome without, howeve, committing himself to 
any reckless thnclusions. 

Mr Lancaster noted a distinct advance in modern Agticul-
twat methods, and detected a similar advance in Art and 
Industry. 

Mr Simpson then made some observations on the subject 
of biscuits, the relevance of which was lost upon the Secretary. 

Mr Lynch considered the supporters of the motion unduly 
pthsimistic. England had as yet shown no signs of degeneracy, 
she had not yet reached the zenith of her greatness. 

The motion Wth rejected by 32 VOte8 tO 7. 
The fourth meeting of the terra was held on Sunday, 

February 0080, to disthss the motion " That a democracy 
cannot carry on a successful vvar." Mr. Welsh, the mover, said 
that Theminocles had recognized the truth of the motion 
during the Persian invasion of Greece, when he saved Greece 
by abolishing the democracy. Even Demosthenes, a t 
uncompromisi, democrat, bad declared that to won a Ovarian 
absolute tyranny. was essential. The essential secrecy, freedom 
of action and unity of purpose, upon which success depended, 
were all impossible under any form of popular governmeth. 

Mr Simpson, who opposed, maintained that the example of 
the Republic during the Napoleonic wan had demonstrated 
the goodiesus of democracy. Under a democracy equal 
opportunitie vvere given to the best men of all classes in the 
State, free criticism ensured greater efficiency and complete 
control 0000 finance, and the sense of personal interest m all 
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the details of the war must lead to greater determination and 
tmanimity in the conduct of a campaign. 

Mr Collison supported the motion. The successes of Frederick 
the Grtht and Napoleon would have been impossible under a 
at  democranc government. 

Mr Lynch thought tlut a democrath state was usually 
op s:dmtoo svar.M,eLsn ? yerorsat tL. e,Foevr9e. and Kelly also spoke. 

The fifth meetiag of the C¢1181 was held on Febeuary efirlo 
In public business Mr Long read a very learned and interesting 
paper on" Explosives," in which he gave an account of the 
development of this itnportant branch of the science of modem 
warfare, and initiated the Society into the mysteries of the 
internal constitution and special characteristics of the chief 
explosives used in the present war. 

Messrs Kelly, Marti, Le Fevre and Agnew asked questions, 
or expressed their views on the paper. 

The sixth meeting of the Society was held on Sunday, 
March 7th. In private business Mr Power was elected to the 
office of Secretary, which had become vacant owing to the 
absence of Mr Limner. In public business Mr B. Martin 
moved "Thar the violation of Belgian neutrality was the 
preteth and not the cause of England's dedaration of war." Mr 
Martin traced the history of Getmmy, from the Treaty of 
Vienna to the resent day, as demonstrating the growth of 
that Anglo-German rivalry which made the conflict inevitable. 
Mr Unsworth in opposusg the motion emphasized the pacific 
attitude of the Entente powers before the outbreak of hondnies. 
A declaration of war was contrary to the Interests of the Allies. 

Mt Liston thought that the present Liberal Government 
would not have agreed to a declaration of aver, had not the 
Germans invaded Belgium. 

Mr C. Rockford warned the House against underestimating 
explanations.e plausibility of the German explanations. 

lthr Gerrard maintained that England's decision was the 
outcome of her responsibffity to the parties of the Eau.. 

Mr Ainscough contrasted the rising power of the Allies 
with the decline in prestige of the Triple Alliance, which made 
immediate action on the pan of Germany imperati . 
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Mx Agnew thought it useless to deny that England was 
fighting primarily for her own interests, and only incidentally 
for those of Belgium. 

Me Kelly said that England had long been preparing for war, 
and was stalling to declare war when  a tufficient occasffin 
ahould arise. The Belgian gallon seemed a useful prem., and 
had sewed to make war popular in the country. 

Mr Collison slanted that the issues now at stake had long 
been before the minds of English statesmen. The conflict 
had long been inevitable, and the violation of Belgium had 
made immediate action necessary. 

Mars H. Martin, Lancaster and Power also spoke, and the 
motion was carried by a small majority. 

At the seventh meeting of the term, which took ,place on 
Sunday, Marry ,4th. Mr i ellifUll.f.adf1,12, 7" Frederick 
the Great. He justified e position o Frederick by graphic 
narrative of his career, strikingly successful in certain directions 
in spite of overwhelming difficulties. Much of the unattractive 
side of Frederick's character was due to the unfavourable 
influences and Spartan training of his boyhood. Those principles 
of statecraft, which appeared of doubtful character to the 
modem mind, lost much of their odium when viewed in the 

- light of contemporary history. Fredericka conduct of the 
Seven Years' War must always occupy a prominent place in 
the history of military achievements. The partition of Poland 
also showed that Frederick possessed considerable sffill as a 
diplomatist. 

On Sunday, March at, the Society held a meeting to 
discuss the motion "That the French Revolution was a 
benefit w humanity." The hon. mover, Mr Kelly, described 
in detail the evils of the rule of the French aristocracy, and 
conside.red that the Revolution had accomplished its main 
purpose of putting an end to misrule, and establishing the 
principles of liberty and equality. 

Mr Liston, who opposed, painted a vivid picture of the 
horrors of the Revolution which, he maintained, had produced 
no permanent improvement in the conditions of life in France, 
while they had hindered the progress of reform in England and 
other European States. 
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Mr Cohere then proposed the following amendment 
"That the methods of the French Revolution were jostle 

After a ehre  diecuesion the amendment was rejected, and 
the debate ogre the original motion was ranimed by Me.
Gerrard, who enlarged upon the evil effects produced by the 
Revolution in England. 

Me Lynch, who considered that Louis XIV was chiefly 
r.ponsible for the Revolution, spoke strongly in support of 
the motion. 

Mr Simpson time the violence of the revolutionists on 
the ground of the futility of more pacific measures. 

Meer Messrs Ainffiough, Manson and Power had spoken, the 
moiton WAS pot to the vote and rejected by 26 votes to 7. 

R. J. POWER, Hr,, Set. 

JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY 
HE eggth meeting of 

1 3eE. Mr P. Mills was eteeli ir' LM:el: doid tZ C.':irtrjr. 
The toting foe the officials resulted in Mr D. Rochford 

being elected Secretary, and the Hon. M. Scott and Messrs 
Douglas and Broome as members of the " Tee.Comm

In public business, Me Browne moved hat modem 
inventions in aircraft are detrimental to British supremacy." 
His chief argument was that the coos important and beet arm 
of our defence, the Nary, was rendered  ractically utele.Ry 
the development of aviation. England's strength resulting 
from her haler  poeitioo otmed to be of importance. His 

01'1: V., IveLloed. bIldn'Inbcdie'oe/etpte,:rc`t;onofthe

use of the necessary aircraft. 
Mr Crawford, the opposer, being indisposed, his paper 

was read by Mr F. Ainscough. His principal point was the 
possibility of England increasing her aircraft to such a 
degree, that her supremacy obtained on the tea would be 
equalled by her tupremacy in the air. He said that if this 
country could afford to produce such a wonderful Navy it 
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was clear that she could build aircraft, which do not cost as 
much as the ships. 

Mr C. Power urged that England must hurry up, for the 
time cannot be far distant when aircraft will be used con-
siderably for commerce, she h certainly behindhand at present 
in the larger craft and, unless she wishes to see her menu  as 
" Waggoner of the World" in peril, must pay attention to 
this mater. 

Mr A.t Pollack said the exploits of the British airmen in the 
present war produced a feeling of confidence that in the air 
this country could certainly hold her own. 

There also spoke Mehra Cuddon, J. P. Douglas, Spills, 
A. Dillon, Marsden, L. Pollack and Hawkswell. The motion 
was carried by 23 vatstO 21. 

At the sjjth meeting of the Society, on February 7th, Br 
Bernard was present. The motion before the House was" That 
England's greatn.s is due more to the pen than to the sword." 
Mr C. Robinson spoke in support of the motion. He showed 
how this country had grourn great by the wise use of the pm 

voulforofe,p, te stalsnxi, eafiLdtth,menzowczertdpxzwrec:litdy 
our

literature. When he had proved his points by appeals to 
history he was succeeded by 

Mc
 Dillon, who, in opposing, 

claimed that our chief colonization 
had,

been by conquest. 
He said that if we had not such a fine Navy we should be 
playing a very poor part in the present war. Not to Shako-
pea and Milton, but to men of action, like Nelson and 
Jars., did we owe our greatness. 

When a large number of members had taken part in the 
debate, Br Bernard addrehed the House. The motion was 
then put to the vote: there voted for it 27, against a+ 

At the afifith meeting Brothers Bemard, Cyril and Raphael 
were present. Mr L. Knowles moved " That the Yellow Peril 

a real danger to the white races." He dwelt on the lessening 
iriertances m modem dm., and said that the Japanese were 

extremely clever and well supplied with all the latest inven-
tions. Their neighbours, the Chinese, were feeling the need of 
extension of their territory, and when they, too, had the 
benefit of modern ideas they would turn their attention to 
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Europe. He spoke of the recognition of the danger in the 
exclusion of the Chinese from many countries in their 
immediate neighbourhood. 

Mr E. Bagshawe, the opposer, said there was no real danger, 
as there was such divisiun between the two great Yellow races 
that we could not imagine them combining to invade Europe. 
He reminded the House of the Anglo-Japanese alliance, winch 
2V26 a very important thing for the Eastern nation, and an 
advantage they were not likely to forgo. The cant tied 
political unrest of China still further minimized the peril. 

The following members also spoke Messrs A. Pollack, 
Marsden, Massey, Smith, Fishwick, Hawkswell, Brown, 
Spitler, Crawford, Hodge, Greenwood, R. Dillon, Davey, 
E Ainscough, C. Power, D. Colhson and Fitzgerald. Brothers 
Bernard and Raphael also took part in the discussion. There 
voted for the motion 03, nail. 27. 

Mr Greenwood then rose, and reminded the House of the 
rnemorable debate on this subjat which took place in the 
vevioe%yE,,,,e nayr:dfoorf h‘ucw. tpli  Sgociepty wasccindLbtted to .Mr.

Mr Dermys, he said, was now 
wrong

trenches, and he7.174‘e 
had the whole House with him when he proposed that the 
Secretary should write to Mr Decoys, conversng to him the 
greetings and good wishes of the Society. Mr Spitler seconded 
the resolution, and it was carried ,um. ran. 

During the private business of elm zsyth meeting of the 
So-fiery, on February Mt, the Secretary submitted to the 
Society the draft of the letter which he proposed to send to 
Mr Decoys. It was subjected to much chtiosm, and Me 
Dgrours proposal that one of the passag. in it Mould be 
omitted was rejected by vot, and the Society decided to 
send the letter as it stood. 

In public boated, Mr P. Ffield moved "That Fe
should be adopted cc the universal language." Mr John 
Loughran opposed. Sixteen members took part rn the debate. 
An adjouromme was propwed by Mr Greenwood, seconded 
by Mr Dolby, and cameo-by vote. 

On February zuth, at the ajfith meeting, Me J. Paton 
Douglas, in pnvate busters, raimd the qu.tion of the need 
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of a Treasurer. He called attention to the expenditure involved 
by the recent correspondence with Mr Dennys, and asked 
whether the Society thought it was fair that the Secretary, 
who already had shown such self-sacrifice in the interests of 
the members, should be allowed to bear this additional burden 
of meeting the postal expeases.He said that, once the Treasurer 
was provided, he had no doubts about the production of 
something to treasure. The lion. M. Scott seconded the 
proposal, but the time allotted for private business elapsed 
before any decision was arrived at. 

Mr Dolby, in public business, re-introduced the motion 
" That Esperanto should be adopted as the universal language." 
He compared it to the wireless telegfaphy on a ship, which 
enabled that vessel to communicate with all other ships, and 
laid stress on its commercial and social advantages. Esperanto, 
he said, by its simplicity and likeness to so many European 
languages was the best suited to the purpose. 

Me H. Greenwood, in opposing, dwelt on the nathral 
tendency of languages to alter in the course of time, and said 
that very soon the universal language would be affected in 
the same way, and cease to serve as purpose. Even if such a 
language were possible, and could be preserved from cor 
ruption, he said there were rivals in the held which were 
certainly better than Esperanto. Of them, the Idiom Neutral 
was by far the best. 

Messrs Cheney, L. Knowles, Coddon, A. Pollack, McArdle, 
C. Robinson, Connolly, H. Barton, R. Dillon, Marsden, 
Fishwick, McGhee, V. Craws, C. Unsworth, the Hon. M. 
Scott and the Hon. G. Plunkett also spoke. 

The motion was rejected by a majority of z8; to votes 
being given for the motion, 38 against. 

At the 259th meeting Fr Ambrose and Be Cyril vvere 
present. When Mr Douglas brought forward his proposal 
concerning the election of a Treasurer, he made known his 
desire to have it inserted in the rules. For this a week's notice 
was required, so the matter was again postponed. 

In public business, Mr Harte-Barry moved "That this 
Hon. deplores the popularity of the Cinematograph." 
Describing the surroundings no such places of entertainment, 
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he asked the members whether they considered these suitable 
for the wasting of a man's hard-earned pence. He told the 
Society a sad story of an innocent child who was led into the 
crime of train-wrecking by the sight of such a deed in the 
picture palace, and drew therefrom the obvious moraL 

My Fitzgerald opposed. He showed how absurd it was to 
suggest the condemnation of a thing because it was abused 
by a few. He enlarged on the educative value of this modern 
invention. 

Sixteen be spoke'n the debate, and when Fr Ambrose 
had addressed the House, them otion was or to the vote ; 
1.9. members supported the MOtiOn, og were for the opposition. 

The z6oth meeting was held on March r4th. Fr Dominic, 
Corporal C. Rockford and Br Bernard were present. Mr C. 
Power proposed, ice private business' that a fetter of thanks 
should be sent to Fr Bede, in acknowledgement of his gift 
to the Society of a new Minute Book. My A. Dillon seconded. 
After some discussion, as to whether the gratitude of the 
Society shoold be expressed by word of mouth or by letter, 
the latter course of aztion was decided on. 

The motion before the House, in public business, was "That 
the results obtained by Vivisection do not justify the practice." 
Mr P. Blackledge was the mover, Mr E. Robinson opposed. 
Bakes fourteen members of the Society, Corporal Rockford 
and Fr Dominic took part in the debate, which concluded 
with z9 tes being iven for the motion, and yy against. 

At the a6rst meegting Fe Herbert and Be Ignatius were 
present. The following letter seined from Lieut. Kenneth 
Denys was read by the Secretary: 

zed March, roof. 
The Hon, Secretary, 

Junior Debatarg Society, qmpleforth. 

Dear Sir, 
The letter that I received from you and from the Junior Debating Society gave me the very greatest pleasure. I want to thank you all for its cordial good wihes. Aiter the horrors of war, and the evils of trench mud, a note such as the one I received u extraordinarily refreshing. 
If I am spared to come hack to Amplefoarn, I hope to enjoy 
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more H. honour of attending your deceit.. With all 

possible good wishes to yourself and the Society, and my most 

grateful thanks, 

Believe me, Tours very sincerely. 

Fermium R. Iceeces, 

The letter of thanks to Fr Bede was submitted, discussed, 
and passed as satisfactorily expressing the mind of the Society. 
Mr Douglas then introduced his proposed new rule " A 
Treuurer shall be elected, who shall be a member of the Com-
mittee, in addition to the present members." He was seconded 
by Mr D. Canon. After a short dinuasion the House voted, 
and the motion was carried. 

In public business, the motion was "Thu capital punish-
mem should be abolished." Mr Jungmann was the mover, Mr 
HavAswell opposed. The following members spoke Means 
Forbes, Greenwood, Spiller, C. Power, Fitzgerald, Harte-
Barry, Ruddin, G. Ainscough, Davey, D. Collison and L. 
Knowles. The motion was lost by x4 votes to 30. 

At the zfiend and last meeting of the session, Mr S. Cravos 
introduced the motion " That rural life is better for mankind 
than urban life." He quoted the historians to prove that the 
fall of the Roman Empire was to a great extern due to the 
fact that Italy had been stripped of its country population, 
and its urban population had ceased to be strong and healthy. 
He warned us that in our own days the same dangers of 
degeneration were threatening this Ind. He went on to show 
the great part played by the English yeomanry in the great 
victories of our history. 

Mr H. Barton opposed. He showed the advantage of town 
life in matters of commerce and amusement, and argued that 
there religion also could be practised with greater facility. 

Mr J. Loughran maintained that man should study nature 
from the original, and not from " cinema " shows. 

Mr C. Power cited Dryden in support of the healthiness 
of the country life there you could find the exercise that 
would free you from the dames fees and nauseous draughts. 

When many of the other members had spoken, the motion 

'1 ICtueUlha, ovt'eati 'of 7,1:rbbryoullzThe: to a 010x. .96 

MONTHLY SPEECHES 

MARCH.—The Speeches as a whole were rather colourless, 
but to apportion the blame exactly between the authora 
and their imerpreters wonld be too nice a matter. Suffice 

it to say, that the Punch lines on Lord Roberts were, in their 
way, the most impressive of the verses, and that the Schumann 
merman was in competent hands. The following was the 
programme 

BEFORE THE Barns or En R L .,x:,  Rwlyard Rifling 

Thomas Pew. 
FORS 

PIANOFORTE Sow I" EN FARRSOIIR " / • 
T. F. Sauer 

Demu00oN of 0000 ID0..e or 000J

IN MEMORY OR LORD Sonscarsx„xxcini

- 1.1z e . CRwvos, R. Laacasm 
Bunn Brarnir.s

Wravart VON cen VowF. J. 

T. Hama or ALBUM. 

Tim Hy. OF Excer . 
H. 

0];‘,..,.. 

Prafrocence Sow 3" never= xxxx

taard 

Tennysou 

W. Woken 

O. Seaman 

Lew. Cerra 

Longfellow 

Longfellow 

Nagler 

Anonymous 

Schumann 

April—This was a varied and in 
in

Entermment, 
and we were glad to observe that the musical part of the 
programme was fuller than usu. "The Flying Men " nias 

a striEng piece of war verse which lost nothing in the telling, 
nd the extract from the " Jackdaw of Rheims" a balanced,
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vivacious piece of work, in which Cooper's lines were, perhaps, 
noticeably clear and easy. Of the musicians Welsh did not 
seem to be quite are of his instrument, but his fingering was 
excellent and his tone level and broad. D. Rochford was never 
at fault with the Schumann, and he played with a light in-
sistence which entirely suited the comp* ition. 

The Choir did not manage to convey the impression of 
jovial impetuosity which their music demanded ; perhaps 
hey were not sufficiently familiar with the glee to take a 

fast tempo. However, they sang the correct notes. 
The scenes from Molitie were played with great still and 

thoroughness. Perhaps the humoors of M Jourdain were a 
little too broadly indicated, but under the circumstances 
this was necessary. Power gave a very capable impersonation 
of M jourdain, and the' atmosphere , contributed by Welsh 
and Simpson was perhaps the deciding factor M the success 
of the piece. The scenes flowed along qoite easily, and the 
players were word-perfect. The following was the programme 
PIANOFORTE Sou, (ffirprititir=affi . . Af endelssohn 

Kos. Inom Love's Labour Lost " 
leVe.usoc Ilwoue i 

THE PUILISING OF Sr. SOPHIA . 
R. S. DOUGLAS 

PIANOFORTE SOLO (Eke, 

Yee JACKDAW OF PREIS. . . . . 
WILBERFORCE rothr. Ppi.tir,:tyr.

:, 
 Poorer, 

Schuman

. Baring.Gould 

. . broskaski 

PIANOFORTE SOLO (Et/ESSSZa LV • • 
D. POGRFORD 

. . . . . . 
F. G. as 

Kipling 
Davao 

PIANOFORTE SOLO (Hunting Song) . . Men&lnaltn 
H. IC J. ...RD 

Sr. hacmAwss Tennyson 
iffiswomo 

VIOLIN SOLO (Andante) . . Grip 
T. V. WELSH 

Tim PLUING Max • • • • 
C. Leese, T. Kew, 

"" ("-- -̀ '""tgtctixtom 

Officers Training Corps 
SCIP,E6 from Pollen's "Le Bourgeois 

team

Jourdin J. POWER Maitre philpophe DEVENOT 
Maitre  usigue T. V. Wss,. Maitre d'arroes T. lies, 
Melts°  dancer G. Samos, Maitre taiIleac Awscosole 

Deux leosuais. 

OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

AT the end of term we were glad to catch a glimpse of our 
0.C., Captain Barnett, who returned from the front on 
sick leave. He has had many exciting experiences, which 

one day we hope will be recorded in the Jouauar. By the 
tinm these words are in print his leave tBl have expired. 
Once again we wish him God-speed. 

L. V. Milburn, J. W. Hawkswell and P. W. Mills joined us 
at the beginning of term. Owing to *three members of last 
ternis contingent having taken Commissions new N.C.O.'s 
became necessary, and the following promotions were posted 

To be Corporals : LanewCwrporals SicDonPd and Mahon. 
To be Lance-Corporals Cadets Gerrard and C. Knowles. 

Keen interest has been maintained in the work of the Corps 
in spite of the fact that little field-work has been possible. 
Fortunately, on most occasions when skirmishing could be 
practised, the subsequent pow-wows gained in value from the 
comments of old members of the contingent, who were on 
lave. Their advice and their knowledge of the latest develop-
ments in warfare were very valuable. 

In the latter half of term range practice was carried out 
without interruption, and some good shooting was done. The 
result of the Coups, Life sompetition has nor yet been 
published. 

The band is maintainer a high standard of proficiency, 
although the assistance of its professional instructor has not 
been possible. On the all field day the excellent marching 
of the contingent through York owed not a little to the band. 
The countryside has not grown tired of the roll of the drum, 
OT the blast of the bugle, and we believe that the military 
ardour inspired by the band has added more than one recruit 
from the district to His Majesty's forces. 
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FIELD DAY 

The manctuvres on the field day this term were on rather 
more elaborate scale than heretofore. The assumption was 

that a White army was holding a line, Melton, Kirkham and 
Stamford Bridge, while the invading force, the Brown army, 
advanced from Filey, Scarborough and Hornsea. On March 
Ipth an indecisive battle had taken place at a spot between 
Mahon and Kirkham, but the White left showed signs of 
weakness, owing to shortage of ammunition and supplies. The 
headquarters staff of the Inf. army, at Harrogate, on receiv-
ing this information ordered a convoy (Leeds and Hymer's 
O.T.C.) to work through from Strensall co Horton and Kirk-
ham. 

The General of the Brown army, with becoming forwight, 
sem a company (Ampleforth and St Peter's), on March Iffith, 
to cut the lines of communication between Str!osall and 
Hart and capture the convoy. A mbunderstandmg caused 
the onadvance guard of the Brown army to come into touch 
with the enemy asoner than was expected, and the plan of 
campaign developed on unexpected lines. The right of the 
Brown army, composed of fifty of the Ampleforth 0.T.C., 
was detailed to hold the cross roads on the Strensall to Melton 
road, while the left, composed of the remainder of the Ample-
forth 0.T.C.with St Peter's 0.T.C., under Lieutenant Toyne, 
ivas ordered to intercept the convoy,in the event of its attempt-
ing the more difficult passage south of that point. But the 
enemy chose the former route, and the advance guards of 
she two armies came into touch nen the cross-roads on the 
edge of the Streusall Common. The attack developed ov 
this wing, and at one period the extreme right was seriously 
threatened. A sharp counter-snack, involving some hand to 
hand fighting in a word, effectually dispelled the danger, and 
the Whnes retreated, leaving several prisoners in the hands of 
the Brown force. 

At this point news arrived that a convoy had been sighted. 
The Brown right then began a steady retreat towards Fluton, 
luring the enemy into an ambush so well prepared that the 
convoy was successfully captured. 

Soo 

Rugby Football 
At the end of the mauceuvres Colonel Hay and Major Satan, 

who had kindly acted as umpire, held a pow-wow, at which 
both sides received sound and helpful advice, particularly in 
the matter of distance judging. Colonel Hey had a special 
compliment for the advance guard of the Browns. Their 
deployment under difficult circumstances had been very good. 
Both sidea evidently understood the importance of making 
uu of every particle of cover. 

The Ampleforth contingent has to express its sincerest 
appreciation of the kindly hospitality extended to its members 
by the Head Master of St Peter's, after arrival in York, before 
entraining for Damon. Everybody thotoughlyenjoyed the day. 

RUGBY FOOTBALL 
AMPLEFORTX c. DURHAM SCHOOL 

THIS match was played at Ampleforth on February 
cosh, and resulted in a victory for the visitors by sus 

o 
anything

po s) to a 
full 

and a try (8 points). Ample-
forthShaad  but a  side out. Of the fonvards who 
played in the last school match only four were available, and 
three of the fine XV backs were also unable to play. In view 
of the brilliant display given by the visitors' back division, it is 
fair to say that, even if Ampleforth had been at normal strength, 
it is improbable that they would have successfully contended 
with the pace and combination of the oppwing side. But with 
the Ampleforth pack at full strength the game might have 
taken the form of a duel between forwards and backs, and 
vicvory would have gone to the side whkh could have made 
its own style of play prevail. As it was, the Ampleforth pick 

ivs able to hold its own in the " tight," was slightly supenor 
footwork and in the " loose " generally, and so much 

amarter in getting the ball from touch that in the second half 
the Durham captain invariably chose a scrimmage instead of 
a line-out. Here the Ampleforth strength ended. Behind the 
urimmage Massey'a play did not suffer in comparison with 
that of the Durham m-half. Knowles did some useful 
touch-kicking at stand-off half, but was far behind his opponent 
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in clevernec and pace. The three quarter lines do not suggest 
comparisofr but contrast. Durham were fast, very accurate in 
their passing, and so full of individual and collective resource 
that, when they scored, the spectators' attention was occuped 
not so much with the succ.s o 

i 
f their efforts as with the moe-

ments that led up to it. The Ampleforth " threes " on the 
other hand reminded one of the -Tory description of Mr 
Gladstone—they seemed like old men in a hurry. Macpherson 
was a possible exception, and 

whole 
in the second half, when 

he dodged through nearly the  of the opposing side, was 
perhaps the best individual effron of the match. But it was a 
gleam in the prevailing grey. At half-time the score was co-f 
in favour of Durham. Both the visitors' tries were the result of 
cocerted passing, crowned by resolute running on the part of 
thenir left wing. The Ampleforth try was obtained by Col ison 

wp.irke:M=c1 f= 
with

thelibtall ICWterfetehe 
uurham hot. For the first ten minutes of the second half 
Ampleforth pressed and, as has been mentioned, Macpherson 
scored after a good individual run; but the visitors' backs 
became more and more dangerous, and the Ampleforth 
defence began to get loose and indefinite, and the tackling 
nsue. In the Mt quarter of an hour the visitors scored four 

times, all by movements which revealed a wealth of resource 
and variety in attack that embarassed, if it did not demoralize, 
the defence. All the Durham tries were converted, three of 
them with fine kicks from near the touch-line. The following 

as the Ampleforth side
ah, J. PekChm rres.,,eiers, H. Martin, P. S. Craves, 

C. Macpherson and G. Power ; HaiSacks, E. Massey 
Rmwlea Forwards, C. B. Colkson (captain), R. L Power. R. Lynch, 
I. Morrogh.Bemard, Rockford, Viscount =acorn., J.Ainscough 
and G. ciarte.Barry. 

COLTS' MATCH 
Achfizrozm V. Sr PETER'S SCHOOL, YORK 

THIS match was played at Ampleforth on February ayth, 
and resulted in a win for the home side by go points to nil. 
The sides were chosen from boys under fifteen years of age. 

got 

Hockey 
This let in to the Ampleforth side two of the first XV—, 
Massey and F. S. Crams. The game was too one-sided to be 
interesting, and the presence in the Ampleforth side of two
first XV players made It alsolop-sided. Massey and Cravos domi-
nated the game, but a sort of noblesse oblige brooded over their 
play. They took it easily, as though noshus not to frighten the 
oCher side, and anxious not to score too much themselves.
One resuh of this was that the rest of the Ampleforth side 
also took it easily, and there was a want of " push and go" 
about the whole game which was rather depressing. Apart 
from this slackness the Ampleforth forwards played well, but 
the backs kept the ball too long, and more use should have 
been made of the wings. Crawford has perhaps the makings of a 
scrum-half. The following was the Ampleforth side I 

Bea, S. Crews; Threegitarie, J. Nibs. P. Bkchtedkv, 
Cravon and A. Gorham lialtbaoks. E Massey and I. Er 
Forwards, C. Liston. A. Marsden. G. Cuddon. E. Ruckhn, Hon 
Scott. J. Hawks-ma B. GreenwOOd and V. Craws. 

HOCKEY 
Assezzrortm v. Poczczufrrox Scitoot 

THIS game was played at Pocklington on March zoth, 
and ended in a vmtocy for the home side by four goals to 
three. The ground was only just possible. In one place a 

large patch of snow still remained unthawed on the playing 
area. Ampleforth pressed at the commendement but showed a 
weakness in the circle, which ultimately proved their undoing. 
GAP backs, tfro,were disposed to take risks, and should remember 
that flying hits at a moving ball are only reasonable on a very 
smooth ground. The halves were very good, particularly Leese 
and Power. At half-time the score was 0-1 in favour of Pock-
lington. 

In the second hall Pocklington got one goal and Ampleforth 
two. The Ampleforth goals were both scored in the last ten 
minutes, when the Eleven seemed at last to have adapted 
themselves to the conditions of ground and weather. On 
the whole they were unlucky to lose, but a little more 
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determination and liveliness in the circle would have been 
helpful, The following played for Ampleforth 

Goal, P. S. Craws; Baas, E Massey and H. 
ilia.

n 
C. E. Leese. C B. Collison .d B. J. Power;  H. McMahon, 
L. Unsworeh, A. C. McDonald, C. J. Know. and M. ninscough. 

AMPLEPORTH D. RIPON 'GRAMM. SCHOOL 
Played at Ampleforth on March zyth, and resulted in a 

win for Ripon by three goals to two. The game was well but 
unevenly contested. The first half was all Ampleforth's, and 
two goals resulted through Barton and Unsworth. The second 
half was neatly as much Ripon's. For about twenty minutes 
after the restart the Ampleforth halves were frequently out of 
place, with the result that Ripon kept breaking through, and 
on [hate occasions scored. The forwards, too, were poorly 
"fed," and, as they themselves would not "tack back" for 
the ball, their play became listless and unenterprising. Un-
smorth and Bernard were always good, Massey played a cool 
and resourceful game at back, and, apart from the period 
referred to, Leese and Collison did much clever and energetic 
work at half. The following was the Ampleforth side 

Goat, V. Craves Boo H. Martin a. E. mangy; Iniltbacks, 
C. E. Leese, C. B. Collis. and R. J. Power Forwards, J. Korrosslw 
Bernard, L. Enswords, A.G. McDonald. 1. Barton and M. J.AmscougM1. 
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OLD BOYS 

MR V. G. NAREE is at present at Wren's, working for the 
Civil Service Examination. 

Ma J. 0. Klux won the Gold Medal for Chemistry at 
Edinburgh University. 

Ma WILFRED Data is farming in Australia. 

Ma JOHN Fortsuaw has paned his Law Finals. 

F B 
CONGRATULATIONS to Mr Charles Rochford, of Turnford 
Hall, Broxbourne, Hems, who was married to Irene Cecilia, 
second daughter of Mr Gerard Butterfield, of Wimbledon, 
on January itth, at St James', Spanish Place, by Dons Dominic 
Willson, o.s.s. 

Also to Mr Patrick Neeson, of Abbotsford, Bearsdeu, who 
was married to Mary Clare, second daughter of the late Hugh 
Mallon, of Garnethill, Glasgow, on January tqth. 
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NOTES 

I N our last issue we neglected to put on record the heroism 
of Dons Basil Gwydir, of Douai Abbey, who was drowned 
on the " Rohilla." Had it not been for his devotion to his 

rantg dlinee'll'einTditthre:c71.' ; s
 have saved himself. 

H;ra!' 
the 

.. We 
cannot doubt that his tender our  to the sick has own 
speedily rewarded. While we offer our sympathies to the Abbot 
and Community of St Edmnds, we cannot help sharing with 
them the pride they mum feel in the noble conduct of one of 
their brethren. 

Pk 
Wu offer our sincere co▪ ngratulations to the new Bishop of 
Malta, and to Fort Augustus, his monastery. Dom Mantua 
Carus na was consecrated in Rom,on the feast of St Scholastic, 
by Cardinal Merry del Val, w titular Archbishop of Rhodes 
and Bishop of Malta. The ceremony took place in S. Maria 
in Tr wtevere. Afterward, in the Palau. di San Calirio 
hard by, the new Archbishop was invested with the insignia 
of the Sovereign Order of the Knights of Malta in the name 
of the Prince Grand Master. It is interesting to note that the 
Bishop of Malta bee ex officio the rank of Brigadier-General 
in the British Army. The best wishes of his brethren go with 
Archbishop Caruana to his new labour. 

▪ rli bli 
Its succession to the Right Rev. Prior Fowler, Cathedral Prior 
of Newport and Prior of Belmont, who resigned his office in 
January, the Clwritral Prior of Downside Abbey, Dom Aelred 
Kindersley, was elected. We wish him many years of success-
ful work at Belmont. 

• d. 
Dori Immumusus BROWN, Cathedral Prior of Worcester, has 
just celobrated  his Golden Jubilee in the habit. We wish him 
many more years of life and renewed health and strength. ft is 
not possible in a note to speak of the work accomplished 
during Mom sixty long years by Prior Brown, but let it be said 
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Isis brethren know and appreciate how well they have been
spent in 

the
service of the Church and of the English Bene-

dictine congregation. 
• ff.• ffr 

Dow WILFRID Damn, CFmonemus of the Ampleforth Missions, 
returned at the beginning of Lent from Ameri whither 
he had gone to transact important business for his brethren, 
We welcome bins back once again after an absence of more than 
a year. We have heard that bit return journey across the 
Atlantic was not without excitement, and to make it more 
exciting the arrival of his ship in home waters synchronimd 
with the initiation of Germany's great blockade 

• rli 
The new church at Orford Lane' Warrington, is to be 
opened in July. We congratulate Dom Oswald Swarbreck 
on this happy termination of many years of anxious work. 

4. 
Me Km urnr DENN, who was a postulant here in July, has 
now spent more than five months at the front. He holds a 
commission in the Royal Munster Fusiliers. He is a constant cor-
respondent of many members of the community, of which one 
day he still hopes to be a member.We assure him hen ever in the 
minds of us all. He writes in one of his letters,"I play the organ, 
during our rest period here, for Benediction. I don't play well, 
but I can keep them together and its glorious to be able to do 
even that for our poor fellows. Ampleforth's contribution to the 
war is fine. I do hope her sons—most of them—will be allowed 
to five. I long to come back. If I live this war will he a great 
prelude to a noviciate I " 

rff bff 
Ix connection with certain necessary alterati and reno-
vations at our Missions at Knaresborough, Prions or Cummins 
has issues1 a circular, from which we take the following 
interesting extract 

" Connected records of the Catholic mission of Enareshorough begin 
in the year ging, when English Benedictines first came to Romp. 
Hall, and undertook pastoral care of the Catholics M the district. which 
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they have never since Minim.. Pre.. to that date the per-
recided flock had not been Mt without priestly munstratio., Or 

=dyt, ' LMIns'  I mrnre tiys'h rlan b I Zs' hy7. lirarallfig 'trBrot 

ItEetes 'al'tesss lotlIrengo rrZyryrtr;lt ''In 'eVetrattl 
sold t.ir estates, the Benedictines remained in the neighbourhood, 
4vinggm M1era Thistle Hill or FOWfoo[, until the aver rJ9P oo they 

rc  to ve ss both a and chapel. 
Wire the increased toleration that came with Emaccipation 
notable deveEpnred ensued in the fortunes md position of the Catholic 
hody a move w. at once made to Bondend, where the present build-
ings svere erec.d, with cMain pre.ntiousness, the nondescript 
style of the period Since that day little has been done to proOde 
better accommodation. A minute sacristy was built and sorne rooms 
were slightly enlarged at various tims. But the efforts ot the con-
gregation have been mainly corm... upon tfie schools that were 
neeessata.d by a growing flock and education, dor.... whret the 

original buildings rebore church and presbytery remain tulle 
. they were set up m the first clays of Catholic Emancipation. 

Meanwhile the GWolic population of the district has greatly 
incrresed, and with .e growth provision for its needs. Four daughter 

besid. a religious community. have sprung up within the 
oId boundaris. claiming then doreies and setting up for themseves. 

Lard Stourton opend a chapel ad B.O. Park ego,. with Father 
Merton, of 

 ""r4h 
I„ reyet=tifirdhVell ‘t‘. 12t.X.; 

of
wasereLl 'fi'y' Shr 

Percival Radcliffe md in St M anus a  at Starbeck was 
form. from erelong portions of Marrogree and Anarsaborough. 
One effect at this happy multipliretion of missions h. been the dive

n of resources from the mother church. which hn seen the more 
leisur. red affluent sections cut oft wire little left .its own portion 
but labourers a. the Poor-haven

More than areenty years ha  o pared... the church bilildiMe 

. Anareshorough i—their Old Age pension Ls long overdue Proosion 

TE'VaehetCcvh, 
of xgya is felt 
 rtedtrtrin=1 

and a priests-lodging should be provided more sanitary, more 
renunabous, and more seer.," 

010 010 

In the Library of St John's College, Cambridge, a manuscript 
of a Custom Book of St Marys Abbey, York, which was 
issued with the approval of Thom. Fimalan, Archbishop of 
York in 0390, exists. A copy of this manuscript was made years 
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ago by Cardinal Gasguer .d Mr Edmund Bishop, and later 
all the music in the original was photographed by the nuns of 
Stanbrook Abbey. Is the regulations for Holy Week, the tone 
to which the Passion was sung is given. Judging by .the nartnrena: 
tsifliZIodokt<0.rie 

;
t 

'e :hParn'tb: ItIkec=1 '.1'7he" currett 
Roman "Tonne Passionis." The reciting notes are the same, 
and the chief notes of the cadences occur is the older form 
without the elaboration of the pneums which connect them 
in the tone now in general use. The York to vvas revived, 
undoubtedly for the first time since the Reformation, at 
Stanbrook Abbey in Holy Week, 0904. This year it has been 
brought nearer its native home. Co Palm Sunday and Good 
Friday it was sung at Ampleforth, which is the nearest Benedic-
tine Abbey to old St Mary's, York, and which has the right to 
recommend one of its monks to the titular Abbacy of St Mary's. 

• 
Before next Holy Week the chant will, is all probability 

be published, and it should find wide favour on account of 
its simple plaintive beauty. We hope that it will be long in 
uw at Ampleforth if only on 

it, 
of its associations with our 

past history. As we listened to it, we were carried back to Sm-
og. of Faith, and felt a fellowship with generations of monastic 
brethren who sang the dory of the Passion to this simple 
melody. Ligroon si proecinox forrit, rum= vireacit. 

WE were delighted to have Canon Nool, who held the chair of 
Epistemology at Louvain, with us for Holy Week. From boo 
we learnt more of the horrors of the invasion of Belgium and 
the burning of Louvain than it has been possible from the 
confused accounts of the papers. Canon Noel was himself 
taken by the Germans, and was instrumental in saving the 
lives of nearly twenty priests whom the 'refined' Teutons 
had locked is a pig stn. No doubt the Germans feared to take 
the life of so distinguished a scholar as Canon Nook whom we 
are glad to my has been lecturing at Oxford on the philosophy 
of St Thomas. 
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Too following letter, from a French lady, which we pr' 

idiom, 

nt 

ite curious  gives a vivid description of the Battle 

of the Marne from the civilian's point of view, and will 

form an interating supplement to the diary letters of 

Captain Berners, punted elsewhere in the 3001,1451. 

"How very welcome the sight of your writing. We have been utterly 
cut off from outa file fora while being here m the very midst of the 
battler, Even now we only get the letters addressed to  
As for  our former post, is as most towns a. villages near 
about Dar. nubs. kly dear,   and we have been in the 

n "CVv 'etritt :117 rt'. 
God's help

" 
have bees

Fee= go..arable ' vrith Z,11, 
Taubes throwing bombs every on near .--(the w. 

Pl. St Augotiwr—a ene. panic where went away. 
and much fear of being shut up lor a 

brines 
siege. no 

ea
and no 

Tni -MtiVn=rb 'atettl=a tnmd7re Zoln,gm 'oaa nee 
ten year old .d. on the and Sept. On an our way we saw the hay 
carts carrying away the frightened peasants, their family who,
it was a most melan.oly sight The 3  September; all who rushed 
thmugh here Mho..istessing news. the French troops were coming 
back in disorder  near by German Armies 1 A. we began to 
he. cannon at distance (we have now heard it near or far, for more 
than a month. save .11. rest !) The wth. we .d the lamentable 
passing through.). MP to TMht of the French 01 Corp, even tarrying 
here a few hours, they understood then nothing of the manoeuvre 
intended by Jeff re, and drought they were ordered to run away before 
the enemy, and were mon discouraged. The 5th. Me cannon noise 
seemed very near. and at ten to eleven I saw a single French soldier 

behind the big gate wound. 
by

cannon shot in Ms throat 
the blood flowing by buckets. . . . He was xreaming "They follow me, 
they will kill he had barely time to see him escaped in our farmer, 
vrife's cart, who was, like three fourths 51 the villagers, running avoy, 
when ten es later. the first Germ cyclists appeared on Me 
title road a mend of the wok of old Wm, and since Mat moment, 

and  Ilalt 'llfltnh wa te ]fi r rfirt ' an" 27m7r.VrmtWnt,T,Iat d three days did not s.p a wink, nor wash, rear undress for fear 

doors,surprise every second. Soon new ono came in from all the ma aU 
and Wo had all,—officers, Uhlans, Death Hue.. big chiefs,

artillery, aeroplane. The .cers were generally correct. d some 

amokr h" itTfile:7507t1 011:ZarMr7"rd7rts'Vvy'totVe, 
lomas an our wine .d eatables, jam, Vichy water, and tea. For 

3ln 
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the two first days it was all right—then they stole everything in the 
village, but killed nobody owing to our heniewentaire. (Frank. — 
lessons saved me, and .1 here, and the hoe.) azd they burriedhto 
houses here—but an around, alas farms and villages are destroyed 
by Germans and cannon, and in many places they have done unspeak-
able Wogs. 

"On the Sunday they became very rough, the battle was raging 
all around, bullets falling already on the gra. route, we .d what 
moo:od of villagers. infums, ba.s.. our cellars, and a. f ew 

r00
0 

0
117 

W1.050171,01101have st ot. A[ eight fall the 

and five very nasty .cers came in an auto, and forced me to search 
atl our cellars and all, me marching in front with three revolvers they 
held unto my head. while --, who was very brave` de. turned 
the other staircase and pushed the mile run  men om room to 
room as we came by. . It was a near shave I can tell you! 

"A comic story--we have been laughed at by the Kronprina him-
self—Ibut only knew afterwards it was he,) fancy, he jumped the sire 
..a no. full of water, wi  Whisk orse. instead of enter. the gat., 
and came cantering up M Me bridge where and receiv. 
hirn by our first usu. words. ," What do you ask for, we have nothing 
U0 and tapping his bee.fd horse meth a jewelled whip and most 

glov.. boots begrinned and said' I ask for no.. I only 

are' 7:1 '.= 1'Z:er:I rgy ' dr hit,%trer thay"belsuf 
you are hem. you .e at a hundred: Se he grinned again, and said. 
( Then it means two days. time because your amid. fly before me; I 
qu, etlY s°0  nobody can 

to
fate beforehand: My dear, if 

I had only kn.. then mho he was, and that Ire was going to be beaten 
next day, and to give the mo.away Oignal I hut I only thought 

Ilrtfl'"'„et"=. h71h.e.rie:OrParkPfuaYsPgalreellt 
th.h. beited owo), main The rumour here Mat he h. been 
stealing like a vulgar thief in the neighbouring chateau where he slept. 

rvill—the battle was coming nearer and nearer, and on Do.ay 
morning the whole village here was ocrimih by the German forces 

l'IN'' Ortatav, mT111==f,rtg ht17,11:11*:.rf st.1111. 
behind us (always from left to

me
 igh), while theePno. of nearing 

battle was coming from our right, rust behind  fields opposite your 

71crararel=nen:=Te niftfii:%12;.Tdr'ntr—= 

71•51Vgs,r;nt%;==',;,e0,7,=;;;5:1",.10;t1 
cannons and troops and began going back from right to.. At two the 
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lastUblansleft from the castle,wit.at Idllingorburi.g,Isuppcee into° 

much h.te, and at twenty o.ee Re first French hussars came 

trotting quietly in two by two—and then we learnt all of the • plan • of 
Jo.. the .I to  round. . . and the victory at last 1-011 the 

card. my dear, appetrs M the middle of a small ten BOOB piece 

and all the rest around 12 oompletely • saccegf most of the fine 

castles are either burnt up by Re Germans or broken by bullets, or 

dirtied and spoilt for ever.   • los.' there have been 

soldiers digging, and in --'s Rem is a German ambulance. The 
ber of I.ed and wounded is awful I The Eng. armies have been 

an rm., .t we have not seen them, they are seed to do wonders. 
be se brave—even the German officers said the English stood fire 

splendidly and toughs very wen. . . only were so few. Who knows how 
it 

We
.1 end t The battle has been raging on our front near Rheims 

for the bat we are not told much about it yet. . . We ore 

in dread. fright always of those demons breaking through the line. 
and tumbling here upon us again. This time it would be without hope 

for us !Pray my..ar friend, that God giy. our • brothers in amts.' our 

armies strength enough to push them back. They use.. dirty wa.. I 
always h, it may cause their end! Live my love  . 

hope he won't be called, but if he is. and comes near  with 

his regiment, to try and come here, he will getangree.g, I can tell. 

I always 
fiTslierrneeersT,:4'sriTinan7gcottr;,b1m7shets==! 

fully ceumge., walking about on terrace and bringing in the 

old ceople when the beta were corning new. I Ram to descr. 

.ns of horrors  it is Hell this war. When will we ever meet 

age. and in peace !Write to . at Re address I give you. it may come 
here in a fortnight's time, 

d• t m 

Hts brethren were glad to have Dom Antony Barnett, Chaplain 
to the 28th Division with them fora few days of Holy Week 
and Raster week. He had spent nearly a month in hospital 
with pneumonia. Needl.s to say he had much of interest to 
tell us. In one of his letters from the Front he speaks thus of 
his works 

"It is all intensely interesting and takes one's whok rime 
and strength to do one's little bit.' Our guns are beginning 
to roar and shake the whole place again. The row is deafening 

. guns are all round us. The Germans sweep round marching 

for them, and give us a warm time occasionally. Two shells 
ricked up the cabbages in our little cabbage patch to-day, one 
hit the roof, another the front wall. Then they rattled one 
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round in the field,. One went clean through a factory chimney, 
making a neat hole, but the chimney remained standing. One 
gets very callous about shells, although their hiss, and their 
final explosion are far from agreeable. We get a shelling nearly 
every day—not a perfect inferno, but just an occasional one 
all over the place. Two French soldiers were killed and a few 
civilians wounded quite near me as I was coming from the 
Field Ambulance. One bounced on the roof of the hospital 
*bile I was there. It does not inspire one mach I" 

tll it .1. 
Hear is another extractfrom his letters. "The noise at present 
is almost unbearable. The building Makes and the air vibrates 
with the noise of the terrific cannonade of every available 
rim around. The fighting here for the last few days has been 
terribly fierce. It is a ghastly thing to see the state of some of 
the peer fellows brought in. How the Imolai, body .n stand 
such terrible rips and holes is a marvel to me. All the ambul-
an work is done at night. All the night through the doctors 
and bearers are collecting the wounded, bringing them in, 
washing, cutting and binding up the poor fellows. Then the 
chaplain goal to them and does all that is possible. All night 
I stay with my own ambulance, and the first thing M the 
nmrning I hurry off to the other ambulance's dreriing station. 
They are about a mile away—rather nearer the firing line. If 
any R.C. is really badly hit an orderly is kept here ready. to 
come over for me to administer the Last Sacraments. I .just 
hurry off, stumbling along through the darkness‘ and administer 
the last rites. Poor fellows ! They do so appremate the priest's 

t. The morning is spent in arranging for funerals and in 
getting to the WI., of troops before they go up to the trenches 
a night. The priest just goes amongst them, draws them 
and, in turn, and, as they. stand, hears their confessions. All 
around the men are gathering their sacks for sand bags, filling 
large empty biscuits use with water to make tea in the trench., 
replenishing their water bottles, getting their trench tools ready, 
packing their kits, oiling their feet, sods and boots with 
whale-oil to keep their feet warm in the trenches, talking, 
laughing and smoking. I have never appreciated Tommy as 
he is. I have never known him be! ore. lie is really a wonderful 
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being. It makes one feel proud to belong to the same race. 
There is no showy parade of bravery, but an earnestness and 
lightheartedness that touches one. He is ahvays ready to do his 
litde bit,' and to give his life in doing it. There is no joyous 

foolish rush to the trenches at night, but just a grave, quiet, 
grim Tommy out to do his beat. He does not like the scream 
of a shell nor the frightful noise of the explo-ion, but the sight 
of a comrade in danger or in need is enough for Tommy to 
make the greatest sacrifices to give his fellow soidier a moment's 
relief or the slightest help. The tales of the trenches are really 
very touching.  My admiration for the average Tommy lu-
re.. the more I see of him. Tommy is one of the very best! 
"Pardon my rambling away like this. It is the effect of the 

terrible noise of the guns! and the thoughts of poor Tommy 
at the other end. What I really wanted to tell you to-night ff
that, to-day,l went all over the Bmedictine nu m' convent here. 
They are all Irish, I am told, and are at present with our 
minsat Ouhon. You will know them. The convent is badly 
battered. Three shells have struck it. One has completely 
wrecked the chapel, entering the building beside the High 
Altar, another has struck the base of the wall at the back, 
ripping a great hole in the cellar and ground floor. The wall 
has crumbled and cracked up to the roof. Them another seems 
to have struck the roof itself. I picked up the time fuse of one 
shell in the building, and have brought n away with me. Some 
French troops have been billetted in the building. . . . Poor 
St Benedict and St Scholasfica sand in their nick. in 
the convent. An old man, Oscar ' he called himself, took me 
all round and allowed me the ruins. The houses round are 
wrecked, and the larger building on the opposite side of the 
street is a still greater wreck. The shells were sailing over and 
shrieking while I was there—just to make the picture more 
realistic. A city of ruins is a terrible sight. It will take years 
to rebuild—some of the buildings of mute are irreplacable." 

* 3 * 
0ui more extract " The work of a chaplain is extrmrdinarily 
fascinating and you really feel that you are doing the good 
God's work here amongst these poor fellows, who to-day are 
in robust health, and to-morrow are misted and contorted in 
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agonies, or just asleep in death. God help them! One just 
rushes here and rushes there, trying to get at them wherever 
one can find them. Tommy is always ready to make his con-
fession and appreciate work done for him. Even those with no 
religion stand by in solemn silence awed by the gravity of the 
priest's work." 

* 
Tim Librarian wishes to acknowledge valuable gifts to the 
Abbey Library from Dom Ildephonsus Brown and Dom 
Cuthbert Almond. The Library 0.9 a very meat deal to their 
constant generosity. He would like also to thank Mr W. H. 
Welsh for an important addition to the Classical sectim. 



NOTICES OF BOOKS. 

710 Enid,. of Me Captivity EyAssiaIts and Colossians. By the Eck 
Josef. Ercemev, 

PAilmon and Phiippians. By the Rev. Amu. H000ree, 
Longm. : sew. qd. net, boards Is. 3d. 

Tem is the Mira and most recent part of the new Westminster Version 
of the Sacred Scriptures, We welcome it for it is not Unworthy to 
rank with the other parts previously issued. It shares um 
medts a. defects, and my detailed criticism would involve Me 
repetition of muchN has already .en mid in noticm of the 
earner portions of the work. The present hook, likeour its predecessors. 
takes fun amount of modem scholarship in the matter of the text; 
the introduction is adequate to the needs of the ordinary reader: the 
notes are concise a.nd clear. But there is still that provo.g habit, 
upon which we have already remark. of introducing irdo the text 
words and phrases, enclosed within square brackets. with the view to 
making clearer the Sacred writers meaning to our mind this method 
is exasperating and unsightly, and it does not always achieve its 
purpose. We think, too, that translators ought to be chary of adopting 
varimt English equivalents Mr one and the same Greek phrase (e/. 
Fr Rkkabys treatment of St Paul's Se eas browasime). The English 
of the translation, though it strikes us as being neither inspired nor 
nspiring, yet gives Me reader a Hear presentation of the Apostle's 

meaning: and assuredly thoseof us who have groaned at the deficiencies 
Of our Eng. Catholic Bibles, win count that as no sm. gain. 

A Ski. History al Engl.. By HOBO. CECIL Wain. Publish. by 
John Murray. 

Tam book undour .y supplies a want long felt among students of 
the English laguage. Espe.ly is rat treatment of English Sound 
Changes to he welcomed.. setting the mbject on a scienCtfic basis, 
In so many popular books on the Eng. language. the reader is 
confronted with long accounts of vowel a. consonmt 

thewithout o suggest the reasons or reasonableness of the phe. 
nomena The ranges devoted to Phonetics are therefore invalmble, and 
a few elementary facts of physiology once thoroughly grasped minimize 
considerably the dMculty usually experienced in grappling with the 
Laws of Sound Change. Om may perhaps regret that the author 
oon.ered a fuller treatment of the condition of present day English 
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incompatible with the scope of this work. The subject farms 
one of the most interating and su88estive chapters in his • HIM. of 
kr Moine, Sown, In the main, however, the present volume does 
not 

the 
in comparison by iv condensation. and we have mare faith 

in the author's judgement when he confines himself to Eng., than 
when he ranges further afield in his investigations of the Indo-European 

Vet. Regis. By the Vertu Rev. Moe BENSO, wa. Longman, 
Green at Co. m. 6d. 

ins title page of this little .k descrites its purpose when it calls it 
• A book of devotions and intercessions on behalf of our authorities, 
our soldiers and sailors, our allies, the mourners and destitute, and all 
.acted by the war." It is divided into two parts: Part I . devoted to 
a special form of prayer for each My of the week; Part II . of a more 
general character, and adapts most of the devotions of the Church—the 
Rosary, the Stations of the Cross, and t. like—to the needs of 
time of war. cerely recommend these dem.. for, nearly 
every case, Msource from which they are dra.vm. Holy Scripture, or 

he prayers of the Church. The late Mgr Benson has, moreover On 
Part I always, and, wherever possible. in Part II sds. even Hem • 
quasiditurgical setting—Antiphons, Psalms, a reading from Scripture 

and concluding versicles and prayers. This lends a sense of dignity and 
solemnity, well mited to the words us. and to Me subjects treat., 
and removes from them all taint of the sentimentality which is but 
too common a feature of modem books of devotion. 

From Fetters to Fa.. By Rev. Ronan Kam, sd. 
Green R Co. H. net. 

Ire this volume Fr Rate has given to the world a se. of unisons and 
addresses delivered on v.om special occasions during the last fifteen 
ears. T. occasions are as various as the funeral of a bishop and Me 

opening of a new church: but through all the addresses Mat are here 
con.ted there runs the thread of a deep spiritual unity. The hook is 
a trumpet .1, a summons to the freer Ireland that is now arising, 
be  prosperity m in misfortune to the ideMs of its past and in 
thisstrength to go fonvard,The addresses are vigorous and peeved. 
with a spirit of cheerful optimism. To say that they are also highly 
rhetorical and imaginative,.only to say that the writer is hinuelf a Celt 
of Me Celts. And it mayhe Mat these qualities,while mine...suitable 
in the spoken word, will not in the written evoke the same feelings of 
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enjoyment .d enthusiasm. We ve this as a personal imession. 
We .n well understand the efce git on Fr Kane, auceences of pr m.y of 

these impassioned discourses. And if they fail in their written form to 
the tame vi v. feeling. or to giye the same pleasure. ho  not this 

been the fate of many of our great. Orators Yet. whatev be their 
.act on us, we must remace grateful for tces Wt., witnessing as it 
does to lofty ideals .d containing so much of inspiration and scour 
agement for the still uncertain future. 

P.I.M. 

The Samna Theologica of St Thom. Aquinas. (Prima SeconddeQ.Q. r-
xLvill). Literally translated by Fathers of the English Dominican 
Province. R. A T. Washbour.. 6s. net. 

Wa welcome cordially this further instalment of the translation of 
St Thomas that is being produced by the English Dominican Fathers. 
It is unnecessary for us to say an  in commendation of the work. 
It is good wine, of an old a..Etried vintage. While confessing that 
we prefer St Thomas in his Ice, concise and lucid Latin, we are sure 
that there are many who will welcome . English translation. They 
may be sure that they have here, in a translation prepared by expert 
Auden. of St Thomas, &careful and accurate rendering of his meaning. 

The Seventh Wave. By CONSTANCE & Esuou. R. A T. W.hbourne. 

My Lady Rosier. By FREDA lelhav 080,35. R. A T. Wcehboume. 
Golden Lights. By E. GALLIEN. ROBIN. R. A T. Washbourne. 
T. So.. W.e is a series of psychological studies of Rellgion. They 
are told, for them.t hi a way calulate.d toss  the attention 
of the reader. The art,considerable power of description posecesed by the 
writer and the strong human interest, which plays in and out of the 
queer stories.ated. combine to make the one., situations credible 
and sometimes absorbing. My Lady Rosier, which is a cenceistorical 
rom.re of the fourteenth century. and Golden Lights, which is a story 
of Cornwall with a pronounced Catholic atircephere, will be found 
very suitable . convent pricebooks. 

The Upper Roan, A Drama ol Lhrist, P.M.. By Ronzar HUGH 
BRSON. Longmens, Green & Co. Paper 6d. 

lit. Marna is. as Mgr Benson says in the Preface, " an attempt 
to present .e story of .e Passion in suce a way as to be within .e 
limitations of a smell stage.-  It fulfils this purpose admirably. The 
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plat taks place throughout in room of the Last Supper, and the 
openS with the landlord'sboy leaning over the balcony behind 

the mom. and listening to our Lords voice in the worts of the Lest 
Discourse dying away down the street. This simple. but ..tive, 
openirig strikes a note of tensity that is prcerved with great skill all 
through the play, rising to its height as the procession to Calvary passes 
outside in the street. The WM: isdignified, easy, a. melodious, .d 
the play as a whole reminds us of the authoes delightful "Mystery

Play" in its power of visualizing a religious scene with dram
livaness, without the surrender ot any tonal detail. There are 
some who regard this keenness of historical imagination as.ceBenson's 
greacet ti. M fame in the world of letters, .d to them, . indad 
to all Mgr Benson, admirers, this little play will make its appeal. 

LIE11.E. 

Spiritual Lettere of Monsignor A. Hugh Benson It one ot hit CM. 
Long... Green ACE. 2s.6d. net. 

Tcece letters are lighter and slighter and more varied in subject .eca 
the title under which they are published suggests; and the ex.ion of 
all merely personal .d private matter has in many cases left a small 
residuum. Yet the extracts are iMeresting. Shrewd sayings abound in 
them. and. as Mr A. C. Benson says in his Preface, they illustrate their 

enthusiasm .d swift expressiveness and his eager desire 
to despond to every can .d eta. for scepathy .d inter., as well 
. his grace of loyal and continuous kindness. 

Paradyse Terre., By C. M. Awroxce R. A T. Washbourne. m. 6d. 

Teen are twelve stories, one for each month, in this volume, and they 
show a rare affection for beautiful places, flowers and tee.. The "Genius 
Loci" of Vernon Lee is here magically present. But the writer has not 
ban quite soccessful with the supernatural happenices which are 
affixed to the stories. They come in a lit. awkwardly, some
giving the effect of a cardboace pceted on to a Turner landscape. 
An exception, however. must be made in the am of the Spanish story, 
" Flor del Espiritu S..," which is arressing and impressive. And 
"A Spanish Ins is a story of a beautiful de. tortwithout comment 
or insistence, and all the more moving on that ceount. But the chief 
clans of the book lies in the gardens which are enchantingly dcedbed. 
We long to wander along the slopes above CUM., or . the Paay. 
Terrestre of Venice. or in the cool cypress.guarded Tuscan retreats on 
the hillsides of Fiesole. 

L.B.McE. 
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The Right Note. By Mus Amend O'Conson. R. & T. Washbourne. 

Tom volume is No 3 of the "Stella Maris" Series. and consists of several 
short stories reprinted from various magasines and mriodicals. They 

and 
a great deal of spiritual tho h apt dialogue. and a 

fund of humour which is sometimm hl,satyricucWe would like this little 
hook much more if it were not that Mm O'Connor, e.racters have a 
habit ol underlining their own goodness. Some of them, we feel, are 
doomed to move through life with their spiritual armour clanging 
loudly upon them at every step. But the last story, which is the most 
vahmble in the hook, introduces us to two or three people who do 
possess that " Afscelase astern,-  and we should like to meet them again, 
The print is good and the illustrations simple but adequate. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
(Mention of books in this lit ,el.roeLzt rp,reclu. fur. not 

From  R. & T. WASHBOURNE. 
The Off wes ol Vespers .d Compline /or Sundays according.. Roman 

Rile. Price ed. 
T. AI.* the So,,, Or L., Prize see., u loather a. 

From Je. We., 
Mdern Romps, 18a3..-18,78. Rmxaap Lorms. L.L.D. Price m. 

From M., G.EN & CO. 
The Nem Testament (vol. iv, part dill. The elpocaint,se of 5l J . 

WE beg to acknowledge the receipt of the StonAarsi Magazine. 
e Beaumont Review. the LimeneMe Review, theRnven. the Giggleswied 

Manic!, the Edmmeclian. the Poetlingtonian. The Gregorian, The 
Coaonian, T. V sham Mega... The Beerta, The Ralcligan. 


